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1 The argument
Determinism was eroded during the nineteenth century and a
space was cleared for autonomous laws of chance. The idea of
human nature was displaced by a model of normal people with
laws of dispersion. These two transformations were parallel and
fed into each other. Chance made the world seem less capricious:
it was legitimated because it brought order our of chaos. The
greater the level of indeterminism in our conception of the world
and of people, the higher the expected level of control.
These events began with an avalanche of primed numbers at
the end of the Napoleonic era. Many kinds of human behaviour,
especially wrongdoings such as crime and suicide, wefe counted.
They appeared astonishingly regular from year to year. Statistical
laws of society seemed to spring from official tables of deviancy.
Data about averages and dispersions engendered the idea of
normal people, and led to new kinds of social engineering, new
ways to modify undesirable classes.
In the early years of the century. it was assumed that statistical
laws were reducible to underlying deterministic events, but the
apparent prevalence of such laws slowly and erratically
undermined determinism. Statistical laws came to be regarded as
laws in their own right, and their sway was extended to natural
phenomena. A new kind of 'objective knowledge' came into
being, the product of new technologies for gaining information
about natural and social processes. There emerged new criteria
for what counted as evidence for knowledge of this kind. The
statistical laws that could thus be justified were used not only for
description but also for explaining and understanding the course
of events. Chance became tamed, in the sense that it became the
very stuff of the fundamental processes of nature and of society.

2 The doctrine of necessity

11

In 1800 'chance', it waS said, waS a mere word, signifying
nothing - or else it was a notion of the vulgar, denoting fortune
or even lawlessness, and thus to be excluded from the thought of
enlightened people. Every event followed necessarily, at least in
Vll
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the phenomenal world, from an antecedent set of conditions.
Even students of vital medicine, who rejected universal laws
within their domain, held to particular and individual trains of
necessary causation, and would not countenance fundamental
chance.

3

Public amateurs, secret bureaucrats

16

Eighteenth-century officials collected statistical data for taxation,
recruitment and to determine the power of the state. Their
information was privy to the government. Amateurs and
academics had a flourishing trade in numerical facts, which were
widely published but never systematically collected. Prussia is
used as an example.

4 Bureaux

27

In the peace after Napoleon, the European states established
offices to collect and publish statistics about all manner of life
and administration. They created new institutions to gather and
disseminate this information. These made possible the avalanche
of printed numbers from 1820 to 1840. The Prussian example
continued.

5 The sweet despotism of reason

35

But the numbers were not enough. Prussians did not develop the
idea of statistical law. That happened in the West, above all in
France and England. In pre-revolutionary France there had been
a tradition of rational moral science. Later, the avalanche of
numbers turned it into an empirical moral science, but retained
the enlightened vision of regulation and law. The example of
Condorcet, the theorist of reasoned choice, and of the
bureaucrats who replaced him and engendered statistical
thinking.

6

The quantum of sickness

47

Before 1815 statistical generalizations about people were largely
restricted to births, deaths and marriages. An inquiry by British
parliamentarians shows exactly how and when a new category of
<biological' law came into being, statistical laws of disease. A
Select Committee of 1825.

7 The granary of science

55

More generally, the world was becoming numerical. This fact is
nicely illustrated by Babbage's proposal in 1832 for a collection
of Constants of Nature and Art. This was a statement about a
new and pervasive kind of number, constants to be used in
knowing and managing the world.

S Suicide is a kind of madness
The avalanche of printed numbers was marked, especially in
France, by the tabulation of numbers of deviants. In 1815 there

64
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was a controversy: who is more suicidal, Parisians or
Londoners? It could not be settled then; a decade later it could,
because new institutions had been established for collecting and
publishing data,
Suicide is a recurring theme in statistics. In one instance of
medical imperialism, there was an implicit syllogism: madness
was to be treated by physicians, suicide was a kind of madness,
hence the suicide statistics were treated like other medical
statistics. As a result, theories of medical causation were
appropriated to suicide. These were then applied to all statistics
of deviancy.

9 The experimental basis of the philosophy of legislation

73

By the 1820s official tables could tell the number and type of
suicide in a region. These data, and like information for crimes
and les miserables, were held to provide a successor to
Condorcet's rational moral science. The new empirical science of
morality would deal with statistical laws of human misbehaviour.

10 Facts without authenticity, without detail, without control,
and without value
81
The first attempts to use medical statistics as evidence for the
efficacy of rates of cure: polemics about Broussais's new
physiological medicine contrasted with the careful analysis of a
new method for treating gallstone.

11 By what majority?

87

Condorcet and Laplace had attempted a priori solutions to the
problem of designing the most efficient jury system. They lacked
empirical data. These were provided by the new crime statistics
of the French justice ministry. Poisson embedded this new
information in a statistical approach to juries.

12 The law of large numbers

95

In 1835, in the course of his statistical jurisprudence, Poisson
coined the phrase <law of large numbers' and proved an
important limiting theorem. This provided a further rationale for
applying the mathematics of probability to social matters. It also
seemed to explain how there could be statistical stability in social
affairs.

13 Regimental chests
In 1844 Quetelet argued that the limiting case of relative
frequencies in coin tossing (the binomial law, but also the law of
error for astronomical measurements) provided a curve (our
beU-shaped or Normal curve) that fitted empirical distributions
of human attributes and behaviour. This seemed to provide the
exact form of the new statistical laws about people. Notions of
causality, including even the medical model, began to be
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rearranged in order to make statistical laws consistent with
determinism.

14 Society prepares the crimes

115

A problem of statistical fatalism arose. If it were a law that each
year so many people must kill themselves in a given region. then
apparently the population is not free to refrain from suicide. The
debate, which on the surface seems inane, reflects increasing
awareness of the possibilities of social control, and implications
for moral responsibility.

15 The astronomical conception of society

125

Statistical fatalism, especially with the example of suicide, was
taken up in Getmany following Buckle's celebrated History of
Civilization in England. The ensuing debate highlights
fundamental differences between atomistic and holistic
conceptions of the new kind of law, statistical law. These
differences reflect the contrast between western libertarian and
eaStern collectivist visions of society.

16 The mineralogical conception of society

133

Instead of averages one could be quantitative in a quite different
way. The utopian traditionalist Le Play used the budget of a
single family to represent the life-style of a class, and proposed
an entirely different kind of social science. This contrasts with
the way in which the director of the Prussian statistical office
used household budgets. At issue was the very idea of what
counts as objective knowledge.

17 The most ancient nobility

142

Backlash against statistics is illustrated by Vaudeville, Comte,
Dostoyevsky and Nietzsche. Even those who wanted to find a
place for caprice or recover an ancient idea of pure chance were
ambivalent about chance, its laws and its uses.

18 Cassirer's thesis

150

Cassirer argued that the twentieth century idea of determinism is
extraordinarily recent, emerging only around 1870. Thus
quantum mechanics does not refute an old conception of
causality but is in conflict only with a new one. What is true in
his proposal is that a radical set of incoherencies in the idea of
necessity came to the surface between 1850 and 1880. An
account of the word 'determinism', its origins in the 1780s and
its new usage in the 18605.

19 The normal state
The word 'normal' has long served for both description and
evaluation, but its use to mean usual or typical emerged only in
the nineteenth century. It did so first in the context of
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physiology, here represented by Broussais, and then was
transformed into part of a political agenda by Comte. Normality
displaced the Enlightenment idea of human nature as a central
organizing concept, but evolved two roles. One is the
Quetelet-Durkheim conception of the normal as the right and
the good. The other is the Galtonian notion of the normal as the
mediocre, and in need of improvement. In either role, the idea of
the normal presents itself as the seal of objectivity and
impartiality, a neutral bridge between 'is' and ·ought'.

20 As real as cosmic forces

170

Durkheim's numerical sociology was formed in the conceptual
matrix of medicine, statistics and suicide. The idea of the normal
and the pathological was adapted from physiology to social
science. In the course of debates about criminal anthropology,
Durkheim decided that crime and suicide are normal. Deviations
from the normal are indices of social morbidity. They are
governed by social laws and forces that have a reality
independent of individuals. Durkheim continued Quetelet's
creation of new kinds of reality.

21

The autonomy of statistical law

180

Quetelet's bell-shaped curve became named, in England, the
Normal law. It was taken to be true or approximately true of a
vast range of phenomena and to show how regularity arises
within what at first appears disorderly. Galton rethought
Quete1et's account of the origin of statistical stability. The
resulting advances in techniques of statistical inference illustrate
how probability laws became autonomous of an underlying
deterministic structure. The doctrine of necessity had not been
abandoned, but was irrelevant to the power of statistics not only
to predict but also to explain phenomena.

22 A chapter from Prussian statistics

189

Although statistics gave rise to certain regulative concepts, such
as normalcy, that underlie possible kinds of administration of
people, it is well to remember that statistics had less abstract
applications. They were a direct and visible element in the
exercise of power. Disputes about Jewish statistics during the
Berlin Antisemitismusstreit of 1880 exemplify this.

23

A universe of chance
The logic of chance could not remain constant during all these
changes. C.S. Peirce rejected the doctrine of necessity outright.
He based the logic of inductive reasoning on statistical stability.
He introduced artificial randomization into the design of
experiments. He provided one of the two competing rationales
for all statistical inference. His pragmatic conception of reality
made truth a matter of what we find out in the long run. He
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believed in absolute chance, and in a universe in which laws of
nature are at best approximate and evolve OUt of random
processes. Chance was no longer the essence of lawlessness, but
at the core of all laws of nature and all rational inductive
inference. His radical indeterminism is less striking when seen as
a corollary of the probabilizing of the world and our knowledge
of it. He concluded that we live in a chance universe not because
of an argument, but because probability and statistics were
coming to permeate every aspect of life.
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1
The argument

The most decisive conceptual event of twentieth century physics has been
the discovery that the world is not deterministic. Causality, long the
bastion of metaphysics, was toppled, or at least tilted: the past does not
determine exactly what happens next. This event was preceded by a more
gradual transformation. During the nineteenth century it became possible
to see that the world might be regular and yet not subject to universal laws
of nature. A space was cleared for chance.
This erosion of determinism made little immediate difference to
anyone. Few were aware of it. Something else was pervasive and everybody came to know about it: the enumeration of people and their habits.
Society became statistical. A new type of law came into being, analogous

to the laws of nature, but pertaining to people. These new laws were
expressed in terms of probability. They carried with them the connotations of normalcy and of deviations from the norm. The cardinal concept
of the psychology of the Enlightenment had been, simply, human nature.
By the end of the nineteenth century, it was being replaced by something
different: normal people.
I argue that these two transformations are connected. Most of the

events to be described took place in the social arena, not that of the natural
sciences, but the consequences were momentous for both.

Throughout the Age of Reason, chance had been called the superstition
of the vulgar. Chance, superstition, vulgarity, unreason were of one piece.

The rational man, averting his eyes from such things, could cover chaos
with a veil of inexorable laws. The world, it was said, might often look
haphazard, but only because we do not know the inevitable workings of its
inner springs. As for probabilities - whose mathematics was called the
doctrine of chances - they were merely the defective bu t necessary tools of
people who know too little.
There were plenty of sceptics about determinism in those days: those
who needed room for freedom of the will, or those who insisted on the
individual character of organic and living processes. None of these thought
for a moment that laws of chance would provide an alternative to strictly

causal laws. Yet by 1900 that was a real possibility, urged as fact by an
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adventurous few. The stage was set for ultimate indeterminism. How did

that happen'
This is not a question about some sort of decay in knowledge or
management. The erosion of determinism is not the creation of disorder

and ignorance - quite the contrary_In 1889 Francis Galton, founder of the
biometric school of statistical research, not to mention eugenics, wrote

that the chief law of probability 'reigns with serenity and in complete
effacement amidst the wildest confusion'.' By the end of the century
chance had attained the respectability of a Victorian valet, ready to be the
loyal servant of the natural, biological and social sciences.
There is a seeming paradox: the more the indeterminism, the more the

control. This is obvious in the physical sciences. Quantum physics takes
for granted that nature is at bottom irreducibly stochastic. Precisely that
discovery has immeasurably enhanced our ability to interfere with and
alter the course of nature, A moment's reflection shows that a similar

statement may be attempted in connection with people. The parallel was
noticed quite early. Wilhelm Wundt, one of the founding fathers of
quantitative psychology, wrote as early as 1862: 'It is statistics that first
demonstrated that love follows psychological laws."
Such social and personal laws were to be a matter of probabilities, of
chances. Statistical in nature, these laws were nonetheless inexorable; they

could even be self-regulating. People are normal if they conform to the
central tendency of such laws, while those at the extremes are pathological.
Few of us fancy being pathological, so 'most of us' try to make ourselves
normal, which in turn affects what is normal. Atoms have no such

inclinations. The human sciences display a feedback effect not to be found
in physics.
The transformations that I shall describe are closely connected with an
event so all-embracing that we seldom pause to notice it: an avalanche of

printed numbers. The nation-states classified, counted and tabulated their
subjects anew. Enumerations in some form have been with us always, if
only for the two chief purposes of government, namely taxation and

military recruitment. Before the Napoleonic era most official counting had
been kept privy to administrators. After it, a vast amount was printed and

published.
The enthusiasm for numerical data is reflected by the United States
census. The first American census asked four questions of each household.
The tenth decennial census posed 13,010 questions on various schedules
addressed to people, firms, farms, hospitals, churches and so forth. This
3,000-fold increase is striking, but vastly understates the rate of growth of
printed numbers: 300,000 would be a better estimate.
The printing of numbers was a surface effect. Behind it lay new
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technologies for classifying and enumerating, and new bureaucracies with

the authority and continuity to deploy the technology. There is a sense in
which many of the facts presented by the bureaucracies did not even exist
ahead of time. Categories had to be invented into which people could
conveniently fall in order to be counted. The systematic collection of data
about people has affected not only the ways in which we conceive of a
society, but also the ways in which we describe our neighbour. It has
profoundly transformed what we choose to do, who we try to be, and
what we think of ourselves. Marx read the minutiae of official statistics, the
reports from the factory inspectorate and the like. One can ask: who had
more effect on class consciousness, Marx or the authors of the official
reports which created the classifications into which people came to
recognize themselves? These are examples of questions about what I call
'making up people'. This book touches on them only indirectly.'
What has the avalanche of printed numbers to do with my chief topic,
the erosion of determinism? One answer is immediate. Determinism was

subverted by laws of chance. To believe there were such laws one needed
law-like statistical regularities in large populations. How else could a
civilization hooked on universal causality get the idea of some alternative

kind of law of nature or social behaviour? Games of chance furnished
initial illustrations of chance processes, as did birth and mortality data.
Those became an object of mathematical scrutiny in the seventeenth

century. Without them we would not have anything much like our
modern idea of probability. But it is easy for the determinist to assume that
the fall of a die or the spin of a roulette work out according to the simple
and immutable laws of mechanics. Newtonian science had no need of
probabilities, except as a tool for locating underlying causes. Statistical
laws that look like brute, irreducible facts were first found in human
affairs, but they could be noticed only after social phenomena had been
enumerated, tabulated and made public. That role was well served by the
avalanche of printed numbers at the start of the nineteenth century.
On closer inspection we find that not any numbers served the purpose.

Most of the law-like regularities were first perceived in connection with
deviancy: suicide, crime, vagrancy, madness, prostitution, disease. This
fact is instructive. It is now common to speak of information and control
as a neutral term embracing decision theory, operations research, risk

analysis and the broader but less well specified domains of statistical
inference. We shall find that the roots of the idea lie in the notion that one
can improve - control - a deviant subpopulation by enumeration and
classification.

We also find that routinely gathering numerical data was not enough to
make statistical laws rise to the surface. The laws had in the beginning to be
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read into the data. They were not simply read off them. Throughout this
book I make a contrast of a rough and ready sort between Prussian (and
other east European) attitudes to numerical data, and those that flourished
in Britain, France, and other nations of western Europe. Statistical laws

were found in social data in the West, where libertarian, individualistic and
atomistic conceptions of the person and the state were rampant. This did
not happen in the East, where collectivist and holistic attitudes were more

prevalent. Thus the transformations that I describe are to be understood
only within a larger context of what an individual is, and of what a society
IS.

I shall say very little about mathematical conceptions of probability.
The events to be described are, nevertheless, ingredients for understanding

probability and for grasping why it has been such an incredible success
story. Success story? A quadruple success: metaphysical, epistemological,
logical and ethical.
Metaphysics is the science of the ultimate states of the universe. There,
the probabilities of quantum mechanics have displaced universal Cartesian
causation.

Epistemology is the theory of knowledge and belief. Nowadays we use
evidence, analyse data, design experiments and assess credibility in terms

of probabilities.
Logic is the theory of inference and argument. For this purpose we use
the deductive and often tautological unravelling of axioms provided by
pure mathematics, but also, and for mOst practical affairs, we now employ
- sometimes precisely, sometimes informally - the logic of statistical
inference.

Ethics is in part the study of what to do. Probability cannot dictate
values, but it now lies at the basis of all reasonable choice made by officials.
No public decision, no risk analysis, no environmental impact, no military

strategy can be conducted without decision theory couched in terms of
probabilities. By covering opinion with a veneer of objectivity, we replace

judgement by computation.
Probability is, then, the philosophical success story of the fi rst half of
the twentieth century. To speak of philosophical success will seem the
exaggeration of a scholar. Turn then to the most worldly affairs. Probability and statistics crowd in upon us. The statistics of our pleasures and
our vices are relentlessly tabulated. Sports, sex, drink, drugs, travel, sleep,
friends - nothing escapes. There are more explicit statements of probabilities presented on American prime time television than explicit acts of

violence (I'm counting the ads). Our public fears are endlessly debated in
terms of probabilities: chances of meltdowns, cancers, muggings, earth-

quakes, nuclear winters, AIDS, global greenhouses, what next? There is
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nothing to fear (it may seem) but the probabilities themselves. This
obsession with the chances of danger, and with treatments for changing
the odds, descends directly from the forgotten annals of nineteenth
century information and control.

This imperialism of probabilities could occur only as the world itself
became numerical. We have gained a fundamentally quantitative feel for
nature, how it is and how it ought to be. This has happened in part for
banal reasons. We have trained people to use numerals. The ability to
process even quite small numbers was) until recently) the prerogative of a

few. Today we hold numeracy to be at least as important as literacy.
But even compared with the numerate of old there have been remarkable changes. Galileo taught that God wrote the world in the language of
mathematics. To learn to read this language we would have to measure as

well as calculate. Yet measurement was long mostly confined to the
classical sciences of astronomy) geometry, optics, music, plus the new

mechanics. T.S. Kuhn has iconoclastically claimed that measurement did
not play much of a role in the 'Baconian' sciences that came to be called
chemistry and physics: He urged that measurement found its place in
physics - the study of light, sound, heat, electricity, energy, matter during the nineteenth century. Only around 1840 did the practice of
measurement become fully established. In due course measuring became

the only experimental thing to do.
Measurement and positivism are close kin. Auguste Comte coined the

word 'positivism' as the name of his philosophy, holding that in all the
European languages the word (positive' had good connot'ations. His own

philosophy did not fare especially well, but the word caught on. Positive
science meant numerical science. Nothing better typified a positive science

than a statistical one - an irony, for Comte himself despised merely
statistical inquiries.

The avalanche of numbers, the erosion of determinism, and the
invention of normalcy are embedded in the grander topics of the Industrial
Revolution. The acquisition of numbers by the populace, and the professionallust for precision in measurement, were dri ven by familiar themes
of manufacture, mining, trade, health, railways, war, empire. Similarly the
idea of a norm became codified in these domains. Just as the railways

demanded timekeeping and the mass-produced pocket watch, they also
mandated standards, not only of obvious things such as the gauge of the
lines but also of the height of the buffers of successive cars in a train. It is a
mere decision, in this book, to focus on the more narrow aspects that I

have mentioned, a decision that is wilful but not arbitrary. My project is
philosophical: to grasp the conditions that made possible our present
organization of concepts in two domains. One is that of physical indeter-
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minism; the other is that of statistical information developed for purposes
of social controL

This study can be used to illustrate a number of more general philosophical themes. I have mentioned one above: the idea of making up
people. I claim that enumeration requires categorization, and that defining
new classes of people for the purposes of statistics has consequences for

the ways in which we conceive of others and think of our own possibilities
and potentialities.

Another philosophical theme is reasoning. In thinking about science we
have become familiar with a number of analytic concepts such as T.S.
Kuhn's paradigms, Imre Lakatos's research programmes and Gerald
Holton's themata. Following A.C. Crombie I have thought it useful to
employ the idea of a style of reasoningS Crombie had in mind enduring
ways of thinking such as (a) the simple postulation and deduction in the
mathematical sciences, (b) experimental exploration, (c) hypothetical
construction of models by analogy, (d) ordering of variety by comparison
and taxonomy, (e) statistical analysis of regularities of populations, and (f)
historical derivation of genetic development. 6
Each of these styles has its own sources and its own pace. Those who
envisage continuity in the growth of knowledge see each styIe evolving at
its own rate. Catastrophists see sharp beginnings and radical mutations.

One need not dogmatically adhere to either extreme in order to see styles
of reasoning coming together. Each contributed to what Crombie calls
'the growth of a research mentality in European society'.

My topic is Crombie's style (e) which, of the six that he distinguishes, is
quite the most recent. Despite various discernible precursors and anticipa-

tions, our idea of probability came into being only around 1660, and the
great spurt of statistical thinking did not occur until the nineteenth
century. The statistical example makes plain that the growth of a style of
reasoning is a matter not only of thought but of action. Take so seemingly
unproblematic a topic as population. We have become used to a picture:
the number of people in a city or in a nation is determinate, like the

number of people in a room at noon, and not like the number of people in a
riot, or the number of suicides in the world last year. But even the very
notion of an exact population is one which has little sense until there are

institutions for establishing and defining what 'population' means.
Equally there must be ways of reasoning in order to pass from cumbersome data to sentences with a clear sense about how many were such and
such. Most professionals now believe that representative sampling gives
more accurate information about a population than an exhaustive census.

This was unthinkable during most of the nineteenth century7 The very
thought of being representative has had to come into being. This has
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required techniques of thinking together with technologies of data collection. An entire style of scientific reasoning has had to evolve.
Its development was intimately connected with larger questions about

what a society is, and thus leads to speculation and historical study of the
formation of the western concept of a community.8 But it also invites more

abstract analytical philosophy, because styles of reasoning are curiously
self-authenticating. A proposition can be assessed as true-or-false only
when there is some style of reasoning and investigation that helps

determine its truth value. What the proposition means depends upon the
ways in which we might settle its truth. That innocent observation verges
nervously on circularity. We cannot justify the style as the way best to

discover the truth of the proposition, because the sense of the proposition
itself depends upon the style of reasoning by which its truth is settled. A
style of thinking, it seems, cannot be straightforwardly wrong, once it has
achieved a status by which it fixes the sense of what it investigates. Such
thoughts call in question the idea of an independent world-given criterion
of truth. So the seemingly innocent notion of a style of reasoning can lead
to deep waters, and it is wiser to enter them by wading into examples than
by a high dive into abstraction. The development of statistical thinking
may be our best example available - because most recent and enduring and
now pervaSl ve.

Historians will see at once that what follows is not history. One may
pursue past knowledge for purposes other than history of science or
history of ideas. A noncommittal account of what I am attempting might
be: an epistemological study of the social and behavioural sciences, with
consequences for the concept of causality in the natural sciences. I prefer a

less expected description. This book is a piece of philosophical analysis.
Philosophical analysis is the investigation of concepts. Concepts are words
in their sites. Their sites are sentences and institutions. I regret that I have
said too little about institutions, and too much about sentences and how

they are arranged.
But what sentences? I use only the printed word, a minuscule fraction

of what was said. The distinguished statistician I.J. Good noted in a review
that 'the true history of probability or of science in general will never be
written because so much depends on unrecorded oral communication, and
also because writers often do not cite their sources,.9 The true historian of

science is well able to solve the second problem, but not the first. One may
nevertheless make a good stab at it by consulting the ample Victorian
troves of notebooks, letters and other ephemera. I do not do so, for I am

concerned with the public life of concepts and the ways in which they gain
authority. My data are published sentences.
But which ones? I omit many pertinent words because one cannot do
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everything. I leave out Malthus and Mendel, for example, A.A. Cournot,
Gustav Fechner, Florence Nightingale and ever so many more modest

participants in the taming of chance. Very well: but I say nothing of
Maxwell, Bolzmann or Gibbs, although statistical mechanics is critical to
the spread of chance and probability not only into physics but also into
metaphysics. I say nothing of Charles Darwin, although evolutionary
theorizing was to import chance into biology. I say nothing of Karl Marx
fabricating an iron necessity out of the very same numerals, the identical

official statistics, that I have incorporated into an account of the taming of
chance.
There is an uncontroversial good reason for silence about these figures.

Scholars and teams of scholars dedicate their lives to the study of one or
another. It would be folly to venture a short story here, a mere chapter.
But it is not only prudence and respect, but also method, that makes me
hold my tongue. Transformations in concepts and in styles of reasoning
are the product of countless trickles rather than the intervention of single
individuals. Marx, Darwin and Maxwell worked in a space in which there
was something to find out. That means: in which various possibilities for
truth-or-falsehood could already be formulated. This book is about that
space. So although a lot of sentences are reproduced in this book, they are
the words not of heroes, but of the mildly distinguished in their day, the
stuff of the more impersonal parts of our lives.
Sentences have two powers. They ar~ eternal, and they are uttered at a

moment. They are anonymous, and yet they are spoken by flesh and
blood. I have tried to answer to these two facts. On the one hand, I do
regard the sentences as mere material objects. inscriptions. But to do that,
and only that, is to become lost in vain abstraction. As counterbalance, my

epigraphs to each chapter are dated, to recall that on a real day important
to the speaker, those very words were uttered, or are said to have been

uttered. My footnotes (marked with asterisks) are anecdotes that would be
improper in the more solemn text." They give some tiny glimpse of who
the speakers were. But there is seldom anything personal about the
footnotes. They address the individual as official, as public writer, even if
his behaviour may strike us, so much later, as strange.
Thus although many chapters have a central character or text, it is not
because Salomon Neumann, A.·M. Guerry or John Finlaison is 'important'. They are convenient and exemplary anchors for a particular organization of sentences. I use the antistatistical method, that of Frederic Le

Play, topic of chapter 16. After having interminably trekked across the
~. Notes at the end of the book provide references, and. rarely. numerical formulae. They are
marked with numerals. A numeral after an asterisk (as :~J) indicates that note 3 at the end of
the book bears On the material in the footnote marked :~.
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written equivalent of his Hartz mountains, I take what I think is the best

example of one speaker. Much like Le Play, I include a few stories, but the
personages whom I use are in some ways like his household budgets, if,
alas, less thorough.
There is one exception among these chapters. The final one is twice as
long as the others, and is a rather full account of one side of one writer,

namely C.S. Peirce. He really did believe in a universe of absolute
irreducible chance. His words fittingly end this book, for as he wrote, that
thought had become possible. But I argue that it became possible because
Peirce now lived a life that was permeated with probability and statistics,
so that his conception of chance was oddly inevitable. He had reached the
twentieth century. I use Peirce as a philosophical witness in something like
the way that I used Leibniz in The Emergence of Probability.lo But
Leibniz was a witness to the transformation that I was there describing,

namely the emergence of probability around 1660 and just afterwards.
Here Peirce is the witness to something that had already happened by the
time that he was mature. That is why he is the topic of the last chapter,
whereas in Emergence the name of Leibniz recurred throughout.
Although other philosophers are mentioned in the two books, only
Leibniz and Peirce playa significant part. The twO works do, however,
differ in structure in other ways. Emergence is about a radical mutation
that took place very quickly. Doubtless, as Sandy Zabell and Daniel
Garber have shown in an exemplary way, the book underestimated
various kinds of precursors. ll My central claim was, however, that many
of our philosophical conceptions of probability were formed by the nature
of the transition from immediately preceding Renaissance conceptions.

Accounts of the methodology have been given elsewhere. '2 Taming, in
contrast is about a gradual change. Hence the geological metaphors:
avalanches, yes, but also erosion.

Most of my selections and omissions - such as my long treatment of
Peirce and my neglect of any other philosopher- have been deliberate. But
sloth and good fortune have also played their part. When I began work
there was hardly any recent secondary material; now there is a great deal. I
am particularly glad of new books by my friends Lorraine Daston, Ted
Porter and Stephen Stigler, and of earlier ones by William Coleman and
Donald MacKenzie. We all participated in a collective inspired and guided
by Lorenz Kruger. The joint work of that group has also appeared. Hence
there is now a number of brilliant and often definitive accounts of many
matters that overlap with mine. 13 They have made it unnecessary for me to
examine a good many matters. And aside from specific histories, there are

also points of great generality that I have allowed myself to gloss over in
the light of that collective work. For example, another virtue of my
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geological metaphot is that the erosion of detetminism took place at
matkedly diffetent tates on diffetent tettains. Not uncommonly the least
deterministic of disciplines most fiercely resisted indeterminism -

economics is typical. This phenomenon emetges

ftom

the individual

studies of the research group, and is further emphasized in a recent
summing up of some of its results. 14

I have mentioned a numbet of mOte specific topics on which I have only
touched, Ot have entitely avoided: making up people; styles of teasoning;
gteat scientists; philosophets; mathematical ptobability. Thete is a mOte
glating omission. I wtite of the taming of chance, that is, of the way in
which appatently chance Ot ittegulat events have been brought undet the
conttol of natutal Ot social law. The world became not mOte chancy, but
fat less so. Chance, which was once the supetstition of the vulgat, became
the centrepiece of natural and social science, or so genteel and rational

people ate led to believe. But how can chance evet be tamed? Patallel to the
taming of chance of which I speak, thete atose a self-conscious conception
of pute ittegularity, of something wildet than the kinds of chance that had
been excluded by the Age of Reason. It hatked back, in patt, to something
ancient or vestigial. It also looked into the future, to new, and often darker,
visions of the petson than any that I discuss below. Its most passionate
spokesman was Nietzsche. Its most subtle and many-Iayeted exptession
was Mallatme's poem, 'Un Coup de des'." That gtaphic wotk, whose
wotds ate mote displayed than ptinted, began by stating that we 'NEVER •••
will annul chance', The images ate of shipwteck, of a pilot whose exact
mathematical navigation comes to naught. But the final page is a picture of
the heavens, with the word 'constellation' at its centre. The last words are,

'Une pensee emet un coup de des', wotds that speak of the poem itself and
which, although they do not imagine taming chance, tty to ttanscend it.

2
The doctrine of necessity

In 1892 the iconoclastic American philosopher C.S. Peirce proposed 'to
examine the common belief that every single fact in the universe is
determined by law'.' 'The proposition in question' - he called it the
doctrine of necessity - 'is that the state of things existing at any time,
together with certain immutable laws, completely determines the state of
things at every other time.' His examination was venomous. At the end: 'I
believe I have thus subjected to fair examination all the important reasons
for adhering to the theory of universal necessity, and shown their nullity."
That was only the negative beginning. Peirce positively asserted that the
world is irreducibly chancy. The apparently universal laws that are the
glory of the natural sciences are a by-product of the workings of chance.
Peirce was riding the crest of an antideterminist wave. As is so often the
case with someOne who is speaking for his time, he thought himself alone.
'The doctrine of necessity has never been in so great a vogue as now.' He
did warn against supposing 'that this is a doctrine accepted everywhere
and at all times by all rational men.' Nevertheless he had to peer back into
the distant past to find people with whom he agreed. The philosophy of
Epicurus and the swerving atoms of Lucretius were, in his opinion,
precursors of the statistical mechanics of Maxwell, Boltzmann and Gibbs.
He had more allies than he imagined, but he was right in thinking that his
examination of the doctrine of necessity would have been unthinkable in
the eighteenth century.
For a before-and-after portrait, we inevitably contrast Peirce with the
greateSt of probability ma,hema,icians, Laplace, author of the classic
Statement of necessity. 'All events, even those which on account of their
insignificance do no, seem to follow the great laws of nature, are a result of
it just as necessarily as the revolutions of the sun'.' With those words
Laplace opened his Philosophical Essay on Probabilities, a text that goes
back to his introductory lectures at the Ecole Polytechnique in 1795" It
was full of memorable passages like this:
Given for one instant an intelligence which could comprehend all the forces by
which nature is animated and the respective situation of the beings who compose it
- an intelligence sufficiently ,,'ast to submit these data to ~nalysis - it would
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cmbr3.cc in the same formula the mO\-'cmcnts of the gre3.tcst bodies of the universe
and those of the lightest atom; for it. nothing would be uncertain and the future,
as the past. would

be present to its eyes. ~

Philosophers were in complele agreemenl Wilh lhe grear physiciSl. In his
Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals Kam look as a commonplace
lhar il is 'necessary lhar everylhing lhal happens should be inexorably
delermined by narural laws'.· Free will became a pressing problem
because of lhe conllicl belween necessill' and human responsibilily. One
resolulion broadly followed lhe lhoughl of Descarles, who had supposed
lhere are two essentially diSlinct subSlances, mind and body, or thinking
subSlance as opposed to spatially extended subSlance. Everything that
happens to spatial substance is inexorably determined by law. Hence all
spario-temporal phenomena are necessarily determined. That might leave
room for human freedom, so long as it is mental. Kant's account of
human autonomy was a sophisticated version of this. The two substances,
spatial and mental, were replaced by twO worlds, one knowable, one not.
The free self dwells in an unknowable realm of noumena. Kant was so
convinced a necessitarian that he had to devise an entire other universe in

which free will could play irs pari. Even lhat world did not escape universality, the concomitanl of necessity in lhe phenomenal realm: lhe only
principles that could govern rational beings must themselves be universal,
just like the laws of nature.
What role could chance have in the deterministic world of phenomena?
There had always been plenty of suggestions. There was the longstanding idea of intersecting causal lines. Suppose that you and I meet 'by
chance' ar the market. There may be a causal SlOry of why I am at the
market at ten past nine in the morning, choosing cantaloupes. A differenl
bUI equally causal account will explain why you are there at that time,
picking your peaches. Because the twO sets of causes together entail thar
we will cross paths at 9.10, there was nothing 'undetermined' about our
meeting. We call il chance, but not because the event was uncaused.
Chance is a mere seeming, the result of intersecting causal lines. This facesaving, necessity-saving idea has been proposed again and again, by Aristotle, by Aquinas, and by the nineteenth-century probabilist A.A.
Cournot, for example.'
Probability textbooks were less philosophically subtle but they toO
posed no threat to necessity. Prior to Laplace the best one was Abraham
De Moivre's The Doctrine of Chances. h wenl lhrough three editions, in
1711,1738 and 1756. De Moivre's fundamemal chances were equipossible
outcomes on some SOrl of physical set-up. Everything that happened was
itself determined by physical properties of the set-up, even if we did not
know them. Any other idea of chance is wicked:
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Chance, in atheistical writings or discourse, is a sound utterly insignificant: It

imports no determination to any mode of Existence; nor indeed to Existence itself,
more than to non existence;

it can neither be defined nor understood: nor can any

Proposition concerning it be either affirmed or denied, excepting this onc, 'That it
is a mere word.·8

That paragraph appeared just as Hume was finishing his Treatise of
Human Nature. What the devout De Moivre had condemned as atheistical, Hume dismissed as vulgar: "tis commonly allowed by philosophers
that what the vulgar call chance is nothing but a secret and conceal'd
cause'.' Later, in his Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, he
explicitly employed De Moivre's epithet, that chance is a mere word:
It is universally allowed that nothing exists without a caUSe of its existence. and that
chance, when strictly examined, is a mere negative word, and means not any real
power which has otnywhere a being in nature. IO

De Moivre's atheistical writers, and Hume's vulgar people, took chance to
be a positive power, along with luck, fortune and the like. That was the
only space left for chance, a space repugnant to reason.
Hume did not care for chance, but would not Hume, the famous sceptic
about causation and necessity, doubt the doctrine of necessity? Not at alt.
'Tis universally acknowledged, that the operations of external bodies are neces-

sary, and that in the communication of their motion . .. in their attraction and
mutual cohesion, there are not the least traces of indifference or liberty. Ever}'
object is determin'd by absolute fate to acenain degree and direction of its motion
... The actions, therefore, of matter are to be regarded as instances of necessary
actions. lI

Perhaps Hume did sow a seed of doubt about determinism. Why does each
of my quotations begin 'Tis commonly allowed', 'It is universally
allowed', 'Tis universally acknowledged'? Do these phrases put the onus
on the convictions of other philosophers, rather than express Hume's
concurrence? But what Hume did expressly doubt was something different, not about the reality of necessity but about our knowledge of it. He
scoffed only at claims to know the inner workings of nature. He was
faithful to his countryman John Locke, whose Essay held that the real
essence of things is their (inner constitution' - but human beings can never
know anything about that. He admired Robert Boyle, that 'great partizan
of the mechanical philosophy; a theory which by discovering some of the
seCrets of nature, and allowing us to imagine the rest, is sO agreeable to the
natural vanity and curiosity of men'.'z Newton's genius lay not only in his
celestial mechanics but also in his implication that gravity in itself is
unknowable. Thus, as Hume continued, Newton put an end to vain
presumption: 'While he seemed to draw off the veil from some of the
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mysteries of nature, he showed at the same time the imperfections of the
mechanical philosophy, and thereby restored her ultimate seCrets to that
obscurity, in which they ever did and ever will remain.'
That 'ever did and ever will' of this ironic paragraph has a profoundly
sceptical ring that few physicistS would echo. Laplace was optimistic. OUt
of ignor.ance we may have had recourse to final causes or to chance, Cbut
such imaginary causes have gradually receded with the widening bounds
of knowledge and disappear entirely before sound philosophy, which sees
in them only the expression of our ignorance of the true causes'."
Not everyone agreed with the healthy philosophy of physics. Xavier
Bichat, lecturing down the street at the Ecole de Modecine, warned his
pupils that 'There are in nature two classes of beings, two classes of
properties, and twO classes of sciences. The beings are either organic or
inorganic, the properties vital or non-vital, and the sciences either physiological or physical.''' Bichat postulated a realm of vital organic stuff. The
Laplace Story holds only of the physical sciences and inorg.nic matter.
'Physic.1 laws >ce constant, invari.ble', wrote Bich3t, but physiological
ones are not. Physical phenomena 'can, consequently, be foreseen, predicted and calculated. We calculate the fall of a he.vy body, the motion of
the planets, the course of a ri"er, the trajectory of • projectile, etc. The rule
being once found it is only necessary to make the application to each
particular case.'1S Organic life is very different:
aU the vltal functions are susceptible of numerous variations. They are frequently
out of their natu~1 state; the)' defy every kind of calcul:1tion , for it ""ould be
necessary to ha\'C' as many different rules as there are different cases. It is

imposslble (0 foresee, predict. or calculate, anything with regard to their phenomena; we have only approximations towards them, and c"cn these arc very

uncertain.

Even a supreme intelligence could not compute the future St.te of • vital
organism. An omniscient creator could foretell the Course of life, but not
by applying a universal law to some bound.ry conditions. Events in 'n
organism are caused, but each cause must be p>cticular and peculiar. Each
antecedent condition is unique, and so is its effect.
Bichat's doctrine dissents from the doctrine of necessity, .s defined by
Peirce. Bichat did not think that every single f.ct in the universe is
determined by law (not unless the doctrine is trivialized, making up a
special law, case by case, for each individual event). His opposition to law
was not, however, an opposition to order or c.usality. It left no place for
chance.Irreducible probabilities were as .lien to Bichat's scheme as to that
of Laplace. Nor does the erosion of determinism occur as a sort of
mutation from Bichat's vitalism. On the ContC3ry, organic philosophies
were quite resiStant to chance. Chance gradually worked its way into the
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fissures and the crevices found in the rock of physical law, but it found no
place in living matter until vitalism had been largely discredited.
This is not to say that the erosion of determinism had nothing to do
with life. It had everything to do with life: living people. Not living people
regarded as vital organic unities, but rather regarded as social atoms
subject to social laws. These laws turn out to be statistical in character.
They could be seen as statistical only when there were, literally, statistics.
There could be statistics only when people wanted to count themselves
and had the means to do so.
Let us then turn to counting. First I shall take up the counting that
existed during the lifespan of Hume and Kant. It was largely of two kinds:
secret and official, or public but amateur. The numbers disseminated by
amateurs, when combined with available public records, were sufficient
for an alert observer like Kant. JUSt as he finished The Foundations of the
Metaphysics of Morals (with its noumenal account of the will) he received
the first part of Herder's book on the idea of history. " He put that
together with current reading of popular German statistics, and wrote a
small essay on the idea of universal history. It began:
Whatsoever difference there may be in our notions of the freedom of will

metaphysically considered. it is evident that the manifestations of this will, viz.
human actions, are as much under the control of universal laws of nature as any
other physical phenomena. It is the province of History to narrate these manifes¥
tations; and, let their causes be (,,'er so secret, we know that History, simply by

taking its station at a distance and contemplating the agency of the human will
upon a large scale, aims at unfolding to our view a regular stream of tendency in the
great succession of events - so that the very same courSe of incidents which, taken
separately and individually, would have seemed perplexed, incoherent, and
lawless, yet viewed in their connection and as the actions of the human species and
not of independent beings, never fail to discover a steady and continuous, though
slow, development of cenain great predispositions in our nature. Thus, for
instance, deaths, binhs. and marriages, considering how much they are separately

dependent on the freedom of the human will, should seem to be subject to no law
according to which any calculation could be made beforehand of their amount: and
yet the yearly registers of these events in great countries prove that they go on with
as much confonnity [0 the: laws of nature as the oscillations of the weatherY
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Trento. 11 Sepumber 1786 I console myself with the thought that,
in our statistically minded times, all this has probably already been
printed in books which one can consult if the need arises.
Edinburgh. 1 January J798 Many people were at first surprised at
my using the words, StRustics and SlatiJt;(a[ ... In the course: of a
very extensive tour. through the nonhero parts of Europe. which I
happened to take in 1786, I found that in Germany they were

engaged in a species of political inquiry to which they had given the
name of Statistin, By statistical is meant in Germany an inquiry for
the purpose of ascertaining the political strength of a country, or
questions concerning matters of state; v,'ht:reas the ide3 I annexed to
the term is an inquiry into the state of a country. for the purpose of
ascertaining the qllantum of happ;n~ss enjoyed by its inhabitants and
the means of it future improvemenl.l}1

Every state, happy or unhappy, was statistical in its own way. The Italian
cities, inventors of the modern conception of the state, made elaborate
statistical inquiries and reports well before anyone else in Europe. Sweden
organized its pastors to accumulate the world's best data on births and
deaths. France, nation of physiocrats and probabilists, created a bureaucracy during the Napoleonic era which at the top was dedicated to
innovative statistical investigations, but which in the provinces more often
perpetuated pre-revolutionary struCtures and classifications. The English
inaugurated 'political arithmetic' in 1662 when John Graunt drew demographic inferences from the century old weekly Bills of Mortaliry for the
City of London. England was the homeland of insurance for shipping and
trade. It originated many other sorts of provisions guarding against
contingencies of life or illness, yet its numerical data were a free enterprise
hodge-podge of genius and bumbledom.
Visionaries, accountants and generals have planned censuses in many
times and places. Those of the Italian city-states now provide historians
~ Goethe at the start of his Jtll/ian Journ~"

Sir John Sinclair at the completion of his
SI4.t;nical Account of Scorla,,,i. Goethe and Sinclair were tuvdling at almoJit exactly the
!anlC

time,
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with a rich texture of infonnation. In the modern era, however, a census

was an affair more of colonies than of homelands. The Spanish had a
census of Peru in 1548, and of their North American possessions in 1576.
Virginia had censuses in 1642-5 and a decade later. Regular repeated
modem censuses were perhaps first held in Atadie and Canada (now the
provinces of Nova Scotia and Quebec) in the 1660s. Colbert, the French
minister of finance, had instructed all his regions to do this, but only New
France came through systematically and on time. Ireland was completely
surveyed for land, buildings, people and cattle under the directorship of
William Petry, in order to facilitate the rape of that nation by the English in
1679. The sugar islands of the Caribbean reported populations and exports
to their French. Spanish or English overlords. New York made a census in
1698. Connecticut in 1756. Massachusetts in 1764. The United States
wrote the demand for a decennial census into the first article of their
Constitution, thus continuing colonial practice, and even extending it. as
westward the course of empire took its way. across the continent and in
due course to the Philippines. Going east. the British took the same pains
to count their subject peoples. India evolved one of the great statistical
bureaucracies, and later became a major Centre for theoretical as well as
practical statistics.
Thus there is a story to be told about each national and colonial
development, and each has its own flavour. For example the first Canadian
enumerations were possible and exact because the people were few and
frozen-in during midwinter when the census was taken. There was also a
more pressing concern than in any of the regions of mainland France, for
whereas the population of British North America was burgeoning, the
number of fecund French families in Canada was small due to the lack of
young women. To take a quite different concern, the 1776 Articles of
Confederation of the United States called for a census to apportion war
costs, and the subsequent Constitution ordered a census every ten years to
assure equal representation of families (as a sop to the southern plantations, blacks were to be enumerated as ~ of a person). Six and seven
decades later. those who interpreted the Constitution strictly insisted that
a cenSus could ask no question not immediately connected with representation.

No one will doubt that each region, once it takes counting seriously,
becomes statistical in its own way. Stronger theses wait in the wings. For
example, the nineteenth century statistics of each state testify to its
problems, sores and gnawing cankers. France was obsessed with degeneracy, its interpretation of the declining birth rate. 2 The great crisis in the
United States Census occurred after 1840. when it was made to appear that
the North was full of mad blacks, while in the South blacks were sane and
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healthy - strong proof of what Was good for them, J Chapter 22 below is
entitled 'A chapter from Prussian statistics', a phrase taken from a pamph.
let of 1880, It is about antisemitism,
A survey of even one set of national statistics would be either superficial or vast, In either case it would provide excessive preparation for a
reading of nineteenth-century counting, But for fear that we become
fixated upon the avalanche of printed numbers that occurred after 1820 or
so, I shall start with one regional example from an earlier period, I ended
the last chapter by quoting Kant, writing in 1784, He wrote of the yearly
registers of deaths, births and marriages which go in 'conformity to the
laws of nature', I began the present chapter quoting Goethe, who in 1786
spoke of 'our statistically minded times', I shall use the German-speaking
world, especially Prussia, as my example of those times. Graunt and the
English began the public use of statistics. Peoples of the Italian peninsula
and elsewhere had promulgated the modern notion of the state. But it was
German thinkers and statesmen who brought to full consciousness the
idea that the nation-state is essentially charaererized by its statistics, and
therefore demands a statistical office in order to define itself and its power.
Leibniz, my favourite witness to the emergence of probability in the
seventeenth century, was the philosophical godfather of Prussian official
statistics. His essential premises were: that a Prussian state should be
brought into existence, that the true measure of the power of a state is its
population, and that the state should have a central statistical office in
order to know its power. Hence a new Prussian state must begin by
founding a bureau of statistics.
He formulated this idea of a central statistical office about 1685, a few
years after William Petty had made the same recommendation for
England.' Leibniz saw a central office as serving the different branches of
administration: military, civil, mining, forestry and police. It would
maintain a central register of deaths, baptisms and marriages. With that
one could estimate the population, and hence measure the power of a
state. A complete enumeration was not yet deemed to be practicable. The
population of a country, as opposed to a walled city or a colony, was in
those days not a measurable quantity. Only institutions could make it
one.
Leibniz had a lively interest in statistical questions of all sorrs, and
pursued an active correspondence on issues of disease, death and population. He proposed a 56-category evaluation of a state, which would
include the number of people by sex, social status, the number of ablebodied men who might bear weapons, the number of marriageable
women, the population density and age distribution, child mortality, life
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expectancy. dis'ribu'ion of diseases and causes of dea,h.' Like so many of
Leibniz's schemes, such a 'abula'ion was fu'urology ,ha' has long since
become rou,ine fac,.
Leibniz brough"hese s'rands ,oge,her in a memorandum of 17 Augus,
1700. Prince Frederick of Prussia wan,ed '0 be king of a uni'ed Brandenburg and Prussia, and Leibniz urged his case. The argument is heavy with
,he fu,ure. A kingdom mus, be a viable uni', and i,s heartland mus, be ilS
mos' powerful part. The 'rue measure of s,reng,h is ,he number of
people, for where ,here are people, ,here are resources for sus,aining ,he
population and making i, produc,ive. il had been con,ended by Frederick's opponenlS 'ha' Prussia could provide only a small portion of ,he
power of a proposed Brandenburg-Prussia, and hence ,ha' 'he ruler
should no' be Prussian. Tha', countered Leibniz, was an error. According
'0 ,he Prussian regis,ers of births (commenced in 1683) 65,400 people
were born every year in ,he en'ire region, 22,680 in Prussia. Hence
Prussia was vi,a1. Leibniz ,hen used a mul'iplier of 30 '0 deduce tha'
Brandenburg-Prussia had 1,962,000 inhabi'aOls, or roughly two million.
Even England, rich in people, could claim only five and a half million
inhabi,anlS.·
Leibniz Wrote ,his advice in 1700. The kingdom of BrandenburgPrussia was created next year, but, as one historian of Prussian statistics

pu' i" wi,h a royal court, bu, no s,ate.' Certainly ,here was no s,a,is,ical
office. Prussian enumera,ions began only wi,h 'he reign of Friedrich
Wilhelm I, 1713-1740. famed for adminis'ra'ive skills and con,rolled
figure ou' how coun" for available
mili'arism. His agenlS had fim
numbers were far less reliable ,han Leibniz's rhe'oric had made it appear.
Reorganization was under,aken piecemeal, starting wi,h a machinery
for regis'ering bir,hs. deaths and marriages in ,he four (royal) residence
cities of Brandenburg-Prussia. In 1719 an abortive enumeration of the
entire s'a'e was attempted. Various systems of reporting were experimented with, and an initial summary of results was issued on 3 March
1723. By 1730 people were officially sorted in'o the following nine ca,egories: landlords. goodwives, male and female children; then household
members classified as journeymen, farmhands, servanlS, youths and
maids. The rubrics endured bu' the subclassifications exploded.
Workmen became classified according to 24 occupations, and special
ea'egories were crea,ed for ,he chief industry: cloth makers, fabric
makers, hat makers. s'ocking makers e'c. Quan'ities of worked wool
were filled into ,he 'abies. Buildings were me'iculously sorted (roofed
wi,h tile or s,raw, new or repaired, barns or decaying), and callie, land
and roads were described. For what purpose? Often, of course, for tax-
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ation; hence the way buildings were classed. Leibniz's phrase was regularly used: determine the power of the state. What might the numbers
reveal to enemies? A decree of 2 January 1733 forbade publication of the
population list. II became a stale secret.
If there is a contrast in point of official statistics between the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, it is that the former feared to reveal while the
latter loved to publish. An anecdote will illustrate. The energetic editor,
geographer and traveller A.F. Busching published, along with much other
material, two journals bulging with information about the German states
and their neighbours. One, a 'magazine for new history and geography',
ran steadily during 1762-93, and the other, a 'weekly news', between 1773
and 1787.s When Busching asked Frederick the Great for help in coordinating and publishing information already collected in the royal ministries, the king replied that he would not hinder Busching, who could
publish anything he knew. But neither the king nor his agents would lift a
finger to help him find anything out.'
A long string of private individuals like Busching collected and
published myriad numbers. II was above all they to whom Goethe referred
when, in his 1786 travelogue, he spoke of 'our statistically minded rimes'.
Travel books less well remembered than that of Goethe would count
anything. Take Johann Bernoulli's adventures in Brandenburg, Prussia,
Pomerania, Russia and Poland, about the time of Goethe's more famous
trip. You might expect a Bernoulli to be discerning with numbers, but not
at all. When he went into a room with old master paintings, he would not
describe the pictures; he whipped out his yardstick and measured their
dimensions. He told the reader more about the (quite unexceptional) sizes
of these paintings, than about what they depict or who made them. lo The
contents of every local statistical news-sheet were reported as he passed
through. He was shocked to find that no one in Warsaw knew how many
people lived in town, but was relieved to be able to insert a footnote, while
the work was in press: the March 1780 issue of Busching's weekly cleared
the matter up."
The most systematic private statistical enterprise of mid-eighteenthcentury Germany was J.P. Siissmilch's Divine Order. This was an
intensely detailed study of births, deaths and sex ratios which revealed
Providence at work. 12 He painstakingly studied parish registers and other
unused data, following the model of the Englishman, Graunt: 'All that was
needed' to start this kind of inquiry 'was a Columbus who should go
further than others in his survey of old and well-known reports. That
Columbus was Graunt: 13
Pastor Siissmilch was one of the finest exponents of natural religion, of
the idea that arrangements here on earth themselves prove the existence of
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a benevolent creator. ,<14 Here too he followed the English, for the
application of birth rates to natural theology began with a bizarre twist in
English political arithmetic. In 1710 John Arbuthnot had proved Divine
Providence from the constant regularity between male and female births.
More boys are born than girls. This could not result from chance (i.e. equal
chances) so must be arranged by God to make allowance for the excess of
young men killed off at sea, in war, etc." The idea was transmitted by the
Boyle lectures in the first decade of the eighteenth century, lectures
dedicated to the proof of the existence of God on the basis of His Works.'·
Siissmilch's demographic theology appeared in three editions, 1741,
1747, and posthumously 1775-6. It was a prodigious compilation of facts,
combining church registers and mortality statistics. The second edition of
1747 noted royal approbation; belatedly, at his life's close, he was elected
to the Berlin Academy. His immense book had much straightforward
moralizing, the higher mortality rate of cities being attributed more to sin
than to bad sanitation. But there was also a good deal of comment on
population management. The marriage rate and the age of marriage were
seen to depend upon the availability of farmland. This in turn was held to
fix fecundity. He predicted fluctuating birth rates. As a population grows,
land is less valuable, marriage is delayed, the birth rate drops. But in due
course there is a shortage of labour and land is more available, so the
marriage age decreases and the birth rate climbs. If we leave out the Seven
Years' War, for which statistics were lacking, the prediction was true of
Prussian numbers from the time of Siissmilch's first edition until 1800.
Naturally this model requires numerous constraints, such as negligible (or
cancelling) immigration and emigration, and relatively minor changes in
agricultural technology.
Siissmilch was one of a long and open-ended line of actors on the stage
of what Michel Foucault called a biopolitics 'that gave rise to comprehensive measures, statistical assessments, and interventions aimed at the entire

social body or at groups as a whole'.17 That pairs with an anatomopolitics
l)

In 1766 Sussmilch published 'an 2nempt to prove that the first language has its origin not in
men, but on the contrary derives from the creator', With the vigour of a Noam Chomsky
he urged that in principle human beings cannot invent bnguagc from scutch, nor indeed
c:an the)" even acquire one as infants by mere empirical gcncraliution from the words of
their pucnts.linguistic competence derives from innate ,Julls, the giito! the Creator. This
thesis was so striking that the Berlin Academy set its 1769 prize may topic on the alleged
divine origin of language. Of the nineteen candidates, we remember only the winner: J.G.
Herder. His essay is the announcement of the new German conception of bnguage as a
social and cultural phenomenon. It is not a matter of,.u Hobbes pUt it. 'mental discourse',
that for convenience is cast into spoken words. It is essentially public. Although Herder
owed much to his memor J. G. Hamann, and although the triumph of his views lay in the
work of his successor Wilhelm Humboldt, this prize essay response to Sussmilch marks a
fundamemal ltartsition in European thought: language, once essentially in the mind, a
nutter of mental discourse, became inherently communal and public.
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fo<:ussed on the body, on 'biological processes: propagation, births and
mortality, the level of health, life expectancy and longevity'. Foucault
regarded these as 'two poles of development, linked together by a whole
intermediary cluster of relations'. The distinction between the body politic
and the body of the person sounds fine, but in fact I don't see Foucault's
polarization in the texts that concern us. Siissmilch's statistical assessments
(the biopolitical pole) are directed exactly at propagation, binhs, monality, health, life expectancy (the anatomopolitical pole). But no matter how
we take Foucault's polarization, biopolitics in some form has been
rampant in western civilization from the eighteenth century or earlier.
The most famous piece of biopolitics is the Malthusian debate. This
originated well before Malthus published in 1798, as his subtitle made
plain: With Remarks on the Speculations ofMr Godwin, M. Condorcet and
Other Writers. His celebrated proof, that production increases arithmetically while population grows geometrically, did, however, introduce a
nineteenth-century preoccupation. His conclusion was that the poor
must, at their own peril, have few children. Karl Pearson's eugenics
presented the same theme at the stan of our century, not in order to help
the poor but to save the rich.
Biopolitics has the standard feature of a risk portfolio, namely that at
almOSt the same time opposite extremes are presented as dire perils (today
it is nuclear winter/greenhouse effect).'· The 'population problem'
denotes both the population explosion of other peoples and too Iowa binh
rate of one's own people. During the nineteenth century in France, one's
own people were French, the others German and British. In Prussia, as
discussed in chapter 22, the others were Jewish. Today the others are the
Third World. In late-Victorian England, the others were the labouring
classes.
German biopolitics began in earnest after the Seven Years' War in
1757...,3, and here the issue was underpopulation. Perhaps a third of the
people had died, and many regions were left almost empty. They required
colonization in order to restore ravished farmland. Many features of
Prussian statistics originate with this objective concern, augmented by the
zealous administration-for-its-own-sake of Frederick the Great.
A list of the categories of things that were counted during his reign
required seven pages." Many were 'natural', to be expected in any
agricultural state whose economic development was comparable to
Prussia's. But there were idiosyncrasies. First, a fundamental distinction
was imposed upon the population. Every person had to be either civil or
military. The military included not only the soldiers, but also their
dependants and servants. The civil list was soned according to the nine
rubrics mentioned above: the military list had five divisions. This sorting
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was enduring. When we examine the excellent yearbooks published by the
Prussian statistical bureau throughout the lauer half of the nineteenth
century we find the first division in the population: military on the left.
civil on the right. You were first of all civil or military. then you were male
or female. servant or master. Mennonite or Old Catholic. There was of
Course an unstated rationale. People were counted. as they still are. by
geographic area. The civilian population stayed in one place. while the
military were mobile and in garrisons. Military and civil were different
aspeCts of the national topography. But in all of Europe. it was only
Prussian official statistics that saw this as a first principle of all labelling of
citizens. more fundamental. even. than their gender.
A second innovation began in 1745. probably in response to queries
posed in the first edition of Siissmilch's book. We find the beginnings of
tables for immigration. emigration. nationality and race. On the civilian
side of the list. the nine basic categories had a subtabulation for people who
were Walloons, French. Bohemians. Salzburgers or Jews. Although East
Prussia was part of the kingdom. Poles. Lithuanians. Latvians etc. were
not mentioned. This was partly because East Prussia was indifferently
administered. and partly because it was not contiguous with Prussia
proper so that migration between these two parts was less easy than
between the other Prussian 'islands' in the west. Specific migration
questions developed piecemeal. The Silesian towns began to record
bourgeois movements from 1750. Some tables of colonists were made in
1753. but they became serious only during the reconstruction period
following 1763. They started in Minden in 1768. and Soon the tables
covered the entire kingdom.
Most designations of minority groups were local and haphazard, the
exception beingJews. They show up in the tables in 1745, and. at that time.
not as a religious group. Soon there was to be a completely separate and
regular enumeration of all Jewish households. Complete tables. known as
the General-]udentabeiien or Provinzial-]udenJamilie-Listen. became a
routine part of Prussian numbers in 1769.
Aside from the tables of births. marriages and deaths. official statistics
were private. for the eye of the king and his administrators. There were of
course all kinds of documentation in commercial affairs. although even
these tended to follow the patterns of counting people. 2c They ran parallel
to the diligent productions of enthusiastic amateurs. of whom Siissmilch
and Busching provide two different kinds of example. The third force in
Gennan statistical activity was the 'university statistics' from which

OUf

subject is said to take its name.
It is unclear (and unimportant) how far back the tradition of university
statistics can be traced. Herman Conring. the great Jena professor of
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politics and geography - and correspondent on these topics with Leibnizis said to have given enthralling lectures on the economic states of various
nations, and is often properly called the founder of the 'university
statistics'. He called his lectures not;tu, statuum Gennaniae. A succeSSor in
Jena, B.G. Struve, lectured on de sratu regni germanici, and then, notitia
statuum Germaniae. Martin Schmeitzel at the same university had a
Collegium politiro-statisticum in 1725.21
Words on which our word 'statistics' could draw are hardly original
with these professors, and probably have a beller Italian pedigree than a
German one. But it was undoubtedly a Gallingen scholar who fixed the
very word 'Statistik'. Gottfried Achenwall thought of what he called
statistics as the collection of 'remarkable facts about the state,.n The
successor to his chair valiantly defined statistics in the words, 'History is
ongoing Statistics, statistics is stationary history.' The Gallingen statisticians had a strong positivist bent:
Strictly speaking, one wants only facts from the statistician; he is not responsible
for explaining causes and effects. However, he must often seize upon effects in

order to show that his fact is statistically important - and moreover his work will
be entirely dry, if he does not give it some life and interest by introducing, 3t
suitable points. a mixture: of history, cause and effect.])

The work of these men was seldom quantitative. They were opposed to
number-crunching of the sort represented by Siissmilch. They thereby
stand for an antinumerical and anti-avenging tradition that emerges from
time to time in our history. They produced giant pull-out tables, but here
one found descriptions of climates (for example) more often than measures
of cloudiness. Despite this, I find a very substantial continuum between the
historical-political-economic-geographic-topographical-meteorologicalmilitary surveys of the university statisticians, and, for example, the
contents of Busching's two journals. Busching was thoroughly numerical
- statistical in our sense of the word - but on the title pages or in the titles
of many of his books he called himself an historian-geographer - a statistician in the Achenwallian sense of the word.
German culture demands definitions of concept and object. It requires
an answer to the question: is X an (objective) science? Is statistics, then, a
science? If so, what science is it, and what are its concepts, what its objects?
'Until now, there have been 62 different definitions of statistics. Mine will
make it 63', wrote Gustav Rumelin in 1863.24 He was director of the
Wiirtlemberg statistical office, a political scientist and staunch Malthusian.
I don't know which 62 he had in mind -I think that by 1863 I can do twice
as well as he can, in the German literature alone. But already there had
been the correct move taught by professors of philosophy: distinguish!
There are two sciences. One is descriptive and non-numerical, namely the
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work of the university statisticians. Then there is the heir to English
political arithmetic, commenced seriously in Gennany by Sussmilch.
e.G.A. Knies's 1850 Statistik als selbstiindige Wissenschaft furthered this
conclusion, recommending that although we owe the word 'statistics' to
Achenwall, we should transfer it, and use it to name the numerical studies
of the political arithmeticians." We ought then to say that Achenwall did
something other than Statistik; let us call it (said Knies) Staatskunde.
So what? All this seems like word-play. Harald Westergaard ironically
recounted this 'saga' of the word 'statistics', concluding that 'but for the
curious change of names which has taken place, and which has often
puzzled students of statistics, little interest would have attached to it,.2.
Westergaard implied that we would never even notice Achenwall were it
not for his having institutionalized the word 'statistics' which we now use
to name something numerical and non-Achenwallian.
Perhaps that opinion underestimates the university statisticians. For
example, Austria established a statistical office, on the Prussian model,
only in 1829. This was a systematic bureaucracy for the compilation of
numerical data. Who would it employ? The staff was taken straight from
the universities, where old-style university statistics continued to be
taught. The subject was part of the curriculum at the six Austrian
universities - Innsbruck, Padua, Pest, Prague, Venice and Vienna. It was
also standard at numerous colleges and Iycees. Rightly or wrongly, the
Austrian administrators did not see teachers and students as doing
something essentially different from what a statistical bureau should do.
The Austrian example is an objective item from bureaucratic history. At
a more impressionistic level it looks as if the Prussian statistical bureaucracy was remarkably continuous with the old university statisticians. It
was numerical, yes, but also descriptive. There was a great deal of
resistance to theoretical French notions of 'statistical law'. The Prussian
tabulations resembled those of Achenwall and Schlozer, although with
numbers instead of words. Bureaucratic efficiency was combined with
mathematical naivete. The Prussian bureau was heir to university statisticians. JUSt as it 'Was heir to the administrative expertise of the ministries of
Frederick the Great, and heir to the army of amateurs of numbers.
It was however the amateurs of numbers that most struck literary
travellers such as Goethe and Bernoulli. The travel books constantly
referred to local periodicals more ephemeral than Busching's, crammed
with numerical tid-bits, collected with an indiscriminate enthusiasm not
equalled in Britain or France. Travellers with an eye to policy and public
affairs could also learn. None toured more diligently in the continent of
Europe than gentlemen from the British Isles. Arthur Young's travels in
Europe, and his subsequent role in agricultural refonn, are well known.
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But such travellers did not import only agricultural technique. As we have
seen from my second epigraph. they acquired an enthusiasm for statistics.
The very word entered English by way of one of the greatest of the
Scottish agricultural reformers. SirJohn Sinclair. He was the author-editor
of the stupendous 21-volume Statistical Account ofScotland. the result of
compendious answers to mighty questionnaires. The respondents were
the ministers of the 938 parishes of the Church of Scotland. *27 Sinclair set
about this project only after his German travels. His German lessons were
not confined to Scotland. however. Here is a laconic diarist of the London
scene:
Augu't 20th. 179): Fanner George has left his harvests and come to town - not to
gape at the sights but to make his voice heard in high places - Sir John Sinclair. a
Scottish laird. and a group of other large landowners. have induced Mr. Pitt to
form a Board of Agriculture. Arthur Young. editor of the Annal, of Agriculture.
has been appointed secretary ... its first duty. J hear. will be to collett the
agricultural statistics of the country, based upon returns from every parish. 21
.. The ACCoNnt does provide much infonnation thac we would still call statistic.al. (or example
an analysis of the: ag~ distribution, life expectancy and estimates of the total population and
its rate of change. There is also much information about lifestyles, for example the
fishwives of fisherow in Invemk who carry 200~pound baskeu of fish on their backs to
the Edinburgh mark~ often covering the five miles in less than an hour. women who take
the dominant role in their family and the community, swear much, but. according to their
minister. otherwise sin seldom. who play golf on Sundays and have football matches
between the married and unmarried women, the former of whom invariably win.

4
Bureaux

Po"dam, 12 November 1805 [In statistical work) the main
requirement is order, completeness and reliability. To achieve these
ends, German diligence. laboriousness and perseverance arc more to

Ihe point than briIlianttalenl, so long as they do nOI actually
destroy the latter.~1

Numericalamaleurs became public administrators. Sir John Sinclair came
town in 1793 to found the Board of Agriculture, establishing one of
numerous bureaucracies whose tasks were in pan statisucal. 2 A great
landowner and a public man, caught up in the vibrant movement for
agricultural reform in Scotland, he had been convinced in Europe that facts
and numbers were the handmaiden of progress. Nothing was known of his
country: he would change that. 1799 saw the completion of the 21-volume
Stdtisrical Account of Scorland that he had started directly after the
European tour, 1788.' He wrote to each minister of the Church of
Scotland requesting a detailed schedule of facts about his parish. Some
were obliging, some recalcitrant. He begged, bullied, made jocular threats.
'Large parties of the Rothsay and Caithness fencibles are to be quartered
upon all the clergy, who have nOt sent their statistical account, on or before
the tenn of Martinmass, so that the ministers have it in their choice, either
to write to the Colonel, or to treat his soldiers." When at last only six of
the 938 parishes were deficient, he wrote in blood-red, to suggest by 'the
Draconian colour of his ink' what would attend the delinquents. s
Sinclair was a one man statistical office. His fellow agricultural
reformers established the Highland and Agricultural Society, which
collected numbers on anything connected with the land. It was a society of
landowners and factors perfonning functions later assumed by the state.
Its data on the health of fann labourers became the first systematic
statistics of disease. These, as we shall see in chapter 6, created something
10

.. Friedrich Wilhelm ]11, King of Prussia. writing to his minister of tude. Stein, about the
establishment of a statistical bureau. Stein was desperately trying to reform. Ute Prussian
bureaucrac)' at that time, but was inneff«tual until after the diS2strous defeat of Prussia at
Jena in 1806. By 1807 he became a principal Mchiteet of the new Prussian state.
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of a sensation when drawn to the attention of the London actuaries. When
Sinclair went south to invigorate the bureaucracy, it was a board of
agriculture that he wanted. It would do officially much of what he had
been doing privately. Under his presidency it duly issued, from London,
the General Report of Scotland (along with much else). Sinclair became
part of the evolving British system of official statistics. It was piecemeal,
pragmatic, by turns sensible or bungling, occasionally a source of radical
reform, more often the handiwork of the Circumlocution Office. When an
authority was needed to gather a new kind of information, some committee or other would establish a board with a designated mission or tack a
department on to an existing bureaucracy.
The British kept people separate from stuff. Vital statistics in the south
were prepared by the Registrar-General for England and Wales, an office
established in 1837. Stuff was managed by the Board of Trade, an old
institution with a chequered lineage. Advisory councils on trade had been
set up from time to time since the fourteenth century. A permanent
council established by Cromwell barely survived the Commonwealth as
.,; American arm, serving as a colonial committee on trade and plantations. Abolished in 1675, it was revived twenty years later to prepare
reports on the poor. on obstacles to trade, and on the value of silver. The
coinage was a particular Concern of its secretary, John Locke. But when
Locke retired in 1700, the council once again became largely a colonial
office. It doddered on until a celebrated speech by Edmund Burke, who in
1780 denounced the incompetence and profligacy of such mouldering
bureaucracies. So the board was abolished for six years, and then reinstituted in 1786 by an order in council which has in a loose way determined
the character of the Board of Trade ever since. It hived off various
departments as needed, for example a railway department in 1840. Marine
departments, harbour departments, finance departments - a bankruptcy
department in 1886. Throughout this time there remained more Or less in
place a variously-called commercial. labour and statistical department,
which meant 'whatever is left after the other departments'. There was no
conception of centralized number-gathering facilities, and offices were
shuffled to suit practical or political needs. Sinclair's Board of Agriculture.
which came in with a clear enough mandate of agricultural reform, lost
steam with its very success. It spun off a veterinary department in 1865,
which became the core of the Board of Agriculture late in the century, a
Board that in 1903 became agriculture and fisheries by taking over fisheries
from the jurisdiction of the Board of Trade. These moves were characteristically belated responses to practical problems. As for statistics,
the numbers were to be collected by the agency that needed them. The
British way with numbers reflected a resistance to centralized manage-
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ment, but it was also the 'natural' thing to do. A central bureau dedicated
to the pure science of numbering for its own sake: that would be an
anomaly.
Prussia inaugurated the anomaly that became the wave of the future. It
is tempting to describe the Prussian statistical bureau as an office of
numbers-in-general. The bureau was a resource for all the other branches
of government. Such an institution presupposes that there is a special
type of knowledge, and a new kind of skill, the ability to collect, organize
and digest numerical information about any subject whatsoever. That
skill will present itself as neutral between parties, as independent of
values, as objective.
We do not here want a history of institutions like the Board of Agriculture in London or the Royal Statistical Bureau in Berlin. We need
notice only that new kinds of authorities were created, with new kinds of
mandate. The transition was commonly effected by coopting the talents
of the amateurs. Prussia provides the purest example of synthesizing the
talents of secret governmental eighteenth century collectors of information with those of the fetishistic amateur enthusiasts of numbers. One
man well represents the combination. Leopold Krug began as one of the
greatest of the amateur geographer-statisticians. and became one of the
first of the new breed of officially appointed numerators who made
public digests of almost all that they counted. Krug had neither the
wealth nor the status of a Sinclair. He could not found an organization;
he could only accept a call. When the official. secretive bureaucracy was
floundering he was an amateur ready to step in to change its methods and
alms.
In honour of the coronation of Friedrich Wilhelm II, there was proposed in 1787 a new enumeration of the Prussian people and their dwellings. The motivation was explicit: let the new king and his ministers be
told of their power. Unfortunately this was a time of national mismanagement and fading authority. Prussia looked grand on the map, having
vastly expanded in the east thanks to successive annexations of parts of
Poland. By the third partition of Poland in 1795, Prussia had doubled in
size. Yet in that same year it relinquished to revolutionary France, with
curious indifference, the prosperous German-speaking lands west of the
Rhine. So it was trying to absorb an impoverished. alien and alienated
people while losing a good number of its literate artisans. Frederick the
Great's erstwhile freedom of the press and religion were terminated, but
order diminished and effective control became rare. The bureaucracy
seemed unable to achieve even minor goals. In particular, it could not
enumerate its own heartland, let alone its disaffected subjects in East
Prussia. The secretive bureaucrats had very little information about
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which to be secretive. Matters were left to the amateurs, among whom
none was more notable than Krug.
He had been trained at Halle as a theologian but soon devoted his
energies to describing the nation. Between 1796 and 1803 he produced a
thirteen-volume Topographical-Statistical-Geographical Dictionary of the
entire Prussian State, which provided a summary of people and production
from every village in the realm.· He had the usual battle of an amateur with
the censors. In 1796, in conjunction with his dictionary, he began his own
journal, which was immediately censored for its article on 'Prussian
Military Organization'.',7 But on the death of Friedrich Wilhelm 11 he was
given a post in the finance department, possibly because of the attention
that his banned essay had attracted. s This post gave him access to more
information than the previous generations of amateurs. He put it to good
use. His labours culminated in twO remarkable volumes called Observations on the National Wealth ofPrussia.' This was a marvellou, condensed
model of what could be told by numbers-in-generalabout every locale in
the kingdom. It moved the king to issue a decree on 28 May 1805:
A bureau ,hall be establi,hed to collect and integrate statistical table' from the
different departments and offices, the special directorie', and from the Sile,ian
finance ministry. Hi, maje,ty decree' that thi, department ,hall be administered by
councillor Krug, with direct responsibility to Minister of State Stein. Ie
Stein himself wanted some sort of statistical office, but not one run by an
amateur. II He had a keen eye on the innovations of France under the
emperor, and knew that the time for numbers had come. But he wanted
ministries run on a firm but traditional line. Statistics should be retained in
a standard ministry directed by a standard official. He had his own
favourite from Finance for the job. Krug, he told his king, had neither the
status nor the ability to handle complex state affairs. The king was
unmoved. I have quoted part of his reply at the head of this chapter, to the
effect that we don't want brilliance, we want German diligence. The
resulting brief compromise between Stein and the king collapsed with
everything else when Napoleon's armies triumphed at Jena in 1807.
Stein, engineering the reconstruction of the shattered Prussian state,
knew that statistics would have to playa part. But how? In a circular letter
to provincial administrators he invited proposals for a new statistical
.. Krug's enthusiasm for publication was hud to dampen. In 1804 he te2.med up with L.H.
Jakob, a philosophy professor at his old university, Halle, to found another periodical.

Jakob wrote txtensively on immonality. ethics. God. as well as intervening in or maybe
inventing a controversy between Moses Mendelssohn and Kant. His true love was finance,

and he proposed a new science of national economy that was to be funhered by the new
periodical. Jena ~·as more effective than mere censorship: Napoleon abolished the
university at Halle. Professor Jakob went off to 5t Petersburg to advise the imperial
government and to found his new science.
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office. The response from Konigsberg attracted his attention. One of its
citizens,J.G. Hoffmann, a man anned with numerous diplomas but of no
fixed profession, had been assigned the job of reporting to Berlin. His
remarks on Krug's work were derisive. Had Krug given ample infonnation
on crops in all the regions of Prussia? Fanners, said Hoffmann, always lie
to evade taxes: Krug's figures were 'thoroughly false and consequently
thoroughly useless' .12
Hoffmann wrote to Stein's taste. His immediate reward from his own
city was a chair at Konigsberg.1) He drew up an elaborate reasoned
struCture for numbering, based on six main categories and 625 subcategories. He stated an official rationale for a central statistical office which
became incorporated into a memo from Dohna, the minister of the
interior, to the interim chancellor, Altenstein:
The Bureau shall bave as its purpose the most complete collection possible of
material bearing on the Prussian state . .. the power of the state lies partly in its
territory. panly in its people .. . the one provides the raw material. and the other by

capital and labour transforms it ... Hence the collection of data naturally falls
under two main heads. one geographical and one anthropological. It is then natural
to appoint two officers. one for each branch .. , but the work of these two
collectors. no matter how extensive, can be used only with difficulty~ unless we
appoint a third officer over these tWO, an officer armed with the necessary skills
and tools to engage in political arithmetic in the most general sense of the words.

Hc will transform the material of the first two officers so that they can be put to
immediate use by the highest administrators in the Imd. 14

The third man was to be a new kind of bureaucrat, doing a new kind of job.
Dohna nominated Krug for anthropologist, student of people, as well as
proposing a geographer, and a mathematician for the new politicalarithmetical task of digesting information. Altenstein cared for Krug's
type of person no more than did Stein. '( don't fail to recognize the
diligence and loyalty with which he has for so many years toiled for the
Prussian state, but it would not be right to assign him the role of an
independently thinking worker ... He has far 100 narrow a conception of
political economy.''' None of the individuals suggested by Dohna were
suitable leaders. They should be regarded as mere 'lOols'.
There was a lot of bickering back and forth. Although the disputes were
local, personal, petty matters of power and patronage, they reflected a
genuine malaise. What is a statistical office? What kind of task does it
perfonn, and what kind of person directs it? Hoffmann was waiting in the
wings. His civil service status as professor was higher than that of Krug's in
the finance department. He negotiated a dual role as director of the new
bureau of statistics and as professor of a new chair of political science in
Berlin, where he would teach the theoty of the new science that he
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directed. The director maintained this role and source of income until
1860. Even then the new director, Ernst Engel, no longer ex officio a
professor, established a famous 'statistical seminar' that trained most of the
new generation of German economists of the 1860s.'6 Achenwallian
university statistics waS not abolished but transformed.
In the new administration Krug gOt the secondary, anthropological
pOSt. He had de facto control of the bureau during 1814-21, when
Hoffmann was engaged in larger games, such as assisting Hardenburg at
the Congress of Vienna. These details are trifling, in themselves only an
accidental sequence of facts. But some such sequence had to embody the
creation of the new kind of institution. What was being resolved on paper
and in the disposition of persons was the very nature of a general
all-purpose statistical office. Friedrich Wilhelm, in 1804, and Dohna, in
1809, saw it, albeit dimly, as a new type of organization with a new kind of
worker providing a new kind of direction. The traditional and nononsense ministers Stein and Altenstein preferred something that fit into a
streamlined version of the old order. They saw it as an organ to assist the
finance ministry. The taxonomic tree of government had to be maintained,
and an office that in principle might serve all ministries could not fit.
Dohna and the king won. Prussia was being rebuilt from the foundations,
and had a place for new institutions.
A man may float and make his way in a dual role. The formal position of
Hoffmann, both director of the bureau and professor in Berlin, nicely
signalled that the bureau was not part of an old order. But unlike a man, a
government office cannot exist in free suspension; it must report to
someone. It must have a place in the structure of administration. Since
nobody, not even Hoffmann, knew what this new entity was, no one knew
how to lodge it. In 1805 it had briefly reported to Stein, minister of state
for trade. In 1810 it went to the Polizei of the ministry of the interior. In
1812 it was placed directly under the new and powerful chancellor, von
Hardenburg. He kept it until 1823, when it went to the interior ministry. It
stayed there until Hoffmann died at the age of 79, in 1844. Under the
directorship of his successor C.F.W. Dieterici it moved to the ministry of
commerce; on his death it reverted to the interior.
One characteristic feature of the new kind of bureau was little affected
by its administrative home. It published and published and published,
combining the eighteenth-century enthusiasm for making numbers public
with the power of orderly government. It needed no Sindairian letters in
blood-red ink to get responses. Hoffmann himself, professor-bureaucrat,
published over 300 statistical papers, as well as numerous monographs and
official and semi-official handbooks. The numbers, then, were out for all
who would read. A specific publication of the statistical office did not,
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however, emerge during Hoffmann's long lifetime. That was left for his
pupil and successor, Dieterici. l7 There was not, during the half-century
1810-60, a real dedication towards centralizing the publishing of numbers.
Hoffmann's bureau was still gentlemanly and very much under a regime
run by men whose ideas, however radical in their day, had been formed
before 1810. The requisite new broom was Ernst Engel, brought in from
Saxony. A man of energy, before he was 30 he had organized the first
world trade fair at Leipzig (1850, the year before the Great Exhibition in
London, and establishing Leipzig's tradition summed up in its motto
today, Die Messestddt). He had established the Saxon statistical bureau,
founded two statistical journals, invented mortgage insurance as a means
to solving the housing problem, and so on. He started three new
periodicals as soon as he was called to Berlin, and in one of them provided,
with some dismay, a list of official government statistical periodicals
Current in 1860. These were regular publications, not occasional papers or
special reports; they were published material, not in-house documents;
these were not city or provincial papers, but ones issued by the central
government in Berlin. It took him 21 pages to list the 410 periodical
publications.'s There were effectively none such in 1800. Is my phrase
'avalanche of printed numbers' an hyperbole?
One might think that an Engel, confronted by this ceaseless statistical
activity, might want to call a halt. Not at all. He did indeed want to
centralize the publication of statistical data, and moved swiftly to establish
a Central Statistical Commission, to correlate the work of all other
departments and ministries. Appointed on 1 April 1860, he presented the
complete 'plans for the Commission to his minister on 24 June. But he
wanted all the work done by the numerous national authorities replicated
on the local scale. Every city, and in particular the free cities of Germany,
should do in their domain what his office would do for the kingdom. Each
of the 25 regional administrations of Prussia should do the same. The final
goal would be that every district, every Kreis, every village, should have its
own statistical office. This never did happen, but the pattern was there,
each major city vying for its own statistical administration: Berlin 1862,
Frankfurt-am-Main 1865, Hamburg 1866, Leipzig 1867; Lubeck, Breslau
and Chemnitz 1871, Dresden 1874, and 27 major city offices by 1900.
There was nothing peculiarly German about this; compare Vienna and
Rome in the same year as Berlin, New York and Riga 1866, Stockholm
1868, Buda, 1869.
I shall lay great stress on the very first published civic statistics of a
'modem' SOrt, those begun by Paris and the Department of the Seine in the
1820s. I shall not even sketch that institutional history, noting only that
every country was statistical in its own way. The history of Prussian
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numbers does not furnish a model for the development of the statistics of
other nations. It is instead One among many parallel developments.
Germany had special needs deriving from the customs union of 1833.
Excise taxes for trade between states were apportioned according to the
number of people in each state. Populations were to be assessed every
three years. Hence the German states needed frequent raw population data
for reasons unknown elsewhere in Europe. Prussia, as the most powerful
and as one of the first in the statistical field, established the technology that
was to be used, although other German states such as Baden and
Wiirtlemberg were by no means inactive. Other nations and groups of
nations followed other paths. Yet each, in its own way, created similar
institutions to Create its own public numbers. Since different administrations counted different things, the numbers that were heaped up differed
from case to case. National conceptions of statistical data varied, and 1
argue for important differences between the ideas of Prussia and those of
France, for example. Yet Engel perhaps best spoke for an international
vision of statistics as a higher calling, the pure science of the numerical facts
about the citizen. The institutions brought a new kind of man into being,
the man whose essenCe was plotted by a thousand numbers:
in order to obtain an 3ccurate representation, statistical research accompanies the
individual through his entire earthly existence. It takes account of his binh, his
baptism. his vaccination, his schooling and the success thereof, his diligence, his
leave of school, his subsequent ",-<lucation and development; and. once he becomes
a man, his physique and his ability [0 bear arms. It also accompanies the
subsequent steps of his walk through life; it takes notc of his chosen occupation,
where he sets up his household and his management of the same; if he saved from
the .bund.nce of his youth for his old 'ge, if .nd when .nd at what .ge he marries
and who he chooses as his wife - statistics looks aher him when things go well for

him .nd ...hen they go .... ry. Should he suffer a ship...reck in his life, undergo
material, moral or spiritual ruin, statistics takes note of the same. Statistics leaves a
m.n only .fter his de.th - .fter it has ascertained thc precise agc of his de.th .nd
noted the causes that brought about his end. 1'J1

5
The sweet despotism of reason

Pari,. 15 germinal de ran IV Isolated. and almost without any
suppan.. with neither public schools nor elementary textbooks,
deprived of most of the means of propagation and influence, the
moral and political sciences - strong only in the energy that is
provoked by oppression, and using time and again the resources
that arise from m instinct for liberty - the moral and political
sciences, whether deceiving tyranny or defying it, prepared our
century for the overwhelming revolution that brings it to a dose

and which tecalls 25 millions of humankind to the cxelCise of their
rights, to the study of their interests, and to their dutics.*'

Published tabulations freeze the assembled numerical facts of a nation in
cold print. The tables exhibit regularities from year to year. Can that new
kind of thing, a statistical law of human nature, be far behind? Yes and no.
lt depends where you are. The Prussia that overthrew Napoleon created a
conception of society that resolutely resisted statistical generalization. It
gathered precise statistics to guide policy and inform opinion, but any
regularities they might display fell far short of laws of society. The
Prussians created a powerful bureau but failed to achieve the idea of
statistical law. That was left for the France that survived Napoleon ('If you
want to attract the attention of the emperor. just recite some statistics').
Statistical law needed two things. One was the avalanche of printed
IJ.

p.-e.-F. D"unou. at the inauguration of the Ionitut national. whose second section was
that of moral and political science. It was a great occasion, acelebration of the end of terror,
The entire Directory was present, as were almost .tIl the notable artists and scientists who
had 'survived the storms of revolution', The ambassadorial corps attended. as did I,SOO
amateurs, women and men in almost equal numbers. In addition to Daunou's stirring
speech, the event included, among many other things, a recitation of 184 lines of aUegory
on the unity of the am and sciences, 12... lines of translation from livy (Hannibal meets a
savage but republican sell2.te). statistical estimates of the population of France. abstracts of
papers from all three sections of the Institut, a peroration from Cabanis on the unity of
physics and metaphysics, a lecture by Fourcroy on a nev.' explosive. accompanied by much
lamentation on the loss of France's greatest chemist (although Fourcroy was widely
believed to have engineered the downfall and guillotining of Lavoisier). There was alecture
by Cuvier on the fossils of Asian elephants and the event ended with fireworks. namely a
demonstration of Fourcroy's explosive.
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numbers that occurred throughout Europe. Without the post-war bureaucracies there would have been no tabulations in which to detect
law-like regularity. But there also had to be readers of the right kind,
honed to find laws of society akin to those laws of nature established by
Newton. Prussia was and will remain our 'crucial experiment', the state
with exquisite statistics and a resistance to the idea of statistical law.
What made the difference between France and England on the one
hand, and Prussia on the other? I shall briefly mention a simplistic
East/West contrast, made familiar by some historians of European
culture, and then, in this chapter, point to a specific fact of French
intellectual history.
EastIWest is gross but convenient. The dominant languages and institutions of the West were French and English, its capitals Paris and
London. The chief language and institutions of the East were German,
and Berlin increasingly bec.me its centre of gravity. Mainline western
thought was atomistic, individualistic and liberal. The eastern, in contrast,
was holistic, collectivist and conservative.
The western sovereign, whether it be a king or the people, was constituted by the individuals in its domain, just as Hobbes had taught. Further
east, as Herder's successors were to insist, the group - its civilization and
language - conferred identity upon the individuals who comprised it.
Western individuals (so ran their philosophy) constitute their sovereign.
Eastern states (so said their philosophers) constitute the individuals.
The liberal West held that industrial society with all its problems and
successes was best run by a combination of free individual competition
and philanthropy. The conservative East created the welfare state. Berlin
introduced workmen's compensation for industrial accidents, health and
unemployment insurance, and other aspects of the social net. Many of the
men who did the spadework for this Prussian collectivism worked in the
bureaux that collected statistical data and resisted any idea of statistical
law.
How far C.n one take this c.ricature of a contrast beyond the political
arena? Nonon Wise has pushed it as far as physics. 2 He urges a fundamental divide between western and eastern physics that endured
throughout the nineteenth century, and which parallels the differences
between liberals and conserv.tives. His analysis spans the entire field, but
an example will suffice. Boltzmann and M3Xwell converged on 'the same'
statistical mechanics. They did so by substantially different routes.
Maxwell was open to the idea that this science is indeterministic. Its laws
might be purely probabilistic in character. Boltzmann, on the other hand,
held deeply to a belief that statistical mechanics is deterministic. One of
his chief results, the H -theorem, was intended to confirm this.
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Obviously, not all easterners rejected the idea of statistical law, nor did
all westerners think that there are statistical laws. It does however happen
that the Gennan advocates of statistical law were typically in the liberal
minority, while those French and English opponents of the very idea were
commonly in the conservative camp. I shall from time to time draw
attention to notable examples.
It is misleading to say that the dominant Prussian reaction to the French
idea of statistical law was to reject it. 'Law' itself was understood
differently. Here is a judicious French observer, writing in the article Loj
for La Grande Encycloptidie at the end of the nineteenth century.
The English ... envisage law, in itself, as a given

f2C~

and their reasoning implies

that it is a product of the will of individuals. The Germans (historians and
metaphysicians) attacked the problem [of law] at its origins ... they regard law as a
social product, at the same level as custom and language; it is never fixed, but in
conStant evolution and tu.nsformauon.

Why, if you are a conservative, who regards law as a social product, are
you disinclined to think that statistical laws can be read into the printed
tables of numerical data, or obtained from summaries of facts about
individuals? Because laws are not the sort of thing to be inferred from
individuals, already there and counted. Laws of sociery, if such there be,
are facts about the culrore, not distillations of individual behaviour.
Why, if you are a liberal who regards law (in the political sphere) as a
product of the will of individuals, are you content to find statistical laws in
facts about crime and conviction published by the ministry of justice?
Because social laws are constituted by the acts of individuals.
This model indicates where many nineteenth-century incoherencies
arise. To begin with, if, as many today will tell you, probabilistic law
applies to populations, ensembles, or Kolleetj'lls, ought not the collectivist,
holistic attitude be the one that invites the notion of statistical law?
Conversely, if the liberal thinks that statistical laws are laws of society,
akin to laws of nature, then what freedom is left to the individuals en
masse? This question of statistical fatalism reared its confusing head in
mid-century.
The broad issues of statistical fatalism and East/West will occupy us
much in the sequel. Here I turn to a more specific antecedent for the idea of
statistical law. It was a pre-statistical, even antislatistical, notion of laws of
society. It was a concepcion of the moral sciences. Daunou's declamation
in my epigraph is a ringing statement of faith. The moral sciences are
reasonable, liberacing, and the foes of tyranny.
Science morale does not denote that priggish entity that we in English
call morals. It is more to be understood as a science of ma"rs, of customs,
of society. In the course of effecting its mid-nineteenth-century refonns,
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Cambridge University introduced a faculty of moral sciences to embrace
economics, politics, psychology, metaphysics and ethics. This classification in a single faculty was a borrowing from the French, who had in
tum invented the idea of moral science by idealizing their two English
heroes.
Newton had provided celestial and rational mechanics. The French
took from him everything but his theism. Locke's theoty of ideas
investigated the human mind and its faculty of reason. Many of the chief
philosophers of the French Enlightenment cheerfully accepted the label of
ideologues, not ideologues or ideologists but idea-ists, Locke-ites. It was in
this matrix that there arose a conception of science morale, at first a rational
theory of individuals and society. 'We understand by this term all those
sciences that have as their object either the human mind itself, or the
relations of men one to another.')
Those are the words of Condorcet, preeminent spokesman of the moral
sciences. The last of the philosophes, he was also a student, friend and
adviser of the greatest of the physiocrats, Turgot. Drafter of constitutions,
noblest (and most romantic) of the moderate revolutionaries, reformer of
educational systems and advocate of the rights of women, it was he who
would say that 'the American, breaking his own chains, acquires the duty
to break those of his slaves'. That utterance was just one of many
declaimed in his acceptance speech upon election to the Academy in 1782.
In the midst of such classic liberal sentiments he prophesied a glowing
fucure for the moral sciences:
Those sciences, created almost in our own days. the object of which is man himself,
the direct goal of which is the happiness of man, wiU enjoy a progress no less sure
than that of the physical sciences; &. this idea so sweet, that our nephews will
surpass us in wisdom as in enlightenment, is no longer an illusion. In meditating on
the nature of the: moral sciences, one cannot help seeing that, as they are based like
the physic21 sciences upon the observation of fact, they must follow the same
method, acquire a language equally exact & precise, attaining the same degree of
certainty."

In unpublished revisions of the acceptance speech he made his convictions more plain, 'The moral sciences are founded upon facts and
reasoning; their certainty will therefore be the same as the physical
sciences.' The physical sciences are contrasted to the mathematical ones;
they have 'only that kind of certainty which is a true probability
mathematically expressed', The theorems of rational mechanics are part of
mathematics and can be 'understood intuitively at a particular instant'. But
propositions about real existence are only probable. 'Thus it is from the
more or less constant order of facts observed in moral as in physical
phenomena that the kind of certainty that pertains to reality is derived.'s
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The moral sciences aimed at studying people and their social relationships. But how? Not by anticipating empirical psychology or surveysample sociology. Condorcet's moral science meant chiefly two things,
and thereby hangs a tale not yet unravelled even today. He mapped OUt
what have become two distinct terrains. One is moral-science-as-history,
the other, moral-science-as-(probability, statistics, decision theory, costbenefit analysis, rational choice theory, applied economics, and the like).
Moral-science-as-history is not chronology but that overarching structure presented in Condorcet's most famous work, his long-projected
theory of human progress, Esquisse d'un tab/ealt historiqlte des progres de
resprit humaine. It was finished while he was in hiding towards the end of
1793, and published in 1795, a year after he died. It is a story of human
development through nine stages, and of its entry into the tenth, the one
inaugurated by the French Revolution. It is a model taken perhaps
poetically by Saint-Simon, and taken quite literally by Auguste Comte,
founder of positivism. Comte's seemingly interminable cou" de phi/osophie positive, published between 1830 and 1842, took human knowledge
into the stage of positive science, the Slate achieved by the likes of
Lagrange and Cuvier, Bichat and Laplace. The model of Condorcet's
Esquisse was transformed by Hegel into historical dialectic; it is a model
given new muscle by Marx.
The other terrain of moral science has no one on show as prodigious as
Hegel and Marx. In the last of his works to be printed in his lifetime,
Condorcet named it 'social mathematics'. 'I preferthe term "social" to the
terms "moral" or "political" because the sense of these latter words is less
comprehensive and less precise .'6 Always a classifier, he divided social
mathematics under five heads. First is the study of compound interest and
other time series. Then comes permutations and combinations, then
induction, then the calculus of probabilities and finally the theory of mean
values. Although I shall emphasize the statistical inheritance of the social
mathematics side of moral science, one could as well emphasize
economics. That taXonomy confirms my slight modernization of terminology and interests: the second terrain of moral sciences was moralscience-as-(probability, statistics, decision theory, cost-benefit analysis,
rational choice theory, applied economics, and the like).
The two terrains of moral science, historicist and numerical, diverged
briskly in the early nineteenth century. Comte was the explorer of one, the
statistician Quetelet of the other. They fought over various labels such as
'social mechanics' and 'social physics'. In each case the name apparently
proposed by Comte for his historical epistemology was snapped up by
Quetelet as a name for the statistical study of people (anathema to Comte).
In desperation Comte invented the word 'sociology', holding it to be so
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ugly that the statistical students of humankind would never deign to steal
it. He was proven wrong once again.'
It may seem that Condorcet's social mathematics, his numerical side,
must be the one that concerns our quest for the origins of statistical law.
That was the view of Karl Pearson, who much admired Condorcet, a
kindred spirit, no great mathematician, but with a 'mind strong in imagination, which can grasp new problems which can be solved mathematically'. He thought that Condorcet was 'the first writer who had a philosophy of his science [statistics], and indicated that our belief in the
stabiliry of statistical ratios is precisely the same as our belief in the socalled natural laws'.s Yes, but what mattered was Condorcet's firm
phifosophelphysiocrat conviction that there do exist laws of society. For
him these were not statistical, but the principles of reason itself. The truth
in Pearson's judgement is this: the future field of statistics inherited the
idea of law from a moral science born of Enlightened Reason.
Pearson spoke of stable statistical ratios. Condorcet had precious few to
hand.' They were biological more than social. They were propositions
about birth and death, and included for example some speculation about
smallpox prevention. The first statistical law is this: with great regularity,
the ratio of male to female births is about 13:12. At any rate it exceeds!;
more boys are born than girls. I mentioned that John Arbuthnot established this in 1710, arguing that the preponderance of male births shows
Divine Providence at work. The idea had many consequences, including
the labours ofJ. P. Siissmilch. The study of death had more potential practical importance. By 1670 it was evident to the enlightened leaders of the
brief Dutch Republic that mortality data should be used to guide rates for
selling life annuities - the standard way of raising capital for the state. The
idea did not really take off, for reasons well elaborated by Lorraine
Daston, but it was a viable idea of actuarial data as applied science. lo
Even though mortality statistics were of little practical importance until
the nineteenth century, they were conceptually significant. They gave rise
to the idea of a law of mortaliry, and to the very phrase 'law of mortaliry'.
The fascination induced by these laws is well illustrated by J. H. Lambert,
who in 1765 made the most fastidious of eighteenth-century attempts at
fitting a mathematical equation to death. He was a notable self-taught geometer, astronomer, philosopher, contributor to the probabilistic theory of
measurement and error, and a founder of photometry, the science that
measures the properties of light. He wrote a little textbook on practical
applications of mathematics. An edition of Siissmilch had recently
appeared, so he appended a ninth chapter of remarks on mortaliry, life
tables, births and marriages, using the information provided in Die gott-

fiche Ordnung."
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One problem in representing mortality by a single formula was that the
death rate for infants in those days was immense and for children very
great; it was hard to smooth this into the more regular mortality of later
years. Lambert proposed to embrace the entire life span in a curve of some
complexity, a combination of a parabola and twO logarithmic curves."
This law was admiringly picked up in 1787 by E.-E. Duvillard de
Durand." He was an important civil servant to whom I shall return, the
man who introduced systematic life insurance to France. Duvillard's use of
Lambert was in tum repeated as late as 1825, in the first volume of
Quetelet's journal, founded in part to carry statistical news." There the
author stated that Lambert's equation 'gives, with astonishing precision,
the law of mortality for London'. (It doesn't.) We do. however. get a
graphic way of comprehending the above equation: 'The human species
dies in the same way that a prismatic vase. or vertical cylinder, empties
itself through a tiny hole in its base:
Laws of birth and mortality abounded. Lambert serves me only as an
example. Because death curves were not seen as a matter of maurs. or
customs. they gave little foothold for moral science or social mathematics.
But they did furnish data for the solution of problems in social mathematics: ideally, for example, the correCt rates at which a government should
sell life annuities when a given rate of interest is prevalent.
Other statistics were. however, coming upon the scene: the distribution
of age at marriage. for example. Was that not a consequence of customs, or
moral choice? Here Sussmilch was central. Just as Lambert filled a bizarre
curve to Sussmilch's mortaliry data, so he drew digests of Sussmilch's
marital tables. stating that these are also law-like. We move into the
domain of the voluntary. What other human choices might display
regularities?
a collection of men is made up of acertain number of persons of all kinds, and this
brings about a roughly similar result, for one must take note that in these cases
which are most dependent on chance one may, when the chances are numerous,
calculate the outcome. For example it has been discovered in the Canton of Berne,
that the number of divorces is very much the same from one decade to the next, and

there are cities in Italy where one can calculate exactly how many murders will be
committed from yeu to year. Thus, events which depend on a multitude of diverse
combinations have a periodic recurrence, a fixed proportion, when the observations result from a large number of chances. IS

These words of Mme de Stael were published just two years after
Condorcet's death. and yet they jump beyond his ideas. She prophetically
spoke of divorce and murder rates. Those stable ratios of deviancy are the
stuff of early nineteenth-century French statistical thought. Condorcet's
moral sciences stood upon an entirely different footing. They had the
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oplimislic aim of subjecling social relations to 'the sweet despotism of
reason'.16 Their province was not that of empirical ranos of perversions

bUI of the a priori solutions of sWeet reason.
On the historicist side, Condorcet's posthumously published Sketch of
the progress of lhe human spirit is his most famous work. On the statistical
side his best known but still obscure work was a treatise on voting." It
analysed rational behaviour, where the word 'rational' bears less lhe sense
of 'reasonable' than the meaning il has in 'rational mechanics', the
deduclive science of a Newton or a Lagrange. It had practical ambitions.
Condorcet knew that France would soon demand assemblies and jury
trials. It could adopt the ancient haphazard English models. But why
prefer exactly twelve good men deciding by unanimous vote? [s the
English jury derived from Babylonian superstition about the number
twelve? JuS! as the Revolution would SOOn decimalize coinage, distances
and lhe antique calendar, any reasonable man could query such primitive
legal customs. What are the mathematically best sizes for groups that
decide by majorities, and what are lhe beSI VOting procedures?
Condorcet's essay was long neglected but has recently gained some
fame as a precursor of Arrow's paradox about voting behaviour, an
honour that it shares with lesser-known work by J. C. de Borda.'s
Arrow's paradox is an a priori observation about the impossibility of
salisfaclory voting procedures under certain circumstances. It is precisely
an affair of the reason. In later chapters I show how Condorcet's proposals
for juries engaged his successors, Laplace and then Poisson. Poisson's
analysis of juries has been revived of late, for il embarked On a statistical
sludy of conviction rates for juries of various sizes and voting rules. That
was lilerally impossible for Condorcet, because he had no access to
records of convictions. Only after 1829, when there were printed tabulations of French jury decisions, could Poisson form the idea of probabilistic laws of voting behaviour. It was the printed numbers that turned
Condorcet's a priori studies into Poisson's empirical ones.

Condorcet is important to the studenl of probability for all sorts of
reasons. Among olhers, il was probably he who interested Laplace in the
topic, thus making him lhe godfather of modern probability theory. 19 It
was he who picked up, from Laplace's early paper of 1781, the mode of
inference /irst proposed by Thomas Bayes, and then made of it a major
tool in his a priori analysis of voting procedures. Despite all these lidy
anticipations, I here would emphasize his attempt to institutionalize a new
kind of science. He little realized that it would turn into several kinds of
knowledge. He lived to see none of that. Jacobin overcame Girondin,
and the Jacobin constitution became law On 24 June 1793. Condoceet
denounced it. He was proscribed on 8 July. Between those IWO dates his
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journal on public instruction had printed his aCCount of social mathematics. He went into hiding, where he wrote his sketch of human progress.
Being warned that he was discovered, he made for the country, was
caught, and died during his first night in the village jail, possibly of a
suicide pill he acquired from his medical friends a couple of years earlier."
Condorcet was dead, but his projects continued. He had a dream for the
moral sciences: they would be embodied in institutions alongside the
nalUral sciences upon which they were modelled. If the mathematical and
physical sciences comprised the first dass of an academy, then the moral
sciences should constitute the second. He broke this second dass into five
sections (metaphysics and morals, natural right and the social sciences,
legislation and public obligations, political economy, history).
His plan had effect. The old academies were abolished in 1791. The
Institut national came into being in 1796, heralded with the words of
Daunou, my epigrapher. Daunou said it was to be a 'national temple
whose doors, always dosed to intrigue, would be open only to the
damour of true fame'. The Institut, with its second dass for moral sciences
organized roughly on Condorcet's lines, flourished all too briefly. In 1801
it elected its first foreign associate: ThomasJefferson. The second dass was
filled not with statisticians but with ideologues. Napoleon had no use for
them. In 1803 he put them out to paslUre on pensions, abolishing the
second dass. Daunou's words were recalled, ineffectually: 'despotism,
whose destiny it was to persecute the moral and political sciences ... '
Napoleon reorganized the Institut. He barely allowed history: very
ancient history. He was about to invade Egypt with 170 scientists. He then
styled himself 'Bonaparte, general-in-ehief and memberof the Institute'. It
took another revolution, that of 1830, to recreate an Academy of Moral
Sciences. The first foreign member it elected was no Jefferson but rather
the spry but ageing Thomas Malthus, welcomed by survivor Daunou, five
years his senior.fc
• Tall

u..I~s

should not be entirely discarded. Condorcet's safe house nC2f the Luxembourg

was found for him by his friend, the iJi%glle physician Cabanis. whose pupil, Pinel. the
psychiatric reformer of Biceue. took Condorcet to the landlady of Pinel's student days.
The good Mme de Vernet tried to keep him there after his cover was blown: 'Sir, the
Convention may declare you hem iA loi, but not hon de I'hNmanilc.· There is also the story
of being caught in the village inn. The landlord became a trifle suspicious when this

t

putative rough citizen with his elegant white hands sat there reading Horace and ordered
an omelette. CHow many eggs?' 'Twelve:
We have seen that Daunou h~d ~ w~y with words. He was ordained in 1787, the year in
which he won the prize of the Berlin Academy for his esuy on the authority that parents
can exercise over their childral. In 1789 he was on the steps of the Oratory, preaching the
panegyric for those who had died storming the Bastille. In 1792 he was elected without
comest to the assembly as a membt'r for Arras. He VOted with Condorcet for abolition of
the monarchy but no execution: not a politic vote. He carried on as a scholar, adviser.
archivist with Napoleon. He was an almost unrepentant iJiou,g,,~ - indeed, when Destuu
de Tracy died in 1836, the very last one alive. And distinctly not moribund: in his late
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Alas for Condoreel, Ihis revived academy has never been of Ihe leasl
significance. Moral science was of Ihe generalion of Daunou, Mallhus and
Condoreel. It was succeeded by ils progeny, which included empirical
stalislics. Condorcel's end-of-enlighlenmenl fantasy of an academy or
class of moral sciences was doomed, in part, by ils ideolog-ical baggage.
Napoleon was Ihe future. It was his novel instilulions, nOI those of
Condoreel, Ihat would survive. Yel Ihere is a falsehood in Ihis simplislic
assertion. For what survived was sel in mOlion by Turgol, and outlasled
Napoleon by many a year. A single career serves 10 illustrale Ihis.
LeI us place beside Condoreel a man Iwelve years his junior, Duvillard
de Durand. I have already menlioned how he lOok up Lambert's law of
mortalilY in a sludy of life annuilies. Such prolo-slalislicians were
stabilizers who kepI Ihe stale licking over in Ihose days of lurmoil.
Condorcel's vision of numerical moral science never look serious hold in
Ihe Academy of Moral Sciences. It had of necessity 10 follow anolher path,
a bureaucratic one.

Turgol appointed people like young Duvillard to the controllergeneral's office in 1776. When Turgot was removed, Duvillard was sent 10
the treasury. He lasted in thaI bureau unlil year VIII of Ihe Revolulion.
Then he wenl 10 the Senale, and in 1805 10 the slatislical office of Ihe
inlerior minislry. In 1812 he had another promotion, becoming head of
Ihe general services bureau. Who actually gave France Ihe metric syslem or
Ihe new coinage? Duvillard worked on bOlh projects and wilhoul his like
neither would have succeeded.
In revolulionary limes intellectuals and bureaucrals did mingle. Both
Duvillard and Condoreet were members of the 1789 Club, which seems 10
have begun as a group of highly placed radical inlellectuals (Lafayelle,
Duponl de Nemours, Sieyes, etc.). It soon attracted bankers and became
idenlified wilh Ihe righl. It was elilisl and secrel, and may have had Ihe
following words inscribed above Ihe door of ils clubhouse: 'The lillie fish
are always ealen by Ihe bigger ones:21 Condoreel defended Ihe elilism on
the ground Ihal Ihe club had 10 be for equals, and hence strict admission
rules were necessary. They would make il free of faction, a place where Ihe
besl minds of Ihe nation would preserve Ihe slale while transforming illo a
better society. Hence il failed. Even Condoreel rejoined IheJacobin Club
in 1791, and Ihe 1789 Club disappeared. BUI for a civil servanl such as
Duvillard il had briefly been a perfect place 10 lislen and influence.
Duvillard did influence. His slalistical analysis of debl, annuilies and
sixties and throughout his seventies he provided acourse of study. mostly at the College de
France. that, published afttr his death, ran to 20 volumes. He resumed his seat in the
Aeademy of Moral Sciences on its refounding in 1832. Always an academic~ in the
section for beaux-am and inscriptions, he became iu permanent secretary when he was 77.
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the like was admired in the academy of sciences in \786. He headed the
commission to draw up a plan of life insurance, which had hitherto been
something of an English speciality." While in the finance ministry he
became head of an office for political arithmetic in 1790. Of the three
mathematicians who reviewed his plans for national life insurance, One was
Condorcet, and a second was another member of the 1789 Club.
Condorcet did not survive the Terror. Duvillard did. While in the
interior ministry he made the first deep analysis of the actuarial consequences of the great discovery of the age, Jenner's vaccination for
smallpox. What effect would this have on national longevity ? The matter
was pressing when the state raised capital by selling life annuities."
He appears to have been a sensible administrator who asked what we
now think of as the right theoretical questions. For example, his paper on
the mathematical statistics of the population was the first attempt, in
France, to obtain systematic breakdowns of the laws of mortality not just
according to age but also by sex, marital status, and, tentatively, location
and even occupation. 24 Such a question entailed new echelons of clerks,
enumerators, calculators, printers that would in time create the avalanche
of numbers. Duvillard was also a prophet. He did not in general get what
he wanted. He believed that it would be possible to obtain exact although
incomplete figures, and then use the probability calculus to infer estimates
of populations, age distribution and the like. Early on, the Consulate
rejected his proposals for a highly mathematical board, preferring a more
descriptive statistics based on exhaustive surveys made in the provinces,
and not inferred by calculations made in the metropolis. 25
Duvillard aspired after recognition. His work On vaccination statistics
had him elected to the academies of St Petersburg and Haarlem. France
had other standards, however. He competed for election to the first class
of the Instit"t in \803 and \813, budailed. He did nodive long enough to
enter the Academy of Moral Sciences when it was restored in \832,
although he had been promoted as a possible member. It would not have
mattered much to him: he wanted to be recognized among the mathematicians, which he was not. He did something much more significant. Toiling
away, organizing the metric system, the new coinage, and above all the
new bureaucracies for collecting statistical data, he had more effect on
post-revolutionary France than we can ever trace directly to Condorcet.
The Duvillards were the functionaries required by Condorcet's vision
of social mathematics. Duvillard's plans for a centralized office using the
best technology of probability theory did not succeed. Other factions
dominated many of the statistical bureaux of France." They too could be
disgraced. When in \8\\ Napoleon asked for a complete table of manufactures of France within a week, they were, not surprisingly, ineffectual. 27
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The statistics of Duvillard and his immediate rivals had been motivated by

ideologues and a desire to improve society by applying reason to facts.
Towards the end of the Empire the bodies for collecting data were made
increasingly efficient but their mission changed. The high ambitions of the
old moral science were forgotten. Statistics became, once again, 'state
oriented and intended to give the state its means of direction and control.
Consequently, the statistics were no longer to be published.'''
These varied forces created the institutions that generated the data that
transfonned the very conception of social mathematics. Imperial statistics
may have become increasingly secretive, but too many interests had been
released in the world of officialdom for anyone strand to dominate. When
the wars were at an end, the city of Paris set the model for publication of
social data, and the avalanche of printed public numbers was under way.
But without Condorcet's enlightenment vision of law, of moral science,
and of the sweet despotism of reason, those number-collecting offices
might merely have manufactured tables in the Prussian style. French
numeration and social mathematics were instead sired by Newtonian
ambitions of laws of society. Without the avalanche of numbers set in
motion by the Duvillards, there would have been no idea of statistical laws
of society. But without the a priori belief that there are Newtonian laws
about people, probabilistic laws would never have been read into those
numbers.

6
The quantum of sickness

London, t f March 1825 cWhen you say that sickness is incapable
of valuation, you mean that there are no data whereon a calculation
can be made?"
'I mean that life and death are subject to a known law of nature,
but that sickness is not, SO that the occurrence of the one event may
be foreseen and ascertained, but not so the othcr:'~l

Seldom does the irregular become regular before our very eyes. Yet here it
is. The witness was John Finlaison. In March he testified as above. In April
the MPs gave him a hard time. When they made their report in July:
Your Committee request panicular attention to the evidence of Mr. Finlaison,
Actuary to the National Debt Office. who having at his first examination before
the Committee, signified an opinion that sickness does not follow any general law,
and having, in consequence of suggestions from the Committee, paid further
anention to the subject, has finally expressed his conviction, that sickness may be
reduced to an almost certain law.2

The Committee exaggerated. Finlaison did not come round. He did
produce tables of sickness rates for various ages, for he was told to do so,
but nothing can be more guarded than his surrounding prose: 'If, in our
present uncertainty as to the fact of the frequency and duration of Sickness
among the labouring classes, we were permitted to assume, what may seem
a reasonable hypothesis, the following might perhaps be hazarded, merely
as speculation ... 'J His reaction to the new data appearing in the 1820s was
to conclude, by 1829, that there is not even a law of mortality.' The spirit
of the day ran otherwise. Whereas in 1825 there was quite literally no
Jl.

John Finlaison, chief actuary 3t the National Debt Office, replying to a question from a
Select Commiuee of the House of Commons. He was something of an enf4nt rerrible,
becoming factor (manager) at the age of nineteen of the enormous Scottish estate of Sir
Benjamin Dunbar. In his twenties he took aseries of positions in the administration of HM
Dockyards, and devised a system of information retrieval for this sprawling bureaucracy.
Its accounts always had been eighteen months in arrears, but under his regime all bills were
settled within three weeks. During his eleven years in the dockyards his accounting is
thought to have saved the nation £2.000,000. He was jUst the man to be handed tbe national
debt disaster.
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known law of sickness of any kind, by 1840 the periodicals were full of
laws classified by sex, location, disease and occupation. This was not an
abstract, intellectual event, but, as always in the taming of chance, a
practical attack on an immediate and material problem, There had long
been small local mutual benefit clubs for groups of artisans, freehold
farmers or labourers. Members would make small weekly subscriptions in
exchange for suppOrt when ill, Or for widows and orphans after death, In
1793 Parliament finally provided legislation for these friendly or benefit or
benevolent societies, as they were called. A club was entitled to register
under the Act, and receive some public scrutiny of its financial affairs,
which had hitherto been open to much reported abuse. These little
societies were ill-organized, but they were everywhere. In 1825 there was
speculation that 'one eighth of the whole population of the empire' was
enrolled in such organizations, and that they distributed one and a half
million pounds annually. The Select Committee stated that by 1802,9,672
societies had registered under the 1793 Act, and that in 1815 there were
925,429 members. s
The well-intentioned Act of 1793 was often revised during the next 30
years. There were difficulties. One regulation allowed the dissolution of a
society by a majority Vote of five to one. The members would then split the
assets. This made a prosperous society of dotards attractive bait for a
takeover bid by young men, who would then leave the old and infirm in
dismal straits. Secondly, it was natural for clubs to convene in public
houses. The publican was often the only man in the place used to dealing
with money. He was commonly elected secretary or treasurer and would
then encourage spending subscriptions on lentertainment'.
There were political worries. Combinations of working men (future
trade unions) were illegal. Employers imagined that the friendly societies
were fronts: 'the Committee regret to find from the evidence that societies,
legally enrolled as benefit societies, have been frequently made the cloak,
under which funds have been raised for the suppOrt of combinations and
strikes attended with acts of violence and intimidation'," Because of these
concerns the prosperous classes paid more attention to the friendly
societies than might otherwise have been the case.
Fraud, drink and agitation were not the main difficulties. The problem
was actuarial. No one had any idea of what premiums to charge.
Moreover, except when insurance companies gOt into the act, the English
clubs were small and local. This put them in double jeopardy, A society of
80 men gives little room for any 'law of large numbers' to come into play.
Secondly, should a disease strike a village or a factory, an entire society
might be wiped out financially. Moreover the tables used to compute the
premiums were typically signed by 'petty schoolmasters and accountants'
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who had no idea of 'the probability of sickness'. Such are the critical words
of the Select Committee. Their mOre profound question was: who does
have an idea of the probability of sickness? Is there, indeed, such a thing at
all?
There were experts. The most famous, Richard Price, had died in 1791,
but he had left the Northampton tables, which provided a law of mortality
based on the eighteenth-cemuty records of the city of Northampton.'
They became the British standard for a centuty, enacted into laws
regarding premiums for life insurance and life annuities. Many American
states followed the British example. This was not such a good idea, because
Price overestimated mortality. He set life expectancy at birth at 24 years;
in his day it was more like 30 and may have been increasing. Hence
governments that had relied on life annuities to raise capital were in a bad
way. No one was more aware of this than Finlaison. He desperately tried
to change the mortality tables in 1819 and 1821, but was prevented in law
from doing so.
Price's tables may have been unjust but they made a deep impression
upon the English mind. We now think that work done in Sweden was
much better.' The Select Committee asked nearly all its expert witnesses
about what it called the 'Swedish tables', but the experts knew little. Much
information can be deduced from published work on French tontines (in a
tontine, 100 of us put so much in a fund; the last survivors take all the
principal plus interest for themselves)." But the English complacently
supposed that Price had provided the true empirical basis for mortality
tables and although tables for other cities such as Carlisle were drawn up,
Northampton ruled.
Finlaison had evety ground for worty. Britain, like many other states,
raised much capital by selling life annuities. There had been a gigantic
annuity sale in 1808. In 1816 the national debt was £900 million. After the
Napoleonic wars Britain conducted its affairs by deficit financing. By the
standard of all other states its debt was grotesque. Finlaison's job was to
ensure that the annuity side of the debt was serviced, given that millions
upon millions of pounds had been purchased at disastrous bargain
basement rates.
.. Price connructed these tables after being consulted by the finl life insurance company. the
Equitable. The probabilist knows him as the man who presented Thomas Bayes's famous
essay to the public:: in 1763, thus conveying one of the main theories of statlstical inference.
The philosopher knows him as the author of the 1758 Review of the Princip.sl Qllestions
iUld DiffiCNltits in MorAis. The historian knows him ~ the outspoken pamphleteer who in
1789 eulogized. the French Revolution, who earlier had preached against the war in
America, and who created the very name 'United States of America', His suppon of the

revolutionary colonists eamed him the freedom of the city of London. His actuarial
expemse and his sympathies led him to be invited to Philadelphia to be financial adviser to
the Congress. He declined for re2.Sons of health and family.
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Now Price had also conjectured a schedule of sickness as well as
mortality. He made the sickness rate proponional to the mortality rates as
shown by his table. It was certainly tidy. Up to age 32 he anticipated one
working day of illness every eight weeks, which (after deducting days of
holiday standardly allowed agricultural workers) comes to almost exactly
one working week per year off sick. Then by increments we are led to two
weeks a year for a man of 60.' These could not have been entirely foolish
rules of thumb for life insurance companies. The Equitable used them
without complaint, or so testified Morgan, Price's nephew. So too did the
Rock, according to its witness, as did the Royal Union:
The Committee: Dr. Price's tables, I apprehend, were not formed upon
any actual obsen'ation of the quantity of sickness prevailing?
Mr. Glenny of the Royal Union: No, I think not.
The Committee: Having yourself constructed tables in a great degree from
actual observation, you are confirmed in the opinion that Dr. Price's
tables were correct?
Mr. Glenny: The nearest to correCtness.
The Committee: Do not you think that health has improved by the
improvement of the medical science since the time of Dr. Price?
Mr. Glenny: Not much more in adults, but very much in children.'o
The Committee wanted firmer tables of illness and incapacity than such
testimony, and racked all sources. It wrote to Baron Delessen, secretary of
the Soci."" Philanthropique in Paris, concerning the French sodtittis de
prtivoyance. In reply it received the 1824 statistical repons for Paris and the
Seine depanment, together with the sad news that 'unfonunately, we have
as yet made so little progress in institutions of this nature, that I fear you
will find little to interest you in the documents which I send'. \I
Matters stood differently in Scotland. One key witness, Charles
Oliphant, was active in the Highland Society, the mighty organ of
agricultural reform that numbered Sir John Sinclair among its founders,
He was the convener, in 1820, of a systematic study of the 'Scotch benefit
societies', His report of 1824 began with the couneous pride that
characterized his testimony in London the next year. The members of a
benefit club, he stated, 'have formed themselves into a society with a view
to mutual assistance, and not as a charitable institution (as some meanly
denominate societies) but out of brotherly love for one another, as each
providing for himself'."
The object of the Highland Society was precisely that to which the
Select Committee addressed itself, 'Generally speaking, it would introduce a new idea among the members of Friendly Societies, could a belief be
implanted that the schemes of these institutions are in any degree
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'0

suscep,ible of calcula,ion.''' A queSlionnaire was sen!
every known
society in Scodand. Two prizes of ,wenty guineas in pla,e or coin were
offered." In ,he end, only 73 socielies had enough records, and enough
,ruSl,ha,me Socie,y would no' abuse ,hem, to respond. That amoun,ed to
age by decades, and wim ,he
104,218 members, classified according
number of days off sick for a member. It will be no,iced ,ha, ,hese were
large socie,ies and ,hereby already on a sounder fOOling ,han meir English
coun,erpartS. In consequence ,he Highland Socie,y could exhibi"he 'law
of sickness from 20 70 years of age', or ',he quantum of sickness which
an individual on an average experiences each year, from 20 to 70 years of
age'. IS II is a quiet sign of the transi,ion ,ha, occurred in s,a,is,icalminking
,ha, Sinclair had sough, ,he 'quan,um of happiness' in Scodand, while a
quarter-century later the very society ,ha, he had helped found was asking
abou' me quantum of sickness. How did ,hese Scottish figures compare
with Price's rule of ,humb? For men under 50, Price's fonnula gave abou,
half a week more of sickness per year per man than was found in the
Scottish tabulations. Only in ,he six,ies was ,here more illness than Price
predicted.
The English ac'uaries for the big companies did not take kindly to the
Scottish report. Thus the committee: 'Are you acquainted with the report
on friendly or benefi, socie,ies la,ely published by a commi'tee of ,he
Highland Socie,y of Scodand?' Mr Glenny: 'Yes.' 'Have you examined ,he
,abIes annexed
,ha, report?' 'Yes.' 'S,a,e your opinion of ,hem?' 'My
opinion is, ,ha, ,he da,a are '00 low."· When asked if he ,hough, ,he da,a
were incorrec, Glenny gave a 'qualified answer'. He suspected ,ha, ,he
socie,ies ,ha, did no' report had far greater ra'es of sickness ,han ,hose ,ha'
did report, so ,he data were skewed. Glenny was actuary for ,he Royal
Union. Were ,he SCOl,ish figures
be publicly au,horized, sickness
insurance premiums issued by his company would have drop by amird.
Finlaison ,ook ,he srand rhe nexr day. He firsr ser eyes on rhe Highland
report in ,he committee room. He was convinced rharrhere could nor be a
law of sickness. A week larer, 18 March:

'0

'0

'0

'0

'0

Upon further consideration of the question.l am still of the opinion. that, with the
materials now existing. we are unable to reduce the event of sickness to a certain
determinate law; but nevertheless. I apprehend that it might be considered

analogous to insurance against fire and sea risque. and judged of by experience with
tolerable accuracy,I7

On 22 April Finlaison was again asked abou, rhe Scottish rabIes, and
replied, 'I rhink ,har rhe da,a musr be considered as far too limired to
deduce tables from rhem.' His previous resrimony was read, and judged
no' consisren, wirh his presenr srance. Had rhe Highland Society a, leasr
used rhe correcr merhods? 'I am nor exacdy prepared ro give an opinion on
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that question; I don't know that it is the best mode that could be adopted.'
But Oliphant was on hand to testify that day, and the next. The tWO men
were called alternately to the stand, with Oliphant to rebut or qualify each
of Finlaison's criticisms as they were made. A dour SCOt and an eloquent
one: Oliphant won.*!'
Finlaison was ordered to compute premiums forfriendly societies upon
the Scottish model. He did so grudgingly. Moreover it is plain that he did
not believe the Scottish tables. By 7 June he had obtained the sickness rates
for the army. Each week there is a muster, and the number of men ill on
that day is noted. He obtained 313,695 rank and file from 24 musters (i.e., a
population of about 13,000 soldiers, divided among cavalry, infantry and
footguards). Finlaison noted that only healthy men are admitted to the
army, that all the men are under 45, and that there are sergeants to rouse
malingerers. It stands to reason that the sickness rate in the army will be
much less than for the miserable labourers and crofters in the highlands
and lowlands of Scotland.
But on the whole two years the rate of sickness [in the army] is remarkably
consUlnt and uniform, and being equal 10 4.78553 per cent, this is the same as if 100
soldiers had sustaintd among them 233 weeks of sickness every year, or as if each
had been sick 2.33 weeks, which is more than thrice the quantum of sickness
prevailing among benefit societies according to the returns from the Highland
Society."
Finlaison thought that this observation sufficed to discredit the Scottish
results. We now know better. The best way for a young man to get sick
was to join the British army, but it took 50 years and a Florence
Nightingale to bring the point home.
Finlaison did indeed lose. The British became convinced that there are
regular laws of sickness akin to those for mortaliry. Statistical law was on
the march, conquering new territory. The Select Committee reconvened in
1827, but the issue was already closed. The witnesses were theoretically
minded men such as Charles Babbage, or men with a medical rather than
an actuarial training. 2c Within a decade a new generation was churning out
laws of sickness. Once the thought of such laws had made an impression,
people found data under their noses. For example, the clerks of the East
India Company had kept great ledgers of all the London workers for that
It

The committee asked canny Oliphant if the Scottish 50detics would furnish information to
a government office or depanmt'n~ Mld he replied. 'I indine to think they would not be so
willing.' Well what if the government then agreed to invest their money securely,
pro\·jding 41 per cent interest (compared to the standard 3 per cent)? No. 'The circum·
Slancc which v."ould disincline them would be a vague impression. which would not easily
be reduced to calculation; and. on the other h.tnd. the advantage offered the)' would not
fully appreciate under present circumstances; for 1 believe in general. though the rate of
interest has fallt:n. they contrive. by purchasing house property. to receive a larger return
than 44 per cent.'
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gigantic enterprise, resulting in a 'large volume containing a list of 2,461
labourers employed in the month of April, 1823, with a statement of the
number of days illness experienced by these labourers one by one, year by
year, for the ten succeeding years'.ll

The most celebrated author of laws of sickness was William Farr,
compiler of abstracts in the office of the Registrar-General for England
and Wales." Appointed in 1838, the year after the office was formed, he
used it to institutionalize British vital statistics until his angry resignation
in 1879. (He had hoped that he would finally become Registrar-General in
name as well as in role, but the job was a patronage plum for Sir this and Sir
thaL) He was a Duvillard de Durand whose time had come. His system of
reporting and analysis of the incidence of birth, life and death became the
model for the world. He was also the first functionary to install and deploy
a computer on his premises, for the purpose of calculating and printing out
annuity rates and the like. *2)
Farr created a new kind of job and a new kind of office. No One could
have foreseen its influence but it was known to be important. He
established his credentials by his work on sickness, contributing to the
debate on benevolent societies of the 1830s.2< As well as particular analyses
of sickness statistics, by 1837 Farr could produce, in one of the journals he
edited, a tract on methodology providing an 'instrument capable of
measuring the relative duration and danger of diseases' as well as their
frequency.2> In another paper he stated that 'the force of mortality, at any
period of disease is measured by the deaths of a given number sick at a
given time'. He then drew upon a century of hospital records. Two things
were important: nosology (Farr helped revolutionize the classification of
diseases) and counting according to the new nosology. Farr devised an apt
word for what he was doing - nosometry, i.e. 'measuring' using a
nosology. The very word reminds us that new classifications and new
enumerations are inseparable. It also made counting sound more scientific,
I/o

B~bbage is much ~dmired for conceiving a digital computer th~t did not work. while the
Swedish inventor G. Scheutz is forgonen (or h;1ving made one that did. Scheutz built his
machine for calcul.ating and printing out tables of n.\'c.figure logarithms. The onginal ... as
purchased by an American \·isitor and presented to the Dudley Observatory, Albany, NY
where it seldom worked and cost vast sums of monty to repair. At the time of its sale it was
exhibited at Somerset House. the site of the Registfu-General's office. Fur pirated the
machine, having an engineer copy each of the .,320 major pieces. 2,05-4 screws, .364 chains
and 902 odds and ends (wcidlt, 1,120 pounds). 'The idea had been as ~autifully embodied
in metal by Mr. Bryan Donkin as it had been concei\Oed by the genius of its invemors. but it
was untried. So its work ~ to be watched with anxiety, and its arithmetical music had to
be elicited by frequent tuning and skillful handling, in the quiet most congenial to such
production: Scheutz fared poorly, as is indicated by sad letters that he and his son sent to
Farr from Sweden, never complaining of Farr's theft, but anxious for financial heir' The
next generation of computers, using punch·cards adapted from the j.tequard loom 0 1801.
was de\Oised b)' Hollerith for similar purposes, namely the work of the US census of 1890.
Hollerith's compan~' ".°as one of the three parent companies of IBM.
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for what, in those days, was more scientific than measuring? Farr could
then conclude his paper with a stirring declaration of the new imperialism
of statistical law:
The calculated relations of events agree as precisely with the results of direct

observation as the e.tlculated atomic weights agree: with the results of very careful
experiments. There is as much ground to believe the relations regular in one case as
the other. If the whole field of life measurement, so successfully cultivated in rhis
country, be taken into account. it will be found that calculation has been much
more extensively applied to physiology in the wide sense of the word, than to

chemical phenomena, and that while chemistry remains still confined to rhe
'hom·book of calculation', nosometry may. by the strenuous efforts of the present
generation of medical men justly take its place among the sciences. 26

7
The granary of science

London, 22 February fSJ2 Amongst ,hose works of science which
are too large and too laborious for individual efforts, and are
therefore fit objects to be undertaken by united academies, I wish to
point out one which seems eminently necessary at the present time,

'0

.nd which would be of the greatest .dv.ntage .11 d.sses of 'he
scientific world.
I would propose th.t itS ,ide should be 'The Constants of Nature
and of Art', It ough, '0 con,ain .11 ,hose f.ctS which c.n be
cxprl."Ssed by numbers in the various sciences and arts.*l

Numerical regulari,ies about disease, unknown in 1820, were commonplace by 1840. They were called laws, laws of the human body and its
ailments. Similar statistical laws were gaining a hold over the human soul.
The analogy was close, for laws of behaviour aimed at sick souls. Medical
men were able to claim new expertise in matters moral and mental. Before
proceeding, however, we should briefly ask an elementary question: what
does a law of nature look like?
Our most familiar law is still NeWlOn's. It says that the force of
gravitational attraction berween two bodies is equal 10 the product of their
masses divided by the square of the distance between them - all multiplied
by the gravitational constant. Newton did not write it that way, for he
expressed his analysis in terms of ratios, so that the constant that we call
'G' is invisible. His work did imply a value for G. A 1740 French
expedition '0 Mt Chimborazo in Ecuador made a fair experimental determination of it, but the observers thought of themselves as determining the
mass of the earth. In 1798 Henry Cavendish obtained a superlative
laboratory measurement, and he actually computed G, but he still
described himself as 'weighing the earth'. The idea of an abstract fundamental constant - as opposed to a stable measurable property of a physical
object, such as the weight of the earth - was not fully articulated until the
nineteenth century.
Our fundamental constants are quantities such as the velocity of light,
II'

Charles BabbJ.ge, writing to the eminent expcrimcntalisr David Brewster.
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Planck's constant, the charge on the electron and the mass/charge ratio of
the electron, the Hubble constant, the rate of expansion of the universeand G. Among these, only the properties of the electron can be thought of
as properties of 'objects', and many philosophers would dispute even that.
The numbers are called fundamental because they occur as parameters in
the fundamental laws of nature. Many cosmologists of today entertain the
following picture. The universe is constituted first of all by certain deep
equations, the basic laws of everything. They are composed of variables
for measurable quantities, and free parameters whose values are fixed by
assigning constants - the velocity of light and so forth. Then various
boundary conditions are added, conditions not determined by the equations and the fundamental constants - the amount of mass and energy in
the universe, say.

Such a picture is implicitly hierarchical. First come the laws, then the
constants that fix their parameters, and then a set of boundary conditions.
It is not easy to combine such a cosmology with full blown positivism, for
the original laws of nature, with parameters not yet fixed by constants, do
not seem to 'describe' mere 'regularities'. They are constraints on
physically possible universes, suggesting a necessitarian attitude to laws of
nature. Such a cosmology is not far removed from Galileo's theism and his
picture of God writing the Book of Nature. The Author of Nature writes
down the equations, then fixes the fundamental constants, and finally
chooses a series of boundary conditions.
How did our ideas about constants evolve? Even before Descartes, the
celebrated algebrist Vieta did distinguish between variables and parameters of an equation. Despite this, geometrical rather than analytic ways
of thinking long persisted. They do not lend themselves to the idea of a
'constant' in an equation, because constant proportions are expressed

by

ratios.' Lexicographers report that the French word constant was used for
fixed parameters by 1699. The English seem not to have adopted it during
the eighteenth century, doubtless because of the split between Newtonian
and continental mathematical traditions. The word 'variable' was nevertheless standard in the doctrine of fluxions almost from the beginning.
Thus even if 'constant' was not current, the idea was present. It is another

thing, however, to transfer the mathematical usc to the description of the
world. The Constants in algebra or analysis had to be identified with
Constant numbers anached to things.
The 'weight of the earth' might do as a Constant of nature for abstract
thinkers - as would, for example, the distances and periods of revolution
of the planets - but industrial manufacture made mOre difference to the
notion of a constant than facts about the solar system. In mundane matters
relatively few things are COnstant except what we make constant. 'Stan-
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dards' begin with the coinage and other weights and measures of commerce. The US Bureau of Standards, now notable for its monitoring of
many fundamental constants, was established only in 1901, even though,
in my concluding chapter, we shall find C.S. Peirce begging for one in
1885. It was placed in the department of labor and commerce and was
patterned on the English Board of Trade's standards department. That in
turn replaced the chamberlains in the Exchequer, a type of office abolished
in 1826. The chamberlains' first task had been the coinage, and then such
units as pounds and feet, rods and chains. So many more things were being
made and had to measure up, in 1826, that a need for vasdy more
comprehensive systems of standards was felt. The need was not to emulate
the Napoleonic reform that had Set the continent of Europe on the new
and rational path of metric measurement, but merely to diminish English
chaos in piecemeal ways.
Particular instances of what we now call fundamental constants had
long been known: the velocity of light, for example. Yet that was just a
number, of no universal Or fundamental significance until the theory of
relativity. Quite aside from an absence of thoughts about 'fundamental'
constants, there was no category of physical constants or constants of
nature until the 1820s. Babbage's letter to Brewster of 1832 was important
not because it was influential (although Babbage was at his apogee in those
years) but because it was representative.
Atomic weights had already been determined with some precision,
especially by the Swedish analyst Berzelius. English chemists, distincdy
less skilled, and moved by William Prout's guess in 1815 that the weights
should be integral numbers, disagreed with European measurements. In
1831 one of the fim acts of the newly formed British Association for the
Advancement of Science was to direct Edward Turner to setde the matter.
He concluded that Berzelius was right. There was, then, a conviction that
there must be one true set of numbers for the elements, constants of
nature. The issues were partly theoretical, partly practical. More straightforwardly pragmatic was a handbook of tables for mechanical and civil
engineers published the same year.' It provided numbers for tensile
strengths and the like, and called them constants, even on its tide page. The
OED cites this as the earliest use of the word in this sense. Babbage owned
the book.'
Babbage was not the first to want to compile lists of constants. His
indefatigable contemporary, Johann Christian Poggendorf, editor of
Annalen der Phy,ik und Chimie (and later creator of the definitive
nineteenth-century biographical and bibliographical science reference
work) had just published tables of what Babbage calls 'the constant
quantities belonging to our [solar] system'; Babbage, characteristically,
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had something far grander in mind, to be undertaken by 'the Royal
Society, the Institute of France, and the Academy of Berlin'. *6 His list had
nineteen categories of constants, which were to be updated every tWO
years, each academy taking its tum every six years.
The list began tamely enough, with (I) constants of the solar system (the
distances of the planets, their period of revolution. and the force of gravity
on the surface of each - G, the universal gravitational constant, was not
included); (2) atomic weights; (3) metals (specific gravity, elasticity,
specific heats, conducting power of electricity, etc.); (4) optics (refractive
indices, double refraction angles, polarizing angles, etc.); (5) the numbers
of known species of mammalia. molluscs, insects, etc., the numbers of
these in fossil state, and the proportion of fossils that are from existing
species as opposed to extinct ones. (If it seems odd to take the number of
species as a constant, we should recall that that was precisely the issue of
the gathering storm of evolutionaty theoty. Babbage was not close to the
biologists, but he was quite intimate with Charles Lyell, who devised the
new geology.)
We then proceed in (6) to the mammals, and catalogue the height,
weight of skeleton, pulse rate and breath rate while at rest, period of
sucking etc. In (7) we turn to people (tables of mortality in various places,
proportions of the sexes born under various circumstances, quantity of air
consumed per hour, proportion of sickness amongst the working classes).
(8) is about the power of men and animals: 'a man labouring ten hours a
day will saw ( ) square feet of deal - ditto ( ) elm - ditto ( ) oak - ditto
Portland stone - ditto Purbeck - Days labour in mowing, ploughing - &c.
&c. every kind of labour - Raising water one foot high - horse do. - ox or
cow do. - camel.' In the next sentence we get the Industrial Revolution:
'Power of steam engines in Cornwall',
And so on: (9) vegetable kingdom (natural and cultivated, crop
production and profitability); (to) geographical distribution of animals
and plants (including 'the weight of POtasS [potash] produced from each
kind of wood, and proportion of heat produced by burning a given weight
of each'); (11) atmospheric phenomena; (12) materials (strength of, but
also 'weight of coal to bum 10 bushels of lime', 'tallow to make soap' and
'constants of all trades'); (13) velocities (arrow, musket ball, sound, light,
• The reference: to the Prussian Academy arose: from Babbagc's continental tra\'ds following
a period of family sadness, Thev marked him and to some extent British science. for his
C'x~riences in Berlin motivated his sensational onslaught on the Ro)'al Society.In 1828 he
attended the Berlin session of the Deuuche Naturforscher Versammlung. which had been
meettng annually in various cities since 1822. His' Account of the Great Congr-ess of

Philosophers at Berlin on the 18th September 1828' W.lS propitious for the founding of the
British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1831. He. his close friend John
Herschel and his editor Brewster drafted the constitution for the Association. with iu plan
o( movable annual meetings patterned on the German society.
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birds, average passage Liverpool to New York). That most universal of
twentieth-century constants, the velocity of light, was put in exactly the
same box as the speeds of the various kinds of birds.
There follow (14) geography (lengths of rivers, areas of seas, heights of
mountains); (15) populations; (16) buildings ('height of all temples,
pyramids, churches, towers, columns, &c.', obelisks, lengths of bridges,
breadth of their piers); (17) weights and measures (conversion tables into
English money, areas, weights ); (18) 'tables of the frequency of occurrence of the various letters of the alphabet in different languages, - of the
frequency of occurrence of the same lellers at the beginnings and endings
of words, - as the second or penultimate lellers of words'; (19) numbers of
books in great public libraries at given dates, numbers of students at
various universities, observatories and their equipment.

This is not so far away from our modem handbooks, gazelleers,
compendia and cyclopedias all rolled into one, except for the ullerly
motley array of numbers of disparate kinds of things. The motley is not a
sign of madness but of eccentric enthusiasms. Aside from the 'respectable'
sections that we find in our modern scientific handbooks - atomic weights
or specific heats - many other numbers sought are signs of bees in
Babbage's notorious bonnet.
For example, corresponding to (8) we find that founeen days before his
letter to Brewster Babbage had signed the preface to his marvellous
inventory of recent British industrial invention, with careful studies of the
efficiency of various modes of production.? Section (18) on the frequency
of lellers matches a communication to Quetelet, who published it in his
journal, and recalled it affectionately in his eulogy of Babbage some 40
years later. Joseph Henry was moved to add, at that time, that if one were
to protest that 'this question is never asked by the srudent of nature', we
must recall that 'every item of knowledge is connected in some way with
all other knowledge'." Babbage's exercise, he suggested, would be useful
when ordering type fonts. The letter frequencies had more to do with
Babbage's ingenious but bizarre interests in cryptography!
The 'sex ratios under various circumstances' in (7) referred to a letter to
T.P. Counenay, his Tory MP, and chairman of the Select Committee on
Friendly Societies. lo The letter was published by Brewster. Drawing
primarily on Prussian statistics Babbage argued that the ratio of females to
males among illegitimate births exceeded that for binhs in wedlock. o "
11-

Babbage was a",·jtness before the Select Committee. In studying life tables, he had become
fascinated
a phenomenon noted long ago by Laplace and others: there is always a
proportiona excess of male over ft-male binhs, but thili excess decreases (or illegitimate
births. Laplace showed that the ex(:css is significant, and offered the following explanation:
all children in foundling homes ue registered as illegitimate. and parems ha\'e atendency to
abandon legitimate female but not male newborn, and in p~nicul~r COUntry f~milje$ ~'i11

br
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Section (6) on mammals harks back to a 'list of those facts relating to
mammalia, which can be expressed by numbers [and which] was first
printed in 1826. It was intended as an example of one chapter in a great
collection of facts which the author suggested under the title of 'The
Constants of Nature and of Art'.'2 Babbage proposed some 142 numbers
measuring different parts of the bodies of mammals, followed by a mOre
modest requirement for fishes.
The leuer on constants of nature and of art is thus a mOre personal
document than at first appears. Nevertheless this odd leuer epitomizes the
moment, 1832. The British Association printed Babbage's letter as a
separate pamphlet. The first of the great Quetelet-organized statistical
congresses republished it in 1853, as did the Smithsonian Institution in
1856. Joseph Henry, in his secretarial report to the Smithsonian as late as
1873, referred to Babbage's leuer as the model for tables of specific
gravities, boiling points and melting points. U Babbage's odder items were
passed by. He remained a symbol of a new way to think about natUre and
our works: numerically.
Babbage's list is a powerful reminder that the numbering of the world
was occurring in every branch of human inquiry, and not merely in
population and health statistics. An early paper of T.S. Kuhn's has the
rather startling title, 'The Function of Measurement in Modern Physical
Science'." Is not measurement so integral to physical science that one can
hardly ask what its function is ? Kuhn thinks not, but here I am concerned
not with his argument but with an observation that is central to the paper.
He begins with Kelvin's dictum that you know precious liule about
something if you cannOt measure it.'s That was commonplace at the end of
the nineteenth century, but it became so, in general, and for all fields, only
in that span of a hundred years. And it was as much a dogma for Francis
Galton the biometrician as for Kelvin, the physicist. ,.
Kuhn's interest is in what he calls the Baconian sciences, what we now
think of particularly as physics and chemistry, as opposed both to the life
abandon their daughters at city orphanages. Babbage added differential infanticide. During
his stay in Berlin Babb3ge met with HoHmann. the professor-director of the Prussian
statistical bureau. He obtained the results of the Prussian census of 1828 and the ratios: of
male and female births for UlC preceding decade, cross-cl1Ssi6ed as illegitimate and
legitimate. Among the legitimate, males exceed females by 10.6 births to 10, as opposed to
less than 10.3 to 10 for the illegitimate. He may have had some eugenical thoughts. (or he
recalled a paper from the 1823 Paris Academy of Sciences, claiming that the sex ratio o(
ovine births can be immensely influenced by selection and diet of the parents. He also
noted Wt in Prussia the Jewish birth rate exceeds the Christian one (5.35 live births per
Jewish couple. as opposed to • .78 (or Christians). Moreover the disproportion of male
over (emale births is substantially greater (or Jewish (amilies tban (or Christian ones (11.2
to 10 as oPPOstd to 10.6to 10). We shall return 10 the Prussian concern (or Jewish numbers
in chapter 22.
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sciences and to the traditional mathematical sciences (e.g. astronomy,
mechanics, geometrical optics, music). He putS the maller strongly:
'Sometime between 1800 and 1850 there was an important change in the
character of research in many of the physical sciences, particularly in the
cluster of research fields known as physics. That change is what makes me
callthe mathematization of Baconian physical science one facet of a second
scientific revolution,-I'

This revolution is thought of as second to the first, the scientific
revolution of the seventeenth century. Kuhn is here speaking of a global
event running across a large number of disciplines, at least those comprehended under physics, and including thermodynamics, electriciry,
magnetism, radiant heat and physical optics. He is not using the term
'scientific revolution' in the way he does in his famous book, The Srrueture
ofScientific Revolutions (published a year after his paper on measurement).
In that book a revolution occurs in a limited arena, a disciplinary matrix
whose researchers might number fewer than 100. [ have elsewhere stated
some general characteristics of 'big' revolutions (such as the supposed
second scientific revolution) as opposed to the little ones of Kuhn's
Structure."" Social and institutional determinants of such big revolutions
are not hard to list, but more important is what Herbert Butterfield called
the new feel that the ordinary per<on, living in those times, acquires for the
world." The first half of the nineteenth century generated a world
becoming numerical and measured in every corner of its being. In our own
'information age' quirky Charles Babbage has become posthumously
famous for elaborating the general principles of the digital computer.
Instead [ single him out as the self-conscious spokesman for what was
happening in his times.
I described fundamental constants in terms of their role as fixing
parameters in basic laws of nature. That is a conception more recent than
Babbage. His Constants were used in stating many a 'law'. He meant by
law only a rule, a regularity, a unifonniry, as when he wrote, for example,
'if the income of the voters follow a similar law [... ]'.20 Call him Baconian,
0-

New institutions ue characteristic of 'big' revolutions. JUst as in Engbnd the Royal
Society and the s.cientific revolution went hand in hand. so in Britain the British
Associuion and the supposed sC'Cond scientific r~olution "'cre closet)" connected. 1
remuked above that Babbage pl2yed a gmt pan in founding the British Association. The
esublishmcnt often scoffed:lt it, with T"~ Tjm~s thundering on about the 'British Ass', but
it was:li haven for the neW generation of indusm31 technocrats and experimental scientists.
Dickens's malicious accounts of it arc: fun: see his Rtports of the meetings of the .4fl4dJog
AssociationJor tht AdfJanctmtnt of EtleT)'lhing in Sk~lchts by Boz, complete with 2section
on 'Umbugology and Ditchwateristics', corresponding to the British Association's Section
F, for sta.tistics, founded in 1833 by B.:lbb~ge, Quetelet and others. B2bbage also was also a
chief founder of the London Statistical Society in 1834.
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positivist, in his conception of law. His was an attitude shared with the vast
majority of French and English writers whom I shall mention. We have it
in caricature with Quetelet's study of the law of blooming of lilacs in the
springtime of Brussels. He discovered that Belgian lilacs burst into bloom
when the sum of the squares of the mean daily temperature since the last
frost adds up to (42640 C)2.21 That number is one which Babbage might
cheerfully have included among his constants of nature and art. The
number 4264 and the 'law' in which it occurs are about as nonfundamental
as any that could be imagined but that did not diminish their interest for
astronomer Quetelet.
Near the end of his essay on measurement, Kuhn emphasizes his
'paper's most persistent thesis: 'The road from scientific law to scientific
measurement can rarely be traveled in the reverse direction. To discover
quantitative regularity one must normally know what regularity one is
seeking and one's instruments must be designed accordingly.''' That
applies excellently to many of the great triumphs of nineteenth-century
physics: say Joule's determination of that new constant of nature, the
mechanical equivalent of heat. But it quite misses the vast enthusiasm for
measurement for its own sake that so marks Kuhn's period, 1800-50.
Kuhn is a profound admirer of theory and has little use for positivists. But
it was they, 1 propose, who made that second scientific revolution. In so
saying, I in no way diminish the magnificent architecture erected at the
same time by theoreticians. Nor need we pause to debate the point here. In
the human and social arena, and more generally in the whole domain of the
nascent concept of statistical law, it was the Baconian generalizers who did
the work. They were ready and wilIing to produce 'laws' when they had no
more theoretical understanding than Quetelet had of Belgian lilacs.
Moreover they saw their task, in accumulating numerical data, in terms
that conform to the most simple-minded and demeaning of readings of the
original (and subtle) Francis Bacon. The more numbers that we have, the
more inductions we shalI be able to make. Babbage notes that not only is
his list of nineteen categories incomplete, but also that
Whoever should undertake the first work of this kind [viz. 'A Collection o[
Numbers. the Constant." of Nature and of Art') would necessarily produce it

imperfect ... partly [rom the many facts, which, although measured by number.
have not yet been counted.
But this very deficiency furnishes an important argument in favour of this
anempt. It would be desirable to insert the heads of many columns. although not a

single number could be placed within them - for they would thus point out many
an unreaped field within our reach. which requires but the arm of the labourer to
gather its produce into the granary of science..B
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What then are laws? Any equations with some constant numbers in them.
They are positivist regularities, the intended h.rvest of science. Collect
more numbers, and more regularities will appear. Now it is time to see
how the empty silos of human behaviour began to overflow with laws of
human nature.

8
Suicide is a kind of madness

Loudon, 1 D~umber 1815 It is clearly evident that, of late years at
least. suicide has been immeasurably more frequent in Paris than in
London. Whether this deplorable propensity be the consequence

only of recent political events which, having annihilated religion
have deprived the wretched of its resources and consolations in
affliction, and by their demoralizing effects dissolved the social
compact that alone makes life a blessing, is not easy to determine. ,.,1

Durkheim's Suicide of 1897 was the masterpiece of nineteenth-century
statistical sociology. The choice of the most morbid of behaviours was no
accident: there were mountains of suicide data upon which Durkheim
could build. They came from the French fascination with deviants,
especially those who were degenerate or could not contribute to the
growth of the French population.
Durkheim invented his idea of anomie, of social and moral decline, of
alienation or disintegration, in the Context of suicide. That was his measure

of communal pathology. In this way a medical notion (pathology) was
transferred to the body politic on the back of statistics. As my epigraph
illustrates, the connection between suicide and anomie was fixed much
earlier. This little salvo fired in 1815 at the demoralized French - the
French whose morals had been destroyed by revolution and Napoleon inaugurates numerical sociology. I do not mean that suicides had not been
counted before. The extraordinary records of suicide in Geneva from 1650
to 1798 have been carefully studied, and there are doubtless many more, in
Switzerland alone, of comparable precision.'
I call the Anglo-French squabbling about suicide the beginning of
numerical sociology because (a) there were numbers and (b) the numbers
of suicide were seen as a moral indicator of the qualiry of life. The issue was
immediately joined. Esquirol, the great student of mental imbalance, tOok
/) George Burrows writing in the London M~dica1 R~POfitory. of which he was a co·founder
and editor. In 181S he wu founding.3. snull asylum in Chelsea, b.u:rt"nlargoi to one named
"The Retreat' in Clapham. He was much concerned with bad laws about che: mad: CJ4rsory
R~marltJ em the L~gislative Regulation of the Jnsan~ (London, 1819).
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up cudgels against the egregious Burrows who had dared to suggest that
He was soon to be
Parisians are more suicidal than Londoners.
confirmed as the French suicide expert with his long article on suicide in
the 60-volume French medical dictionary. He asserted that the very word
'suicide' in French is a neW one: 'the tenn was created during the last
century by the famous Desfontaines'.· (According to historical dictionaries, the first known occurrence of the word is in 1734; Voltaire used it in
1739. In English we have the word from at least 1651.)
There is a celebrated anticlerical tradition of defending suicide: Montaigne ('Life is slavery if freedom to die is wanting'); Donne's Biathanatos;
Montesquieu, Voltaire and Hume. It made certain themes and examples
famous: Montaigne, Montesquieu and above all Voltaire in the Philosophical Dictionary speak of the suicide of Cato the younger. There was an
official classification of kinds of suicide, as seen through Enlightenment
eyes, best represented by Cromaziono's Storia critica filosofica del suicido
ragionato of 1759. 5 Esquirol was being deliberately disingenuous in stating
that the idea of suicide was relatively new. He had a not very hidden
agenda.
He was starting an argument to the effect that suicide is a new topic, one
that has not been properly examined - and examination will show that
suicide is a medical topic. Esquirollived during one of the great periods of
imperial expansion of his profession. He was implying that doctors have
the right to guard, treat, control and judge suicides. They are no longer in
the domain of moralists and priests, of Augustine and Aquinas. Selfmurder has become, he writes, 'one of the most important subjects of
clinical medicine'. This is claim-staking with a vengeance.
Esquirol had an implicit syllogism. (a) Madness is the province of the
physician. (b) Suicide is a kind of madness. Therefore (c) suicide is in the
province of the physician. For Esquirol, premise (a) was an established
fact. Thus medicine can take suicide under its wing if only suicide can be
shown to be a kind of madness. 'I believe that I have demonstrated', wrote
Esquirol, 'that a man does not attempt to end his days except in delirium,
and that suicides are insane.'6 Such was the agenda of Esquirol and his

*'

.. Burrows's opposite number in France Wa.1 the far more: famousJ.E.D. Esquirol. Around
1800 the French medical profession took over madness as its own special province. Three
institutions arc the cbief siteS of that transfonnation: the Paris .,ylums of BicM,
SaJpetrim and Charemon. One man is a convenient figurehead for the medicalizing of
madne$S: Philippe Pinel, author of a Traiti m;dieo-phiJosophiq"e. tk /'Jibww:m mentale
(paris, 1791). Hc becamc head physician of Bictuc in 1792 and of Sall'ttriere in 179<1.
Esquirol was his student and in t8tO his successor at the Salpetriere., and bud physician at
Charenton in 1826. His achievements were architeetural as well as conceptual. The very
buildings of the new genention of provincial a.sylums at Rouen, Nantes and Montpellier
were to his design. Their inmates were above all classified within his master category:
monomania.
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students: and there was an accompanying theory, that like most other
madness, suicides were Imonomaniacst. We shall soon find that it went
hand in hand with the counting of suicides. I:irst let us see how the French
medical suicide establishment reacted to Burro..'s's allegations about the
English being less prone to suicide than the French.
Burrows was not being especially anti-French. Throughout the
Napoleonic wars scientific journals were at pains to report the work of
their opposite numbers across the channel. Very often the theme was
regret, War made traffic in knowledge so difficult. The periodicals of the
national enemy were so hard to get hold of. This was bad, since the other
side seemed to be arranging its science better than we were at home.
Officialdom, awake! We shall be outdone by foreigners if funds and talent
are not better employed.
The practice of recording weekly mortality and causes of death
originated in London, and was made famous in Graunt's 1662 Observations on the Bills ofMortality. They had become the model for Europe, but
had declined at home. Burrows lamented 'the annual barbarously ignorant
Bill of Mortality of London', Graunt's days were long gone. 'Too many
are content with viewing effects only and search nO further. From such
cause, perhaps, the value of statistical enquiries has been under-rated.'
The French are something else, said Burrows, Indeed their ability to
muster data for political economy may be the source of their prodigious
war effort. Burrows had just obtained the French tables of mortality for
1813, summarized in thejournal de mcdecine, He admired them and noted
the phenomenon familiar to statisticians since John Arbuthnot's 1710
proof of divine providence. More males are born every year in France than
females. Burrows's caution with statistical regularity was well iIlustrated
by his comment: 'Although 19 males arc born to 18 females, yet the loss of
males by their deaths is greater than the gain by births, How is it then, that
the equilibrium of the sexes is preserved? This is a question I will nOt
pretend to solve.' No Siissmilchian Divine Order for Burrows.
Burrows noted that in 1813 Paris had 141 suicides on land compared
with 35 in London. There were 243 drownings in the Seine, compared with
101 in the Thames. 'It is well understood that those who are reported
drowned in Paris arc mostly considered to have met a voluntary death."
French suicides were, then, far more common than English ones, Esquirol
wanted none of that. Everyone knows (he urged) that the English are
prone to suicide, so the statistics must be defective. In the previous
generation, Sauvages had designated suicide as melanrolia anglica. Nor
was this a French slur (although it was one propagated by Montesquieu
among others). Madness (and hence suicide, in Esquirol's concealed
syllogism) was English. It was so characterized by a famous book of 1732:
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The English Malady, or, a Treatise of Nervous Diseases of all Kinds, as
Spleen, Vapour>, Lowness of Spirits, Hypochondriacal and Hysterical
Distempers. 8 That book had chiefly been a spirited defence of the
lacto-vegetarian diet as a cure for insanity. The underlying theoty was that
the spleen is a source of madness. 'Tumours, swellings and ulcers are just a
consequence of the basic disorder' of the spleen, and 'all nervous cases are
but the several steps or stages in the same distemper'. The spleen will be
improved by holistic treatment.
Authorities all agreed. In 1765 Dr Anne-Charles Lorry wrote that
'melancholy is a vice born with and endemical in the English'.· Madness
was morbis anglicus. Everyone knew why: the defective English spleen,
whose weakness was in turn caused by the terrible weather. The English
penchant for scientific pursuits was a further cause of their endemic
insanity. Esquirollargely rested his case upon tradition, and the reports of
the English upon their own odd condition. Everyone knew that the
English were the most suicidal of peoples; for Burrows to deny it was
further proof of insular eccentricity. Esquirolalso had justified suspicion
of English suicide statistics. On Burrows's own testimony, London
probably did not report as well as Paris. Esquirol assigned the problem to
one of his students, J.-P. Falret. The result, published in 1822, was a
dissertation on hypochondria and suicide. lo
The immediate contretemps with Burrows involved only some niggling
about numbers. Falret thought that 1813 was rather a bad year for Paris
suicides, but not a typical one. Moreover, convinced that suicide is
madness, he supposed that the way to overcome defective English statistics
is to inquire after the number of mad people incarcerated in London. The
English, as might be expected, have far more lunatics than the French, no
fewer than 7,000 around the metropolis alone. Falret's book was instantly
reviewed in Burrows's Repository, where it was called 'Excellent, even
classical'." Directly afterwards Burrows addressed the allegations about
the English mad. The source of Falret's numbers can only be (he
conjectured) remarks ascribed to a Mr Dempster, superintendent of St
Luke's parish. Those data were founded on rumour. When one uses
reliable authorities, one can identify only 4,041 confined lunatics in the
whole of England and Wales'"
These debates are nebulous, but they did set the stage for the counting
of suicides, and gave it a certain edge. Before we turn to the massive
enumerations of the 1820s and 1830s, let us continue, in this chapter, to
consider just what was being counted. lSuicidc', wrote Goethe, (is an
incident in human life which ... in evety age must be dealt with anew.'
Perhaps, in order to see the force of the aphorism, we need a list like the
following:
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heredity
temperament

age
sex
education
reading novels

music
theatrical perfonnances
climate

seasons
masturbation

idleness
This is Falret's list of predisposing causes of suicide. Medicine had long
had four kinds of causes of disease and death: predisposing, direct (or
occasioning), indirect and general. Falret's occasioning causes of suicide
were mOre numerous than the predisposing ones. They included passion,
love, remorse, domestic problems, dreanlS of fortune that have been
frustrated, pride and humiliation, obsession with gambling, dishonour,
outrage at lost virtue, waves of passions, jealousy and conjugal tenderness.
Indirect Causes included alcohol, syphilis (and mercury, its treatment),
opium, physical pain, scurvy and pellagra." General causes included
governments, civilization, religious belief, sects and public morals.
General causes are precursors of Durkheim's anomie.
Many different things were going on in work like Falret's. It is hard to
keep an eye on all at once. They look unrelated, but they are not. Since the
Story is complex I had better interject a list of some different strands.
The new counting of suicides, as part of the collection of data on
deviancy.
2 The land-claim staked by physicians. Suicide is madness, and hence
disease.
3 The organic theory of disease. Every disease is associated with an
organ. Hence madness in general is associated with defective
organs. Suicide as a kind of insanity must be the consequence of a
defective organ.
4 The traditional taxonomy of medical causes as predisposing, direct,
etc. This was retained through transformations in the conception
of disease from humoral to organic. The list given by Falret,
student of Esquirol, is a perfect example. We shall find that in
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many of the statistical enumerations of our next chapter, suicides
were classified according to juSt these causes.
5 The idea that there are law-like regularities of a probabilistic sort.
Thcse were obtained by generalization on the data of (1).
6 The theory, derived from the Gaussian theory of errors in astronomy
and geodesy, about the causal foundation for probabilistic laws. It
was imagined that the Gaussian law of error could be explained by
a concatenation of underlying liule causes.
7 The putting together of (4) medical causes, (5) statistical laws of e.g.
suicide, and (6) the model of causation used in astronomy.
Strands (1) and (5)-(7) are developed in chapter 13. Here we are
concerned with (2)-(4). I have already mentioned a transition in the
treatment of the mad, which happened around 1800 when they were made
wards of doctors who directed asylums. A more basic change in the
practice and theories of physicians occurred at just the same time.
Physicians had regarded disease as imbalance in the whole body, but by
1800 disease was primarily to be located in an injured, defective or irritated
tissue or organ. To expand Esquirol's syllogism stated above: (a) madness
is medical. (b) Suicide is madness. So (c) suicide is medical. But (d) all
disease is organic. So (e) madncss is associated with organic defects. So (f)
suicide is associated with organic defects.
This last item (f) sounds mad. Since it is so unfamiliar to us it is a place to
begin. The larger question is, 'Is suicide madness?' and the lesser one is, 'Is
suicide caused by a defective organ?' Note that if a srudent of Esquirol's
answered 'yes' to the former question, he was duty bound to answer 'yes'
to the second.
Thus a dissertation by Georget, an exact contemporary of Falret's and
another rising star in Esquirol's cosmos, announced: 'I consider madness
to be a disease of the brain, the organ of intelligence.'*" Falret thought so
too. The head is the site of hypochondria and of suicide. So much for the
spleen, favoured organ of the humoral theory of disease. The doctrine
that the weather is responsible for the mad and suicidal proclivities of the
English was then instantly refuted. The Dutch climate, wrote Falret, is as
foul as the English one. Inhabitants of the low countries do not suffer from
.. Gcorgct VI'as widely regarded as the most brilliant student of the phrenologist Gall. Books
by members of the Esquirol school call Georget's carl)' death a tragedy for phrenology.
Possibly by war of advertisement, JUSt 0lS he was beginning to practise. he commissioned
tbe equally young G~ricauJt to paint ten of his patients. After Georget's death his effects
were auctioned off. Five portraits were bought by a Breton doctor and bave since been lost.
The remaining fi\'C' rem~in a wting testament to the m3d of the day. All were 'monomaniacs', It has been proposed that Gcricauh came to Georget for help in a mehtal crisis
during the controveny about his great 1819 Raft of the MedI4J.:A' the portraits may have
been recompense for stTVices rendered.
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the English Malady. The differentia between the English and the French
must be more fundamental than climate.
The English were less keen On the organic theory of disease. Following
Bichat's injunction, 'open up a few corpses', dissection was the rage in
Paris. Burrows marvelled at the excessive 'zeal and labour' spent on
cutting up cadavers in order to find out the proximate causes of suicide. "
Esquirol and others had found (wrote Burrows) no difference between
suicidal and nonsuicidal brains. The fact that there is no difference 'is
almost constantly the case where the person has killed himself a shon time
after the propensity has declared itself ... This is additional testimony
which leads to the inference that when the morbid changes are discovered
in the brain, they are generally the consequence, and not the causes, of
mental derangement.' Burrows finally lost his coolon the topic of
dissecting the cadavers of suicides and scrutinizing their organs: 'It was as
likely, in my opinion, to discover by that means why a lunatic imagines
himself a deity or an emperor or a mushroom, as to detect the special
physical cause of a man's killing himself:
Burrows epitomized antitheoretical English medicine. Contrast
F.-J.-V. Broussais, the great speculative French pathologist. We shall
return to Broussais twice: in chapter 10 because he was the first physician
to be roundly criticized on statistical grounds, and in chapter 19 because of
his role in the invention of normalcy. Here, suffice to say that he believed
that all illness had a local cause, in afflictions of panicular tissues. He
firmly believed in a 'stay-alive' instinct located in an organ whose absence
led to suicide: 'Whatever opinion one would adopt about the reality of
phrenology, it is necessary to recognize in mankind the existence of a
propensity for staying alive. I do not know the seat of of this propensity,
nor what its organ. I believe only that it exists. I believe that because I feel
it in myself and see its effects in others'.'· No one did find any defective
stay-alive organs, but the idea lasted a long time. 'What organ [creates
suicidal tendencies]?' asked Cazauvieilh in 1840. 'The organ', he replied,
'that presides over the intellectual and affective faculties ... It is necessary
to seek this predisposition or organic modification. It exists in individuals,
who, with no plausible motives or for trivial or imaginary causes, experience disgust for life and an irresistible propensity for suicide."7
The grip of Esquirol's school was weakening. In 1844 Etoc-Demazy, in
his book of statistical studies of suicide, was certain that commonly suicide
does not rest on 'aberrations resembling those that are characteristic of
madness'.' 8 At most suicide is the consequence of insanity. It is not
identical to it. Within months a counter-attack was mounted. Bourdin
opened with the words, 'Suicide is a monomania. 'I' When one studies the
'real causes' of suicide, one is confronted by a 'veritable pathology'.
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Bourdin asserted that 'We can prove that the aCt of suicide is always
accompanied by or preceded by or followed by some explicitly mental
problem.' Back and forth the battle went. In 1848 Leuret, who worked at
Bicetre, asserted three propositions. First, 'if it is true that madness
depends upon an alteration in the encephalon, we are completely ignorant
about what this alteration consists in'.20 Secondly, 'the moral treatment
practised by the generality of physicians is only considered as an auxiliary
to physical treatment'. But thirdly, in the case of madness, this is an error.
Leuret's book on the 'moral treatment of madness' reminds us that the
analyst's couch and the therapist's consultation loom on the horizon. 2'
Leuret Wrote that 'suicide is not always an instance of madness'. In the
same year his friend Lisle quoted this sentence on the title page of his
prizewinning essay on suicide statistics. 22 I have been describing what
happened in the discourse of the time, but now we can witness the debate
in the mind of a single person. Lisle began by saying that 'in many cases
suicide is the result of a mental malady', while in others it is more like a
deliberate action, similar to a crime, an error provoked by varying causes
and dispositions. 'The doctrine according to which suicide is always the
result of madness is a scientific error.' But by mid-book - the printers ran
it off in segments - a frantic footnote was inserted. We should delete
Leuret's word 'always' and write simply: 'Suicide is not an instance of
madness.'
I shall refer to these authors in several later connections. As a guide in
keeping straight who is who, note that some of the titles cited mention
statistics. As a crude generalization, the statistically minded doctors did
not think that suicide was uniformly identical to or even uniformly
associated with madness. Those who were more committed to the
physiological way of thinking persisted in hoping for an organic solution
to the problem of suicide. This difference of course persisted in topics
where it has been noted by many scholars. For example the famous
advocate of experimental medicine Claude Bernard abhorred statistical
inquiries. He wanted to examine specific lesions and injuries to organs,

not the average of many organs.
Why this long digression on suicide and the doctors? Partly because the
steps (1)-(4) listed above lead on to (5)-(7): that is, not only did people
discover statistical laws about suicide, crime, divorce, prostitution and

other bad behaviour, but also they thought there was an explanation of the
nature of statistical law that made it safe for determinism. This was a
curious marriage of astronomical, mathematical and medical lore. It was a
mythology of causation, of which, for example, Falret's strange list forms
a part.
The present chapter is about suicide observed. Now we turn to suicide
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counted. We have noticed some inconsequential Anglo-French rivalry
about the numbers of suicides. The protagonists knew full well that more
statistical facts ought to be collected. These men were on the edge of a
continent of statistics which was waiting to be explored. Burrows said it in
1820:
We coolly calculate the probability of life, to provide against the contingencies of
mortality. Why. therefore. should we not examine and compute the risk of mental
derangement? It is certain that in what degree we are exposed, the probability of
[the occurrence of insanity] has been scarcely regarded."

He had not long to wait: a year or two.

9
The experimental basis of the philosophy of
legislation

Pari,. 11 September 1831 Criminal statistics becomes as positive as
the other observational sciencesj when one knows how to stick

[0

established £2C1$, and groups them so as to separate out merely
accidental circumstances, the general results then present such a
great regularity th:u it becomes impossible to attribute them to
chance. Each year sees the same number of crimes of the same
degree reproduced in the same regionsj eotch class of crimes has its
own particular distribution by sex, by age. by season ... We are
forced to recognize that in many respects judicial Statistics represent

a complete cenainty.
Inserted in 1832 We are forced to recognize thalthe faa, of the
moral order are subject, like those of the phy,ical order, to invariable
laws.*1

By 1830 innumerable regularities about crime and suicide seemed visible to
the naked eye. There were 'invariable'laws about their relative frequency
by month, by method, by sex, by region, by nation. No one would have
imagined such statistical stabilities had it not been for an avalanche of
printed and public tables.
The model was set by the annual Recherche, statistiques ,ur fa ville de
Pari, et Ie departement de fa Seine. 2 I say 'annual' - it lOok a while for the
administration to work smoothly, and the early volumes were usually late.
In due COurse the national ministries extended and made redundant most
of the statistical work of the capital. National volumes appeared regularly
and efficiently from justice, education and the like. Paris and Seine served
as their model.
The director of the Recherches was Joseph Fourier, famous for his work
on heat, and inventor of that fundamental mathematical tool, the Fourier
transform, but in old age connected with public commissions on insurance
o A.-M. Guerry. writing to Adolphe Quetelet. Qumlet read a paper on 9 July 1831, and
included this pan of Guerry's letter in the published vemon. There was a little priority
dispute. Who first realized that crimin21 statistics present us with 'jnvarUble laws?' Who
invented the study of 'moral statistics', who invented what was later called 'criminal
sociology'? Quetelet maintained that these were his ideas. Guerry has had his champions.
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and social s,a,is,ics.' He wro'e mos, of ,he unsigned imroduc,ions ,he
volumes. They provide a solid informal exposi,ion of ,he me,hods of
probabili,y and Sla,iSlics. The principles Sla,ed ,herein received wide
circula,ion. Adolphe Que,ele,'s li,de 1828 'ex'book of probabili,ies was
similar in comem and organiza,ion and of,en in ac'ual wording."
Fourier's merhodological imroduc,ions are imereSling, bu, i, is ,he
sheer scale of ,he enumera,ions ,ha, is imporran,. The lradi,ional ,abula,ions of birrhs, marriages and dea,hs are ,here, supplememed for example
by massive pull-ou' pages dedica,ed ,he grea, Parisian insane asylums.
Admissions and releases were recorded; pa,ienlS were classified by sex,
mariral Sta'uS, age; dea,hs were sorred by causes, and leng,hs of stay by
'ype of afflic,ion. Nine,een physical causes were ci,ed, including congeni,al idiocy, drunkenness, deforma,ions of ,he skull, maslUrba,ion, pregnancy, liberrine behaviour, and paresis. The menial causes of madness
leading '0 confinemem included exaggera,ed religion, ambi,ion, poli,ical
evenlS, rage, love, and simula,ed madness.
We have read Burrows, in 1820, bemoaning rhe fac, ,ha, al,hough ,he
s'a,i"ics and probabili,y of life and dea,h were well studied, no one
considered ,hose of madness. By 1823 ,he facts for Paris in 1821 were
available. In a decade he could have had perrinem information about all of
France, while more cumbersome and less cemralized da,a were becoming
available in England.
Nor was rhere any longer a dearrh of suicide Sla,iSlics. The suicide
,abIes for ,he ci,y and ,he departmem had ,he same SlrUC'ure as ,hose for
insani,y. Suicides were categorized by sex, age, mari,al Sla'us. Then came
the method of suicide and its causes. Cross categories furnished proof of
invariable laws. 'Anyone litde given the s'udy of ,hese subjects would
hardly imagine rha, ,he me,hod by which a person demoys himself is
almost as accurately and invariably defined by his age as the seasons by ,he
revolu,ions of the sun.'s The means of suicide were hanging, firearms,
jumping from a heigh" sharp weapons, poison, drowning and charcoal.
Dea,h by charcoal means carbon monoxide poisoning: most of the poorer
classes cooked and heated by small charcoal fires in their ,enemems, so ,he
brazier had the func,ion of ,he modern gas oven.
These ca,egories are perhaps 'na,ural' ways '0 classify suicides. They
had been used in Paris for some ,ime and are idemical,o those liSled in a

'0

'0

• Quetelet was not a statistical novice. He had alre.:ady studied the traditional kind of
statistical law, that of binh and death. An innovation in that work \\'15 it sinusoidal law for
the variation in rates of birth and death o,,'er the course of the }·e.1.r - an idea important to
later discussions of suicide. But it was in Fnnce that he encountered the whole gamut of
social statistics. He was in tum to become the greatest of international propagandists for
the value of statistics. It was Fourier who gave Quetelet his introductions, presenting him
10 the Paris Academy and arranging for him 10 meet Villermi. the gre.u reformis~ physician
who studied the statistic.a.l connection Dctween poverty. death. and disease.
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1792 treatise on insanity.6 An administrative, legal or medical functionary
was supposed to report the immediate cause of death. So drowning, say,
was reported; in addition, the fact that a person had committed suicide.
The admissible 'causes' were subject to ceaseless intervention from local,
national and now international bodies. Thus for example it is virtually
impossible to die of old age any more: that is not an officially acknowledged category.
The two most common methods of Parisian suicide were charcoal and
drowning. The more statistics were collected, the more constant appeared
the proportions between the methods that were used. The profile of
London suicides was entirely different. There one either hung oneself or
used a gun. But wherever one looked, 'One observes, year after year,
within one or two units, the same number of suicides by drowning, by
hanging, by firearms, by asphyxiation, by sharp instruments, by falling or
by poisoning. '7

Not only were the methods of suicide deemed to be regular, but so was
their seasonal variation. Everyone had assumed that winter was the
cruellest time. National and climatic folklores intertwined. Since the
English were, as everyone knew, the most suicidal, and the climate was
partly the cause, then they must be most suicidal in the winter when the
weather is worst. In fact, then as now, the citizens of England and Wales
are the least suicidal of Europe (aside from the Irish). Then as now,
Europeans of every nation were more suicidal in the summer than in the
winter.
The methods of suicide are the causes of death, which were already
required by the city or other administration. But in addition to methods
the tables listed the causes of suicide, the reasons people kill themselves.
These cannot be directly observed, but are a matter for common sense,
popular psychology, or medicine. It was a medical thesis that every suicide
is mad. Medicine provided a table of causes of madness. So medicine ought
to provide a table of causes of suicide. It determined the causes according
to which suicides should be classified in the tables.
The interrelations between the physicians and those in charge of the
Parisian Recherches statistiques can be noted precisely. The volume for the
year 1821, published in 1823, sorts suicides according to motives. That for
1822, published in 1826, sorts suicides according to causes. These were the
years of Esquirol's doctrine on suicide and madness.
The switch from motives to causes does not make much difference to
the sortings themselves. A motive in 1821 becomes a cause in 1822. There
is love. There are maladies (not denoting sickness here, but corresponding
to the defunct English 'malady': depraved, degenerate or morbid condition of mind or morality). There is disgust with life, domestic quarrell-
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ing, rage. There is bad conduct, such as gaming and loss therefrom. There
is extreme poverty. There is fear of punishment. I emphasize that they
were 'causes', because they fit in exactly with Falret's traditional structure
of predisposing, direct, indirect and general causes. They provided a
battery of independent interlocking causes of suicide. We shall find that
these conceptions helped people to 'understand' how a statistical law could
exist in a world of deterministic causes.
The Parisian series edited by Fourier was in large measure superseded
by national annuals, for which in tum summary abstracts were produced.
There were demarcation disputes. After 1826 the ministry of justice began
publishing data about crime, prosecutions and convictions, generally
following the model of the Paris Investigations. The volumes for 1827-30
set forth the material for what Guerry named moral analysis, insofar as it
applied to suicide. But there was a question of whether suicide should be
published by the ministry of justice - as if suicide were a crime, rather than
a disease! After some wavering the justice ministry permanently assumed
suicide under its wing in 1836. This may seem a slap in the face for the
medical men: law, rather than medicine, claimed suicide. [n fact, something more complex happened. A category of problems - pretty much
what we now call 'social problems' - was created to be shared by joint
experts, medical and legal. They founded the celebrated Annals d'hygiene
publique et de la medecine legale, commenced in 1829. This was the chief
organ for the doctors of alienation, suicide and demented crime. It was also
a mine of health statistics. Sanitary statistics and legal medicine were part
of the same apparatus, whose topics ranged from disease-ridden slums
through crazed murders to prison design. As an example of the meshing
together of these talents and sensibilities, there were pull-out illustrations
with graphic drawings of prison suicides. Then followed suggestions on
how to improve cells so as to prevent these grisly events.
The statistics of the Seine and those of the ministry of justice furnished
the data for Guerry's 1832 essay on the 'moral statistics' of France. Like
many other French books that I shall mention, it won the Prix Montyon,
at that time awarded annually for work of a statistical nature. It is a superb
object of noble dimensions with fine maps indicating the geographical
distribution of crime. The hygienic movement gave us our present
conception of graphical representation, the ancestor of today's computerized spreadsheets. The Academy of Sciences awarded Guerry a special
prize for the publication in 1864 that represented the culmination of his
work, a massive comparison between the moral statistics of England and
France." The award was not for the facts but for their display, their
marvellous maps of crime and suicide. Guerry knew the importance of
mechanizing this work and designed a calculator for handling his data. It is
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fitting that he called it an ordomlateur statistique. The present French
name for the computer, the ordinateur, was reinvented in response to a
request by IBM France to replace the franglais computeur.'
Amateurs loved Guerry's books."'o The results crossed the Channel
well, fascinating bOth the statistical and the regional societies (e.g. summarized in the West oJEngland]oumalfor 1836). Lytton Bulwer's 1834 book
on French life proposed that an entirely new kind of history could be
imagined. 'I am led to these reflections by a new statistical work by M.
Guerry, a work remarkable on many accounts.' Guerry's tables, he wrote,
'afford sufficient matter for the most important work on history and
legislation that has yet appeared'." Buckle's celebrated 1857 History oj
Civilization in England fulfilled the prophecy - and, as we shall see in
chapters 14 and IS, it emphasized statistical laws, to the point of
exacerbating a debate about suicide and fatalism. Guerry's graphic materials were given pride of place by the British Association for the
Advancement of Science at its meeting of 1851, associated with the Great
Exhibition at the Crystal Palace. The 1864 book was demonstrated with a
laudatory speech by William Farr at the statistical section of the British
Association in 1865."
Guerry called his work comparative statistics. That statistics should be
comparative is part of their original mandate to measure the power and
wealth of the state, as compared with other states. Burrows and Esquirol
were bandying about comparative statistics of suicide for London and
Paris. Guerry was able to be systematic where others were sketchy. He
was a law}'er of independent means, well connected with officialdom. He
worked with his cousin Guerry de Champneuf to help organize the
statistical work of the ministry of justice. But he was very much a man
from a previous generation, a man like Sir John Sinclair, although without
the wealth. He was a public amateur giving advice to bureaucrats, but not
one of their number.
In 1829 he had collaborated in a 'comparative statistics' of education
and crime, whose conclusions were extended in his first major work, the
1832 moral statistics." It had been generally assumed that education
counters crime. Guerry presented what we now call rank-order statistics
to refute this assumption. [ can think of no earlier systematic and detailed
use of this method. The educational level of each administrative unit was
obtained from the records of the military draft boards, where the level of
instruction professed by each conscript was noted. The crime rate for each
I)

The good Countess Flavigny. author of L 'Enfall« chriti~nn~.and other improving works,
'never opened this work without a feeling of respect'. ToqueviUc is reponed to have uid,
th.u were it not .a dishonour to

be cast into prison. he would like nothing bener than to

spend his years locked up, condemned to stud>" lint pareillc chi!frerit.
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unit was obtained from the tables of the justice ministry for the years
1827-30. Then units were rank-ordered in each of these twO ways. It was
shown that the higher the educational level of a district, the higher its crime
rate.
Such a conclusion was sensational. Paris saw itself as being in the grip of
a terrible crime wave. Ask a New Yorker of today about muggings, then
double the fear: that was how Parisians felt. The police gazettes, rich in
reports of crimes, were taken in weekly, and were the fertile SOurces of best
selling novels like those of Eugene Sue." Naturally one supposed that the
degeneracy and ignorance of the working classes was the SOurCe of their
criminal propensity, penchant au crime as the statisticians called it. Guerry
seemed to prove the opposite. Assuredly he did not convince everyone.
Wealth attracts criminals, wealth creates education, so Guerry's Correlations were perhaps spurious.
What did Guerry himself think that he was doing? He told us explicitly.
He thought that the old phrase moral science was outmoded; he was
engaged in moral ana(vsis.
What is the use of mora) analysis? It aims above aU, JUSt like the physical sciences,
to show the connections between phenomena, to give knowledge of intellectual

realities considered in themselves outside of any idea of practical application. In the
fuJI rigorous use of the terms, science consists of knowledge. and not in deciding
what to do. IS

This was positive science, distinguishing fact and value. 'In stating
rigorously the numerical facts bearing on society, moral analysis forms the
experimental basis of the philosophy of legislation.' Condorcet's dream of
social mathematics was thereby fulfilled in a positivist era of number and
measurement. Lisle, a medical student of suicide quoted in chapter 8,
wrote vividly about the methodology:
It is no longer permissible in our days to seek truth in pure theory. in vain
abstractions or gratuitous hypothesis. The rigorous observation of facts has

become, quite rightly, the Slarting point and the foundation of our knowledge.
From this enlightened positivism is born the application of statistics to medicine
and to the study of moral and political qucstions. 16

'All the facts', wrote Lisle elsewhere of the material he had collected,
'demonstrate this remarkable proposition, already noticed by a certain
number of writers, that moral facts, taken en masse, and considered in a
general manner, obey, in their reproducibility, laws as positive as those
that reign in the physical world.''' There is a double irony here. The word
'positivism' of the antistatistical Comte had been snatched and given our
modern sense. Statisticians have been positivists ever since. Secondly, for
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all this talk of facts and patient pre-theoretical observation, the regularities
so admired by a Guerry, a Lytton Bulwer or a Lisle hardly existed. Much
later, Gennan writers were to denounce the lot, and devise measures for

showing that the stabilities were more imagined than real.
In Guerry's mind the paramount topic for moral statistics, after crime,
was suicide. 'Among the subjects encompassed by moral statistics,
suicide is one of those that has attracted the most attention, and that has
been most discussed.' Writing in 1832, Guerry was annoyed that outside
of Paris suicides were inadequately investigated. Even so, the records of
the ministry of justice for 1826-30 did teach that 'During these four
years, the proportional number of suicides committed in each region did
not vary by more than 3 per cent about the mean. In the central region of
Paris and the Seine it did not vary by more than t per cent.' More striking than the absolute suicide rate were the regularities among crossclassifications. In this preoccupation of Guerry's we find the roots of a
need for the theory of correlation and regression. But in t 832 Guerry
could do little, because outside of Paris he had only the gross unsorted
numbers of suicides. He required data across the nation, and he did his
bit to get them.
Until 1836, when at Guerry's instigation the ministry of justice began
to compile more thorough suicide statistics, not even the easiest facts,
namely the age and sex of suicides, were tabulated. So Guerry propounded a schedule in which constables should record, on the spot where the
suicide was found: the sex, age and state of health; profession or social
class; residence, birth place, marital status, number of children; finance:
rich, comfortable, poor or miserable; education: literate, can read and
write, illiterate; state of mind; morality (judicially condemned? adulterer? gambler? prostitute? concubine? drunkard?); religion.
Then there should be a record of the place, the medical circumstances,
the date and hour, and the weather. How was it done? Why was it done?
Was a letter left? Previous attempts? A parental history of madness or of
suicide? What objects were found at the scene, or in the victim's pockets?
Some of this

gOt

into the requirements set by the ministry of justice;

other aspects of Guerry's schedules were adopted only partially and
regionally. Guerry himself outdid a phalanx of constables and clerks. 'He
obtained from the police archives 85,564 individual records of suicides
committed between 1836 and 1860, each one, so far as was possible, with
an indication of the motives' that determined the suicide.'· In his 1864
book comparing English and French moral statistics, there is an extraordinary categorization of 21,322 people accused of murder, These are
analysed into 4,478 groups of individual moti,'es, from which there
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emerged 97 classes of principal motives. One obituary notice related that
the numerals in the cards on which Guerry kept his notes would, if written
down in a line, stretch for 1,160 metres. Perhaps it was this that led me to
the phrase 'an avalanche of numbers'.·
• Guerry won the 1833 and t864 Mantyan prizes for statistics. Subsequent winners included
Civia1e, Lisle and Le Play. Baron Montran. the celebrated philanthropist, who had
established many pri:te$ before the revolution, lived chiefly in London after 1792. an FRS
generously supporting fellow refugees. He returned to Paris only after the restoration. In
1820 he bequeathed a prodigious fortune to scholarship and charity. He published a
number of 'statistical' works. none more curious than an Expo'; statuliqUt dM Tunltin. de
,,, Cochinchint. dM Camboge. d" Tsumpa. dl4 L"o$, dll LoiIIC'-Tho (London. 1811), signed
M. M-N. 'sur la relation de M. de La Bissacherc miuionnairc dans Ie Tunkin', It was
alleged that he had in effect stolcn the work from a destitute missionary, fobbing him off
wiUt polite words and a few fr~ copies and keeping Ute royalties for himself. The truth is
more complex, but the story may illustrate Montyon's passion for statistics. Among Ute
pri:tes Utat he left to be administered by the lnstitur de Frilnce .....as the interest on 10,000
francs, to be given to the best book of the year conducive to civic wdl·bcing. Alter much
debate about how to administer this. Ute Institute announced an annual prize for statistics.
The successive competitou and winners well illustrate the growth of Ute statistical idea.
In 1822 only departmental Statistics were submitted. Guerry was Ute first to ""in wiUt a
piece of moral analysis. His rivals included a medical statistics of Avignon: a study of the
cause of wealth and poverty among civilized peoples; biographies of remarkable men of
Seine-et-Oise; occasional caUSes of the 18:J2 cholera outbreak at SalpCtriere; and in
faubourg St Denis; a navigational map of the Rhine; and wine statistics of Ute COte d'Or.
Civiale (see next ch2pter) was Ute first medical winner. The stor), of the prize can be found
in Prod$-'CJerbilllX MS siiln,e$ de J'Aeadimie tenues depuiJ i4 fondation de J'lmtt'tut (Paris,
1922), .fter vol. 7.

10
Facts without authenticity, without detail,
without control, without value

Paris, 5 Odobtr 1835 In s12tistical affairs ... the first care before
all else is to lose sight of the man taken in isolation in order to
consider him only as a fraction of the species. It is necessary to strip

him of his individuality to arrive at the elimination of all accidental
effects that individuality can introduce into the question.*1

Numbers were a fetish, numbers for their own sake. What could be done
with them? They were supposed to be a guide to legislation. There was the
nascent idea of statistical law, but hardly any statistical inference. Yes, one
could conclude that the French are more pro"e to suicide than the English.
Yes, Guerry could invent (almost without knowing it) rank-order statistics to argue that improved education does not counter crime rate. But
hardly anyone sensed that a new style of reasoning was in the making.
Medicine is a good example. The statistics of Paris were full of tables
reporting the great hospitals. Would not these batteries of numbers lead at
once to tests of treatment and cures? Not at all. When the numbers were
used, it was more out of professional jealousy than in a quest for objective
knowledge.
The lirst use of statistical data to evaluate treatment was, it appears, in
connection with the charismatic and polemical F.-].-V. Broussais, whose
belief in a 'stay-alive' organ I mentioned briefly in chapter 8. He will ligure
in chapter 19 because of the way that Comte transferred his physiological
conception of the 'normal state' to society and politics. His speculations
and his philosophy provoked controversy and resentment, but it was his
practice that occasioned statistical assessment.
He was a radical proponent of the new organic 'physiological' theory of
disease. Talk of revolutions in science has had its ups and downs among
historians, but at least since 1953 -long before the Kuhnian fad - Broussais
has been credited with a 'medical revolution'; 'the revolutionary break
with the past and the new characteristic orientation with lesions and
»

A committee of four mathematicians, including S.wD. Poisson. reporting to the Academy
of Sciences on a su.ristiC21 comparison of the success of two operalions for gallstone.
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localities',2 That is an overs(a(ement~ since it was not solely his revolution.
Localization of disease had already become commonplace, but Broussais
stands out as the most brazen populist spokesman for the movement,
All illness, he taught, has a local cause, and is the consequence of
irritation or asthenie of the tissues - toO many fluids or too few, Life is a
matter of the excitation of tissues: one can see why such materialism would
offend some. The task of physiological medicine is to determine how
'excitation can deviate from the normal state and constitute an abnormal or
diseased state'.'
Broussais's enthusiasm for localization of disease in organs can only
have been fortified by his career as a military doctor on active service
throughout much of 1805-14, The wars of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries helped 'localize' medicine by serving up wounded soldiers
whose injured organs could be directly correlated with specific mental or
physical impairment. But what Broussais saw was not the man with
shrapnel in his head surviving in relatively sanitary conditions - the
standard of the First World War that did so much for neurology - but men
with terrible fevers and suppurating wounds, He had seen irritants and
inflammations aplenty. He saw typhus and phlebitis. The widespread
French and British enthusiasm for 'irritation' and 'inflammation' as key
medical concepts arose during the war years,
In 1814 Broussais resigned as a field doctor and took up a teaching
position at the Val-de-Grace military hospital. There he attracted throngs
of students for his radical doctrines. His vituperative attack on the medical
establishment of Paris roused its wrath and much invective' Broussais
went from strength to strength,S His topic? Above all, the organs and the
tissues, their curious interdependencies, their pathological state and their
<nannal state'.
The organ might be the site of the disease, but one could not work
directly on the organ itself, deep in the body. Instead one treated the
superficial part of the patient closest to the organ, or closest to the tissues
related to the organ - and Broussais held that stomach and brain were
intimately connected. The practical task was to relieve adjacent inflamed
or irritated tissues of excess blood. Do you suffer from indigestion
followed by a severe headache? Better that than a migraine. 'Moderate
inflammations of the encephalon readily yield to leeching of the epigastrum, especially when the encephalitis has been preceded by gastritis; but
violent sanguineous congestions of the brain require bleeding from the
jugular veins, arteriotomy and leeches to the upper part of the neck., , '6
Blood-letting is an old remedy, but never was it so widely employed as
in France between 1815 and 1835 - almost entirely thanks to Broussais.
His name became a byword. Thus Balzac in La Messe de ['alhee, 1830:
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'this has cost more blood than all the battles of Napoleon and all the
leeches of Broussais'. ,<7 At the height of the influence of the 'physiological'
school, denunciations of it in the French Parliament were in vain. The
representative of a southern constituency made an oft-quoted plea on 19
April 1825:
armed with their pitiless leeches. [the doctors] drive to their graves our farmers in

the Midi, who are exhausted by their labours during the fiery months of the year
... the leeches, perhaps useful for city·dwellers who lake no exercise, quickly
exhaust the blood that remains in their veins. One may say that this ingenious

system, perhaps useful in itself, when followed by ignoramuses, has made more
blood flow than the most pitiless conqueror,s

The novelist and the deputy alike loathed the dogmatic cruelty of the
physiological school of medicine. It had other opponents, of which one
kind was philosophical. Broussais was in many ways heir to the ideologues: he was a republican and above all a radical materialist. All mental
events were events in the bra.in, caused by excitations. Victor Cousin,
neo-Kannan, neo-Platonist, neo-royalist, restorationist, became by 1828
Brousssais's rival in the lecture halls, drawing hordes of students to his
antimaterialist psychologism. Broussais was in philosophical trouble as
the decade drew to an end.
More conservative or eclectic medicine, appalled both by his success
and by his treatments, was also out to get him. A. Miquel wrote, in the
mock-Pascalian form of 'letters' to a provincial doctor, a challenging
critique of the entire doctrine of the 1821 edition of Broussais's main text
book and its supplementary 1824 Catechisme" Much of it made highly
philosophical points, but it also asked the question that we would nOw
find relevant. Do the methods work? No, averred Miqueland a colleague.
Broussais was defended by another physician, a former student and ally
L.-C. Roche.'o
Miquel noted that the number of deaths in Paris rose steadily with the
advance of the new physiological medicine during 1816-23. This was
attested by the statistical reports of Paris and the Seine. Roche retorted that
the new doctrine made no headway until 1818, so the first few years don't
count, and after that the increasing mortality corresponds only to the
.. Baluc made a bun of Broussais in a dozen different works. In the 18'}o La Comidit d..
di4bl~ aman in hell pleads for light puni.shmatt on the ground thu on earth he has alrudy
been treated by Broussais for pneumonia. Broussais was the model for Or Bri!Set in La
Ptall dt chagrin. BrissCl WOlS an 'organicist' who used the word 'irriution~ repeatedly and
pre1CTibed four treatments of leeches in as many pages. MoSt remarkable, however, is
Balzac's PbysioJo8~ du m4rUtg~ of 1826 and 1829, which begins with chapters on 'conjugal
statistics' to which I sbaH return in chapter 16. This satire, whose very ritle is Broussa.isist,
has a chapter on marital hygiene that counsels the husband, 'Broussais shall be your idol.
At your wife', least indisposition. and at the slightest pretext, nuke extenSive usc of
leeches' - several dozen at a time, if possible,
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increasing population. The antiphysiologists turned from generalities
about Paris to the specifics of Val-de-Grace. They asserted that in Broussais's hospital and those of his allies, the death rates were far higher than in
other clinics. Roche retorted that the comparison class offered was for
convalescent patients in spring and autumn, while Broussais was dealing
with fevers at aU times, including the heat of summer and the depths of
winter. Moreover, urged Roche, look at the history of Val-de-Grace itself.
Take the four five-year periods srarting in 1800, with Broussais in charge
from 1815 to 1820. The success rate was lowest during 1805-14, a little
better during 18Q0-4, and doubled during the administration of Broussais.
'Not surprising', retorted Miquel: 1800-14 was a period of war when one
expects people to die in military hospitals!
These nebulous polemics should have put in place a mode of questioning. P.C.A. Louis is commonly said to be the founder of the 'numerical
method' that had brief success in France and much more enduring consequences when transplanted to New England by his American students.
(Perhaps his greatest effect was unknown to him, for one modest young
man at his lectures was William Farr, later to create English vital statistics). From 1828 Louis undertook a series of statistical evaluations of
blood-letting." Bleeding, he found, was totally ineffective. This was so
contrary to the current fad for leeches that it took him some while to dare
to publish his results, or so he said.
Broussais, knowing that the best defence is attack, published a fourpage pamphlet in 1832, under the heading, 'cholera vanquished: one death
in 40'! 12 But reports were circulating that the Paris hospitals released 30
per cent of their cholera patients alive; Broussais 'saved' only 19 per
cent." Magendie asserted that during a period of two days one of his
Broussaisist colleagues lost 80 out of 86 patients, while he himself had
saved 374 out of the 594 that he treated between 28 March and 23 April,
1832. 1'
Much shouting, little effect. I said that Broussais may have been the
first physician to be destroyed by statistics. Yet in the strictly medical
domain, he was more crushed not by a host of scurrilous numbers but by a
single case, a famous friend who died of cholera. This was trumpeted as
proof of the error of his methods. He was also the victim of the increasingly conservative and 'spiritual' political climate, evidenced by the
success of Cousin's eclectic immaterialism. Broussais was not demolished,
however. His theory of the brain as a set of organs led him to phrenology,
of which he became a new champion. In the last few years of his life he
once again packed the lecture halls. The issues were not merely medical,
for phrenology was a refuge of materialism in an increasingly monarchical
and spiritualist philosophical climate. Broussais quite literally died in its
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service, writing his part for an 1838 debate before the Academy of Sciences
in the final throes of stomach cancer."
There were, then, statistics galore, but few conclusive statistical inferen-

ces. They were tools of rhetoric, not science. For all the enthusiasm for
numbers, they did not have the immediate effect that one would have
expected. As William Coleman has observed, despite some pioneers that
he himself investigated, 'the serious use of statistical methods in experimental physiology and medicine only began with the introduction of new
techniques after 1900',16
Lack of technique was not the whole story. There was a problem about
the conception of medical facts. It is well illustrated by the one good piece
of research that was both statistical and medical, winner of the Montyon
prize in 1835, and published as a book in 1836: lean Civiale's comparison
between two highly disagreeable operations for stone, whose description
we shall forbearY Their names were lithotomi. for a traditional method,
and lithotetrie for a new technique developed and advocated by Civiale.
As early as 1828 Civiale requested the ministry of public education to
obtain data on the effects of the two operations, and for his pains was sent
the statistical reports of Paris and the Seine Department. Civiale persevered. In due course he reported that using the traditional method, 1,024
of 5,443 patients died, while using a new technique only seven OUt of 307
died from the operation, with a further three who apparently died from
other causes. 18

Civiale submitted his work for the Montyon prize. The referees
appointed by the Academy of Sciences were the best. At their head was
S.D. Poisson, who at this moment was stating the 'law of large numbers' to
which I turn in chapter 12. The four men appointed to report on Civiale
did not merely assess the work before them; they 'seized the occasion to
speak on the application of probability to medicine', We must assume that
their target was precisely the debate about Broussais initiated by Miquel,
and the subsequent numerical method of Louis. All such work, pontificated the jury of mathematicians, consisted 'of facts without authenticity,
without detail, without control, and without value',
Very well, but could there be authentic, controlled facts? There was
something grudging about the report of the Olympian referees. They
respected and admired Civiale's work; but they did not conclude that
there should be more of the same. 'In practical medicine the facts are far
too few for them to enter into the calculus of probabilities.' Should not the
recommendation be, then, to enlarge the database? No, our reporters
stated, because in applied medicine we are always concerned with the
individual.
At this juncture comes the statement that I have used as my epigraph. In
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statistical reasoning we must 'lose sight of the man ". strip him of his
individuality', Statistics can be applied only when we have classes that can
be regarded as 'infinite masses', 'It is altogether different in the domain of
medicine: In practical medicine the facts are tOO few to enter into the
calculus of probabilities not because we cannot get more data, but because
obtaining more data about different individuals is irrelevant to the
particular case of the patient we wish to treat. It took some courage,
perhaps, for a distinguished physicist in the audience to stand up and say
that since 'medicine is JUSt a science of observation like others, statistics
and the probability calculus have a role in telling us what conclusions to
draw, and with what degree of confidence'''' The mathematicians were
haughtily indifferent to this modest observation.
It is well known that Claude Bernard, celebrated founder of experimental physiology, was antagonistic to the use of statistical inquiries. His
reasons, however, were no different from those of Poisson, the most
distinguished probability mathematician of the previous generation. How
then could there be a use of statistics in human affairs? In the very
institution designed to Strip away the individuality of man, namely the
court of law.

11
By what majority?

Pari" 14 Augu't 1835 Gendemen, what do you think is the
probability of a jury decision, in which the majority is seven against
five? Without a doubt, you will be shocked at the result. You will
find that the probability of error is about one in four.
Ohi Ohi Laughter from the left
I shall assert that in a large number of jury decisions, given by a
majority of eight to four, an eighth are marred by error- of eight
who mount the scaffold. there is on average one who is innocent.

Loud deniAl, from the centTe. Long agitation
Such, gentlemen, are the results furnished by the calculus of
probabilities. and provide the d:tta needed to resolve our question.
Renewed agitation . .. the speaker i,
interrupud ... private conversations break out on

every bench" 1

Here is a way in which the new statistics seemed to mailer. In 1785
Condorcet applied probability theory to judicial questions, In 1815
Laplace made some powerful a priori deductions about conviction rates.
Once judicial statistics were available, his prOtege Poisson used statistical
inferences to overturn his conclusions. There is then a simple three-stage
story of probability arithmetic and the French jury. To repeat:
1785: no jury, no experience, no data. Condorcet deduced that the
optimum twelve man jury will be one that can convict with a majority
of ten or more members. But he preferred a jury of 30. 2
1815: there were French juries, and some bad experiences, but no
statistical data about conviction rates. The first French juries used
Condorcet's rule, but later they decided by simple majority with one
»

Fran,ois Arago, the physicist. but also extreme·lcft mem~r of the Chamber of Deputies.
The Bill before the Chamber am~nded the rules of the jury, ....hich at that time required a
majority of at least eight to four. Simple majorities were called for. and the jury was not to
,""cal the number of "'otes cast each way. This pan of the bill was passed on 19 Augusl, and
became law on 13 May 1836. Arago took the odds of error from Condorcel and Laplace.
He inlervened on sevenl occasions to clarify his position and his arithmetic, and was
disgusted by the yelling. <If my c.alculation were easy 10 refute. I would not continually be
interrupted. Shouts are not reasons.'
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complicated qualification. Laplace deduced that the simple majority
was dangerous and that the qualification was worse than useless.'
1837: juries had been established on several different plans. There was
some experience of each. There were published statistical data.
Poisson deduced that juries should decide by simple majority.

The present chapter, centring on Laplace, and the next, built around
Poisson, form a pair that parallels my before-and-after account of suicide
statistics. There were crucial differences of course, for here we are
concerned with a single set of tabulations, namely conviction rates, and a
definite question, namely how to design the French jury. The problem was
addressed by top mathematicians. But unlike the rambling talk about
regularities of rates of deviancy, this work had almost no effect whatsoever. Why? Because it was the last gasp of Enlightenment moral science.
It did use new statistical data in a brilliant way, but its conclusions were
credible only to the mentality of a Condorcet.
Witnesses, assemblies and juries have played a significant role in the
development of probability ideas. We tend to forget why they mattered.
They were part of the notion so well surveyed by Daston, that there could
be a 'reasonable calculus'" In practical affairs we think that people would
have wanted probabilities to compute financial advantage in trade, insurance or gaming. Daston shows that lore was more valued than rote, that
familiarity with subject matter was more successful than abstract arithmetic. Probability was instead wanted for the life of reason. It was wanted to
compute not profit but truth. Witnesses, assemblies and juries became its
subject matter.
The empirical problem about a witness is: can this person be trusted? If
so, to what degree? Perhaps we think that his credibility can be put on a
numerical scale, say because he teUs the truth 80 per cent of the time, or
because we would bet 4:1 that he's now telling the truth. If these numbers
make sense, one may proceed to matters of logic, of combining evidence.
Three kinds of problem arise. How to combine the testimony of different
witnesses to the same event? Then, how to combine the evidence of a
witness with a different kind of evidence, say with a probability about the
weather, the outcome of a roulette, or a voyage to the Indies?' Finally,
how to combine a sequence of witnesses, one witness of a certain reliability
reporting on the testimony of another witness also of imperfect credibility ?
In the early annals of probability it is the third question, about a train of
witnesses, that meets the eye. It seems the least important to us, partly
because of the common law tradition that excludes hearsay. Why did it
once matter? Because of the glorification of reason. Enlightened citizens
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were prepared to countenance a minimum of revelation, and no more.
Superstition and miracles might entrance the populace, but rational people
had to rely on natural theology. The literature on the credibility of
alternative sources of revelation was extensive. Hume 'On Miracles'
remains well known, and it has been argued that Thomas Bayes's famous
essay, ancestor of modern 'Bayesian' statistical inference, was in part a
response to Hume. The problem of miracles is for us a mere curiosity;
once it was a pressing matter of life and after-death. Probability was the
shield by which a rational man might guard himself against Enthusiasm.
Likewise questions about voting systems still arouse the talents of the
ingenious, but they grip few of us in the course of daily life. We concoct
entertaining puzzles and paradoxes about voting, but what a contrast to
the heady days when a people was about to set up its government and its
jurisprudence on self-conscious rational principles.
A jury is a small body that decides by vote. How? There are three
primary variables. First, how many choices are open to the jury? In the
English system of criminal trials, there are two choices, guilty and not
guilty. In the Scottish there are three, namely guilty, not guilty, and not
proven. Secondly, what shall be the size of the jury? A traditional English
jury is twelve in number. The SCOts have fifteen jurors. Thirdly, by what
majority shall the jury decide? The English jury had to reach a unanimous
decision (today a majority of ten suffices).
Agitators in eighteenth-century France saw the jury as a weapon against
arbitrary imprisonment. They knew of only one model to follow,
England, but no ties of tradition or sentiment made it sacrosanct. Starting
from nothing, how would a reasonable person design a jury system?
Condorcet established the framework for discussion. There was an
element of moral choice. How confident do we want to be that a jury has
convicted rightly? How confident do we want to be that it has rightly
acquitted? The two questions are materially different. It was argued that in
troubled times, One wants to be sure not to acquit any malefactors, while in
peaceful times, one can allow oneself moral scruples, and try to be sure that
one does not convict any innocent. But given a moral decision fixing the
probabilities of the two distinct kinds of error one can, urged Condorcet,
proceed to moral mathematics, and compute the optimum jury system.
Condorcet saw no absurdity in attacking the problem a priori.
The demand for a jury was foremost among the first articles of the
Con'llention of 1789, and juries were incorporated in the constitution of
1791. As in England, there was to be a grand jury of accusation, in which
eight citizens detennined whether there was enough evidence to bring a
case to court. This jury did not survive the Revolution. Then there was the
petty jury, or jury of judgement, consisting of twelve citizens who heard
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the evidence and voted on guilt or innocence. A ten-vote majority was
required for conviction.

This law owed much to Condorcet. He had argued that the English
demand for unanimity among jurors was unreasonable. Almost never in
the history of French law has anyone believed that you could count on
twelve people agreeing. The apparent success of the English system was
held to be factitious. The jury foreman might announce the unanimous
decision, but in reality, the minority simply gave in. It was better, thought
Condorcet, to be frank about the impossibility of unanimous decision,
than to adopt English hypocrisy.
He thought that a majority vote of 10:2 was enough for conviction
(although he preferred 30 jurors). But wrong convictions are inevitable, so
the death penalty should be abolished. 'The penalty of death is the only
one that makes an injustice absolutely irreparable; from which it follows
that the existence of the death penalty implies that one is exposed to
committing an irreparable injustice; from which it follows that it is unjust
to establish it. This reasoning appears to us to have the force of a
demonstration:· Few paid any heed.
The jury did not fare well in troubled times. The twelve-man, majority
of ten, jury came in 30 April 1790. It was amended more than once a year.
The requisite majority was changed over and over again, with even a brief
fling at unanimous juries. The method of voting was regularly changed,
from completely open individual voting by each juror, who publicly cast a
coloured ball into a coloured urn, to secret ballot, with the size of the
majority kept secret. The method of emp.nelling jurors was frequently
altered. And there were the people's couns during the Terror.
These changes were prompted by fluctuating ideologies. There were
also practical difficulties: brigandage was rampant in the countryside, and
gangsters terrorized the wretched jurors who had to cast their vote in such
a public way. The problem of bandits was briskly solved in 1798. They
were to be tried by a special tribunal. It had a president, two judges, and
five special appointees, three of whom were military officers and two of
whom were citizens of status; all were to be appointed by the First Consul.
So the problem of juries was pressing! England ceased to be the liberal
model for the philosophers; she was the reactionary and ever perfidious
foe." By 1799: 'The results of the jury may be judged from what takes
l;>

A magistrate at Nimes. contributing to the volumes of testimony that led to the Coc.Ic of
1808, said of Great Britaln: 'lbe changing picture of the crimes of that nation. which uses
ass2.isinnion and the plague to repulse an enemy which it has provoked into breaking a
solemn treaty. ought not to induce us to adopt iu system in criminal procedure. The jury
has nOI rendered that people betteri and if we recall what tra\'cllcrs have lold us, there is no
European COUnlry where robbery, especially upon the highways. is more frequent and
better organized than in that island:
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place among ,he English - ,here is no counny wi,h a worse police and less
individual safe,y.'8
The UPShOl of unres, and reform was ,he Code of 1808. Al,hough ,he
Code was durable, me jury was one of ,he least s,able elemen,s of French
be by
jurisprudence (and remains so ,oday). In 1808 convic,ion was
simple majority, wi,h One qualifica,ion '0 be discussed presently. Evety
poli,ical upheaval affected ,he jury. The law of 4 March 1831 required a
majori,y of eigh, among twelve jurors for convic,ion. There were ,wo
more jury laws before ,he law of May 1836 rees,ablished me simple
majori,y - after many a passiona,e word, like ,ha, of Our epigraph.'
Laplace argued ,ha, me system of 1808 was defec,ive. When a jury
decided by a simple majori,y for convic,ion, seven agains, five, ,he chance
of error was almos, one in ,hree: a ',errifying' figure! (His compu13tion
made i, " nOt so bad as t, bu' worse ,han Arago's f). The code
acknowledged the problem, for i, had 'wO levels of tribunal. There was a
higher court of five judges. The jury gave i,s verdic,. According '0 Article
351, ,he court of five judges could review the case when ,he jury spli, 7:5.
One has
read ,he rule ,wice
unders,and it: if ,he opinion of ,he
minori,y of ,he jurors was agreed by a majori,y of ,he judges in such a way
tha, ,he VO'eS for acquillal of all judges and jurors ,aken ,oge,her exceeded
mat for convic,ion, men ,he jury was overruled.
Around 1815 ,hese Concerns prodded Laplace into serious reflec,ion
abou' juries.· ID According '0 his analysis, ,he probabili,y of ,estimony is a
propensi,y of me wi'ness - some are deceitful, o,hers ,es,ify only when
meir opinion is well founded. The probabili,y is independen, of ,he na,ure
of wha, is allested. He came see ,ha, jurors may be more reliable in one
case ,han anomer, for ,he quali,y of evidence may differ in differen, cases.
Thus Laplace lOok me fac, ,ha, a jury is unanimous as evidence about ,he
case i,self. It shows ,ha, ,he case is clear-cu, and hence ,ha, well chosen
jurors can be relied upon. On ,he o,her hand, ,he fac, ,ha, a jury divides
7:5 is evidence ma, ,he case is a hard one, causing even impartial jurors
be unreliable. Thus Laplace ,hough, of each juror as having a certain a
priori reliability, measured by a probabili,y. Then one had 10 assess ,he a

'0

'0

'0

'0

'0

'" None: of this was obvious to uplacc:. In section SO of the: Theone analytiqllc the: decisions:
of tribunals were assimilated to the problems of combining witnesses. The first edition of
the popular PhiloJophical Enay all Probabilities (181'4) had no seaion on witnesses. In the
second edition of the: same: ycar onc such s~tion was uJderl. 3. summary of what went into
section SO of the ThionC'. that 'the judgements of tribunals can be assimiJated to testimony,
by considering each judge: as a witness who attests to the truth of his own opinion'. This
concluding paragraph \Vas soon f«:anted. and in the third edition of the Essay (1816) one
finds the results I shall soon describe, The full argument VI'as given in the first supplement
to the Thiorit. in 1816. It VI'as immedi:uely folloVl"ed by an informal criticism of ~nicle 351,
originollly published in a pamphlet of 15 November, 1816. Thtse results were made
available to a wider public by Laplace's student and popularizer. Silvestre Lacroix.
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posteriori reliability of lhe juror, given lhar lhe jury was unanimous or splil
7:5 or whatever.
Laplace made lhree assumplions. Firsl, lhe probability of guill of an
accused is t. Nexl, the a priori reliabililY of a juror lies between t and I.
Why? If we thoughI il were less lhan t, we would ralherloss a coin lhan
use a juror. Laplace lhen posrulaled thallhe reliability of jurors is a priori
uniformly dislribuled between t and I (iI'S as likely 10 be any value in lhal
inlerval as any olher).
Finally, we need nOl analyse the reliabililY in lerms of individual jurors,
bUl can assume an average reliability. The calculalions lhal follow from
lhese assumplions are slraightforward." The conclusion is lhar a unanimous jury of n jurors has reliability (t)" + '. No lidier example of an a priori
rabbil oul of a har can be imagined. Here is Laplace's table of conclusions:
For a jury that divides

the chance of error is:

12:0

rI.l

9:)

about

8:4
7:5

aboUl l-

5:)

about ~

-h

t

9:0

lell..

112:100
501 :500

about!
aboutl

When a jury convicls by a splil of 7:5, lhere is a, probability lhar lhe
person is innocenl. ThaI is 100 high: effrayant. Thus Laplace was against
conviclion by simple majority. A unanimous jury of twelve is safe,
perhaps 100 safe. Laplace suggesled lhal we slrive for an error rale of one
in a lhousand, so lhar a unanimous jury of nine is suitable.
He also considered an eighl-man jury: viz lhe special lribunal for
bandits established by Napoleon. According to Laplace's melhod lhe
accused has a beller chance wilh a 144 person jury splilting 90:54 (error
probabililY
lhan Wilh a unanimous eighl-person speciallribunal (error
probabililY
A mere majorilY of five among eighl jurors will be wrong
aboul a quarter of lhe lime.
It followed from Laplace's calculalions thaI Arlicle 351 is lerrible.
Suppose lhallhe jury decides 10 convicl by a bare majority, 7:5. When lhe
five judges jusl fail 10 override the jury lhree of lhem Vole for acquillal,
two for conviclion. Then lhere has been a loral of nine VOles Casl for
conviction, and eighl for acquittal, and lhe conviction slands.
On Laplace's analysis conviclion by the double lier syslem is less 10 be
lrusled lhan lhe decision of lhe firsl court. A majority of one, in a group of

m)

m).
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seventeen, indicates more dissension, and a more difficult case, and hence a
less reliable judgement, than a majority of twO, in a jury of twelve."
Officialdom seems not to have been interested. Gergonne repeated all the
arguments in his journal, which was the most important mathematics
periodical of the day. He said that he had sent them to the ministry of
justice months earlier, but had not even received an acknowledgement.')
The ministry may have been unmoved for good reason. These deductions
were pure reason, untrammelled by experience. Before passing to Poisson's use of empirical data [ shall interject a curious incident.
During the apogee of Euler, there had been no greater mathematical
centre than 5t Petersburg, but it fell into decline. Its revival owed much to
M. V. Ostrogradsky, a minor figure but a mover and shaker who put in
place the future glories of the Petersburg school of probability." He was
deeply perturbed at a feature of Laplace's reasoning that to us, now, seems
entirely 'intuitive'." A jury that divides 12:0 displays the same absolute
majority as one that splits 112:100. Laplace found the former much more
reliable, because the disagreement displayed by the second group of jurors
shows it was confronted by poor evidence. Ostrogradsky dissented,
maintaining that a 112:100 jury is exactly as reliable as a 12:0 majority. He
mentioned the English House of Lords, that tries peers. [n that case, the
jury is some 600 peers trying one of its own, and Ostrogradsky held that
when peers convict with a slim majority of twelve they are as reliable as
commoners voting twelve to zero. Jlo
It seems obvious to us that Ostrogradsky was wrong. But Laplace
himself spent pages of the popular Essay arguing that a majority of 212:200
is much less reliable than one of 12 :0. He cannot have thought that his
readers would find it evident. This is only an 'intuition' that has become
firm with the passage of years. Moreover Laplace had a little mathematical
secret. [ noted his innocent assumption - which sounds like a mere
mathematical convenience - that all the jurors have an equal (unknown) a
priori reliability. Ostrogradsky found that if you don't make that assumption, and follow approximately Laplace's course of reasoning, you deduce
that a jury of 212:200 is exactly as reliable as one of 12,0!
• Ostrogradsky argued informally that a three-person jury splitting 2:1 is as good as a

'unanimous' one-person jury. For consider (a) a jury or three. voting 2:1; and (b) a jury in

which m arbitraril>' chosen juror votes first, for guilt, before the other tWO vote. In (b)
there are three pos5ibilities: (ht) the other two jurors agree with the first; (b2) they both
disagree with the first; (b)) the)' disagree. The effect of (b) is (a). But (bl) and (b2) are
equally prob3ble. Hence ~ vote of one juror for guilt is logi~ly equivalent to adisjuncrion:
three jurors \'oting by majority for guilt, or one or the oth« of two equally probable
opposite events (which cancel out), Hence a com'iction (2:1) is exactly as good as a
conviction (t :0). And, by analogy, 12:0 is as good as 112:100, One hardly knows where to
~in to reply! But on Laplaci.an principles. (bl) and (b2) are not ~ually probable given
that the first juror voted (or guilt; moreover Laplu:e's theory does not apply to a (I :O}
'jury'.
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Ostrogradsky was the first mathematician, I believe, to represent a
probability not as a number between 0 and I, but as an 'upper and lower
probability', as an interval r.,r, with r. as the lowedimit of the probability
and
as the upper limit." Then, instead of assuming that there is an
unknown a priori reliability r of all jurors, he allowed that each juror may
have a different unknown a priori reliability, and insisted only that there is
a common upper and lower reliability for all jurors.
Much to our astonishment, this assumption, far more plausible than
that of Laplace, vindicates decision by simple majority. When the excess of
the majority over the minority is d, and the reliability of an individual
juror lies between i and I, the probability that a jury is correct is 1/(3d + I).
In figures:"

r

For a jury that divides

the probability of error is

7:5
8:4
12:0 and 112;100

Ji

I.

about

r"

Ostrogradsky sent his paper to Poisson in 1834. Poisson acknowledged
receipt of the Russian paper, but we do not know what he thought of it.
The next year he presented his own analysis of the jury system.
Laplace found 'terrifying' a system that executed people with almost a
30 per cent chance of error. Poisson was an old man who was too young to
have felt the heady first breath of revolution (he was eight years old in
1789) and who began thinking about the jury after the Revolution of 1830.
He didn't mind if two out of every seven people executed by majority
decision were innocent. We can, he wrote, infer from the new justice
ministry statistics that only 7 per cent of French juries divide by simple
majority, so the net increase in error to the judicial system is very small,
almost negligible. But that was just the beginning of the argument. L~place
had no judicial statistics; Poisson had. He deduced that the probabilities of
error are not as great as Laplace supposed. The real empirical probability
of error with a 7:5 decision is about the same as what Laplace computed
for an 8:4 decision. So if you were happy with 8:4 juries on the basis of
Laplace, you should be happy with 7:5 juries.
Thus by the end of 1835 Poisson had proved that the Chamber of
Deputies had been wise when, on 19 August, it restored deci~ion by simple
majority. His book on the jury, published in 1837, was a mathematical
vindication of conservative opinion. The elegance of Poisson's mathema·
tics is uncontested. It was intended, however, to be an implement of infor'
mation and contro!' It was as much a political tract as a mathematical one.

12
The law of large numbers

Pari,. 16 November 1835 Thing, of every kind are ,ubjectto a
universal law that we may call tbe law of large numbers. It consists
in this: if one observes a "cry considerable number of events of the
same kind, depending on causes that vary irregularly. that is to say.
without any systematic variation in one direction. then one finds
that the ratios between the numbers of events are vel)' nearly
constant.
Paris. 16 Apri/1842 The law of large Numbe... does not exist.• 1

The ministry of justice published annual data forthe years following 1826.
It highlighted summary figures for trials and convictions. They led
Poisson to the great work of 1837 in which he proved a law of large
numbers. and gave us the very phrase. 'law of large numbers'. that still
finds a place in every probability primer.' His book distinguished more
dearly than any predecessor between 'relative frequency' and 'degree of
belief' approaches to probability. It applied statisticalteslS and measures of
reliability in a way that makes dear, as Stigler has shown, that Poisson
understood their logic in an unequivocal way.' It provided the first sound
mathematics for quite rare evenlS, now called the Poisson distribution.
work well reponed by O.B. Sheynin" The deductions from jury data have
recently been analysed by Gelfand and Solomon, because of the 1967
decision of the United States Supreme Coun, dedaring it constitutional
for juries to decide by majority and not unanimously.s In the same year
England allowed conviction by a majority VOte of ten against two. In
1967, for the first time ever, the common law had to address the question.
'By what majority?'. that has perplexed the French since 1785.
Thus in many respects Poisson's book has been amply studied. but few
• 5.·D. Poisson 10 the Paris Academ)' of Sciences and I.J. Bienaymc (recalling in 1855 what
he said) to a Paris mathematical dub. Pois~on began work on the topic after noting that
Laplace had two incomp:uible solutions to the problem of juries. 'This has long filled my
mind with many doubts.' His admiration for Laplace constrained him from publishing, or
so he said. Likewise Bienayme in 1855: 'The state of M. Poisson·s health did not allow me
to give the required publicity to mr remarks', referring to his conviction as early as 1839
that Poisson in tUrn had been wrong.
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have noticed how timely it was in 1837. It addressed the burning issue of
1835: how should a jury vOte? It was a work of moral science. Hence
almost all its results were long misunderstood or ignored. It was a sport,
ahead of its times and behind them. Poisson, Condorcet's heir and the end
of the line, was able to employ the new statistics in ways that can still
dazzle the knowledgeable, but he was engaging in what Daston has called
'the reasonable calculus: classical probability theory 1650-1840'" The
latter is the year that Poisson died, and with him, a great sociopolitical
project.
The identification with moral science was made by Poisson himself at
the start of his book. Laplace, he wrote, followed Condorcet when he took
up the probability of judgements, 'one of the most delicate questions in the
theory of probabilities'. Laplace used the principle originally given by
'Blayes'.' He made many happy uses of this principle, but 'it is only fair to
say that the application of Blayes's rule to judgement is due to Condorcet'.
We regard the majority vote of the jury as an observed effect, and the guilt
Or innocence of the accused as an unknown cause. Then we apply Bayes's
rule to work out the probability of guilt Or innocence.
The last book of moral science in the style of the Enlightenment was
A.A. Cournot's 1843 work on chance and probability.· What are these
chances and probabilities? Two kinds of thing, because Poisson and
Cournot used the French words chance and probabilite to name twO
concepts. Probability would mean credibility, or degree of reasonable
belief:
The probability of an event is the re3son that we have for thinking th:u the event did
or will take place.

But chance will denote an objective property of an event, the 'facility' with
which it can OCCur:
Thus an event
unknown.9

will have, by its very nature, a larger or smaller chance. known or

It seems almost inevitable that such distinctions would be made in the

1830s. Old Poisson was poised between 'subjective' (probabilite) and
'objective' (chance) attitudes to probability. I claimed in The Emergence of
Probability that our idea of probability is a Janus-faced mid-seventeenthcentury mutation in the Renaissance idea of signs. It came into being with a
frequency aspect and a degree-of-belief aspect. In the early days one could
be indifferent as to the two directions in which probability might lead one.
When Laplace was young probability greatly extended her purview, but
there were to hand only the same old frequencies in games of chance,
births, marriages and deaths, and errorS of measurement. When he needed
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to talk of an objective frequency or propensity, Laplace cheerfully spoke
of the facilite of various outcomes on chance set-ups, but he defined
probabilite as a subjective notion, relative to our knowledge and to our
ignorance, By the 1830s, however, the world teemed with frequencies, and
the 'objective' notion would come to seem more important than the
'subjective' one for the rest of the century - simply because there were so
many more frequencies to be known.
It is pointless to debate which of the two ideas is correct. We note only
that one or the other may be more dominant at different times. Laplace
made the subjective probability idea officially preeminent. When did the
reversal of fortunes begin, with the objective idea swinging into favour?
There is a very plausible answer. The avalanche of printed enumerations of
social conditions began in the 1820s with the Recherche, ,tati,tique, of
Paris and the Seine directed by Joseph Fourier. His biographer GrattanGuinness has observed that
during his diret:torship the bureau published four reports on the city of Paris, in
which he presented in two papers the calculation of the mean and standard devia-

tion of a large number of observations and the probability that a function under
measurement lay within given limits. The study of statistics was then at a.
rudimentary stage of development and was dominated by Laplacian subjectivism

concerning probability ... Fourier himself taught probability at the Ecole Polytet:hnique [shortly after Laplace in 1795] and . ,. his reports of the 1820s giving an
objeaive account of statistical studies were a considerable novelty.lo
Fourier by no means originated calculations of the probability that a
quantity lay within certain limits - the theory is there in Laplace. But his
application to mass social phenomena was largely new and in certain ways
changed the feel of what one was doing. Perhaps Poisson learned more
from Fourier than from Laplace. Be that as it may, he certainly continued
the upswing of interest in objective probabilities. He wanted to estimate
the (objective) rates of conviction by juries, and to know whether a change
in the political tempo of the times had made an objective difference in the
chance of conviction,
Laplace had two ways in which to address such questions. One is
Bemoullian, and attends to relative frequencies; the other is Bayesian, and
is usually now interpreted in tertns of degrees of belief. Laplace almost
invited his readers not to notice the difference.!! Poisson, in contrast, was
scrupulous in his attention to matters of reasoning. As Stephen Stigler
reports,
Poisson's statement is as dear an application of Laplacian [laplace in the

frequentist mode] methods

to

the uncertainty of sodal data as we could hope to

find. Even the uithmetic is correct. There is no reluctance, no equivocation. no

qualification. The interpretation intended appears to be modeled after the informal
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fiducial arguments from the theory of errors in astronomical observations rather
than being an ambiguously Bayesian statement about an unknown quantity."l:

I suggest in chapter 23 that C.S. Peirce was the first to explain this logic
unambiguously. Why this weird time-delay? Because the reasoning occurred in a work of moral science. No one paid any attention to it after 1843.
Poisson's logic had to be rediscovered in other contexts, and Cournot did
understand the logic and used it at least as well as Poisson, but he had to be
rediscovered for work on economics, not probabilities."
By the 1840s almost no one believed that there was a mathematical
solution to the jury problem, and so all of Poisson's techniques fell by the
wayside. Nobody gave a fig either for his exact computations or for his
methods of reasoning. When you don't care, the best thing to do is to
deny. Westerners, obsessed by phenomenal averages, denied. It was left to
St Petersburg and Berlin to pick up the pieces. Today's textbooks teach the
Poisson distribution, the limiting case of the binomial distribution for
events that are very rare (a coin that almost always turns up heads). Many
of the same textbooks still bear the unnoticed historical lesson on their
face. They quote the comical (?) example that made the Poisson distribution famous: the rate with which Prussian officers of the 1890s were
injured by being kicked by their horses.
To return to chance and probabilite: the fundamental distinction
beeween 'objective' and 'subjective' in probability - so often put in terms
of frequency vs. belief - is between modelling and inference. When we
model processes in terms of probability, we suppose that there is some
objective characteristic of things that behaves just like, say, an urn from
which coloured balls are being drawn with stable relative frequency. When
we infer using probabilities we are reaching conclusions about whose truth
we are not quite certain. That is often thought of as subjective or at any rate
'" A fiducial measure of the reliability of an estimate is independent of the true unknown
v3.lue of the quantit)" under estimate. J have one caution about Stigler's exemplary
summary: the word 'astronomical', Although we can discern Poisson using techniques that
occur by rOlC in the obscrvational astronomy of the time. Poisson's fiduciallimiu came OUt
of Condorcet and Fourier. Long after the 1820s, the astronomers were loyal to Bessel's
'probable error' with its 50 per cent limits. Poisson, the moral scientist, computed all sorts
of fiducial probabilities with very high limits, extremely dose to 100 per cem. The
astronomer needed only some standard for comparing the reliability of different observa~
tions, and the probable error is as good as any other. The moral scientist wanted to
influence people, and to claim that he was 'monlly cenain' about his hypotheses. We have
followed suit, abandoning the probJ;ble error in practkal.lffain. We now use fiducial limits
and confidence intervals 3S spurs to action that \\'ccould not contemplate in astronomy (we
can't change the stars, but we can change plant yields). So we use '95 per cent confidence
limits' and the like. Despite \\'hat is said in textbooks. the numbers '95 per cent' or '99 per
cent' don't mean much in themselves but arc part of the rhetoric of standardization,
legitimation and persuasion.
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epistemic, knowledge-relative. Poisson was first modelling the behaviour
of jurors in terms of probability. He supposed that the reliability of a juror
is an objective fact about the juror; he gives right judgement in some
definite proportion of times. Next he wanted to estimate the reliability of
jurors. This was an inference to be drawn from the data of the ministry of
justice. The inference could be drawn only with some degree of confidence, and Poisson set fiducial limits on his inferences. That might look
like the probability of a probability. Poisson rightly distinguished: it is the
(,subjective') probability of an (,objective') probability, or, better, the
probabilile of a chance.'·
Poisson wanted to know which is beller: a jury that decides by simple
majority, or a jury that decides by a majority of at least 8:4? Laplace had
thought that simple majority decisions are viciously likely to be wrong. In
1831 the law was changed from a 7:5 majority to an 8:4 one, and this was
reversed in 1835. Poisson aimed at showing that the conservative decision
of 1835 was sound.as The ministry provided data for conviction of accused
individuals in various kinds of trials after 1826. Berween 1826 and 1830
convictions could be by simple majority. After 1831 and as far as Poisson's
data were available, convictions were by a minimum of 8:4. The ministry
divided cases into civil and criminal, into crimes against the person and
crimes against property, and it reported the conviction rates for each year.
Conviction rates do nOt sound a promising basis for inferring the
reliability of jurors. Well, Laplace had deduced reliability from no data
whatsoever. Poisson's statistical model began by following Laplace. The
behaviour of juries is governed by rwo underlying unknown parameters:
r:

the average reliability of jurors.

k: the prior probability of guilt of the accused.
These numbers represent objective propensities of accused and jurors at a
given time, and may change over the years. They may also be different for
various kinds of trial: criminal and civil, and crimes against property and
crimes against the person.
Poisson wanted not rand k, but the probability that the accused is
guilty, given that he has been found guilty. In particular, he wanted the
reliability of juries that may decide by simple majority, as opposed to
those that must convict by at least 8:4.
p••: The probability that the accused is guilty, given a conviction by
exactly g to i.
p•. i : The probability that the accused is guilty, given a conviction by at
least g to i.
The ministry data show only, year by year, for various types of crime:
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C.. i : The proportion of the a«used that are convicted by a majority of at
least g to i.
We have this quantity for 7:5 in the years 1826-31. and for 8:4 in the years
1832 and after. How on earth could one derive the p's and P's from this?
Since the actual proportion by which a jury split was secret. the ministry
did not even know the value of
The proportion of the accused that are convicted by a majority of
exactly g to i.

C.. i:

It is true that in the case of a 7:5 vote the decision was sent for review. but
the data reported only the number of trials sent for review. As trials of
groups and of conspiracies were common at the time. the data fell
significantly short of telling Poisson the number of individuals found
guilty by a 7:5 vote.
Even if one did know the proportion of juries that convict by exactly
7:5, we would be far from the p's and r's. That is where Condorcet's magic
enters. for he had been able to write down an equation connecting all these
quantities.'· It had the consequence that if we obtain the proportion of
convictions at exactly 7:5, and we estimate k, the probability of guilt. by
the actual conviction rate. then we can actually solve the equation to find r.
the reliability of jurors. and hence (by more Condorcet-style prestidigitation) the probability that a person convicted 7:5 is actually guilty." We
Can also determine the relative chances of errOr for juries that can convict
by simple majority and those that require a majority of 8 to 4.
Hence the unknown C7.S is the key to solving Poisson's problem. Now
suppose the following is true: the reliability of jurors is the same from year
to year. Then we can use the results after 1832 to estimate Co.•, and those
before to eSlimate C 7•S; and of course
C7.S

= Co.• -

C 7•S•

Thus the question arises as to whether the conviction rates for the various
sorts of crime were cons,ant. In the model being used. this is a question of
whether the reliability of the jurors was constant. There will be some
random variation even with constant average reliabilities. Are the differenCes between successive years significant? Poisson was able to compute
lIlo

Laplace, it will be r«alled, set k ::= l. That rna)' sound innocent. but it is very bandy for
making a ccruin integration in soh'ing Laplace's problem. Poisson \\'as scathing. Surely we
think that the probability of guilt of an accused exceeds!? Surely we have more conndence
in our judicial process, than to imagine that it is a mere to~s·up as to whether the accused is
rightly accused? In bet, Laplace well agrees with modern experience, In recent judicial
practice in England and Wales, where since 1':'67 juries may decide by a majority of 10:2.
the com'ic:tion rate in trials that proceed to a iury decision is almost exactly 05. Indeed
Laplace's totally 4 priori model fits the English situation curiously well. I believe.
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that, with high (subjective) probability, the variations in the years 1826-9
were due to chance. But the deviation for 1830 was significant. The
conviction rate in that year is markedly less than in preceding years.
Poisson provided a numerical measure of the significance of the difference.
He had, he thought, detected a real change in court behaviour. 1830 was a
year of revolution. Either the court was bringing too many criminals to
trial in a draconian attempt to maintain order J or jurors were, in revolutionary spirit, declining to bring in convictions. At any rate the 1830
figures are to be discounted in computing C7," The consequence? In the
case of a jury that divides by exactly 7 to 5, the probability of error
for crimes against property: 0.0382
for crimes against the person: 0.1627.
The second figure is not much larger than k. Recall that Laplace had
deduced that a jury dividing 7:5 erred about' of the time, while one
dividing 8:4 erred one time in eight. Thus: anyone who argued, according
to Laplace's reasoning, that the 1831 (8:4 minimum) law should be
restored, should be content with the 1835 law (simple majority). And who
was Poisson addressing here, if not Arago and his ilk?
I have been discussing the second half of Poisson's researches. Let us
now turn to the first, and to the celebrated law of large numbers. The
connection is that ~r', the 'average' reliability of a juror. Poisson's
mathematical problem was well understood for situations which could be
modelled with each juror having the same reliability as every other. But
this, as Ostrogradsky had observed, is preposterous. Some jurors are more
reliable than others. Poisson's law oflarge numbers was de'IJised in order to
solve just this problem. He studied as a model the situation in which
reliability varies from juror to juror, but in which there is some law
(Poisson's word) or probability distribution (our phrase) for reliability
among French jurors.
Abstractly, the situation was this. Jacques Bernoulli's famous theorem,
published posthumously in 1713, applied to repeated drawings, with
replacement, of balls from an urn with black and white balls. Let the
proportion of black balls in the urn be p. We take this to be the probability
of drawing a black ball. Draw a ball, note its colour, replace it and shake
the contents. We can consider a sequence of many such draws, and the
relative frequency with which black is drawn on such a sequence. We can
ask, what is the probability that the relative frequency is within some small
'error' e of pI Bernoulli could answer, and that answer became well
known. But suppose one is considering a population of urns in which the
proportion of black balls varies from urn to urn? We choose an urn at
random, and then draw a ball at random. Once again, in repeated urn/ball
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draws, there will be a relative frequency with which black is drawn. Let q
be the overall proporlion of black bans in the urns. Can we make any
stalement about the probability that the relative frequency of drawing
black, in urn/ball selections, is within some small'error' of q? Yes. The
precise stalement is what Poisson called the law of large numbers.
Nowadays a philosopher reading Poisson would say that he had in
mind two different things with his catchy phrase, 'law of large numbers':
an empirical phenomenon, and a mathematical theorem. But his attitude
was that of the mathematical physicist -less the physicist of 1835, than the
student of the 'rational mechanics' of 1785. On the one hand, experience
would verify facts, and on the other, mathematics would demonstrate the
very same facts. Poisson was untroubled by any distinctions between the
analytic and the synthetic, between the a p.wri and the a posteriori,
between the necessary and the contingent. Facts are facts.
Thus he thought that the law of large numbers is 'a fact of experience
that never goes wrong'." It was verified in moral affairs and in physical
science. In 1835 he used as examples the stability of rates of shipwreck, of
mortality, and of conviction on trials of various kinds - but, as we have
seen in chapter 10, he did not favour using rates of cure by physicians or
surgeons. 'These examples, of every kind, can leave no doubt about the
generality and exactitude [of the law], but it was desirable that it should be
demonstrated a priori, for it is the basis of those applications of the
probability calculus that are of the greatest interest to us."·
One can See him working his way towards the idea in his occasional
lectures to the Academy. Thus on 11 April 1836 he recalled that he
previously 'considered the law of large numbers to be a fact that we
observe in things of every kind'." But, he continued, we must make a
distinction. Suppose we are tossing a five-franc piece and note that in 2,000
tosses it comes up heads 1,100 times. We inferthat there is a single ConStant
unknown chance of getting heads, namely tAo This chance is the consequence of a common cause, of the way the coin and tossing device are
made. But now suppose we toSS 2,000 different coins, and get 1,100 heads.
We cannot imagine that the coins have identical constitutions. The causes
and hence the chance of heads will vary from case to case.
Most matters of jurisprudence, practical affairs, moral and even natural
science are like the many-coin case, and not like the Bernoullian one-coinmany-times case. Likewise each voyage to the Indies is different. One is
beset by a typhoon, one has an incompetent master, and another is beset
by pirates off the straits of Malacca. There is no constant cause acting upon
the mariners, but there is (Poisson asserled, speciously) a constant effect, a
constant prop0rlion of wrecks. Likewise for juries, whose jurors vary in
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wisdom and prejudice, but manifest a stable overall effect in the tabulations of the ministry of justice.
Having convinced himself a posteriori, Poisson proceeded to establish a
priori that one could expect statistical stability when considering a
sequence of events. Each could be determined by its own causes, so long as
there were alaw of the distribution of the causes. One corollary surprises
the novice. Let us call drawings with replacement from a single urn
Bernoulli trials, and drawings with replacement from a multitude of urns
Poisson trials. How quickly do relative frequencies tend to stabilize in
Bernoulli trials? In Poisson trials? There's more variability and hence less
speedy convergence in Poisson trials, isn't there? No. In a certain sense
Poisson trials tend to converge more quickly than Bernoulli ones. 2e
According to an old tradition, associated with students of Newton such
as De Moivre, the stability of relative frequencies was a sign of Divine
Providence. Poisson thought that his theorem put paid to that:
One would be tempted to attribute [statistical stability} to the intervention of an
occult power, distinct from the physical or moral causes of events, and acting in

some way to keep order; but theory shows us that this permanence takes place

necessarily so long as the law of the probability of the causes, relative to each dass
of events, docs not change.21

His law of large numbers was not, however, well received. Weekly during
April 1836 - recall that the change in the jury rules was not made law until
May of that year - a highbrow battle raged at the meetings of the
Academy.'>22 Yet the interest was brief, and, behind Poisson's back, highly
critical. One young mathematician, 1.]. Bienayme, was utterly sceptical, as
is indicated by my epigraph. Heyde and Seneta have described how, on the
mathematical side, Bienayme denied that Poisson had added anything to
Bernoulli. 2) As early as 1839 he had argued that one could obtain Poisson's
conclusions by using a theorem of Laplace, an opinion with which one
cannot entirely agree." On the experiential side,
when one engages in genuinely serious scientific research, not limited

[0

a small

number of observations, and in which one compares facts over a number of years.
it is hard not to notice that the variations exceed those of the limits set by
Bernoulli's theorem. 2S

'I hope that the term 1 have been discussing' - the law of large numbers'will not be retained in scientific usage.''' Bienaymes hope has not been
fulfilled. But in a sense he should have felt gratified, because Poisson's kind
I}

One cfitit: recalled that at the lime of the Terror. revolutionary tribunals acquitted only S
per cent of the accused. Poisson was able to enjoy a mathematical joke in reply. His
analysis provides two solutions for the reliability of jurors (there is a quadratic equation
involved), ont greater than and one less than t. We deduce th:u in revolutionary times, the
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of moral science died OUI. There was a small cottage induslry of sludies of
Ihe jury problem, using a1lemative models of juries. CoumOllook up Ihe
maller wilh great clarity and lilde inspirationP He was nOI alone, bUllhe
enlire programme was shorr-lived. 28 It became an amusemenl for
malhemalical dilellanles, and if we wish 10 pursue il we shall have 10 turn,
say, 10 Ihe worthy bUI hardly central Devonshire Association for Ihe
Advancemenl of Science. 2' In shorr, whal was left of moral science became
genleel. The likes of Guerry and even Quelelel had nOlhing like Ihe
mastery of Ihe judicial slalislics evinced by Poisson. BUI Ihey were Ihe
voice of the fUlure, for moral science was replaced by moral analysis and
then by quanlitalive sociology.
Poisson's book was translated inlo German, bUI under a new lide - as a

Treatise on probability theory and some ofits most important applications.
That is, by changing Ihe lide il became a different kind of book. Even in
1838 Ihe astronomer Bessel referred 10 Ihe law of large numbers wilh more
respeet than il was 10 receive in France for many a decade. BUI il was lefllo
P.L. Chebyshev 10 creale a proper underslanding. In a youthful work he
made clear what Ihe Iheorem is abouI. 30 The law of large numbers, or
ralher Ihe central limil Iheorem, became parr of Ihe standard syllabus at SI
Pelersburg.3'
As for France: despile Bienayme, Ihe lerm 'law of large numbers'
became entrenched, and il was takeu 10 denole a profound facI aboul Ihe
world. Againsllhe advice of sceptics, slalisticallaw was enlhroned. When
Ihere are enough events, Ihey display regularilies. This law passed beyond
a mere facI of experience. It was nOI somelhing 10 be checked againsl
experience; il was Ihe way Ihings had 10 be. NOl because Ihere was a
malhemalical demonstralion of Ihe law - no one paid much heed 10 whal
Poisson had proved. The law of large numbers became a metaphysical
truth. No maller that hardly anyone in France underslood Poisson's
mathemalics, nor thaI Ihe empirical phenomena are a greal deal more
irregular (10 our eyes) Ihan was popularly urged. Thanks to superslilion,
laziness, equivocalion, befuddlemenl wilh lables of numbers, dreams of
social control, and propaganda from ulilitarians, Ihe law of large numbers
- nOI Poisson's Iheorem bUI a proposilion aboul Ihe slabililY of mass
phenomena - became, for Ihe neXI generation or IWO, a synlhelic a priori
lrulh.
reliability of jurors was represented by a number less than I. Jurors were less reliable than
tossing coins.

13
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Brunels. 21 February 1844 Ano,her question of the highest
importance presents itself here. One may ask if there exists. in a
people, lin homme type, a man who represents this people by
height, and in relation to which all the other men of the same nation
mUst be considered as offering deviations that are more or less large.
The numbers that one would have, on measuring the latter, would
be grouped around the mean, in the same way as the numbers that
one would obtain, if the same typical man had been measured a
large number of times by morC or less imprecise methods. ~1

The powerhouse of the statistical movement was Adolphe Quete1et, the
greatest regularity salesman of ,he nineteenth century. As soon as Parisian
judicial statistics were published he noticed 'the terrifying exactitude with
which crimes reproduce themse1ves'.2 The number of criminals is constan'; the relative proportions of different sorts of crime remains the same.
'We know in advance how many individuals will dirty their hands with the
blood of others, how many will be forgers, how many poisoners, nearly as
well as one can enumerate in advance the births and deaths that must take
place." He described the phenomenon as a 'kind of budget for the
scaffold, the galleys and the prisons, achieved by the French nation with
greater regularity, without doubt, than the financial budget'"
Evidently Quetelet felt the same awe, in the face of statistical stability,
that Guerry experienced. But where Guerry was a man of meticulous fact,
Quetelet was a man of vision, an astronomer who saw in the behaviour of
his myriads of fellow citizens regularities worthy of the stars. Heavenly
bodies are governed by specific and known laws. What specific laws
govern people? Poisson's law of large numbers provides no answer.
Understood as a theorem of mathematics it is not a law of behaviour.
iii'

Adolphe Qumlet. from a long essay for the Belgian statistical commission, which he .also
issued separately~ dedicating it to his distinguished students. The occasion ....as a party held
on to March. commemorating his 30th year in the professorate. On his nineteenth
binhday, 22 February 1815, he had been appoint«! professor at lhe newly-established
royal coUese at Ghent (which replaced the Napoleonic imperial Iycee). This reverse
FtllJchri!t for his studenu was a binhday present to himself.
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Erroneously understood as a universal empirical generalization that series
tend to stabilize, it may show that social laws will reveal themselves in
statistics. but it is nOt itself a social law.
What then, in moral science, could compare to the differential equations of physics? 63.5 per Cent of jury trials may yield convictions, but that
is a mere constancy nothing like a law of astronomy.' What is? The
question did not arise for Guerry, trained as an advocate, but was
inevitable for Quetelet, the Astronomer-Royal of Belgium. He was just
the man to find sociological laws worthy of the name. He was fond of
numbers, and happy to jump to conclusions. It is astonishing how
profoundly Quetelet's jumping to conclusions affected the twentiethcentury conceptual scheme of truths and possibilities to which we still
subscribe.
By the start of the nineteenth century a 'law of errors' had been
developed for observational astronomy and other sciences of measurement such as photometry and geodesy. Generous, astonished, and, I
venture, credulous Quetelet announced in 1844 that a great many human
attributes havc a graph, or distribution, just like that which had long bcen
associated with coin tossing, and which had been elaborated for mathematicians as the 'curve of error'. Stephen Stigler has given a masterly
description of what he calls the 'Gauss-Laplace synthesis', achieved by
1827, the year that Laplace died.
It brought together two well-developed lines - one the combination of observations through the aggregation of line:lrized equations of condition, the other the
use of mathematical probability to assess uncertainty and make inferences - into a
coherent whole. In many respects it was one of the major success stories in the

history of science. 6

The familiar graphical representation of the idea is the 'bell-shaped curve',
the Nonnal distribution or Gaussian distribution that peaks about the
mean. There were two routes to this curve. The oldest, wrillen down by
De Moivre as early as 1708, obtained it as the limit of a coin-tossing or
binomial distribution. We think of a coin being tossed n times, and note
the proportion k of heads. After many k-fold trials we obtain a graph
showing the number of occasions on which we got 0 heads, 1 head, 2 heads
... n heads. The curve will peak around the probability of gelling heads
with the coin. As n grows without bound, a Normal distribution results.
The second route was that of the observational astronomers. Under
plausible assumptions the distribution of errors will follow the same
curve.' Now the curve is defined by two quantities: the mean, and some
measure of dispersion. Dispersion is important to the measurer: if all the
measuremcots cluster about the mean, we think of the average as reliable.
If they are spread out, we think it is not. A Normal distribution is defined
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by its mean and standard deviation. An}" measure of dispersion would do.
Throughout the nineteenth century, •probable error' was used. s This term
was introduced by the great observational astronomer F.W. Bessel around
1815, and for long was the only measure of dispersion that was widely
used.' The core idea is that the probable error divides measurements into
two equally probable classes: in the long run half the measurements will
err in excess of the probable error, and half will be more exact.
Now whether we think of the Normal distribution as an error cun'e or
as the limit of a binomial coin-tossing game, we are concerned with what
we think of as real quantities. The coin has a real objective propensity (so
we suppose) to fall heads in a certain proportion of tOsses. The celestial
position being measured is a real point in space, and the distribution of
errors, we suppose, is an objective feature of the measuring device and the
measurer. Quetelet changed the game. He applied the same curve to
biological and social phenomena where the mean is not a real quantity at
all, or rather: he transformed the mean into a real quantity.
It began innocently enough. In a series of works of the early 1830s he
gave us 'the average man'. This did not of itself turn averages - mere
arithmetical constructions - into real quantities like the position of a star.
But it was a first step. One much-read site of 'the average man' was his
Treatise on Man of 1835.'0 In England the Athenaeum considered 'the
appearance of these volumes as forming an epoch in the literary history of
civilization'." It has been argued that this review was an important stage in
Darwin's travels towards evolutionary theory, just as it has been urged
that an 1850 essay by John Herschel on Quetelet set Maxwell on the road
to statistical meehanies.'2 However slight or profound those influences
and filiations may have been, there is no doubt that 'the average man'
stuck, even though almost no one had favourable things to say about the
concept when taken literally.
There's a steady chorus: but there isn't really an average man! To which
there is a commonsense reply: no one says that there is a man who is the
average man, divorced 0.17 times and with 2.2 children. 'Average man' is a
handy shorthand only. But for Queteletthe homme type was importantly
more than shorthand. It was an early codification of twO fundamental
nineteenth-century transitions.

First, we see from the epigraph that Quetelet was not talking about an
average for the human species. He was talking about the characteristics of a
people or a nation, as a racial type. Where before one thought of a people
in terms of its culture or its geography or its language or its rulers or its
religion, Quetelet introduced a new objective measurable conception of a
people. A race would be characterized by its measurements of physical and
moral qualities, summed up in the average man of that race. This is half of
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,he beginning of eugenics, ,he Olher half being ,he reflec,ion ,hal one can
in'roduce social policies ,hal will ei,her preserve or al'er 'he average
quali'ies of a race. In short, ,he average man led
bOlh a new kind of
con,rol
informalion abou, populalions and a new concep'ion of how
,hem.
There is a second, more academic aspec' of Que,e1e"s homme type ,hal
had extraordinary conceptual consequences. We can ,hink of average
heigh' as an abs,rac, - ,he convenien' resul, of an ari'hme,ical opera'ion but we can also begin
'hink of it as a 'real' fealure of a population. In
1988, it was noted ,hal ,he longevi,y of japanese has been increasing every
year, '0 ,he poin' where ,he japanese are now ,he mos' long-lived nation
on earth. We find i, hard not to think of this as being a real fealure of
japanese life and culture, just as 'real' as the fac' ,hat japanese corporale
enti'ies have among them the world's larges' accumulation of disposable
capital for investmen,.
h was Que,ele,'s less-no,iced nex' step, of 1844, thal counted far more
than ,he average man. He transformed ,he theory of measuring unknown
physical quan,i,ies, with a defini'e probable error, into ,he theory of
measuring ideal or abs,rac, properties of a population. Because these could
be subjected
the same formal'echniques they became real quan,i,ies.
This is a crucial s,ep in 'he laming of chance. h began '0 ,urn smistical
laws thal were merely descriptive of large-scale regularities into laws of
nature and society that dealt in underlying truths and causes.
His 1844 monograph wen' far in four quick s'eps. S'ep 1: 'Let us
suppose ,ha' I measure 'he heigh, of some individual several times, wi,h
great care.' The measurements won't be identical. If the causes of error
work equally towards measuring high and low, there will be a distribu,ion
with values clustering around 'he average height. There will also be a
dispersion measured by probable error. S,ep 2: Que'ele' compared ,his
si,uation wi,h repea,ed observa,ions of a single as'ronomical quan,i,y,
made over four years al the Greenwich Observatory. There we have mean,
probable error, and ,he whole Gaussian analysis. This established practice
is exactly analogous, he said, to measuring the height of one man over and
over again.
Step 3: 'In 'he preceding examples, we knew, despi,e the fluctuation in
figures, thal ,here really did exist a number for which we were looking, be
itthe height of an individual or the right polar ascension.' What if we don't
know whether there was one real quantity being measured? Given a lot of
measurements of heights, are these the measurements of ,he same individual? Or are they the measurements of differen' individuals? If and only
if they are sufficiently like ,he distribution of figures derived from
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measurementS on a single individual. That suggests a way to tell whether a
collection of statistics is derived from a single homogeneous population
defined by a real quantity. or several distinct but mixed populations."
Step 4: at this exact point" there occurred one of the fundamental
transitions in thought. which was to determine the entire future of
statistics. Up to here the monograph considered quantities that exist in
nature. Here we pass from a real physical unknown. the height of one
person. to a postulated reality. an objective propecry of a population at a
time. its mean height or longevity or whatever. This postulated truth
unknown value of the mean was thought of not as an arithmetical abstract
of real heights. but as itself a number that objectively describes the
population.
What could legitimate this move? We shall say that it objectively
describes the population if the distribution of heights or whatever is what
it would be if a single individual were being measured inaccurately. In step
3 we looked at a bunch of measurements and asked if there was one man.
Now we use the same technique when we know we are talking about
different men. and if there is a satisfactory Normal curve. we say that there
is one true value. a property not of a person but of a collective.
Quetelet had precious few examples of Gaussian distributions. 'Male
height is still almost unknown even in the most civilized countries of
Europe.''' And why should one collect such information? It is interesting
only if one believes. with Quetelet. that it signifies some underlying real
characteristic of a population. He did find one unlikely source for an
example: in 1817 the Edinburgh MedicalJournal had published the height
and chest measurementS of over 5.000 soldiers in eleven Scottish regiments. 16
What Quetelet read was a classification of soldiers by regiment. by
height. and by chest circumference in inches. * He ignored heights.
>Go

Or did he read only an abstract prt'pan:d by an assistant? TheJournal published atable (or
each of deven regiments of militia. based on data furnished by acontractor. '3 gentleman of
great observation and singular accuracy', The point of the tables 1'1015 not to show the
uniformity of the militiamen. but instead to illustrate regional differences 'in different
counties of Scotbnd. (rom \\-hich inferences mOly be drawn as to the influence of the nature
of the county and climate. food and occupation, upon the growth of man', Then: \\'U a
difference of 1.3 inches in chest me2Surement between the stout lads of Kirkcudbrightshire
and the hollow-chested )'ouths of Lanark. The latter Were also on average 1.2 inches
shorter. If Quete.Jct h.:ld actuall)' seen these pages, hoVl" could he have .averaged 3W2Y the
whole point of the data?
It was 21so 'ascert2ined br actual Measurement, upon an exlt:n:iive scale, in Retail
Hat~shops in London and Edinburgh' that Scottish heads 21'e on average a size larger than
English ones (2U inches compared with 2ti1). The median was the same. but there were
man)' more large hC3ds in Edinburgh than London. as one might expect, considering the
relative Ic\'els of culture of the tWO cities at the time. The distributions. incidentally, were
definitely not Normal.
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combined the girth distributions for the different regiments, made some
trifling errors in sums," and obtained a distribution for 5,738 chests, with
maxima at 1,073 soldiers at 39 inches and 1079 at 40 inches.
He concluded that this was JUSt as if you measured a single Scot with a
chest almost 40 inches in circumference. In metric terms the probable error
was about 33.34 millimetres. As he put it next year in a popular work, if 'a
person little practised in measuring the human body' were repeatedly to
measure one typical soldier, '5,738 measurements made on one individual
would certainly not group themselves with more regularity ... than the
5,738 measurements made on the Scotch soldiers; and if the two series
were given to us without their being particularly designated, we should be
much embarrassed to state which series was taken from 5,738 different
soldiers, and which was obtained from one individual with less skill and
ruder means of appreciation'." Such was the rhetoric with which Quetelet
gave us the mean and the bell-shaped curve as fundamental indices of the
human condition.
The law of errors applies as a matter of fact to this human attribute,
chest circumference, or so Quetelet alleged. And to almost all others:
Quetelet had immediately applied his distribution to heights of French
conscripts. It did not quite fit, which he blamed on fraud, i.e. draftdodging by feigning shortness. Much later Quetelet took his doctrine to be
positively proven during the American Civil War, by data from 25,878
volunteers.'·
Nowadays our first question is: how well do Quetelet's data fit the
curve of error? There was no standard test of goodness of fit. Poisson's
fiducial limits weren't part of Quetelet's repertoire. He took a theoretical
binomial curve for results of tossing a coin 1,000 times, divided it into
segments, and compared it with corresponding segments of the curve for
Scottish chests. He found them sufficiently similar.
Within weeks (it seems) the floodgates had been opened. Every sort of
physical attribute of humans and then of all the animal and vegetable
kingdom was investigated and plotted as if according to the law of error.
Next came the moral attributes, for example, the ability to write poetry.
One might have expected that Quetelet, an astronomer by profession,
would have taken the Gaussian 'error of observation' approach to his
bell-shaped curve. It is significant that he took instead the binomial route.
It enabled him to understand, or to think that he understood, why natural
phenomena should be Normally distributed. For how was one to understand the amazing (alleged) fact that human traits are Normally distributed? The metaphor of the tailor is illustrative, but serves only to aggravate
the problem. A man's chest is not chosen by an incompetent tailor. How
then can the collectivity of chests be JUSt as if it had been produced by one?
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There never was an answer, but a gentle analgesic balm could be applied
to soothe conceptual discomfort. The Scottish chests could become part of
a story about statistic.l st.bility. How was one to understand statistical
stability in a Laplacian universe, a universe in which an adequately
informed mind would be able to compute each and every future event,
from one complete momentary account of the Slate of affairs in the
universe? Laplace had said that probability is in part the result of our
knowledge, in part, of our ignorance. But there was a more structured
response than that, couched in terms of minute causes that led to the
production of an event. The response seems incoherent to many of us
today, but it did not wear its difficulties on its face. I shall present the
response in a very schematic way, using a sequence of five steps: the coin;

the binomial distribution for repeated coin-tossing; errors of measurement; suicide and crime; chests. The following five paragraphs are
intended to present not ideas that I think are coherent, but ideas that were
by many people found sufficiently satisfying.
I A coin falls either heads or tails. Which way it falls is determined by the
initial conditions of tossing, and by Newtonian mechanics. There is a very
large number of variables within the initial conditions. These can be
thought of as a large number of possible 'causes', some of which favour
heads, and others of which favour tails. On any given toss, the causes that
pertain at that toss will determine the outcome of that toss. The probability of getting heads can be pictured as the ratio of favourable causes, to
the total number of causes. Our ignorance of the underlying minute causes
forces us to talk of probability, and to use observation to determine the
ratio of favourable to total causes.
2 In repeated tossing we obtain the binomial distribution whose limit has
the form of the curve of errors. We can 'explain' the statistical stability of a
coin, and the fact that most often in a sequence of tosses the relative
frequency is the same as the probability, by our story of chances for a
single toss, plus a mathematical deduction. Quetelet said he had found that
the chest curve for soldiers was binomial, and thereby carried with it, in his
mind, the idea of a large number of independent trials. This assimilation of
the chests to coin-tossing meant that each chest is the product of a large
number of minute independent causes.
3 When we are trying to measure the position of an object, or the degree
of intensity of light, we are by no means tossing a coin. Butthe errors made
in each measurement are themselves the product of minute causes acting
on the instrument, the observer, the signal passing from object to
instrument and the like. This helps us understand why the error curve and
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the binomial distribution have the same shape. Such 'reasoning' was no
parr of the work of Gauss or his illustrious predecessors. It was a way for
the reflective but less gifted to understand something conceptually embarrassmg.
4 We turn to me statistical stability of the moral sciences. Here too we
can have me picture of lots of minute and varying causes determining an
individual human action. The causes vary from person to person, some
people being inclined to murder and some not at all. How can statistical
stability result in such a situation? Poisson knew the answer when there is
a probability distribution or law of 'causes'. But just what are the myriad
minute causes mat determine our decisions for good or ill? To answer, the
medical model of chapter 8 above was invaluable. Medicine already had a
vast categorization of causes under the several heads of predisposing, occasioning, indirect or general. They were causes of illness. Suicide was the
perfect bridge between medicine and crime. On the one hand, we had the
conclusion of the syllogism with the two premises, 'suicide is a kind of
madness', and 'madness is a disease'. Suicide was, albeit briefly, held to be a
disease, and hence subject to the panoply of medical causes. Yet suicide
was the most heinous crime of all, the most morral of sins. So we could
think of something like that list of causes applying to other vicious acts.
Guerry's late work was particularly obliging. Recall his crossclassification of 21,322 murders into 97 principal motives and 4,478 subsidiary motives. A fine array of linle independent causes! Thus it was by
Poisson that the mathematics of Bernoullian statistical stability was transferred to crime, but it was by medicine that the underlying metaphysics of
probability, namely the picture of minute causes, was assimilated.
5 Finally we pass to Quetelet's inspired conjecture that human attributes, mental and physical, are distributed just like the law of errors. We
are far removed from (I), the toss of a single coin. Yet the rhetoric of
(1}-(4) turns Quetelet's proposal, which ought to have been unintelligible,
into a startling empirical fact. Doubtless some causes determine the chest
circumference of each soldier. The size of the parents has something to do
with it but plainly there are many omer factors. We 'know' that a multitude of interacting independent causes tends in a large number of cases to
produce a Gaussian curve. The mathematics of probability and the metaphysics of underlying cause were cobbled together by loose argument to
bring an 'undemanding' of the statistical stability of all phenomena.
Francis Galton was, I think, the first to see that the story about
'independent petty influences', as he called them, won't do at all for
inheritance.z° But, as I shall argue in chapter 21, that required a new way of
thinking about statistical law. Gallon also expostulated against the term
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'probable error': 'the term Probable Error is absurd when applied to the
subjects now in hand, such as Stature, Eye-colour, Artistic Faculty, of
Disease'." The point is that 'error' makes no sense when one is speaking of
mean eye-colour or whatever. Quetelet had made mean stature, eyecolour, artistic faculty and disease into real quantities. Once he had done
that (and it is never recorded that in 1844 he had constructed this entirely
new kind of reality) deviation from the means was JUSt natural deviation,
deviation made by nature, and that could not be conceived of as error.
Or was nature creating such distributions after all? Did phenomena
really fit Quetelet's curves? For a great many years, any empirical
distribution that came up in a hump was Gaussian because that waS all it
could be. That was all it could be because of the story of little independent
causes, which had, for a while, created another synthetic a priori truth. No
one devised routine tests of goodness of fit, because the question did not
arise. The first tests were not proposed for another 30 years, and then by
German writers such as Lexis who were altogether sceptical of what they
called Queteletismus, and indeed of the very idea of statisticallaw. 22 Porter
has admirably reported Lexis's struggles with tests of dispersion." Lexis
was not explicitly testing the hypothesis that distributions are Gaussian,
but he did conclude, in effect, that about the only thing that was
distributed in that way was the distribution of births - a happily binomial
type of event.
The law of error had chiefly mattered to astronomerS. Quetelet
exported it to the human sciences, wrapping it in an obscure metaphysics
of minute underlying causes. He added a more respectable element of
astronomical causation to the package. The motions of the planets obey
strict laws, but may be perturbed by the presence of a body that passes too
close. When the body moves away, the old stable pattern is restored.
Quetelet gladly used this idea to explain departure of statistical data from
regularities. Like Poisson, he noted that French conviction rates were
unusual in 1832. They were even more erratic in his own land 1830-3,
traumatic time for the low countries and for the Belgian AstronomerRoyal. (Among other things, Quetelet's new observatory, then under
construction, was a battlc site). Those disturbances were perturbations- in
an astronomer's sense of the word - due to the passage of heavy political
events. They were what Quetelet called variable causes intervening in
crime rates. He thought that the 'measure of civilization of a nation can be
found in the way in which it makes revolutions' - the less brusque the
transition, the less the displacement of statistical constants, and the more
civilized the event.""
'10

After ~he troubles of 1848. Quc:telet told Alben. Victoria's Conson, that the insubilities of
the moment would be replaced by a return to nonnalcy when the disturbance had fused.
The revolutions and rebellions of 1848 were 'veritable moral cholera', however 'it is at least
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What I have been describing is, in my opinion, not very coherent. One
can see the attraction of Quetelet's analogy between the curve of errors
and the distribution of girths. But the explanation in terms of little
independent causes does not hang together. It is an historiographic maxim
that when a body of ideas seems incoherent to us, we fail to underStand the
ideas. I suggest that events of this chapter furnish a counter-example.
These ideas about causation made no more dear sense then than now.
There is a simplistic explanation for the resilient incoherence. A deterministic world view was threatened on many fronts by the phenomena
suggested by the new statistics, and there was no coherent way to
understand the burgeoning phenomena. The talk about underlying causes
was only one element in the papering over of conceptual cracks. There
were many signs of malaise, to be discussed in chapter 18, but first let us
examine the strange case of statistical fatalism. Long before Quetelet had
turned his attention to Scottish chests, he wrote, in 1832, to Villerme:
It is society that prepares the crime; the guilty person is onl), the instrument who
execUtes it. The victim on the scaffold is in a certain way the expiatory victim of

,ociety. Hi, crime is the fruit of the circumstances in which he find, himself."

If statistics teaches us about a budget of crime, and that lesson has as a
consequence that the criminal is merely an instrument, then where is his

frce will? Why is he responsible for what he did? What future for
morality?
consoling to think that they cannot in any way alter the external laws that guide us. Their
action is transitory ...• Quetelct. who wanted to ust statistics as a tool for rt'form in 1830,
found solace in statistics. in 1848, as a preventative against revolution.

14
Society prepares the crimes

London. 16 July 1860

The statistical discoveries of one nation are

the lights of all nations.
Despite the accidents of conf1agrations, the unstableness of
winds, the uncenainties of life and the variations in men's minds
and circumstances, on which fires, wrecks and deaths depend, they
arc subject to laws as invariable as gravitation and fluctuate to

within certain limits. which the calculus of probabilities can
determine beforehand.
This holds of crimes, and other acts of the will, so that violation
itself is subject to Jaw.

Shall a system of fatalism be built upon this foundation?
No, for statistics has revealed also a law of variation.
Introduce a system of ventilation into unventilated mines, and
you substitute one law of accidents for another.
These events are under control.
Some races, hO\\'cver, commit crimes of violence in greater
proportion to other races.
Some classes are more dangerous.

[But) as men have the power to modify their race, they have the
power to change the current of human actions within definite limits,
which statistics can determine. I}!

Words like these signal the connection between information and control.
Statistical infonnation leads to the discovery of statistical laws. We who
collect the information change the boundary conditions and thereby
change the laws of society. Such control of a human population seems to
diminish its freedom. This thought did not foment issues about the moral
dimensions of political action. Those were the self-confident days of that
hymn in praise of industry and empire, the Great Exhibition at Crystal
Palace. Instead of engendering political self-doubt, the connections
" William Farr. the effccti\'e head of the office of the Registnr-General for England .and
Wales. in his welcoming speech to the founh International Statistical Congress. The
presidential address was gi\'en by Alben. the Prince Consort. who also devoted much of
his .!i~ech to allegatio05 of fauJism.
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between information, control and statistical law created a metaphysical
quandary, which was called statistical fatalism.
'Society prepares the crimes and the guilty person is only the instrument.' Thus ran Quetelet's excited letter to Villerme published in 1832.
The idea created a crisis. By 1836: 'The moral order falls in the domain of
statistics ... a discouraging fact for those who believe in the perfectibility
of human nature. It seems as iffreewill exists only in theory.' But: 'by modifying the institutions or the administrative practices one can diminish the
criminality of a country'. These words of d'Angeville are representative.'
We are more familiar with an entirely different connection between free
will and statistical probabilities. The second wave of quantum mechanics,
which commenced in 1926, established that the fundamental laws of
microphysics are irreducibly probabilistic. In 1936 John von Neumann
proved the first 'no hidden variables' theorem: no necessitarian, purely
deterministic laws can underlie quantum physics. Some physicists and
many kibitzers inferred that physics proves the reality of human
freedom. Even today some say this solves the problem of free will.
The contrast between the sensibility of the 1830s and the 1930s seems
paradoxical. In the 1930s, the conviction that the laws of nature are
probabilistic was thought to make the world safe for freedom. The
incoherence went in the opposite direction in the 1830s: if there were
statistical laws of crime and suicide, then criminals could not help
themselves. In 1930, probability made room for free will; in 1830, it
precluded it.
This contrast only seems paradoxical. In the 1930s the laws of physics,
which had long been the model of impersonal and irrevocable necessity,
were shorn of their magisterial power. They had once ordained the
slightest motion of the lightest atom and hence the fall of every sparrow,
perhaps the Fall itself. By 1936 they described only the probabilities of the
future course of any individual panicle. At most the collective behaviour
of an enormous collection of entities or events was determined. Hence
individuals within the ensemble might act freely. In the 1830s, in contrast,
human behaviour was lumped under new probabilistic laws that were
constantly compared to the law of gravity. Physics was still inexorable.
Laws of society were like laws of physics and hence could not be violated.
The 1930s pulled physics, and hence all law, away from determinism. The
1830s pulled laws of society towards physics, and hence towards determinism. That's why probability seemed to create space for freedom in 1936,
and seemed to rule it out in 1836.
But that's not the whole Story. Why, in the 1930s, did statistical
probability suppon free will? It must have been thought that if an event
faUs under a (merely) probabilistic law, then the event could well be a free
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ac,. Bu, in ,he 1830s many (such as d'Angeville, qUOled above) ,hough,
,ha' if a human ac,ion falls under a probabilis,ic law, ,hen i, can no' be
free. Mos, analytic philosophers would say, wi,hou, hesi'a,ion, that the
d'Angevilles of those days were plain wrong. Maybe that is what reason
teaches, but uncanny feelings
the contrary are not unknown. I am
slightly unnerved in a strange city when I go out to buy the moming's
newspaper. The vendor or dispenser has a paper wai,ing just for me.
When I return home I ask at the kiosk if there waS a spare unsold paper a
couple of days ago. There never was. Someone else was ,here '0 buy
mine.
We need no official crime sta,istics to start thinking like this, but we do
need a technology of dis,ribution. The first tentative discussions of statistical fatalism were about the almost cons'ant number of lellers to residents of Paris tha' ended up at the dead leller office. The phenomenon,
noted by Laplace, was discussed by polymath Thomas Young in \819. He
assured his readers that it implied no 'mysterious fatality', but the
example was used for decades.)
The cool-headed analytic view says that a statistical law may apply to a
population, but members of the population remain free to do as they
please. The law applies only to the ensemble of individuals. No law Constrains me to buy a newspaper, even if there is alaw about my neighbourhood. Despite this glib and comfortable opinion, we have not made our
peace with statistical laws about people. They jostle far too roughly with
our ideas about personal responsibility.
We are not clear, for example, about extenuating circumstances. The
casual reader of court Cases knows the problem confronted by judges and
juries. As I write a man of 23 is found guilry of murdering the three year
old daughter of his mistress; before the murder he sodomized the child;
he then threw her out of a car window in a garbage bag. The judge, not
noted for leniency, almost apologizes: '\ know that the circumstances of
your life have been absolutely appalling, bu' even so you are sentenced to
life imprisonment without possibility of parole for eight years.' The
defence had en,ered a strong plea for clemency on the grounds of the
man's past, as if he could not help doing something heinous. Alleged
statistical laws (' A person physically and sexually abused as a child by
bo,h parents becomes an abuser with probability 87 per cent, etc.) are
entered as part of the plea. The person was not really responsible. Even
judges who devote their lives to such matters are far from sure about

'0

extenuating circumstances of a statistical sort.

We owe the cruellest parody to Dickens. Hard Times is a notable
antiutilitarian and antistatisticaltract. Cissy couldn't even uller the word
'statistics'. The bes, she could come Out with in Mr Gradgrind's class is
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'S-s-s-s-tuuerers'. Gradgrind firmly taught the inviolability of statistical
law. By the end of the novel his horrid son Tom was exposed as a thief.
'If a thunderbolt had bIlen upon me,' said the father, 'it would have shocked me
less than this.'
II don't see why," grumbled the son. 'So many people are emplo)'ed in situations
of trust; so many people. out of so many, will be dishonest. I have heard you talk, a
hundred times, of its being a law. How can I help laws? You have condemned
others to such things, Father. Comfort yourself.><4

Dickens was deeply distrustful of utilitarian statistics. There is a strong
sense in which he did not believe in the validity of statistical generalizations. Today. they are inescapable. but we have not yet worked out how
to deal with statistical extenuation and its effect on responsibility. We
should therefore look with some charity on the likes of d' Angeville
confronting the problem for the first time.
One thing is clear. Had there not been that avalanche of numbers in
1820-40. and the accompanying conception of statistical law. we would
have no such problem. The judge would not have had to apologize to the
murderer; he would gladly have called him a monster and put him away
for life. Another connection between statistical law and freedom is still
with us. Farr's speech suggests the idea. People are not fated to follow a
statistical law. because the conditions of application of the law can be
changed. There are laws about fires in the city. bur fire marshals. building
codes and city planning can alter the risks. The same can be done for
classes of the population. We. the administrators, alter the cityscape and so
change the hazards of fire. Likewise we. the governing classes. can alter the
laws that apply to them, the governed.
That is a remarkable response to the allegation that statistics implies
fatalism. It seems to grant the point! Farr said he was rejecting fatalism, but
he was maintaining a strict social determinism. The members of the
governed class remained bound by a statistical law. albeit one that was
chosen by a well-meaning bureaucracy.
Quetelet and Farr alike represent the philanthropic and utilitarian
aspect of nineteenth-century statistics. That is its dominant side. Both men
appear to have had the most worthy of instincts. They wanted to improve
the lot of the labouring classes, and they thought that they could do so by
exercising a new kind of control. Discover what are the statistical laws thar
govern crime. disease. vice. unrest. Then find ways to alter the conditions
under which those laws apply. Guerry was positivist: moral analysis must
obtain the data upon which legislators should decide. but it can make no
suggestion to the legislator. The distinction between facr and value
remained sacred. Quetele!, at least in his youth, was reformist. The annual
crime rates are a 'necessary result' of our social order, so the legislator must
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introduce changes to modify them, Fa.. saw himself not only as colligating
statistical facts, but as obliged to make recommendations.*s
Readers sympathetic to the great movements of reform will want only
to praise the generous instincts of a Farr, but they should not ignore the
way in which functionaries such as he created the infrastructure of one of
the kinds of power by which our society operates. We obtain data about a
governed class whose deportment is offensive, and then attempt to alter
what we guess are relevant conditions of that class in order to change the
laws of statistics that the class obeys. This is the essence of the style of
government that in the United States is called 'liberal'. There are graphic
examples, The compulsory integration of American schools by bussing is a
famous one. As in the nineteenth century, the intentions of such legislation
are benevolent. The we who know best change the statistical laws that
affect them. That is one of the points of Dickens's satire.
I do not decry the extraordinary changes in the quality of life that were
effected by the utilitarian activists. None were more successful than the
sanitary reformers, who radically revised the expected life-span of everyone on the face of the earth. Clean water and washing did wonders long
before there was a widely held or well-founded germ theory of disease. A
majority of activists held strongly to a 'bad air' (malaria) or miasma theory
of contagion. In the beginning they wanted to clean up putrid water not
because it was itself the fount of contagion but because it smelt bad and
created the foul air that spread disease. Despite their having the wrong
basis for action, their reforms inaugurated what we now call the population explosion. Sanitation marched across the world with empire,
radically increasing life expectancy.t"
The aim was to improve health, but let us nOt forget morality. Late in
the century landlords and employers were urged to install running water
toilets in their tenements or factories. The sales pitch was aimed less at the
health of the labouring classes than at morality. The water closet was,
0)

Fur's annual Ll!tttT to ll,t RtgjSfrlJr~Gentr41. published at the end of the AnnNa[ Report of

the

Rcgistrar~Gcneral

of England and Wales, was always f.ucinating. For example,

childbed or.ruerperal fever was a major cause of infant deaths. The: final solution - that the
midwife an doctOr should wash their hands and sterilize their instruments - is usually
attributed to Semmelweis. Many years e1r1ier FaIT had included in his annual letter Roben
Storrs's investigations and identical recommendations. Farr went on to the training of
women in sanitarY midwifery. This would also remaiy the fact that women 'have now so
few fields of profitable employment'. In combining tWO such disparate social issues, Farr
was the embodiment of rational utilitarianism. The persistence of puerperal fC\'cr in
England shows the limitations of its influence.
t For Fur and his fellows, health and wealth went hand in hand. 'It may be affirmed,
without great risk of exaggeration, that it is possible to reduce the annual deaths in England
and Wales by 30.000. and to increase the vigour (may I not add the industry and wealth?) of
the population in equal proponion; fordise.1Ses are the iron index: of misery, which recedes
before strength. health and happiness as the mortality declines.'
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among other things, intended as an architectural structure that would
ensure the privacy of bodily functions, a natural extension of the walls to
separate the sleeping quarters of parents and children, a final material
codification of the rules of the nuclear family. When combined with safe
water disposal, however, it was also a significant health measure. It is
hardly an exaggeration to say that morality and health were always
combined in the utilitarian mind.
My words may suggest that the combination of health and morality is a
structural device by which the rich were able to regulate the behaviour of
the poor. However much reform was cloaked in philanthropic zeal, its real
function was to preserve the established order, or so some will say.
Perhaps, but regimes that scarcely distinguish health from morality are
applied to the prosperous too: 'moral causes, and the regulation of the
mind, have perhaps more influence on the educated classes, but all must
derive benefit from outdoor exercise'. Here it was madness and suicide
which good air and athletic activity were intended to prevent. 7
Nevertheless statistica! laws do apply to classes. It is the laws about
'them', about the other, that are to be determined, to be analysed, and to be
the basis for legislation. The classes in question are not abstract entities but
social realities. Inevitably it is the labouring or criminal or colonial classes
that are the chief objects to be changed, fortheirown good. We know Les
Miserables as Victor Hugo's magnificent novel, even if only as transformed into a musical. His title, distant and vaguely romantic to us, was
standard technical terminology of the day, much used by stausticians.· Les
mistirables included brigands, beggars, vagabonds, abandoned children,
prostitutes.
It is evident that the statistics of this etass (the prostitutes), if followed and made

precise according to age, family condition, and movement will be found very useful
to the statesman in determining the first mouves for bad morals, the lifestyle. the

probability of culpability, and the organization of surveillance.'
The prostitute and the statesman: I need not further emphasize the them
that is watched and the we who engage in the necessary surveillance.
Aside from the classes within a society, there are also the larger classes
that we call races. The primary connotation of race to us is skin colour.
When Farr in his speech spoke of race, he meant any national, tribal or
even family group linked by inheritance and with a commonality
entrenched in custom. 'Men have the power to modify their race', he
wrote. Thus began eugenics.
In recent years Daniel Kevles and others have made us very conscious of
the eugenics movement, pioneered by Francis Galton and continued by his
protege Karl Pearson. lo I shall not elaborate on this theme except to make
two remarks. First, the movement has deservedly had a bad press; yet it is
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too often forgotten that it was motivated by very much the same
philanthropic utilitarian considerations that underlie all 'liberal' attempts
to modify a population. Secondly, the roots of eugenics are found earlier
than is commonly supposed. They lie in the Queteletian idea of statistical
law determining the features of a population. Farr's speech to the
statisticians of the world testifies to this. [n a few moments he moved from
the management of fires to the management of classes to the management
of races.
His explicit topic was none of these. It was statistical fatalism. According to that doctrine, if a statistical law applied to a group of people, then
the freedom of individuals in that group was constrained. It is easy to
regard this as an epiphenomenon, an oddity accompanying the early days
of statistical thinking. [n fact it betrays an initial perplexity about the
control of populations on the basis of statistical information. Statistical
fatalism was the symptom of a collective malaise. We read a metaphysical
worry about human freedom, at times well nigh hysterical. We can hardly
credit it as a specimen of rational thought. Exactly. The knOt was nOt
metaphysical but political. The issue that was hidden was nOt the power of
the soul to choose, but the power of the state to control what kind of
person one is.

There were, nevertheless, metaphysical as well as political disquiets.
This fatalism was only one of many signs of a transition in the ideas of
causality, necessity and determinism in general. This assertion gains force
in chapter 18, where [ examine the strange discussions of determinism
during this period. Here [can be brief about statistical fatalism, for Porter
has well described the course of events, and Lottin has a superb analysis of
Querelet's own views on the topic. II
Free will and determinism have always been debated, but not statistical
fatalism. It was new, for there never had been statistical laws before. Let it
be a statistical law that a certain proportion of the people in such and such a
district will commit suicide next year. Then (it seemed to follow) it is not
true of each inhabitant that he or she was free not to commit suicide. For if
each person were free to do so, then it might have happened tha, none did
so, and hence it was not after all a statistical law about the population.
This problem could hardly have arisen before 1820. Yet there is truth in
the saying that ,here is nothing new under the sun. Phrenology had already
faced many of the logical issues. 'This new type of research has not only
interested scientists and several men of letters; it has passed from the
philosophical retreat and the academy into the salons, indeed into the
milieu of the most frivolous people; it has been, and it is, ,he subject of all
conversations, the object of an active curiosity.'12 We now think of
phrenology as a silly game for telling a person's character by the bumps on
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the head. Indeed maps of the head, with 'faculties' indicated are comical,
with their bumps for character traits such as 'amativeness or philoprogenitiveness'." We can be entertained by the model according to which
neighbouring organs and their associated faculties influence each other. ' I i
But Robert Young and others have shown convincingly that phrenology,
which we think of as pure error, was part of a larger reform that made
diseases have their seat in specific organs. 's
'The essential point is - whether there really exists such an unifonn
correspondence between certain fonns of the head, skull or brain, and
certain characters of mind'.'· Gall and Spurzheim claimed that there was.
They were wrong. But aside from the medical and psychological questions
about phrenology, there was a moral one. Suppose that character traits are
detennined by organs in the brain. Suppose further that some of these
traits are vicious. Then a person could not help being lecherous, proud,
sly, avaricious, could he? Was he then free? Was he responsible for
mayhem, if that were his disposition?
The organs were supposed to be associated with 'propensities' for crime
or creativity. That is the English word, revived by Karl Popper, who
invented a 'propensity' theory of probability in the 1950s. 'Propensity'
was a tenn of art in phrenology, but the connection with statistical fatalism
was doser than that. The French word was penchant. Quetelet's statistical
expression was identical: penchant au crime. Spurzheim employed propensities to rebut the accusation of fatalism. First, some of our attributes
are setded at birth. One cannot choose to be the oldest or youngest sibling.
We are also given certain mental and moral characteristics, as we are given
other physical traits at birth. Why should we think that implies fatalism?
'The faculties of the will, and the motives which detennine the will, are
given and innate', but so what?'?
Some of Spurzheim's considerations usefully tum our expectations
upside down. Materialist wisdom says that the laws of physics govern
everything; for Spurzheim it was the opposite. 'Physical laws are submitted to chemical laws: gravity, for instance, is a physical law; and it is
modified by chemical affinity."· Physical and chemical laws are subordIf.

A phrenologin in 181$:
Mr Hume has assened that we know nothing of cause and effect. but by an observance of
the unifonn conjunction of Phenomena. We admit that the regular succession of
phenomena suggests the notions that they are connected by catenation (su) of causes) by
exciting a particular faculty t but the conception of causation thus excited is the result of a
particular organj we have some ruson to believe that this is wanting in animals. It is
marked on each side by the organ of Comparison. This organ, says Dr. Spurzheim, asks
Why? It produces Inquisitiveness into <;auses, and is a necessary ingredient in the
character of a philosopher.
A few years later Georget tried to identify the c;ttegories of Kant's transcendental analyticc.awe, substance, and the like - with organs in the brain, but he recanted on his deathbed.
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inate to organic ones, which in the end are subordinate to laws of the
human faculty. 'Liberty consists in the possibility of doing or not doing
anything, and in ,he faculty of knowing the motives and of determining
one's self according to them.' Thus the free person knows his propensities,
knows his motives, reflects upon them and decides upon his course of
action. The will begins with the knowing and reflecting faculties. Morality
begins with the faculty of duty and of justice. Moral liberty is will applied
to absolute conscience.'·
The good doctors did not agree on everything. Gall admitted wicked
propensities; Spurzheim denied them, holding that moral evil 'consists in
actions which are not conformable to the whole of the faculties proper to
man '. That harks back to ancient debates about fatalism and freedom. The
element in phrenological theory that mattered to statistics was that it
created an argument to separate a penchant from a determining factor. The
old slogan of Leibniz, 'inclines without necessitating' was given new
application.
The statisticians wrote in a similar vein. There is a penchant au crime,

yes, but each individual man has a force morale that will help him. That is
reminiscent of Spurzheim's hierarchy. But there were additional, statistical, elements as befits the shift in problem. Free choices were seen as little
individual causes (as described in chapter 13) that even out in the big
picrure. 'The larger the number of individuals, the more individual will
fades out, and allows the series of general facts to predominate, the facts
which depend on general causes, and in virtue of which society exists and is
conserved. '20
Thus for Quetelet free acts are minuscule causes that cancel out and
allow of the larger regularities. Conversely, those larger regularities do not
preclude individual free will. But may not they imply a grand fatalism,
about humankind itself? Quetelet asserted the theme of utilitarian
improvement of the race. To avoid global fatalism, we must believe in the
perfectibility of man. The progress of civilization results from changing
the conditions of mortality, and the same can be said for our moral
condjtion. 21

It was not, however, to the statisticians ortheir opponents that we owe
the most intense and widespread debates about statistical determinism.
James Clerk Maxwell observed that 'The statistical method of investigating social questions has Laplace for its most scientific and Buckle for its
most popular expounder.''' Upon the publication of his History of
Civi/izatron in England in 1857, T.H. Buckle became the lion of the
London season. Could a nineteenth-century history of civilization be
based on statistical fatalism? Yes, and one whose fatalism was confirmed
by our old friends, the statistics of suicide:
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In agiven state of society, a certain number of persons must put an end to their own

life. This is the general law; and the special question as to who shall commit the
crime depends of course upon special laws; which, however, in their total action,
must obey the large social law to which they are all subordinate. And the power of
,he larger law is so irresistible, that neither the love of life nor the fear of ano,her
world can avail anything towards even checking its opcration:H

15
The astronomical conception of society

Leipzig, 29 April 1871 The French school, always absorbed in the
astronomical preoccupations of its founder, sees in man, who lacks
freedom of the will, only a being who is subjected to some son of
external and independent force, one which has the remarkable
knack of making man, who is not conscious of this force, yet feel
responsible for his actions.
The German school ... finds this French interpretation perverse
and untenable. for it turns a proposition, that in itself is sound,
upside down. One need not deny that if there were such a powerful
extemallaw at work, then there would be a regular repetition of
crimes, marriages, suicides etc. But it is a mistake to say that
existing regularities can be explained only by such extemallaws.
The regularities cstablish for the careful thinker only the existence
of some powerful causes, whether they be external to the agent or
internal. ~I

Buckle published the first volume of his History ofCivilization in Eng/and
in 1857. He was 36, a familiar Victorian figure - the shy bachelor,
neurasthenic, constantly beset by nervous and gastric disorders, working
obsessively, prodigously erudite, filled with a vision of some unspoken
grandeur, and, in a brief moment of total success, lionized. His book won
instant fame allover Europe. He was dead at 40. A line in Dostoyevsky's
St Petersburg notebook, written about 1862: 'Read and reread Buckle and
Moleschon!" But he was not received in the same way in all parts of
Europe. For example, the COntrast between German and English reactions
to Buckle refleclS not only different ideas about probability and deterIf.

G.F. Knapp, lecturing jUst after the defeat of France, and during the Paris Commune (18
March-28 May, 1871). Knapp set up the Leipz.ig statistical of6ce in 1867, and in 1869
became professor at Leipzig University. In his reminiscences he shows himself as having
been .uways ambiv.uent about French thought. The ambivalence is ironically displayed in
his own career. He was called to the newly German University at Strassburg. 1874, and
left when it became French again in 1918. At the end of his lecture of 29 April 1871. he
implied that one evil result of 'Buckle's Q"etdetisnulS' was the reaction that it produced,
'nihilistic rejection of the stale and its duties. and the rdeue of the individual from all
bonds of society ... which at present leads. on French soil, to the greate5t catastrophe of
our time [the Commune]'.
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minosm but also fundamentally opposed ways of understanding law,
society, and the nature of the person.
Buckle intended his book as a prologomenon to a world hiStory of
civilization. From StatiStical fatalism, so vividly illustrated by suicide, he
moved to a rigid historical determinism, in which climates and land masses
determine the course of history more than the apparent free choices of
political actors. His larger themes were discussed in their day, but it is
remarkable how his use of the statistics of suicide and crime fascinated the
reading public. The great reviews and literary magazines were deluged by
discussions of fatalism.} Buckle founded his doctrine on Quetelet, who
returned the favour. quoting him at length in Physique sooale, his 1869
rewriting of the 1835 Sur I'hommc" When John Herschel complained that
Buckle's mad fatalism was giving statistics a bad name, Quetelet was
complacent. s
The debate raged in England for more than a decade. No topic was
more intensely discussed before it faded into oblivion. A philosophical
logician like myself may find the 'last word' in John Venn's The Logic of
Cha7lce, first published in 1866. He quoted Buckle's words with which I
ended the last chapter: 'The above passage as it stands seems very absurd
and would I think, taken by itself. convey an extremely unfair impression
of the author's ability. But the views which it expresses are very prevalent,
and are probably increasing with the spread of statistical information and
study.'E.
Venn had a diagnosis of the attractions of statiStical fatalism, but
someone bitten by Statistical fatalism would not be cured by Dr Venn. He
proceeded by logic-chopping. Analyses and diStinctions were to eliminate
philosophical confusion. He could deploy a thorough set of wellarticulated distinctions between probability ideas. He is often said to have
invented one of the twO basic theories about probability. namely the
frequency account. The 'fundamental conception', he wrote. is that of a
series which 'combines individual irregularity with aggregate regularity'.'
Probability has no meaning except in connection with such a series. Any
probability must be referred to a series. The probability of an event is its
relative frequency in the series.
The chief competing view had been set forth a generation earlier by
AuguStus de Morgan: 'Probability is the feeling of the mind, not the
inherent property of a set of circumstances:" De Morgan held that
'Probability is a sort of sister science to Formal Logic.' It 'investigates the
rules according to which the amount of Our belief of one proposition varies
with the amount of our belief of other propositions with which it is
connected'." This was derived from Laplace's notion, but made plain that
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it was not a question of subjective or personal degrees of opinion, but a
logical relation between evidence and reasonable degrees of belief.
Neither Venn nor De Morgan originated their opposed ideas.· lo Each
was a careful analyst employing a sophisticated set of conceptual distinctions about probability. In Germany at the time of Buckle there was no
comparably delineated set of probability concepts. Needless to say no
such sweeping generalization is exactly true. In 1842 Fries, a Kantian,
severely criticized the 'subjective' and 'French' ideas of Laplace and his

ilk. \I
The fact that before Venn, Ellis in England (1842), and to some extent
although in different ways Cournot in France (1843) and even Fries in
Germany (1842) were going down the road to a frequency approach needs
no explaining. Theirs was an era when statistical regularities were rampant.
Despite this tendency it remains true that German thinkers had not yet
elaborated conceptual frameworks of the sort available in France and
England, something which was in part due to a great resistance to the very
idea of statistical law. We have noticed in chapter 3 the large number of
definitions of the science of statistics, so that Rumelin could catalogue 63
and then add another. In contrast, the competing distinctions betWeen
conceptions of probability made little headway among most German
writers. This is a partial explanation of the contrast berween German and
English receptions of Buckle.
In 1860 Buckle was translated into German by a young Hegelian, who
remarked that it would be wrong to read his author as a materialist: he was
only an Englishman. lz The book provoked an astounding flurry of
assaults on statistical fatalism and Queteletismus. It had gone through
seven German editions by 1901, and there was also a definitive edition in
five volumes, in English, issued by the German publishers Brockhaus in
1865.
The translation was greeted by all manner of reactions. Within a year
* As remarked in chapter 12 above, an avowed preference for objective over subjective
probabilities may begin with fourier in the 1820s. Nevenheless one favoured predecessor
for Venn as 'founder' of the frequency theory is Leslie Ellis. an almost exact contem~rary
of Buckle'S, who had an equaUy shon lifespan and who was even more grievously afflicted
b}' nervous disorders. He was a polymath who undenook the translation of Francis Bacon.
wrote about the shape of cells in the beehive, and tried to design a Chinese dictionary; he
was much admired as a mathematician at Cambridge. where he had been Senior Wrangler.
but wanted the chair of jurisprudence. He was involved in an imponant British con~
troversy about the method of least squares. involving Herschd (on the basis of the lanrr's
report on Quetdet) and others. On 14 February 1842:
For myself. after gh"ing a painful degree of anention to the point. I have been unable to
sever the judgement that one event is more likely to happen than another. or that it is to
be expected in preference to it. from the belief. that on the long run it will occur more
frequently.
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the quantitative psychologist Wilhelm Wundt, in the course of exaggerated praise of statistical thinking, damned Buckle. The man had conllated
the natural history of the human race and its (social) history.1l There was
a good deal more such shooting from the hip, but running through the
reactions there was one standard objection.
Regularities (Gesetzmassigkeiten), it was urged, are not laws (Gesetze)
nor even rules (Regeln). Yes, there are statistical regularities, but it is a
solecism to speak of statistical laws. Laws of nature are determined by
real causes, which act on individual events and necessarily produce their
effects. The myriad little French causes of Laplace or Quetelet, which
generate the statistical distributions, do not cause those distributions; so
the distributions are not laws. But only a law could constrain human
freedom.
Thus did Kant's heirs confront Quetelet. In the West the spirit of
positivism made OUt that all laws were mere regularities. A belief in
causes over and above regularities was an illegitimate residue of the metaphysical age. Hence it was quite in order to speak of statistical laws. In
the East, the shade of Konigsberg provided a philosophy that rode well
with the communitarian approach to statistics to which 1 have so often
referred.
Quetelet's supposed fatalism was not entirely unknown in Germany
before Buckle. Ernst Engel had addressed it a few years before the
History of Civilization in England, and urged the objection that was to
become routine: statistical regularities are not law. In the history of
official statistics, Engel was in a certain sense the successor of Farr. For
decades Farr, at the helm in the Registrar-General's office, set up an
organization and methods that provided a template for all nations. Engel,
whose career I have described at length elsewhere, ran the Prussian
Statistical Bureau from 1860 to 1882, and gave the world a model of a
centralized statistical bureaucracy."
He started his statistical career in his native Saxony, where in I 854 he
became head of the Saxon bureau and founder of its statistical periodicals. Pure essence of mandarin bureaucrat, he seldom restricted himself
to figures. He had visited Quetelet during his Wanderjahr, 1847, and
written about statistical determinism in 1851. He repeated the conclusions in an 1852 monograph on Saxon population trends. IS People marry,
breed and move of their own free will. Why then are there regularities?
Quetelet had used marriage rates as proof of statistical law in the domain
of morals. So Engel embarked on a discussion of free choice. A decade
later, after he had accepted the call to Berlin, he returned to the topic.
Buckle had just appeared in Germany; Engel had attended the conference
in London at which Farr and Albert had discussed fatalism. In his own
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official journal, the Prussian Bureau's monthly, he gave a bluff working
statistician's view of the free will debate. l •
Thanks to Buckle, his focus was suicide. That does not go without
saying, for suicide was not perceived as a German 'problem', even though
no nation was more suicidal than Engel's native Saxony." The first
extended German survey of European suicide rates was published only in
1864, and then as the second half of a work that elaborated statistical
fatalism. The author was Quetelet's admirer Adolph Wagner, to whom [
soon return." The first thoroughgoing official study of Prussian suicide to
be made public had to wail until 1871. It must have been encouraged by
the statistical fatalism controversy. 19
Yes, wrote Engel, it is true that 'in a given population almost the same
number of people commit suicide each year'. But that is a mere rule, for we
cannot assign a cause of precisely this effect. Hence it is not a law. But if it
is not a law of nature or of society, then it cannot impinge on freedom of
the will. For Engel, that ends the question. You are never entitled to call
something a law unless a cause is known, so you are not entitled to speak of
laws of suicide. Engel was ever an admirer of Quetelet, but to him Quetelet
was a man who, however he hedged his words, was 'at bottom, a
determinist', a man who held that in a large number of observations of
individual acts 'the law that constrains freedom manifests itself with the
most complete clarity'.2D
Now why should an administrator worry about fatalism? To answer
that, one needs to comprehend Engel's philosophy, which can hardly be
distinguished from his career. Like many of his contemporaries he was
deeply distressed by the squalor of the poor engendered by the new
German capitalism. He wrote about the horrors of the increasing throngs
of homeless, about the explosions of steam boilers, the maiming of
workers. His solution was the traditional one for eastern Europe, whether
it be Saxon or Prussian, in Pest or in Petersburg. It was the opposite of the
invisible hand, the laissez-faire Manchesterthum. The prosperous segments of society must create paternalistic institutions of self-help for the
workers. That would resolve the tensions between labour and capital.
Engel did his part by inventing savings banks, mortgage insurance and
other institutions that became pan of the standard stabilizing apparatus of
industrial democracies.
In 1871 he was a founding member of the Verein fiir Sozialpolitik, an
economic ginger group. Its members were nicknamed Kathedersozialisten,
professor-socialists. Every German statistician to be mentioned in this
chapter was a member or associate (so were most of the men of influence in
the field whom I don't mention). [n a later parliamentary debate the
minister of education took the opportunity to continue the bad joke,
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calling these men KathedeTunsozialisten - a sentiment echoed by the great
socialist leader Franz Mehring. 2I They were not socialists but preservers of
traditional order in new economic conditions. Engel and his colleagues
created the knowledge and the systems of bureaucracy that enabled
Prussia to inaugurate workmen's compensation, the old age pension and
the other trademarks of the 'social net'. Mehring remarked that reactionaries who complained about their work resembled a cancer-ridden patient
terrified of the knife, denouncing his surgeons. Mehring was not displeased, for he hoped that the disease was fatal. The less the socialprofessorial surgery, the SOoner the patient would die.
The politics of the KathedcTsozialisten differed from those of Mehring's
socialists, but they shared a presupposition, a vision of society. The state,
they argued, is not formed by individuals who collaborate in choosing the
way that they govern themselves. The state is prior. Without it there
cannot be a person. It is therefore the responsibility of the state to mould
itself and its institutions so that individuals can form themselves into good
people. The Prussian statistical bureau under Engel's guidance became a
self-conscious exponent of this holistic political philosophy.
It was, of course, not shared by every German scholar. It is instructive
that the one writer who went out of his way to agree with Queteletismus,
i.e. to accept statistical fatalism, was precisely a laissez-faire atomistic
adherent of the Manchester school. This was the economist Adolph
Wagner, whose book of 1864 achieved some notoriety." But Wagner
experienced a radical politico-economic conversion about 1870, in time to
become, with Engel, a founding member of the VCTein fUT Sozialpolitik,
the professor-socialists. By 1880 he had recanted his fatalism, or at least
concluded that his earlier advocacy was grossly exaggerated." Wagner is
thus a valuable illustration. When he subscribed to a 'Western' atomistic
and individualist vision of society, he believed in statistical law to the
extent of favouring fatalism. As his conceptions became mOre collectivist,
his enthusiasm for staustical fatalism declined.
In 1862 Engel had argued: we have statistical regularity, but notlaw,
hence no causes acting on individuals to determine suicides, hence no
constraint on free will. In 1864 Wagner argued: we have statistical
regularity and although this is not in itself a 'law', it shows that deterministic laws are at work. Hence causes are in play and hence there are
constraints On freedom.
But why, we may wonder, was Wagner so sure that regularities
diminish freedom? Surely the law of large numbers suffices to get the large
scale regularity without invoking constraints on freedom? Wagner did not
evade the issue. He held that the law of large numbers was a sham.
Statistical homogeneity cannot be derived by a mathematical trick: it can
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result only from causation. No law can apply to an ensemble unless there is
a set of (deterministic) laws applying to the individuals. Hence 'the idea of
an absolute and arbitrary will, governed neither by rules nor by law',
collapses in the face of the data furnished by moral statistics. 2'
The larger part of Wagner's book classified the suicides of Europe
according to every available scale: sex, income, current price of grain,
season, method, civil state etc. The result was a table or schedule of
autodestruction worthy of Guerry. He enjoined his readers to imagine a
land in which the constitution decrees the number of persons who will kill
themselves as per the schedule. No dictator could enforce such laws, he
wrote, but society itself does so by a causality that we do not yet grasp.
German reaction to Wagner was almost uniformly hostile. People
urged different conclusions. Wilhelm Drobisch, who had been alerted to
statistical determinism as early as 1848,2' inferred that there must be laws
peculiar to the minds of suicides and criminals.'· There was, however, a
central core to the opposition, which chiefly issued from economists who
were members of or associated with the Verein fiir Sozialpolitik. 'Law' was
the word to watch. Gustav Rumelin, running the statistical bureau in
Wiirttemberg, challenged the semantics of phrases such as 'statisticallaw'
and 'law of large numbers'. Those propositions are notlaws at all. 21 As for
the alleged regularities about suicide, Rumelin, like his colleagues in the
official bureaucracy such as Engel, was more interested in plotting changes
in relative frequencies of social deviancy than in dressing up numerals as
signs of stability.28
G.F. Knapp, author of my epigraph, provided the most satisfying
'eastern' analysis of Quetelet. 29 He rightly expressed himself in national
terms, writing of the 'German school' (in which he kindly gave pride of
place to Drobisch) against the 'French school'(which included Buckle). He
had a diagnosis and a cure leading to 'true Queteletismus'.
The diagnosis had two parts. One was obvious: Quetelet was a victim of
his education, and thought that social laws, if they existed, had to be like
laws of physics. That led to an 'astronomical conception of society', in
which the forces acting on people were like cosmic forces or gravity. But
there had to be a diagnosis of the disease that went deeper. After all,
Quetelet was the only astronomer in the crowd.
Knapp then went to the heart of the matter. Quetelet confused social
science with Anthropologie (not what, in English, we now call anthropology or ethnography, but the science of Man). That was a science of
individuals. It was atomistic. It had its place. But social science was a
science of culture, a culture in terms of which individuals had their being
and found their nature. True Queteletismus was the use of statistical
regularities as a guide to the state of a culture. It was not the case that
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individual people were constrained in their freedom by belonging to a
culture. For they had no essence, they had no atomic individualistic self to
be constrained, until they were human beings within a culture. That
historicist, holistic vision of a people. whose application to statistics was
best expressed by Knapp, is the reason that the western conception of
statistical law could gain little foothold in nineteenth-century Germany.
Knapp's characterization of Quetelet's 'astronomical conceptions of
society' reads curiously like passages from Durkheim's Suicide, where
'cosmic forces' acting on a population are invoked. It is a commonplace
that the two great schools of social science stem from Durkheim and from
Weber. Weber. precisely because his methodology was nonstatistical, is
not my topic; Durkheim is. Conservative utopian that he was, he could
not evade his immersion in western, atomistic, individualist conceptions of
a person and the world. Given the character of several generations of
French statistics, the seed that he gave the rest of the world was almost
inevitably expressed in terms of suicide statistics. Knapp's diagnosis of
Quetelet can be transferred to Durkheim. founder of statistical sociology,
whose Suicide, as we shall see, epitomizes the astronomical conception of
society.
Durkheim and Weber serve to remind us of a statisticallantistatistical
polarity. In the next two chapters we examine the antistatistical backlash. a
doubt more radical than any we have seen. In the case of sociology, both
the statisticians and the antistatisticians are alive and well today, heirs
respectively of Durkheim and Weber. Buckle's philosophy, in contrast, is
dead. But in the case of historical determinism. the poles exactly parallel to
those of Durkheim and Weber are those of Buckle and Marx. Buckle read
the statistics and purveyed a purely statistical fatalism. Marx read the
statistics of Engel orQuetelet or Farr with indifference, divining with their
aid the underlying laws of society that bind it in a totally nonstatistical
necessity .

16
The mineralogical conception of society

I applied to the observation of human societies rules analogous to
those used in th~ study of plants and minerals; in other words I

created a method that allowed me to know personally all the
nuances of peace and discord, of prosperity and suffering, which are

found in contemporary European sociery:,q

The dusty collection of numbers invited parody as soon as public statistics
were under way in the 1820s. The jokes were feeble and are best forgotten,
with one exception. Balzac's Physiology of Marriage began with meditations headed 'conjugal statistics? The first printing of 1826 had 20
octavo pages on this unpromising topic. The second and standard version
of 1829 had 62. What began as a spoof ended by making Balzac think hard.
'In 1826 the notion of conjugal statistics furnished Balzac only with an
amusing idea' writes Bardeche, /irst modern editor of the obscure printing
of 1826; 'the additions of 1829 show us that Balzac's mind had become
oriented towards very different reflections. What in 1826 had been a
matter for simple calculation, became in 1829 a general view of society, a
SOrt of panorama of the French bourgeoisie:' Statistics directed him
towards the human comedy.
The Physiology had lots of targets other than statistics. Its very title and
a chapter on hygiene made fun of Broussais's 'physiological' school of
medicine. Balzac may have had in mind .nother title (it is written in his
notes): 'the marital code, or the art of keeping one's wife faithful'. In the
end the piece was subtitled 'Eclectic philosophical meditations on conjugal
happiness and unhappiness'.' The 'meditation' headed 'conjugal statistics'
noted how in the past 20 years the bureaux have determined the number of
hectares of forests and meadows in the country, and the number of kilos of
beef, of litres of wine, of eggs and apples consumed in Paris. It can tell us
'how many armed men, how many spies, how many employees, how
many students; but as to virtuous women? - Nothing.'
OIl

Frederic Le Pb.y. summing up his lifc's work. 1829-79, in a series of monographs about the
<domestic life and the moral condition of the working populations of Europe',
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Balzac set out to deduce the number of virtuous women. The tone of
this sophomorish and, as we would now say, chauvinist parody modulated
over the next couple of years. As income, wealth and possessions were
'introduced into the statistics, it furnishes new classifications ... the
"honest woman" and the man <omme il faut which in 1826 are only
abstractions, are [in 1829J designated by perfectly dear characteristics'. In
1826 the honest woman 'has a carriage, that is all. In 1829, one specifies the
income of her husband, the level of his education, the location of his
lodgings, his station and style of life.'s
This increasingly precise classifying of people mirrored the official
statistics of the day. The years 1826-9 exemplify a shift in that era of
enthusiasm from mere counting to increasingly minute classifications of
the people counted. Balzac was familiar with this. His father had been
fascinated with the Malthusian debate, and made statistical reformers such
as Benoiston de Chateauneuf known to his son, who in turn put them into
the 1829 Physiology.
Bardeche implies that attention to the published statistics set Balzac on
the road to the Comedie humaine. That overstates the case, but it is true
that Balzac, for all his mockery, was leaving simplistic satire, and moving
to the conviction that governed his genius: society is divided into genres of
people juSt as distinct as the species of zoology. There is a tidy before-andafter picture, that is, before his life's work had been properly commenced,
and after it was almost completed. It can be nicely framed by two
sentences.
In 1829, in a passage added to the meditation on 'conjugal statistics':
'The naturalists think of man only as a unique species in the order Biman
established by Dum.ril in his analytic Zoology; if for the naturalists, there
exist no other species than those that are introduced by the influence of
climate, which have furnished the nomenclature of fifteen species ... the
physiologist must also have the right to establish the genuses and subgenuses according to ceruin degrees of intelligence and certain moral and
pecuniary conditions of existence'."
More succinctly in 1842, in the preface to the Comedie humaine, 'There
exist at all times certain social species just as there are zoological species'.
And why cannot the student of humanity put all the species inlo one
volume, as Buffon did for zoology? The answer, in a word, is particularity,
an answer thaI occupied Balzac for 20 volumes.
The comparison 10 zoology was added to the Physiology between 1826
and 1829. One may then advance a thesis about one surprising influence of
lale 1820s number fetishism, with its increasingly fine classifications
published in the burgeoning labulations of the various bureaucracies. It
suggested to Balzac, in specific detail, the idea of a sequence of mono-
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graphs portraying, in the form of the novel, every type of the French
bourgeoisie, classified according to region, status, wealth and occupation,
and constituting an ambivalent combination of satire, observation and
story-telling.
How true is that thesis to Balzac? We need not stay for an answer. What
is true is that the idea suggested itself to many of his contemporaries and
juniors. The panoramic novel of the types of humanity was, if not
invented, confirmed. And there is more than one type of author: for
example Frederic Le Play, the mining engineer from whom I take my
epigraph. A man no less ambitious than Balzac, his vision of his life's work
was formed exactly when Balzac's was. He dated it 1829. Like Balzac's
Comedie humaine it started with the idea of classifying the v.rious types
of humanity, sorted first according to their conjugal situation, their
families, and then .ccording to their loc.tion, their work, .nd .bove all the
domestic budget. It was directed not at the prospering classes of France
but at the labourers of Europe. It was cast not in the form of novella but as
quantitative studies of individual household expenses. It was numerical
but, like Balzac's masterpiece, antistatistical. It did not study Quetelet's
averages but used representative individuals to display the chief features of
their type, as • rock or p13nt might serve the n.tunl historian as a
paradigm.
Le Play portrayed nomads in the Urals and cutlers in Sheffield, Swedish
smiths and tenant farmers in C.stille - with Moroccan carpenters and
villagers in (modem-day) Syria thrown in for good measure.' The family,
Le Play held, is the basis of every society, and hence is the proper focus of
social science. We must proceed not by averaging families but by studying
the family of this typesetter (Brussels) or that weaver (Godesberg).
Le Play did not systematically publish his results until 1855, when he
put 36 families on view (he h.d many more in storage). He called the whole
method one of writing monographies. These studies are different in kind
from any statistical work that I have hitherto described. Yet they were
numerical. How? The core of e.ch monogr.ph w.s • household budget, be
it that of a Basque fisherman or of a master bleacher in the Clichy suburb
of Paris. Every item of a year's income in cash and kind was faithfully
recorded. Likewise each sort of annual expense was tabulated, not just rent
and food, but candles .nd c.bbages.
Like many other books to which I have referred, Le Play's Ouvriers
europeens won the Montyon prize. The reporters, among whom was
Bienayme, encouraged the author to publish additional monographs,
noting that he said he had data on some 300 more families in reserve. The
I.rge, elegant and expensive volume was soon exhausted. 'We recommend
a new popular edition [a petit format et sans luxe1that would put at the
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disposal of all its purchasers a work oi statistics that touches on such
numerous and wide interem" Only in 1878 did Le Play complete an
extended version, containing the original 36 monographs and 21 new ones.
The prize was awarded in 1856, the year of publication of Lisle's S"icide
(see pp. 71,78 above), which had won the Montyon prize in 1848. Today
we pause before recognizing both books as works oi 'statistics' but the
reporters of the day had no such difficulty. I shall however be anachronistic, and refer to the numerical work of Lisle or Quetelet or whomever as
statistical, and contrast it with Le Play's method of representative monographs.
Le Play was a mining engineer. The School of Mines in Paris demanded
an extended field trip, undertaken in the Hartz mines by Le Play and a
comrade at the school. <9 The Hartz silver mines have prompted more
philosophy than any others: there Leibniz acted as technical ad"iscr, and
Montcsquieu used them as a model for the organization of labour. 10 It was
there that Le Play formed the project of interviewing the family of a
working man. The Hartz mountains served for his first and most fondly
remembered monograph. That was in 1829. In 1830 he was severely
injured in an explosion, and could not usc his hands for a year. It was a year
of revolution which turned Le Play into a traditionalis!. Much later he said
that it filled him with a patriotic desire to work for reform and stability,
but his immediate reaction, while still unable to do much physical work,
was to restart the publication of the Annale, dc, mine" suspended in 1830,
and to commence a new periodical, Stati,tiq"e de ['ind"5Irie minerale. He
assumed charge of the statistical department of the central administration
of mines. Le Play was nOt 'antistatistical' thus far: he was one more
boulder in the cascading avalanche of printed numbers."
In 1840 he produced a small brochure on the uses of statistics. Statistics
is 'the observation and coordination of iacts that interest the social body
from the point of view of government ... Politics must unceasingly use
statistics as the means by which to regulate its administrative activities. ·to!
Le Play was being a good functionary. The pamphlet was chieAy a plea ior
a central French statistical office (granted only in 1885). Quetelet had been
urging that every nation should establish such a master bureau. but Le Play
never referred to Quetelet nor any other statistician. The experience in the
Hartz mountains had been indelible. Statistics furnishes data for routine
,~

Energetic young men. They ha.d five t~sks: (I) study of the mines Jnd working

en\·ironmcnt. with reports on the authorities••nd nliners' fawilies; (1) cx<ursions in the
immediate \'icinit)' of the mines; (3) geological exploration; (4) more general ')tud~' of
particular localities; (5) quick trips to form a summary knowledge of the rc,~~ion. Except
when they travelled with a native, all tu\'el was cros.s-country. on foot. u~ing a map and
comp:ass.ln the 200 days the two young men w.lked 6,800 km. On the 20 l.bys dedicated to
quick trips. they did 60 km .t d.ty. Is it possible to walk 60 km .t d.t>, ,ross·country in the
Hartz mountains?
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administration, but to understand society, look lO representative indi·
viduals, not average men, mere husks of reality.
He never wrote of a conversion away from the statistical practices of his
contemporaries. He vacated them. The word 'sti1tistics' is not among a

careful list of definitions of 'the 300 words that constitute the language
proper to the science of society'." As for the 'science of society' itself:
'The name "social science" is novel, but the thing itself is ancient ... it

teaches men the art of being happy.''' In an odd way Le Play was in the
tradition of Sir John Sindair, whose ministers had described the nuances of
each parish in order that he might determine the quantum of happiness.
Le Play saw himself as Comte's true hcir. But Comte, he added, had
made one egregious error, a consequence of being under the sway of
Condorcet and hence of revolution. Comte had foreseen knowledge and
ci\'ilization passing into a phase of positive science, in which the meta·
physical and theological ideas disappeared. Comte had succumbed to the
fundamental error of modernity. Without doubt the new physics and
chemistry had replaced that of Aristotle. It does nOt follow that newfangled moral science should replace the Ten Commandments: to assimilate moral to natural science 'is the first among the errors of our epoch.";
We suffer, he wrote, from twO aberrations, 'the false dogmas of science
and labour'. 'According to the first of these aberrations, experimental
sciences ... are called in to destroy the fundamentals of the moral order.
These pretended savants ... methodically dass man with the animals ...
use anatomy and physiology ... but ignore morality.'16
Le Play had a much more radical vision of French degeneracy than the
utilitarian statisticians. We have seen how French writers were obsessed by
the dedining birth rate, and connected this with deviancy, be it madness,
vagrancy, crime, drunkenness, prostitution or suicide. Le Play put his
finger on vice, not deviancy: the wickedness and corruption of the ruling
dasses. The decay of France had begun with the luxury of the Sun King.
The court of Louis XIV, holding the Ten Commandments in contempt,
had begun a cyde of cynicism whose inevitable upshot was the sequence of
revolutions and rebellions that had destroyed the fibre of the nation. A
parallel and collaborating cause was (what he took to be) the French
system of inheritance, in which property was divided among all the male
children. This weakened families and encouraged a low birth rate, said he.
France had once been fecund and able to send emigrams to Canada, but
'the compulsory division of inheritance destroyed the stem-family which
sent out OUf ancient emigrants, whilst it has doomed our race to sterility' ,17
Le Play respected what he called the patriarchal family, in which all
property resided in the male leader of the dan, and was passed on to a next
male leader. But that, he recognized, suited only earlier forms of social
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organization such as those he found in Bulgaria or across the Urals. His
repons on non-European families in North Africa and the Near East were
fostered by a curiosity about patriarchy.
What he admired in Europe was the stem-family, the famille-souche (a
word patterned after the German Stammfamilie). The property was kept
intact, passed from senior son or chosen child to senior son or chosen
child, while the other children, supported by defined pecuniary inheritances or dowries, were put forth in the world to try to make a new fortune.
All other types of family were called unstable, meaning that each generation of children established new families. Unstable families were divided
into shaky (tibranlties) and disorganized (dtisorganisties). Every reponed
family of the Rhine, Belgium or England was unstable; so too were all
those of France except in Brittany or the Midi, where the stem-family was
still maintained.
Le Play saw his work as manifestly political. In addition to founding a
society for me elaboration of his method, which by 1878 had produced ten
volumes of collective monographs, he himself had published numerous
tracts.'· The earlier among these found favour with Napoleon III at his
most autocratic. The titles show why." Germany and England were held
up as models. The Hartz mountains had been chosen for his youthful field
trip because he had read a book of 1814 by an Englishman who said that
the future lay in northern Germany. Despair caused by me revolutions in
France reinforced admiration of the British system, and then, from a
distance, of the American.•20
He was not keen on stating a set of explicit rules for his method. Do it!
Follow examples." He had chapters on method but these always turned at
once from practical instructions to generalization and moralizing. We are
concerned with 'places, people, subsistence and societies. These grand
phenomena of nature and of me social life, observed without preconceived
ideas, interpreted without bias have been for me the true origins of the
method.''' Anthony Oberschall says that Le Play's monographs were
'based on panicipant observation'.v The interviews were indeed conducted alter Le Play had been some time in a community, usually on
government business, but his observations were more a matter of partici'" But he: feared that a spirit of scepticism and lack of respect for the decalogue were:
increasing in England and America. The civilized world had a last hope: British North
America, and in particular Lower Canada. Quebec had the best of all worlds: it had a
British constitution and the traditions of France before they had been sullied by Louis
XIV, and it was unpolluted by revolution. The ancient system of inheritance was
preserved. 'Thanks to the severity of the climate, the absence of great wealth and to the
distance from great commercial highways which have aided in preserving iu faith and
public peace beuer than they have ever before been maintained under the regimes of
constraint of antiquity orof the middle ages', there was on earth one society that lived up to
Le Play's standards.
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pating in the power struCture. Le Play determined from the foremen,
manufacturers, school teachers, clerics or chiefs of the district which was
the most representative family that would collaborate with him. To say
this is not to denigrate his method, only to avoid anachronism.
The monographs were divided into three, with the household budgets
as the core. The first part was a thorough aCCOunt of the location and
practices of the family in its site (history, rank, religion, health habits,
clothing, dwelling, recreation, together with the state of manufacture and
agriculture in the region). The third part contained social and moral
reflections on the immediate causes of the condition of the family as
reported. In the middle was the monographie proper, namely the description of the family summed up in its domestic budget." These budgets
remain extraordinary documents, full of surprises for the browser, and
rich in fact for the interested historian, demographer or student of classes
and populations. But are they science? Aren't they just anecdote, dominated by Le Play's peculiar political obsessions and utopian fantasies? He
thought nOt. After 1856, when his work became known, when for a few
years Napoleon III was to some extent his patron, and when he had
founded a society to propagate his method, 'The chances of error
emanating from preconceived ideas were fended off more than ever by the
intervention and the control of numerous collaborators.''' The most
important heir to the monographic method was Emile Cheysson. who
carried it on until the end of the century. 26 It is possible to see Le Playas
the preeminent figure in an influential antistatistical movement.>' He is
more truly represented as a man whom Napoleon III made conseiller
d'etat, in short, a convenient toy for the forces of reaction, soon to be
consigned to the faded toybox of history's nursery. Or should we, as
Lorraine Daston has cautiously suggested to me, see Weber's theory of
ideal types as the true successor to Le Play's method of monographs?
Le Play left us a legacy less speculative than that. The idea of using the
household budget was powerful in itself. As always with the Comtian
antistatistical tradition to which Le Play was heir, it was the sratisticians
who preempted it. The budget is the source of today's technology of cost
of living indices and the like. The line of filiation back to Le Play is plain. It
passes through Ernst Engel. I've used the director of the Prussian
statistical office as a foil against the French statisticians, to effect an
East/West contrast. But here he has another role. Le Play was no 'western'
statistician in the mould of Quetelet. Engel, like Le Play, admired the
authoritarian second empire and the quaint plans for industrial peace
encouraged by Napoleon 11I. 28 He picked up from Le Play the idea of
using household budgets. And simultaneous with Le Play's first collection
of monographs about European workers, Ducpetiaux had produced some
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household budgets which he discussed at the International Statistical
Congress in Paris, 1855. Engel was there.
Le Play thought that the annual schedule 01 incomings and outgoings
provided a summary account 01 the lile of a family, representative 01 the
manner and quality of lile in a region. Engel argued at once, in 1857, that a
statistical average 01 household budgets would be a lundamentaltool 01
economics, since it could be used as an objective measure 01 the prosperity
01 a class or 01 a nation. This would require rigorous classification 01 kinds
01 expense that can be used lor cross-culrural comparison: Le Play's
impressionistic monographs do not lend themselves to the right kind 01
quantitative analysis (Engel implied).
What is consumption? What is production? Engel laughed at those who
say that only the production 01 material goods counts as production. For
that would mean that the barber is not a producer, but becomes one when
he makes a wig out 01 your hair. Engel was on to the concept 01 a service
industry. All cultural contributors, teachers and preachers, must count as
producers. Likewise consumption must cover spiritual goods as well as
material ones. A lootball match is a material production, because, lor the
players, it counts, like a spa, as health care. A night at the opera is cultural
consumption and a morning at church is ethical consumption.'"
Engel proposed that the proportion of outgoings spent on lood, other
things being equal, is the best measure 01 the material standard 01 living 01
a population. For interculrural comparison of subsistence we need a
standard unit 01 'consumption need'. It would be like the ohm, the amp or
the volt 01 electricity. Just as those units were named after great men, let us
call the standard unit 01 subsistence the 'quet'. * The point was to provide a
way to compare the proportion 01 expenses dedicated to subsistence.
Engel moved along to his last work, a comparison 01 Belgian prosperity
over 40 years. We have lorgotten quets, but our contemporary terminology had arrived: cost of living (lebenskosten), lor example, has a central
place in Engel's text.
A law has been named after Engel in the light of this work. Engel's law
states that 'the poorer the individual, the family or a people, the greater
must be the percentage of the income needed for the maintenance 01
physical sustenance, and of this a greater proportion must be allowed lor
food'. It is odd to find this as a law, since Engel had used the proportion of
outgoings on food as the measure of material standard 01 living. To the
innocent Engel's law looks like a tautology. Perhaps that is as it should be,
• Assumptions: males past the age of 25 have equalsubsisteoce needs, as do females past 20.
Define the subsistence needs of an infant as 1quet. For immature people of age n, the need
shall be (l + fa). So the needs of an adult male arc 3.5 qucts, and those of a female arc )
quets. (Farr. noted Engel. had suggested a smaller discrepancy between the needs of males
and females. M.)
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given Engel's own scepticism about the very concept of statistical laws.
Anything that did get called a law would be the consequence of a
definition, not an inductive regularity.
Engel's law was picked up in the United States as early as 1875, and
given a little content: 'An increasing income among the workers is
associated with the following types of distribution of expenditures. (a) The
proportion of expenditure for food becomes less. (b) The proportion of
expenditure for clothing stays the same. (c) The proportion of expenditure
for rent, fuel, and light stays the same. (d) The proportion of expenditure
for sundries increases."o Engel's law has remained part of the American
statistical technology, a (001 about whieh one does nOt think. One
should."
Le Play's household budgets were descriptions of individual families
that were representative of the workers of a region. They say a lot about
how the family lived, its needs, its pleasures, its possibilities. Le Play
thought that he could deduce from the budget the state of the family and
its prospects. Engel's budgets were something entirely different. They
were measures of populations, not of 'social species' in the style of Balzac
or Le Play.
The taming of chance seems irresistible. Let a man propose an antistatistieal idea to rellect individualiry and to resist the probabilification of the
universe; the next generation effortlessly coopts it so that it becomes part
of the standard statistical machinery of information and control. But could
not a more articulate. wilder, euphoric backlash preserve some of the
ancient freedoms of chance?

17
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Paw, 16 May 1861
Magis: Statistics, madam, is a modern and positive science. It sheds
light on the most obscure (acts. Thus lately. thanks to laborious
research, we ha\'c come to know the exact number of widows who
crossed the Pont Ncuf in the course of the year 1860.

Horace (rising): Ah, bah.
Desambois: Th.n's prodigious. And how nuny?
Magis: Thirteen thousand four hundred and ninet), eight ... and
one doubtful.';l

The self-important statisticians with their ponderous tables were ligures of
fun. Thus Celestine Magis, secretary of the Statistical Society of Vierwn.
A little later, in a play that ran at the Palais Royal, a statistician tried to lind
the number of married people per kilometre in his departement. Result:
1M married men, and 17t married women.' Bad jokes abounded. We have
seen that Balzac, in the era of enthusiasm for statistics, came to take them
seriously. What began as a parody, the 'conjugal statistics' of The
Physiology of Marriage, became a reflection on the very nature of
classifying human beings. That was 1829, An era of optimism about the
possible uses of statistics ended in 1848, prompting many kinds of
backlash.
One was political. The statisticians were typically advocates of liberal
utilitarian reform, People who had no truck with their philosophy, or with
its pretensions to resolving current social issues, held them in contempt
slightly mingled with fear, The numbers, to use Poisson's prescient words,
,f

Lt·s \'tt,4<'tles au C:,plMmc TIC, by Eugene labIChe and Edouard M;mm. opening at the
V:ludevillt! Thutre. HOrJU sa)'S of the s,t3ttsttcian. 'That's not J. moln, thac's a tirade:.'
Des.ambois to LUClllc, daughter of Mme de Guy: 'He: hn published.t work ... printed.'
Magis: 'I would not dare: take: the: liberty. but, since you allow me, I will be happy to bring
you my slim \'o)ume, Monographte de Sl4uszique comparee.' M.tgis. .a)so informs his
audience. on another occ.uion: 'In seven minutes twelve weevils in .t hectolme of wheat
produ,c 75,000 indivldu.als, of whlch each c.tn dcvour three grains a year, hence 22S,000
grains in all.' Horace:' And havc you found oUt hoVo' to destroy your weevils?' Magis: 'Oh.
tn.u's none of my business.'
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did strip human beings of their indi\'iduality, The utilitarians, seemingly so
concerned with the welfare of humanity, became, like Dickens's Gradgrind, indifferent to people. Ephemera such as Captain Tic spoke for a less
reflective version of this resentment,
The body of conservative opinion in London, Paris and ,he provinces
was hos,ile to argument based solely on sta,istical da,a. This did no,
prevent grudging recogni,ion of a need for bureaucracies such as the Board
of Trade or the office of ,he Registrar-General of England and Wales. A
grea, many of the British 'Blue Books' - parliamen,ary papers - were
compilations of statistical data, In the French system, the statistical
departments of ministries such as justice, mines and education were
insa,iable, Na,ional vainglory helped. If Sweden had better health sta,is,ics, or the Austro-Hungarian Empire better railway statistics, ,hen
everyone else had to follow suit. Administrators lOok pride in their public
numbers. Their reams of tables showed that a job was being done, one ,hat
required a larger staff,
Statistics became integral to political debate, but there were a good
many influential poten,ial consumers of numbers who seldom really
wanted them as a basis for action. Whether or not Disraeli actually said,
'There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and slatistics', ,he story
that he did so conveys a real truth.' Here I deliberately speak of the
sta,isticians in or under the sway of Paris and London, where the
inclinations of the enumerators wete to find laws underlying lhe numbers,
social laws that would then be used as bases for legislation. Prussian
sta,isticians had no illusions lhat they were revealing laws, and the
relationship of the Prussian statistical office to centres of power was
different from that in the West. One does nO' find claimed for Bismarck an
aphorism like that attributed to Disraeli.
A second type of backlash was more philosophical. We know Comte
was bitter about probability theory. People were enthusiastic only because
they lacked 'philosophical discipline':
Thr: irrational appro"'al given to the so-called Cakulus of Chances is enough to
convince all men of sense how injurious to science has been [his absence of control.
Strange indeed wOl~ld he the d<'gtmer:1.1ton If the scietH:e of Calculation. the field ;n
which thr fUl1damental dogma of the invariability of Lau.: first look its rise, were it
to end its long COl,rst? of progress in spull/alio11S that im"'oh,,,c the hypotbeses of the
emire absence of Lau:."

Strange indeed! I have added emphasis to Comte's statement for ,ha, is
precisely ,he wonder of the ,aming of chance, that indeterminism should
be brought into the world on the back of calculation, originally created to
handle the deterministic. Comte was almost fully apprised of what was
going on, Indeterminism was barely conceived when he wrote, but he,
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who loathed the very thought, foresaw its future empire. He saw also that
the new indeterminism would not be, as he put it, 'brought back to the
ancient hypothesis of arbitrary wills'. It was something new, and worse.
Comte was unspeakably bitter. 'The idlest discussions of mediaeval
schoolmen' he continued. 'contain probably nothing so hollow, or indeed
so absurd. as the accepted notions of the modem algebraislS upon the
measurement of probabilities, nay of expectations.' Yet one phrase of his
prophetic cry of dismay unpacks the riddle: 'the hypothesis of the entire
absence of law'. For that was not. in the end. to be the hypothesis. Instead
there was the hypothesis of a new kind of law. It was statistical laws that
installed indeterminism. but Comte was as opposed to the statistical
conception of society as he was to the calculus of chances.
Comte is the most ironic figure in my entire Story, because he
understood what was happening better than anyone, and detested it. He
flung fonh names. such as 'social physics' and then 'sociology' itself. They
were picked up by his statistical enemies and made their own. just as
'positivism' bizarrely became the name for antihistoricism in philosophy.
Here was the man who named his school positivist and invented the word,
the man who denied any metaphysical underpinning for our idea of laws of
nature because there are only universal regularities. Yet (like Hume before
him) he was completely convinced. without reason. that the understructure of the world had to be described in terms of universally applicable
laws. Statistical regularities collected by the number fetishislS were contemptible. The mathematics of the probabilists were 'childish speculations
and erroneous principles'. Alas poor 'sociology'! Before the end of the
century. in France at any rate, a pretty standard course in sociology would
begin with words like these:
It is above aU with statistics that we shall try to nourish our studies. True eloquence
in sociology is the eloquence of figures. By statistics sociology can foresee and

forecast: the law of large numbers gives them an almost infallible character. Do not
fear that such confidence in the results of statistics is an implicit negation of free

will, for whoever says libeny says reason, just the opposite of caprice and
arbitrari ness. ~

That was published in a journal dedicated to 'criminal anthropology' and
to 'normal and pathological psychology'. Criminal anthropology will
recur in chapter 20, and in chapter 19 we shall continue the Comt;an irony
with 'normal'. We owe to Comte the transfer of the ideas of the normal
and the pathological from physiology to society. Yet his intention was
always that of the physiologists, to speak of the normal individual and the
deviations from the norm that we call ill-health. By transference. he wrote
of the individual society as normal or penurbed. He never thought of the
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nonnal as a statistical concept at all, and yet it came to denote the premier
statistical idea of the late nineteenth century.
Physiology itself did generate a third kind of statistical backlash, well
described by Georges Canguilhem, William Coleman and others.' Its
most distinguished spokesman was Claude Bernard, the founder of
experimental physiology. The physician's task, he said, is to detennine
exactly what causes disease, and what Cures it. The statistician may report
that 80 per cent of the victims treated in a certain way will recover, but the
patient wants to know, 'WillI survive?' Only a fully detenninistic science
of medicine can answer. Bernard's experiments were directed at the
tissues, organs or secretions of this or that individual. This was not to
preclude generalization, for when the conditions that caused the failure of
one panicular pancreas were fully understood, we would see how they
would destroy any other pancreas. We would know why they were lethal,
and would envisage steps towards intervention, prevention and cure. In
contrast, what could a mere average teach us? The case was put graphically
at a time when the chemical analysis of urine \\'as a significant tool for the
physiologist and even the physician. If the statistician wants to know
about average European urine, sneered the physiologists, let him go to the
lavatories of a Paris railroad station.
Bernard was fully in the tradition of Bichat; he was a more sophisticated
(and more agreeable) Broussais; he was a man well versed in his Comte,
although not free of ambivalence. He was antistatistical because of his faith
in the possibiliry of finding out the deterministic causes of disease. He
studied individuals in the clinics and the laboratory, rather than populations in hospitals or provinces, for only in the material flesh and blood
and pus and urine could he investigate causality. Certainly the individual
patients and excretions that he examined and treated were representative of
the race and its diseases, but that was a straightforward consequence of the
uniformity of nature.
The physiologist and the mineralogist turned sociologist - Bernard and
Le Play - arc two representatives of the same antagonism to statistics. Both
complained that it abstracts from reality, leaving meaningless averages. We
don't want averages; we want individuals, representative individuaJs.

From the rich and full study of a carefully chosen individual case we can
learn far mOre about the class that it represents than we can derive from
mechanical tabulations of facts about the masses. Down with the numbercrunchers! But this slogan did not mean down with numbers. Le Play's
budgets were unalloyed numerals; Bernard's experiments were pure
measurement.

Dickens and Disraeli, ComIC and Bernard, Labiche and Le Play: each in
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his own way was angry at the statisticians. A fourth and far more radical
type of backlash denounced the statistician as producing a science of
human beings that eliminates their humanity. Dostoyevsky's 'Underground Man' jeered at the utilitarians who 'deduce the whole range of
human satisfactions as averages from statistical figures and scientificoeconomic formulas'.' He mocked 'The Palace of Crystal, eternally inviolate' which the nineteenth century would erect, not just at the Great
Exhibition of 1851, but, metaphorically, over everything. s 'There's our
nineteenth century - and it was Buckle's century too,'9 Two years before
publishing the Notes from Underground, we recall, Dostoyevsky enjoined
himself to read and reread Buckle. Dostoyevsky's notebook for 1864 (the
year the Notes were published) shows that he took seriously, if sceptically,
Buckle's contention that the course of human life is determined towards
statistical stability by such overarching causes as c1imate. lo He wanted to
know what would change the overall condition of his fellows, and hence
their collective behaviour. But it is the next move, made by his interlocutor, that repelled him: 'since all volition and all reasoning may be
tabulated, because the laws of our so-called free will may indeed be
discovered, it follows, quite seriously, that some sort of table may be
drawn up and that we shall exercise our wills in accordance to that table'. II
Reply:
But there is one very puzzling thing: how does it Come about that all the
statisticians and expcns and lovers of humanity I when they enumerate the good

things of lile, always omit one particular one?
One's own free md unfettered volition, one's own caprice. however wild, one's
own fancy, inflamed sometimes to the point of madness - that is the best and
greatest good, which is never taken into consideration because it will not fit any
classification, and the omission of ~·hjch always sends all systems and theories to

the devil."
This cry for untrammelled freedom was not a demand for absolute
lawlessness. Dostoyevsky's revulsion against the utilitarians was part of a
greater angst than that which prompted Dickens's loathing. He was
steadfast in preaching not just freedom, but also caprice. It was as if the
utilitarians and statisticians had stolen words such as 'freedom' and
'chance' for their idle debates on statistical fatalism. Dostoyevsky virtually
said: Let them abscond with those great ideas: we shall always have
caprice. They'll not dare to steal that!
That leads on to a fifth type of backlash: the invention, or at any rate
restoration, of pure chance. I chose my tide, The Taming of Chance,
because of the way in which the nineteenth century captured chances
within a structure of statistical law. That result had not been fully achieved
by 1860. Quctelct's extraordinary hypothesis about the law of errors -that
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it is the standard curve for the physical and moral auributes of people was a foisting of law on to humanity and free choice. But it was
conceptually bolSlered by the fiction of myriad underlying determiniSlic
causes giving rise to a Normal distribution.
Thus slalistical laws in the hands of Quetelet were on the road to
autonomy, but they had not arrived. Only laler would they be trealed like
laws in their own right, with no need of subservience to minUle necessilating causes. I describe thal further erosion of determinism in chapters 21
and 23. People and the world became not less governed but more
comrolled, for a new kind of law Came imo play. Thal is why [ speak of
chance being lamed.
Well before these evems were comple<ed, an opposite idea of chance
came imo circulalion. Thal was the ultimale backlash, a sort of slatiSlical
nihilism. The anciem and divine prerogalives of pUTe chance must be
restored! The well organized and ralional God of the Enlightenmem had
been invoked by eighteemh-cemury NewlOnians in England to explain
slatisncal slability, but there lingered the spark of older and more fickle
gods who relished pure chance, the very stuff thal the enlightened Hume
had said is a word thal signifies nothing. Thal spark was rekindled by
Romamicism, and was fanned by Nietzsche.
The poet Novalis had wrillen in 1797 thal chance manifeslS the
miraculous. The individual is 'individualized by one single chance evem
alone, thal is, his birth.''' In ZaralhuslTa this idea blazed forth in a famous
blessing:
To stand over every single thing as its own round roof. its azure bell . .. Over all
things stand the heaven accident, the heaven innocence, the heaven chance, [he

heaven prankishness.

'By chanco' -that is the most ancient nobility of the world, and this 1restored to
all things: 1 delivered them from their bondage under purpose."
Heaven is turned in to a 'dance floor for divine accidenlS', 'a divine lable
for divine dice and dice players'. How then did rationality arrive in the
world? '[rralionally, as might be expected: by a chance accidem.'lS There
are a number of importam ways in which Nietzsche and Peirce were the
two great complememary philosophers of the end of the nineteenth
century. Their conception of chance and crealion and necessity was
curiously similar. Both believed thal our world, which others find orderly,
is a product of chance. Neither thought thal the presence of law in the
universe makes it any the less chancy.
Gilles Deleuze has a succinct summary of one of Nietzsche's thoughlS
here. The dice of crealion 'thrown once are the affirmation of chance, the
combinalion which they form on falling is the affinnalion of necessity . ..
Whal Nietzsche calls necessity (destiny) is thus never the abolition but
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rather the combination of chance itself.'·' There are all sorts of plays here.
Chance, Nietszche asserted, makes sense only when we have a concept of
purpose. But we get this idea of purpose and reason in part from being in
what looks like an orderly world. Those who know that the universe is a
matter of blind chance are untroubled by simulacra of purpose. 'Those
iron hands of necessity that shake the dice box of chance play this game for
an infinite length of time: so that there have to be throws which exactly
resemble purposiveness and rationality of every degree.'·'
Nietzsche grasped the most difficult philosophical lesson about chance
to which we have thus far been exposed. Necessity and chance are
twinned, and neither can exist without the other. Neither explains the
other, no more than heads explains tails.
The bad player is the one who tries to calculate and play with the odds,
as if his game, his life, were one of a large number of games. To do so is at
best to succumb to another necessity, the necessity of the law of large
numbers. The good player does not fool himself, and accepts that there is
exactly one chance, which produces by chance the necessity and even the
purpose that he experiences. Not even a long run of universes would annul
the chance that brought into being our world, and only the false
consciousness of a bad gambler could make it seem otherwise.
Where Nietzsche wrote that 'there have to be throws which exactly
resemble purposiveness and rationality of every degree' he may sound like
some who object to the argument from design for the existence of God.
They say: if the universe is sufficiently ancient, then by chance the
partides that make it up would have arranged themselves in the orderly
way that we see at present. There would be no need for a creator to plan
things this way. Hence the best explanation of what Hume called 'the fine
adjustment of means to ends', or of what modem cosmologists call the
'fine-tuning' of the universe, is that we live in a very old universe - or in
one member of a long sequence of successive universes. We should infer to
the best explanation: our universe is ancient, or one of many, in which case
the regularities found in our world are not so surprising after all. ! believe
that this inference is fallacious. All we can say is that either an extremely
improbable event has occurred (our finely-tuned universe came into
being) or ours is a designed universe. If you don't like the hypothesis of
divine design, then opt for pure inexplicable chance. To reason otherwise
is to commit what! have named the 'inverse gambler's fallacy'.·' It is also
to have what Nietzsche would have dismissed as false consciousness in
matters of chance and necessity. Nietzsche did not infer that we live in an
ancient, chancy universe. He experienced it. It was for him a given, just as
for Peirce, in my epigraph to chapter 23, 'chance pours in at every avenue
of sense'.
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Nietzsche's reflections on chance had an ambivalence worthy of the
subject. He enjoyed what he called 'the empire of chance', one of the two
realms in which we dwell, the other being that of purpose." He also called
chance crassly stupid. He was obsessed by twO enemies, sanity and
insanity. 'Not only the reason of millennia, but their madness too, breaks
out in us. It is dangerous to be an heir. Still we fight step by step with the
giant, chance, and over the whole of humanity there has ruled, thus far,
only non-sense, un-sense.'20 But this very chance is also the pushing apan
of creativity.21 [ see Nietzsche not as gelling away from necessity but as
seeing always that chance and necessity are inextricable: the deepest lesson
of the taming of chance.
The lesson has been played out again and again by unwitting aclOrs.
Think of Paul Eluard, king of Dada. composing and publishing poems that
consist simply of words, first written on slips of paper, and then drawn
from a hat. We've really escaped necessity here. publishing purely random
words! Yet in exactly the same decade L.J.c. Tippell first collected and
finally published tables of random sampling numbers under the auspices of
Karl Pearson's journal, Biometrika. 22 These were systematically random
numbers, taken from the digits of dates of births and deaths in parish
registers. These cradle and tombstone digits of pure chance were intended
to increase the efficacy of data analysis, to bring order into chaos, to derive
finn bounds for any error that might be produced by chance fluctuations.
Dada and Biometrika: two sides, we might say, of the same coin.

18
Cassirer's thesis

Leipzig, /4 Augul/ /872 A mind which knew for. gi"en "cry
small period of time the position. direction and velocity of all the
atoms in the universe. would be able ... by an appropriate
treatment of its world-formula, to tell us who was the Iron Mask,
or how the 'President' came to grief. As the astronomer predicts the
day on which, after man)' years, a comet again appears in the vault

of heaven from the depths of space. so this 'mind' would read in its
equations the da)' when the Greek cross will glitter from the
mosque of Sofi., or when Engl.nd will burn her I.st lump of co.I.,'1

In the light of so trenchant a statement of the doctrine of necessity can we
seriously speak of the erosion of determinism by 1872? Ernst Cassirer
raised a more unexpected question. He lOok the above passage as evidence
of lhe invention of determinism! He acknowledged lhe all-IOO wellknown deterministic aphorisms of Laplace but said that in their day such
words were 'hardly more than an ingenious metaphor':
The idea that the metaphor should be endowed with a wider meaning and validity.
that it should be the expression of a general epistemologi,al principle, occurred in a
much later period. and its date can be established quite definitcly.2

Namely 1872. the occasion of the speech by Du Bois-Reymond. Why
should Cassirer say that is when determinism began? A feeble answer:
there are many kinds of determinism. and Cassirer was drawing attenlion
10 some novelty added to the idea of determinism around 1870. That is
plausible enough. I respect. jibe a<tributed 10 the lateJ.L. Austin. He was
asked. 'There is more than one distinct idea of determinism, is there not,
II-

from a speech br Emil Du Bois.Rcymond delivered to the annual meeting of the
Vers~mmlung Deutscher Naturforscher und Aenze. By 1872 he was celebrated as a
physicist. chemist ..nd above all neurophysiologist of nature. In 1847 he had. with Brucke,
ludwig ~nd Helmholz. founded a Berlin ginger group that aimed at pro"'ing that the
workings of the brain are to be understood in terms of e1el.":tricity< Twenty·ti,,'e years later
he wu ..n elder statesman of science entitled 10 address the deep questions of metaphysics.
A speech by Du Bois·Reymond was something. In one talk he cre~ted a sens~tion by
asserting both that Goethe was not quite the literary giant that is commonly assumed. and
that he was simply muddle~headcd in his famous contributions to the thcory of colour and
vision.
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Professor Austin?' 'No', he replied, 'less than one.' Cassirer might have
been saying that around 1870 a well-defined version of determinism
emerged OUt of previously obscure nOtions. He himself was thinking
chiefly about microphysics in 1936, and might have been asserting that a
determinism, clearly enough stated to be incompatible with the new
quantum mechanics, was itself of fairly recent origin. But I shall take
Cassirer at his word, as proposing that determinism as a serious idea came
into being only around 1870.
That flies in the face of all conventional historiography. The shock of
Cassirer's paradox makes us examine truisms about determinism that we
tend uncritically to accept. I think that Cassirer was wrong, but that he
hints at surprising truths. Something dramatic was happening to the
doctrine of necessity around 1870. I put it down to an underlying malaise
about determinism. One of the side-effects was a silly season in the
philosophies of freedom and necessity. The intense worries about statistical fatalism were only a fragment of a larger battiness.
We should first check OUt the very word 'determinism'. Cassirer did not
make a philological excursion, but he might have predicted that the word
did not have its present philosophical meaning until the 1870s or so. He
would have been right. That does not prove that our present idea of
determinism did not previously exist under another name - 'necessity' for
example. But presence or absence of a word or a meaning is instructive. So
I shall first give a little history of our word 'determinism'.
The Dictionary ofthe History ofIdeas begins by saying that 'the English
word "determinism,"like its French, German and halian counterparts, is
of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century coinage'.' That is a mistake,
although a surprising one, for most people instinctively agree in. expecting
'determinism' to be an old word. The author goes on to distinguish 'two
different, but related, doctrines. One, the doctrine that choice between
different courses of action can, in all cases, be fully accounted for by
psychological and other conditions ... The other ... is the doctrine that
everything that happens constitutes a chain of causation.'
The earlier doctrine was called 'determinism' only at the end of the
eighteenth century, and then only in German. The second came to be
called 'determinism' only in the 1850s to 1870s. h was this second doctrine
that was so trenchantly expressed by Du Bois-Reymond. Cassirer was
right to this extent: the kind of determinism he meant was so called only
around the time of the famous speech.
Our word first appears as Determinismus in German.h was sufficiently
well understood to serve in 1789 as the title of a book in the phrase
'determinism and moral freedom'.' Kant first used the word in his 1793
book on religion. There he jeered at this new coinage as a mere Blendwerk,
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,ha, is, eyewash. a sham. a confidence ,rick. a piece of in,elleclUal
;uggling.slf ,he (unnamed) users of ,his word want a label. wro'e Kant, Ie,
,hem ,ake Praedeterminismus. This name makes ,he idea clear: our choices
are prede,ermined by our mo,ives. desires and beliefs. Predeterminism
would be a fi,ting name ,oday for mos, philosophical versions of decision
which a
,heory and of ra,ional choice ,heory. ,he fantasy according
u,ili,y or preference func,ion. plus a probability func,ion over beliefs.
de,ermines wha, a person will do. Tha, concep' has no,hing to do wi,h
wha, Ou Bois-Reymond - or Laplace - had in mind.
For 'de,erminism' in English ,he OED ci,es ,he Scollish me,aphysician.
Sir William Hamilton. wri,ing in 1846. He explicitly con'rasted de,erminism. which. he said. has do with mo,ives and purposes. wi,h necessilation by efficien, causes. which he called blind fa,e. 6 Thus he used
mean some,hing expressly contraSled wi,h the Ou
'de,erminism'
Bois-Reymond/LaplacelCassirer idea. Hamil,on was Kantian and proGerman. His usage fai,hfully reflected German practices. such as might be
illus,ra,ed by H.C.W. Sigwan. or given in a German philosophical
dic,ionary of ,he day.'
The OED is no, strictly correc, in assigning ,he firS! usage Hamil,on.
Here is an exposition of Kant for English readers of 1798: 'Oeterminism is
the principle of determining the will from sufficient internal (sub;ective)
reasons. To obtain this principle with that of freedom. i.e.• absolute
spontaneity, occasions no difficulty.'" As for French. the words. imported
from German. do occurin an 1811 French version of Gall and Spurzheim's
phrenology.' In 1836 the Academie Fran~aise published this acerbic pair
of en,ries in an appendix to its dictionary of the French language:

'0

'0

'0

'0

Determinist: Name of a little known Gennan sect, of linle influence here.
Determinism: System, principles, doctrine of the detenninists. 1o

French readers will immediately associa,e the word determinisme with
Claude Bernard. His immensely successful Introduction to experimental
medicine had a running discussion of what he calls 'determinism'. His
usage was a li,tle differen, from English. and parallelled our word
'mechanism'. The mechanism of a wa,ch is ,ha, which ac,ually produces
,he movement of ,he hands. Likewise Bernard's determinisme mean' ,ha,
which actually does ,he determining. 'The experimen,al doc,or successively exercises his influence on diseases when he knows their experimen,al determinism. tha, is say. ,heir proxima,e cause.''' He also used ,he
word determinisme for his doc,rine ,ha, some,hing ma,erial de,ermines
every physiological event. 'Experimental cri,ique pu,s every,hing in
doubt. excep' ,he principle of scientific determinism.'12 One ,hing was
qui,e manifest: de,erminism excluded s,atistical law. The influence of

'0
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Comte upon Bernard was variable. but sometimes it shone through: 'I do
not know why one gives the name law to results obtained by statistics.
According to me, a scientific law can only be founded on certainty and on
an absolute determinism - not on a probability.'13
The word determinisme was being used by a philosopher just when
Bernard was writing on experimental medicine. The energetic neoKantian Charles Renouvier used it much in a work of 1859 whose title
manages to mention man. reason. passion. liberty. certainty and moral
probability." The word occurs less frequently in an earlier volume of
1854. but there we do find a mention, in so many words. of the 'famous
problem of free will and determinism'." Renouvier explicitly cited and
quoted Laplace; we must therefore qualify Cassirer's assertion that
Laplace was understood at most 'metaphorically' until 1870"·
So we must antedate the philological version of Cassirer's thesis. The
word 'determinism' did not come to denote the doctrine of necessity in
1872, in Germany. but in the 1850s. in France. We cannot dismiss
Renouvier on the ground that he was not influential. or on the ground that
his readership was limited to France. William James began his famous
lecture 'The Dilemma of Determinism' by saying, 'We see in the writings
of Renouvier, Fouillee and Oelboeuf how completely changed is the form
of all the old disputes about freedom.'l7 In his 1904 presidential address to
the American Psychological Association. he candidly and with some
emotion stated his debt: 'lowe all my doctrine on this subject [Effort and
the Will] to Renouvier."8 James's last and not quite finished book. Some
Problems of Philosophy, is dedicated to the French philosopher, 'feeling
endlessly thankful as I do·..• One of James's first publications was a
review. in 1876. of Renouvier's philosophy.2o He there used the word
determinism in the sense of causation. *
The OED gives 1876 - but not William James - as the first occasion of
the modem (doctrine of necessity) use of the word 'determinism' in
English. The definition is 'the doctrine that everything that happens is
determined by a necessary chain of causation'. But the word was already in
circulation with this meaning. For example. James Clerk Maxwell gave a
talk in 1873 to the Eranus club. a club composed of former members of the
better-known Cambridge secret society, the Apostles. The title: 'Does the
progress of Physical Science tend to give any advantage to the opinion of
II-

Renouvier favoured Kant purged of noumena. His La CritiqMt phJosophiql1t appeared
almost weekly for a decade after 1871 before settling down to a morc sedate pace. In the
beginning it was lugdy written by himself. The effusive tenderness expresstd. by the dying
James for Rcnouvicr - who died in t 903 - must refJectJames's memories of youthful crisis.

Living in a boarding-house as a student in Germany, he endured dreadful depression.
feelings of lassitude and indifference that he de$cribcd as loss of win. He recalled himself as
having pulled through by reading R.enouvicr.
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Necessity (or determinism) over that of the Contingency of events and the
Freedom of the Will?'21
So much for the word. Let us not overemphasize its novelty. The verb
'to determine' has a more than casual connection with the doctrine of
necessity. In chapter 2 I quoted Hume: 'Every object is determin'd by
absolute fate to a cenain degree and direction of its motion.' He was
talking not about fate but about causal determination. Leibniz's own index
to the Theodicy had an entry for the French word determination, with
numerous references. 22 He also used expressions like inevitabilem determinationem supralapsorium.23 Pierre Bayle's Dictionary, in the anicle on
Jansenism, used the verb 'to determine', and Leibniz drew attention to this
very passage in his Theodicy. Determinare and determinatus occur often in
Spinoza. 2' Finally, the distinction between the idea of determinism in
extended substance, and the idea of determinism or predeterminism in the
mind, was well discussed early in the nineteenth century, as a difference
between 'the relation between motive and action and that of cause and
effect'.2s
So let uS tum from the word to the idea. Was Cassirer right to say that
efficient cause determinism - the doctrine of necessity - became a serious
universal proposition only in 1872? [do not think so. Common wisdom is
correct. Laplace was not writing metaphors. Hume and Kant were
necessitarians about the phenomenal world of objects. Sometimes determinists were called mechanists, as was Lamettrie, after he had observed in
his book on the soul how a disease and high fever affected the workings of
his own mind. His Parisian peers were so shocked that he moved to Leiden
and in 1747 published the even bolder L'Homme machine. 20 More
commonly a man would be called a materialist, as was Baron d'Holbach.
We must accept that although there is no one canonical timeless version of
determinism, in the sense of the doctrine of necessity, there is a persistent
thread of such determinism running through all post-Canesian European
history.
What then is the interest of Cassirer's thesis? The first is that the word
'determinism' attached itself to causal necessity between the late 1850s and
the early 1870s. Secondly, it did so in a particular connection. Bernard in
France and Du Bois-Reymond in Germany were physiologists. They
denied vitalism, and held that all living processes are subject to the
workings of chemistry and electricity (or the like). The Berlin workers
extended these physical sciences to the brain itself. Laplace, Kant and
Hume were remarkably cautious about anything to do with the brain. You
can read Laplace (but not Lamettrie!) as speaking of necessity only in the
realm of extended, spatial, material substance. In his public statements we
read nothing of mental events. Du Bois-Reymond devoted his life to brain
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events and held a correspondence theory verging on identity theory: brain
events correspond to and may even simply be the same as, mental events.
That was the project of his 1872 lecture, to understand consciousness and
free will in such a metaphysics. He stated that we shall never comprehend.
We are at the border of possible scientific knowledge, a border that science
cannot transgress. Thus Cassirer is correct on a more than verbal point.
The newly sryled determinism was more imperial than Laplace. It was
intended to hold sway over the brain, the locale of mental events.
That was not, however, the only thing happening to determinism in
those days. There was an enormous range of zany discussions. The
problem of free will itself is universal, and it can be readily introduced into
cultures that have nothing like our Western views of causality. It is never
remarkable to find people discussing freedom. What is extraordinary
about mid-nineteenth-century Europe is a frantic constructing of new and
certainly very odd arguments about freedom. Our much discussed statistical fatalism provides one example; another, to be developed in chapter 20
below, arose from Cesare Lombroso's criminal anthropology of 1876. The
entire tradition of European jurisprudence must be rejected, because
criminals are born, not made; they are atavistic throwbacks. Punishment
as retribution is folly; the death penalty is immoral because murderers,
born to kill, are not responsible for their acts. That at any rate was the great
issue of the first great Congress of Criminal Anthropology, held in Rome
in the autumn of 1885.27
Much more modestly, but not obviously more coherently, James Clerk
Maxwell's discussion of free will focussed on the work of two French
mathematicians. The concern was lasting. Karl Pearson wrote, 'I hold a
letter of Clerk Maxwell in which he states that the work of Saint-Venant
and Boussinesq on Singular Solutions is epoch-making ... the great
solution to the problem offree will:" What work was this, that solved the
problem of free will? It was a contribution to the mathematical theory of
elasticity. Elasticity no longer matters much, but in the latter half of the
nineteenth century it was the problem of cosmology. All standard models
of the aether had internal contradictions or hopelessly violated experience.
yet electromagnetic transmission without an elastic aether seemed
unthinkable. Many believed that Saint-Venant's breakthroughs on e1asticiry would yield the correct solution.
One of his investigations, continued by Boussinesq, concerned 'singular solutions'. The two men were fascinated by equations with singular
points a, such that by substituting values arbitrarily dose to and less than
a, one got solutions wildly different from those of values arbitrarily dose
to but larger than a. There is more than a whiff of modem catastrophe
theory and chaos theory in this research. Then <as now) such authors
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thought that their work had profound extramathematical significance. It
would explain free will in a mechanistic world. Most of the time what we
do is routinely foreordained. But occasionally we are in the presence of a
physical singular point, when by a choice of one of two acts, arbitrarily
dose together, we can achieve totally different effects. Free will operates,
as it were, through the infinitesimal interstices of singular solutions.
Maxwell compared the situation to the pointsman on a nineteenth century
English railway, who did nothing most of the day, but could direct the
train on one of two divergent lines at certain junctions. Maxwell wrote that
'Singular points are by their nature very isolated, and form no appreciable
fraction of the continuous source of existence.''' He may well have been
thinking of a singular point in his own life. It was long undear which of
two women he would marry, and that decision was indeterminate. Once it
had been made, however, one of the possible courses of his life unravelled
in a routine way; the other was permanently dosed off. It is a symptom of
the state of determinism in the 1860s and 1870s that this idea could have
been so warmly embraced by minds as powerful as that of Saint-Venant or
as profound as that of Maxwell.
Maxwell's enthusiasm may offend a certain philosophical sensibility.
Topics change when we turn to the philosophers of his day, but they do
not improve. Renouvier used the law of large numbers as part of a bizarre
strategy.30 The plan was to create post- Kantian antinomies. For example,
any argument for determinism can be turned into one for free will, and vice
versa. Renouvier gave many examples, but I will discuss only one. The
determinist asserts that the world operates by fixed causal laws of nature.
The indeterminist replies that these might be only the consequences of the
law of large numbers applied to a great many events. Viewed externally, a
free act is indistinguishable from a ticket in a lottery. The law of large
numbers dedares that absolute regularity emerges in a long run of draws,
so deterministic regularity can be explained in terms of freedom. Renouvier's determinist retorts that each allegedly free act must have an
underlying deterministic explanation. Recalling Laplace's dictum that all
probability is subjective, Renouvier wrote:
Laplace's exposition of principles entirely conforms to the spiril of science,

OT,

perhaps better, to the spirit of scientists, all or almost all of whom arc quite ready to
avow or reproduce this principle. You find a clear and concise notion of
probability here also (the same one that I develop in my chapters on the categories),
but disfigured by a profession of faith in necessity, which seems to me, at the very
least, useless and in consequence arbitrary.

'I

The neo-Kantian Renouvier then made a positivistic move, stating that just
as final causes have been eliminated from science, we have now reached the
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stage of eliminating efficient causes, and, with them, the idea of universal
determinism.
Thus far Renouvier seems like an agent in the erosion of determinism.
He did foreshadow Peirce, but Peirce concluded that the doctrine of
necessity is plainly false. Thus they differ in tWO ways. First, Renouvier
matches his denial of determinism with a denial of freedom, leaving us
with an antinomy to be resolved by transcendental analysis. Peirce had a
firm one-sided thesis. Secondly, Peirce (unlike James) was rightly very
cautious in connecting his antideterminism with 'free will'. whereas
Renouvier's arguments arose only in the context of human freedom.
We must not discount the importance of Renouvier for Peirce. We have
noticed the ties and obligations of Peirce's sometime friend and patron,
William James, to Renouvier. Nor is Renouvier the only relevant French
writer. In 1874 Emile Boutroux published his remarkable dissenation on
the contingency of laws of nature. The fundamental tenet is emergentism
and a hierarchy of structures. On the stages of development of the world,
we may begin with elemental atoms. Then there is a structure of molecules,
but, conjectured Boutroux, the laws of atoms may nOt determine the laws
of compounds. The laws of those compounds, even the organic ones, may
not fix the laws of plant and animal life. The biological laws may not determine the psychological laws of reasoning creatures. The biological and the
psychological laws may not determine the laws of society. Thus at each
step of the hierarchy we have contingency, and the evolution of new laws
undetermined by simpler struCtures.
In the universe there can be distinguished several worlds, forming, as it were, stages
superposed on one another. These are ~ above the world of pure necessit}r, of
quantity without quality, which is identical with nonentity - the world of causes,
the world of notions, the mathematical world. the living world, and lastly the

thinking world.
Each of these worlds appears, at first, to depend strictly on the lower worlds, as
on some external fatality, and to receive from them its existence and la\\'s ...
Nevertheless, if we examine and compare the concepts of the principal forms of
being. we see that it is impossible to connect the higher forms with the lower ones
by a link of necessity. J2

There is a dark saying of Boutroux: 'Determinism, as it contracts, becomes
more and more impenetrable to necessity.,n He was using the word
'determinism' in the sense fixed by Bernard - he means the ability of one
thing to bring about another thing. On the one hand Boutroux was
speaking of contraction: less and less should be regarded as determined.
On the other he was speaking of necessity: within modified ideas of
determinism, the notion of necessity has less and less of a place. The
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end-product of this contraction is Peirce's world of absolute chance: a
world in which laws emerge in an evolutionary process that is entirely
contingent. I do not know that Peirce had much close contact with
Boutroux. James certainly did, and there is said to be a substantial
unpublished James-Boutroux correspondence. Peirce had at least professional contacts with Renouvier, who published the French versions of
two of Peirce's most celebrated essays.
We may query whether the relationship between Boutroux and Renouvier in France, and James and Peirce in Cambridge, was one of influence or
of parallel development. In the case of another figure in the taming of
chance, the filiation is manifest. The most famous student of Boutroux was
Emile Durkheim. He is important to our analysis for several reasons. His
1897 Suicide was the culmination of a century of French fascination with
suicide statistics. He rejected the idea that stable distributions of crime or
suicide were to be explained by myriad petty underlying independent
causes. Instead there were 'suicidogenetic currents of a certain strength'
that ran through a given society." 'Collective tendencies or passions' are
'forces sui generis' which dominate the consciousness of a single individual. This 'is brilliantly shown by the statistics of suicide', although, in a
footnote, 'such statistics are not the only ones to do so. All the facts of
moral statistics imply this conclusion.''' 'Collective tendencies have an
existence of their own; they are forces as real as cosmic forces.'}·
Durkheim envisaged a new kind of law, investigated by statisticians and
established by statistical data. It would be completely autonomous of
underlying little independent causes. This was one by no means coherent
strategy for taming chance. Chance was to be brought under the sway of a
new kind of law said to be analogous to those of electricity and gravitational theory.
This move was unexceptionable for a student of Boutroux. Suicide
urged that society as a whole is not simply the sum of the individuals. The
whole is greater than the parts. 'It is from Renouvier that the axiom came
to us: a whole is not equal to the sum of its parts.'}? The laws of society,
analogous to cosmic or electrical forces, arose from principles greater than
those deducible from properties of individual psychology. Emergentism
was one way to absorb statistical law without creating a confrontation
between the laws of society and the deterministic underpinning of the
merely physical world. In 1907, when Durkheim was an established figure,
he wrote that 'My teacher M. Boutroux ... at the Ecole Normale
Superieure often repeated to us that each science must explain by "its own
principles" ... Very much impressed by this idea I applied it to sociology.
I was confirmed in this method by reading Comte .. :" Twenty-two years
earlier, as a young man in search of a tenured academic pOSt, he had already
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affirmed the teachings of Boutroux. Sociology 'is a science that is
independent and sui generis. There are three worlds in nature: above
physical phenomena. above psychical phenomena there are sociological
phenomena:'· That was in 1885. In his inaugural lecture for his 1888
course on sociology. he asserted that 'for Comte. society was a sui generis
being:'o In 1897. collective forces that generate suicide stability were
equally called sui generis.
We seem to have come some distance from the epoch of zany ideas
about determinism and free will. We are now at the edge of sociology. and
that (we like to think) is real knowledge. We can be done with those old
holists and get on with things; we can ignore free will, can we not? No. not
Durkheim. His idea of the grand cosmic-like forces acting on individuals
from 'outside' solved the problem of free will! His paragraph stating this is
no less strange than those of his predecessors whom I have quoted.
Without wishing to raise a question of metaphysics outside our province, we must
note that this theory of statistics does not deny men every Sort of freedom. On the
contrary, it leaves the question of free will much more untouched than if one made

the individual the source of social phenomcna. Actually. whatever the causes of the
regularity of collective manifestations, the)' are forced to produce their effects
wherever they occur, btcause otherwise these effects would vary at random,
whereas they are uniform. If they are inherent in individuals, they must therefore
inevitably determine their possessors. Consequently, on this hypothesis, no way is
found to avoid the striCtcst determinism. But it is not so if the stability of

demographic data results from a force extem.lto the individual. Such a force does
not determine one individual rather than another. It exacts a definite number of
certain kinds of actions. but not that they should be performed by this or that
person. It may be granted that Some people resiSlthe force and that it has its way
with others. Actually our con~eption merely adds social forces to physical,
chemical, biological and psychological forces, which act upon me"n from without.
If the latter do not preclude human freedom, the former need not. The question
assumes the same terms for both. When an epidemic centre appears, its intensity
predetermines the rate of monality it will cause, but those who will be infected are
not designated by this fact. Such is the situation of victims of suicide with reference
to suicidogenetic currents."t

19
The normal state

Until Broussai" tbe patbological state obeyed law, completely
different from those governing the normal state, so that observation
of one could decide notbing for tbe otber. Broussai, establi,bed tbat
tbe pbenomena of di,ea,e are of essentially the ,ame kind a, tbo,e
of bealth, from whicb they differed only in intensity.
The collective organism, because of its greater degree of
complexity. is liable to problems more serious, varied and frequent
tban tbo,e of tbe individual organi,m. 1do not besitate to state tbat
Broussais's principle must be extended in that direction, and J have
often applied it tbere to confirm or perfect ,ociologicallaw,. But
tbo,e wbo would apply the analy,i, of Revolution, to tbe Po,itive
study of Society must pass tbrougb tbe logical training given by tbe
,impler phenomena of Biology."

Normality is like determinism, both timeless and dated, an idea that in
some sense has been with us always, but which can in a moment adopt a
completely new form of life. A, a word, 'determini,m' came into use in the
1780s, and assumed its present most common meaning in the 1850,. As a
word, 'normal' is much older, but it acquired its present most common
meaning only in the 1820,. Now although the two word, are con,pirators
in the taming of chance, they enter in very <Efferent ways. The normal was
one of a pair. Its opposite was the pathological and for a short time its
domain was chiefly medical. Then it moved into the sphere of - almost
everything. People, behaviour, states of affairs, diplomatic relations,
molecules: all these may be normal or abnormal. The word became
indispensable because it created a way to be 'objective' about human
beings. The word is also like a faithful retainer, a voice from the past. It
uses a power as old as Aristotle to bridge the fact/value distinction,
whispering in your ear that what is normal is also all right. But also, in the
110

Auguste Cornte, in the first volume of his Systtm~ de po/iliqJ4t posirivt (l8St). Broussais
was used in chapter 10 to illustrate the first statistical tests of medical treatment. Georges

Canguilhem. to whom the present discussion is indebted, calls Broussais's principle (and
its physiological trappings) a 'thesis whose fortune cenainly owed more to the penonality
of the author than to the coherence of his text',
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events 10 be described, il became a sOOlhsayer, leller of Ihe fUlure, of
progress and ends. Normalily is a vasdy more imporlant idea Ihan
de<erminism, bUI Ihey are nOl unrelaled. A SlOry of Ihe erosion of
de<erminism is also an account of Ihe invention of normalcy.
'Normal' bears Ihe Slamp of the nineleenlh cenlUry and ils conception
of progress, jusl as 'human nalure' is engraved wilh Ihe hallmark of Ihe
Enlightenment. We no longer ask, in all seriousness, whal is human
nalure? Inslead we lalk aboul normal people. We ask, is Ihis behaviour
normal? Is il normal for an eighl-year-old girl 10 •• .? Research foundalions are awash wilh funds for finding OUI whal is normal. Rare is Ihe
palron who wants someone 10 invesligale human nalure. We have almosl
forgollen how 10 lake human narure seriously. When a man is corrupl or
careless, we say, 'Oh, that's human nature.' CYou can't go against human
nalure,' we mUller, indifferendy.
When was Ihe lasl greal debale involving human nalure? 1829. In Ihose
days a controversy in part aboul human nalure could thrust a young man
into prominence, creale his career al a stroke, seal him in a powerful
legislalure, and leave him in a posilion 10 be one of Ihe handful of moSI
widely known inlellecluals for the resl of his prodigious life. I refer 10
Macaulay's celebraled assaull on James Mill. Of Course I exaggerale.
Macaulay had a 101 going for him, and his opinions aboul human nalure
were only one of his vehicles. My point is Ihallhey could be such a vehicle
al all.
Mill and Macaulay faced off, Macaulay in Ihe pages of Ihe Edinburgh
Review, Mill in the Westminster Review. 2 Macaulay Ihundered al Mill
because he venlured 10 speak aboul human nalure withoul ever considering what people actually do. Mill's Essay on Government for Ihe Supplement 10 Ihe fifth edilion of Ihe EncyclopaediA Britannica was published
repealedly in various pamphlels and books in Ihe early 1820s.' This
ulililarian IracI was mel by fiery eloquence:
Mr Mill [wrote Macaulay] is an Aristotelian of the fiftccnth century, born out of
duc season. We have here an elaborate treatise on Government, from which, but
for two or three passing allusions, it would not appear that any governments
actually existed among men. Certain propensities of Human Nature are assumed;
and from these premises the whole science of Politics is synthetically deduced!-4

Mill: 'from what else [but human nature] should it be deduced ?'s
This debate, conducted in the great reviews of the day, was a focus of
opinion for a decade. It is almost inconceivable that the same thing should
happen today. Or is il? One thinks of E.O. Wilson On Human Nature.'
The great sociobiology debate also began in one of the great reviews.'
Some idea of human narure is deep, not in human nature, but in our
memories, a spark ready to kindle yet another new morality or meta-
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physics. I cannO' so bli,hely say ,hal i, has been smOlhered by ,he idea of
normali,y.
Bu' despi,e Wilson's ironic ,ide, ,he phrase 'human nalUre' was no'
inlegral '0 ,he sociology debale, whereas normal behaviour regularly
appeared as a key concep'. h was qui,e ,he opposi,e in 1829-30. Macaulay
observed ,hal 'i, is ,he grosses, ignorance of human nalure suppose ,hal
anOlher man calculales ,he chances differendy from us, merely because he
does whal, in his place, we should no' do'.' He ,hen reci,ed ,he moS!
ex'ravagan, choices. Mill responded by quo,ing Macaulay in full. He
urged ,hal s,range las'es may be correcled by educalion. 'A given
Greenlander may no' be persuaded ou' of his 'rain oil; bu' i, migh, be
possible
lay ,he foundalions for persuading some fu'ure Greenlander,
,hal clare, is me beller of ,he ,wo.'" We have no difficul,y underslanding
,he issues, nor in recognizing Mill's bland u,ililarian self-confidence in his
own values, bu, some,hing was absen,. Today someone would al once
s,art lalking abou, normal 'astes and devian, excesses, a concep,ion ,hal
simply did no, occur in ,his debale, filled as i, was wi,h monsters such as
Caligula ralher ,han deviations from the mean. Thal was hardly possible
,hen, for ,he word 'normal' had not yet acquired its presen, sense. h did
mal exactly when these final fireworks of 'human nalure' splashed across
,he sky. The firs, meaning of 'normal' given in any Curren' English
dictionary is some,hing like 'usual, regular, common, 'ypical'. The OED
says ,hal ,his usage became Curren' af,er 1840, and gives 1828 for its first
cilation of 'normal or ,ypical'. Thal was in a work of nalural his,ory
alluding '0 French wri,ers.'o
h is indeed '0 ,he French ,hal we mus' look. Americans know ,he odd
expression 'normal school' for a ,eachers' college. The first Ecole normale
was eSlablished by a decree of 7 brumaire, year III of ,he Revolu,ion. The
neologism was explained in a speech 5 days before, on 28 Oc,ober 1794:
such schools should be 'Ie 'ype e, regIe de ,outes les au,res'. The speaker
was Joseph Lakanal, me man who, between 1793 and 1795, had ,he power
'0 enac' many of ,he plans for educalion conceived by Condorce,. It was
no' educalion, however, thal furnished ,he modern sense of ,he word
'normal', bu"he study of life, as me OED cila,ion sugges,s. Biology and
medicine did ,he ,rick, abelied by Augus,e Com,e's radical ex,ension of
,he idea, and Balzac's popularizalion of ,he word in salirizing ,he doc,ors.
The original si,e of ,he modem sense of ,he word 'normal' was, as in my
epigraph, ,he phrase 'normal sla,e' (of an organism, paired wi,h 'palhological Sla,e').
Bu,le, us Slart wi,h older senses of 'normal'. The word en,ered modern
European languages as soon as geome,ry was expressed in the vernacular.
It mean' perpendicular, al righ, angles, orthogonal. Norma is Latin,
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meaning a T-square. Normal and orthogonal are synonyms in geometry;
normal and ortho- go together as Latin to Greek. Normlortho has thereby
a great power. On the one hand the words are descriptive. A line may be
orthogonal or normal (at right angles to the tangent of a circle, say) or not.
That is a description of the line. But the evaluative 'right' lurks in the
background of right angles. It is just a fact that an angle is a right angle, but
it is also a 'right' angle, a good one. Orthodontists straighten the teeth of
children; they make the crooked straight. But they also put the teeth right,
make them better. Orthopaedic surgeons straighten bones. Orthopsychiatry is the study of mental disorders chiefly in children. It aims at making
the child - normal. The orthodox conform to certain standards, which
used to be a good thing.
One can, then, use the word 'normal' to say how things are, but also to
say how they ought to be. The magic of the word is that we can use it to do
both things at once. The norm may be what is usual or typical, yet our
most powerful ethical constraints are also called norms. According to the
Dictionary, the word nonn' in this sense of the stern moralists is even
more recent than the use of 'normal' to mean usual or typical.
Nothing is more commonplace than the distinction between fact and
value. From the beginning of our language the word 'normal' has been
dancing and prancing all over it. Moralists seldom notice that. The word
'normal' is like that baneful Californian shrub, poison oak, which assumes
whatever form resembles the environment. Now it is a creeper, crawling
close to the earth, now a pleasant round bush five metres high, now a vine
encircling a madrone and then trailing from a branch 40 metres above the
ground; now it is red, now it is green, now it is leafless but the sap is
running and itching to attack. It has been said of Emile Durkheim, whose
idea of normal and pathological societies is the topic of my next chapter,
that he tried to achieve 'the closure between the "is" and the "ought" ., . in
terms of his distinction between the "normal" and the "pathological".'
'No aspect of Durkheim's writings has been more universally rejected than
his notion of normality and pathology, and rightly so.''' Rejected in
specifics, yes. But for much of the century before Durkheim, and ever
since, we have regularly used 'normal' to close the gap between 'is' and
'ought'. Wrongly so, perhaps, but that is what the concept of normality
does for us.
The normal is average. We also use the word 'mean' for the average of a
Normal distribution. What in English became the average man is in French
I'homme moyen, institutionalized by Quetelet. Doesn't this idea of the
mean go back to Aristotle? Yes, but beware. The mean is almost as playful
as the normal. The idea of a mean or intermediate (that's a description)
which is excellent (an evaluation) is one of the most familiar of Aristotle's
f
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teachings. He did not have the is/ought hangups inculcated by Hume. The
golden mean (as the phrase is commonly understood) is golden (good) and
lies (as a matter of fact) between extremes. Aristotle was subtle and careful.
He wrote, lVirtue is a mean between twO vices, one of excess and one of

deficiency ,'12 Then something less easy to construe:' As far as its substance
and the account stating its essenCe are concerned. vifmC is a mean; but as
far as the best and the good are concerned, it is an extremity.'
Aristotle explicitly restricted the application of the concept of a mean,
because it is an excellence that contrasts with excess or deficiency. Not all
mid-points are means. Spite and adultery, he taught, are in themselves
base, and not base because of excess or deficiency. Hence they admit of no
mean. The same is true for excellences such as temperance and courage. As
I read Aristotle, intellectual powers such as intelligence cannot be characterized by a mean, precisely because they are virtues. His conception of
the mean is thus radicall}' different from that of a centur}' that defines
degree of intelligence by a Normal distribution with a mean scaled at 100.
That docs not imply that Greek notions have had no effect on the idea
of the normal. The}' have, and nowhere is this more plain than in the case
of medicine. It is an old idea that health is a mean between excesses and
deficiencies, between heat and cold, for example. Health as the mean - no
mere average, but not unconnected to the modes and medians distinguished b}' later statisticians - was part of the old medicine. On it was
superimposed the idea of pathological organs. The concept of the pathological sounds, at first hearing, as old as illness itself, but it underwent a
substantial mutation a little before 1800. Disease became an attribute not
of the whole body but of individual organs. Pathology became the study of
unhealthy organs rather than sick people. One could investigate them in
part by the chemistry of the secretions of living beings - urine, for
example. For the pathologist the normal came into being as the inverse of
this concept. Something was normal when it was not associated with a
pathological organ. Thus far the normal would be secondary, defined as
the opposite of the primar}' notion, the pathological. But then what Comte
called the great 'principle' of Broussais turned this around. The pathological waS defined as deviation from the normal. All variation was
characterized in terms of variation from the normal state. In Comte',
opinion, Broussais', principle wa, the completion of a principle of
continuity that Comte attributed to d'Alembert (he might better have
cho,en Leibniz). Note the two part' of thi, 'principle': (a) pathology is not
different in kind from the normal; 'nature makes no jumps' but passes
from the normal to the pathological continuously. (b) The normal is the
centre from which deviation departs.
Of course there were ever '0 many nonmedical routes to the normal.
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The indus,rializing world demanded s,andardiza,ion. We recall Babbage
and ,he constams of na'ure and ar" as enumeraled in chapter 7. He hardly
distinguished slandards of art ,ha, are imposed by engineers from constan's and norms ,ha, are '0 be recorded from nature. Nor is ,he role of
quartermas,ers during ,he Napoleonic campaigns
be forgollen. They
feed and equip
ordered and moved vas, quan,i,ies of SlOres in order
prodigious numbers of men and animals. They needed s,andardized unilS
of every,hing
run ,heir shows efficiently. Modules had no' yet been
invemed, bu, were a twinkle in ,he eye of every keen Slaf[ officer. Nor
need one wait for revolu,ion or Napoleon. Canguilhem remarks ,ha, 'The
article on "gun-carriage" in ,he Encyclopedie of Didero, and d' Alembert,
revised by the Royal Artillery Corps, admirably se's forth ,he motifs of
normaliza,ion of work in arsenals ... Here we have ,he ,hing wi,hou' ,he
word: 1l
The new martial arts and craflS made warfare increasingly a mailer of
machines ,ha, cried ou' for s,andards. Finlaison, ,he Na,ional Ac,uary of
chap,er 6 who doub,ed ,ha, ,here was a quan,um of sickness, made his
mark running naval dockyards. He 'urned ,hem from financial cataslrophes in'o cos,-efficien' en,erprises. He imposed s,andardization, normaliza,ion - and wrongly ,hough, ,ha, you could no' do ,ha, wi,h
see wha, ,he nex' genera,ion, ,ha, of William Farr
sickness. He failed
and ,he like, would do wi,h disease. Do I seem '0 be hopping haphazardly
from ships of ,he line ,he sickness of labourers? h was Finlaison himself
who changed jobs by way of promotion from manager of HM Dockyards
direc,ing ,he na,ional heal,h and ilS correla,e, ,he na,ional deb, acquired
by improvidently selling annuities.
The idea of norms and s,andards mus, have been irresistible, bu, our
modem usage of ,he very word 'normal' evolved in a medical con'ex'. This
mallered. S,andards are s,andards, and are me' or not mel. There is no
be
con,inuous passage away from ,he norm - or if ,here is, i, is
corrected, ,he ContraC'or reprimanded, ,he workman dismissed. The idea
of con,inuous devia,ion from ,he normal came from pa,hology, as
imerpre,ed by Auguste Comte. His biomedical hero was F.-J.-V. Broussais, '0 whom he mributed what he called 'the law of variability'." He
made i, a basis for social science and i, became part of his politicalagenda.
As we have seen in chapter 10, Broussais was the 'physiologist', ,he
radical proponen, of ,he new organic 'heory of disease. The ,ask of
physiological medicine is 10 de,ermine how'exci,a,ion can devia,e from
,he normal s,a'e and cons,i'u,e an abnormal or diseased slate'.'s Bu' a
diseased sta'e simply is an irrita,ed tissue or organ, which is nothing o,her
,han 'a normal exci,a,ion tha, has been transformed by an excess.'" When
one is sick, some irrilam has made natural 'phenomena more or less
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pronounced than they are in the normal statc~.17 Broussais's sentences here

sound ordinary enough (unlike some strange ones I quoted in chapter 10).
We do not notice that the word 'normal' is being used here, in this way, for
pretty well the first time.
Balzac often made fun of Broussais. 18 I believe that it may be through
Balzac that Broussais's technical term 'normal state' - denoting the
noninflamed, nonirritated state of an organ or a tissue - entered common
language. Historical dictionaries of the French language commonly attribute the first general usage of 'normal' meaning 'rypical' to Balzac or to
Comte, always embedded in the phrase 'normal state'. Thus, in Eugenie
Grandet of 1833, Mile d'Aubrion had a nose that was too long, big at the
end, and which was 'yellowish in the normal state, but completely red after
dinner, a sort of plant-like phenomenon'.19 A nose, an organ, was
f/avescent (the medical-sounding adjective that Balzac appears to have
invented for just this sentence). The symptoms are precisely of the sort
studied by Broussais. In due course, for example in La Cousine Bette of
1847, the 'normal state' would be given a more general usage, as when
laziness is called the normal state of artists. 2o
Broussais's 'normal state' might have made its way into language
unattended, but it was the enthusiasm of Comte that gave it elevation and
status. The idea that the pathological is not radically different from the
norm.l, but only an extension of the variation proper to a 'normal
organism', was, he wrote, an 'eminently philosophical principle whose
definitive establishment we owe to the bold and persevering genius of our
illustrious fellow citizen, Broussais'. 21 The important point was that all the
characteristics of a thing were defined relative to the normal state.
Explicitly: 'The law of Broussais subordinates all modifications to the
normal state.''' Broussais wrote of physiology, but his principle must be
extended to 'intellectual and moral functions' - and then, as my epigraph
continues, to the whole study of sociery.
Those sentences, with their rapt admiration for Broussais, were
published in 1851, by which time, if the doctor was remembered at all by
the public, it was as a conceited curmudgeon. Comte did not know
Broussais specially well; his good friend in the physiological school of
medicine was the much more reputable and far less mercurial Blainville,
protege of Cuvier and successor to Lamarck." (We need hardly mention
th.t the Lamarckian model of evolution by continuous variation also
hovers in the background of Broussais's principle.)
Why was Comte so loyal to Broussais? It is well known how on 2 April
1826 he commenced, with some fanfare, the course of lectures intended to
be the exposition of all knowledge preparatory to the new positive age: the
lectures that became the Cours de philosophie positive. He broke down.
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The lecture for 12 April was cancelled. [n uncontrollable depression, he
consigned himself to the care of Esquirol, who released him on 2
December with a docket, 'Not cured'. He got better, despite concerted
attempts by his family and friends.*2< The lectures resumed on 4 January
1829, and the learned world did not spite him. [n allendance were
Broussais, Blainville, Fourier, Navier and Poinsot, not to mention his
alienist, Esquirol. 25
The one intellectual achievement of his convalescence was a short
review of Broussais's De l'irriration et de fa folie, published in mid-August
1828. 26 When Comte reprinted it in 1853, he noted that it had been
wrillen while recovering from his 'cerebral allack' (an attack on an organ,
not the mind), saying that 'the insight gained through my personal
experience was utilized in this review of the memorable work in which
Broussais worthily combatted the metaphysical influence'P
Comte valued Broussais for several reasons. One was as ally against the
'metaphysical influence', i.e. Germanic importations with claims to a
spiritual psychology. A powerful force for evil (as seen by Comte) was
Victor Cousin, neo-Kantian, neo-Platonist, neo-royalist, a man all in
favour of things spiritual. In May 1828 Cousin had completed a threateningly successful Course of lectures on the new philosophy, and Broussais's
book was in part an onslaught upon it.
The opposition to Cousin was a curious alliance of materialists who
might, in 1828, have been characterized by their enemies as the mad
Comte, the sadistic Broussais and the last of the doddering ideologues none other than D.unou, who began my chapter 5 inaugurating moral
science, who had preached the sermon for those who died attacking the
Bastille. [n 1828 he was denouncing Cousin as a theosophical gnostic, who
would corrupt the republic into reaction and would 'plunge the human
race into darkness'.2' After the Revolution of 1830, he was, with that same
splendid oratory, denouncing the young professors who had 'seconded
the violence' of 'despotic governments,.2.
A more personal element in Comte's lifelong dedication to Broussais
was the explanation of his own breakdown in material terms. He had been
sometimes violent, sometimes silent in the slough of despond, but all that
'" Once: again. a standard

we: may be repeated on grounds of verisimilitude: rathcr than

proven truth. The populist theocratic priest Felicite de Lamc:nnais convinced Comte's
mother that her son should endure a religious marriage ceremony to his wretched first
wife, This farce was duly performed. although the groom was 'raving mad' at the ume. Not
that Esquirol's asylum was bener: Comte wrote that had Broussais studied asylums

himself,
he would have been convinced that. despite the promises of their directors, the entire
intellectual and moral portion of the treatment is in fact abandoned to the arbitrary
action of subordinates and rough agents. whose conduct almost always aggravates the
malady that they should be trying to cure.
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was just variation from his normal state produced by irritation and intlamation of the tissues. ] t was not his fault. Vir'e usc variation from the
normallOday in order to relieve a sense of responsibility. Comte seized
upon normality because it possessed that saving virtue.

Cured, he translated normality lO the social sphere. Hitherto pathology
'had persisted in representing the majorit}, of important diseases as
independent of any change in the normal statc of the organs. Broussais
made it a mailer of degree. What was true of Comte's depression - it was a
deviation from the norm caused by perturbation - would henceforth be
true of social illness too. But when Comte moved normalit}· to the political
sphere, he effected another twist. The normal ceased to be the ordinary
healthy statc; it became the purified state to which we should stri"e, and lO
which our energies are tending, In short, progress and the normal state
became inextricably linked, Consider that eminently political science,
biology. Impressed by Bichat's physiology, and deploring recent trends,
Comte wrote around 1850 that' Biology is now less close to its normal
state than it was at the beginning of the century."· The normal state of
biology was what it ought lO be, and what with enough progress it would
achieve. 'Progress is nothing bUllhe development of order; it isan analysis
of the normal state.'

Positivism did not, in Cornu"s late years, direct us to an existing norm,
and certainly not to an average. It was the only politically viable road to
the 'true normal state'. 'The positive spirit [isjthe only possible basis for a
resolution of the intellectual and moral anarchy that above all characterizes
the great crisis of our time ... The positi"e school was gradually prepared,
during the revolutionary struggle of the past three centuries, lO constitute
as much as is possible the true normal state of all the classes and elements'
of knowledge and of society."
Comte thus expressed and to some extent invented a fundamental
tension in the idea of the normal - the normal .. existing average, and the
normal as figure of perfection to which we may progress. This is an even
richer source of hidden power than the fact/value ambiguity that had
always been present in the idea of the normal. The tension makes itself felt
in different ways. If we think ahead lO sociology and lO statistics, in the
modern comprehension of those terms - that is, if we think ahead to the
work encrusted around names such a< Ourkheim and Galton - we feel the
tension acutely.
On the one hand there is the thought that the normal is what is right, so
that talk of the normal is a splendid way of preserving or returning lO the
status quo. That's 'Ourkheim', On the other hand is the idea that the
normal is only "'erage, and so is something lO be improved upon, That's
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'Galton'. Durkheim called deviation from the nonn pathology, while
Galton saw excellence at one extreme of the Nonnal distribution.
'Galton' stands for improving averages, by whatever standards of value
can be taken for granted. When it is a matter of living beings, that translates
into eugenics. There we /irst focus on the Queteletian mean and then
surpass it. 'Durkheim' harks back to the Aristotelian mean, for it is the
ideal state of good health. For the conservative Durkheim, writing of
nonnal and pathological states of society, the nonnaltends to be something from which we have fallen. For Comte's revolutionary positivism, it
was something for which we should strive.
The tension in these aspects of the nonnal will not dissolve just by
noting that there are two ideas, one of preservation, one of amelioration.
The fonner carries within it fondness for origins, youthful good health, an
ideal condition to which we should be restored. The lattet lusts after
teleology, of ends that we may choose for the perfection of ourselves or of
the race. Two kinds of progress. Words have profound memories that oil
our shrill and squeaky rhetoric. The nonnal stands indifferently for what
is typical, the unenthusiastic objective average, but it also stands for what
has been, good health, and for what shall be, our chosen destiny. That is
why the benign and sterile-sounding word 'normal' has become one of the
most powerful ideological tools of the twentieth century.

20
As real as cosmic forces

To teU the truth, \\'C do not possess a criterion that a1l0\\'5 us to
measure exactly the degree of happiness of a society. But it is
possible to estimate comparatively the sta.tl· of ht'alth or disease In
which it finds itself, for we have at our disposal a well known fact
that translates social malaise into figures: namely the rdative
number of suicides . .. In order that these abnormal acts should
increase, it is necessary that the occasions of suffering should also
increase, and that at the same time the force of resistance of the
organism should be decreased. One can thus be assured that
societies where suicides are most frequent are less healthy than
those where they are more rare.::-I

This switch from health to disease had been prefigured in the early days.
In 1799 Sir John Sinclair had wanted to measure the 'quantum of
happiness', but by 1825 legislators were trying to determine the 'quantum
of sickness'. Durkheim's first study of suicide neatly draws together these
and later strands: happiness/health, normal/abnormal, and the medical
model of suicide. Condorcet's moral science had been turned into empirical investigation, but the adjective 'moral' had not yet been hidden from
view. The paper was subtitled 'a study of moral s!atistics'. Five years later,
Durkheim's first book announced, on its first page, that it was 'an attempt
to study the facts of moral life according to the method of the positive
sciences '" We do not wish to extract a morality from science. but to
practise the science of morality:2
The present chapter is not an exposition of the roots of Durkheim's
early sociology, any more than the next one is a systematic account of
Galton's contributions to statistics. The aims arc fourfold. First, to
confirm that Durkheim's conception of the normal state of society is part
of the discourse of Comte and physiology. Secondly, to locate it in another
II

From Emile Durkheim's first published rese.trch po1per. on suicide and the birth rate,
published in 1888. During the preceding three yens he h:ld been writing an important
series of review essays surveying the st:ue of ....ork in sociolog)', mostly published in Pierre
Janet's Revue Philosophique. In 1887 he had been called to Bordeaux to teach sociology.
The topic of his 1889-90 course was suicide.
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discussion, criminal anthropology. Thirdly, to show how a new layer of
'reality' was being added to statistical facts. Finally I shall develop the
essential tension in the idea of nonnality, a tension between the figure
whom we call 'Durkheim' and the one we call 'Galton'. Rather than
thinlting that it is juSt an accident that both Durkheim and Galton made
much use of the word 'normal' seemingly in different senses, I argue that it
illustrates the Core of our conception of the normal.
Durkheim was keen on using statistical data as indices of happiness and
abnonnality. That culminated nicely in the theory of anomie pressed in
Suicide of 1897. But the development was not as straightforward as might
be suggested by my epigraph. For two ideas were intertwined in Durkheim's early work: nonnality and functionalism. To ignore the latter is to
fail to grasp what he was doing to the nonnal itself. Durkheim advocated
and perhaps invented functional explanation of social phenomena, in
which one explains a social practice by showing that, unknown to those
who engage in it, it helps keep the society in existence.' Durkheim's first
book, the 1893 Division of Labour, proposed a functional explanation for
the division of labour in industrial society.
Functional explanations commonly explain the 'obvious'. The division
of labour seems to arise naturally enough, and to need no explanation. The
manufacturer who owns the mills, and the insurance company that directs
its clerks and its collectors of premiums, have plenty of inducements for
specializing their labour force. Economists from Adam Smith onwards
had explained how division increases wealth. Isn't that enough? Not for
Durkheim. He argued that a modern sociery would disintegrate without
the division of labour. That is why it persists. Without it the centrifugal
forces present in modern society would make it fly apart. Unknown to us,
this very practice creates the bonds that join us together. A fundamental
ethical problem was thereby solved: 'since the division of labour becomes
the chief sourCe of social solidarity, it becomes at the same time the
foundation of the moral order'.'
I would like to disentangle not only the political resonances of
Durkheim's thesis but also the functional explanation from the nonnall
pathological part of Durkheim's early work. I can't. The introduction to
the first edition of Division was an essay on the nonnal, rich in allusion to
physiology. Why should so bold an attempt at functional explanation start
by talk of physiology? Because Durkheim had to show that the division of
labour is normal. How can one tell whether a social phenomenon is
nonnal or morbid? 'The question does not differ essentially from the one
the biologist asks when he seeks to separate the sphere of nonnal
physiology from that of pathological physiology:'
In expanding the idea, Durkheim revealed how much of the Queteletian
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average nad been incorporated (over Comte's dead body) into tne ComteBroussais tneory of tne nonnal. The pnysiologist, Wrote Durkneim, calls
nonnal wnat is found in tne average of me species. Tne average is to be
understood as 'tne central dense mass' tnat may be represented by a single
number 'because all tnose in tne average region may be represented by tne
one around wnicn tney gravitate'.' After ascribing tnis tecnnique to
pnysiology, Durkbeim continued: 'Tne same metnod must be followed in
etnics. A moral fact is normal for a detennined social type wnen it is
observed in tne average of that species; it is pathological in antitnetical
circumstances.'
The 1888 connection between suicide rate, birth rate and nappiness was
of a piece with most biopolitics of the past two centuries. Durkheim took
it for granted mat France's relatively low birtn rate was bad for France. He
nad absorbed tne connection between infecundity and degeneracy. But he
noted a gap in reasoning. Utilitarian economists judged the success of an
economic policy in terms of the production of happiness for a large
number of people. They also modelled tne effects of population growtn on
tne state of tne economy. They assumed that an increase in tne population
of France - especially vis-il-vis Gennany and England - would produce
greater wealth and nence greater happiness for tne Frencn people. This
placid prejudice demanded argument, or so Durkheim thought. But now
could one measure tne nappiness of a people?
Not by wealm but by nealtn. We can 'be assured tnat societies in wnicn
suicide is mOre frequent are less nealthy than those where it is more rare'.
So runs my epigrapn; tne passage continued: 'We thus have a method for
dealing witn tne controversial problem of population.' The inverse correlation between fecundity and suicide was not spurious. 'Married people
are less exposed to suicide tnan celibates, and likewise tne fatners of
families tnan nusbands witnout cnildren'." Wnere tne family is strong,
where domestic traditions are rich, suicide is less frequent. Note tnat
suicide is like a disease: people are 'exposed' to it, like tne smallpox. 'All
weakening of me birtn rate implies a weakening in domestic sentiment; we
have just seen tnat this last gives rise to suicide.' Suicide, then, is 'an index
of the state of health of societies'. 7
There was also tne idea tnat wnat is normal in a society is indicated by
an average, wnicn in turn is a mark of what is rignt. This thougnt rides
• Should one bochu unpacking Durkheim's awful metaphors? Maybe this one is instructive.

If we take the talk of mass and gra\;ty seriously, then the mean is the point about
which ..II the mass gravitates, not just that in the I\'erage dense region. At this juncture
Durkheim was trying to fight Comte and to fight BrousnLs's principle. by holding that

only elerntnts in tbe .wenge region (the normal region) gravitated around the mean,
leaving room for ptthologic.a.l sUtes, or outliers, which are discontinuous with the normal
- contn.ry to Broussais (and to mechanics!). Durkheim changed his mind in 1893-4; he

deleted this Introduction from the second printing of Division.
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poorly with the previous one. Suicide rates arc averages, and thus ought to
indicate what is normal, and hence good conduct. Medical comparisons
may clarify the mailer. Something may be an index of evil but at the same
time may have a function. 'Pain is commonly regarded by laymen as the
index of morbidity', but pain is essential.' It is not a morbid phenomenon
properly speaking. Is suicide? If not, could the solution urged in the 1888
'Suicide and the Birth Rate' be allowed to stand? How could one combine
suicide as the mark of morbidity with averages as defining normality?
The problem was made pressing by Durkheim's rellections on crime,
the topidor his lectures at Bordeaux 1892/3 and 1893/4. 9 In the course of
them he changed his mind about whether crime is normal: that is, he
changed his mind between the 1893 Division of Labour and the 1894 Rules
of Sociological Method. In the former he began a chapter on the anomic
division of labour by saying that 'the study of deviant forms permits us to
beller determine the conditions for the existence of the normal'. 10 But do
not think that we should include in 'the division of labourthe profession of
the criminal and the other noxious professions. They arc the negation of
solidarity ... this is not a case of the division of labour, but one of
differentiation pure and simple,' 'The differentiation that disintegrates
(cancer, microbe, criminal) is altogether different from that which COncentrates the vital forces (division of labour),''' Crime, in short, was pathological, disintegrating, while the division of labour was normal, concentrating the vital forces. Notice that this contravened Broussais's principle: the
pathological was not here a modification of the normal but something
different in kind from it.
Next year he observed that 'if there is any fact whose pathological
character appears incontestable, that fact is crime' - but that is only
appearance." Less crime would be a sign of trouble. 'There is no occasion
for self-congratulation when the crime rate drops noticeably below the
average level, for we may be certain that this apparent progress is
associated with some social disorder,'13 We must understand the function
of crime. It is whatever offends against the fundamental principles of
conduct. A community of saints would always have crime, because in
human nature there would always be some variation from conformity, and
such variation would constitute infraction of saintly custom, and hence
crime. 'Criminality disappearing under one form, reappears in another.
from which it follows that it is a contradiction to conceive of a societ)'
without crime."" Exactly: {his was a conceptual. not an empirical assertion. A society requires fundamental principles in order to be coherent, in
order not to fall apart. A principle of conduct will stay in place only if it is
offended against. Without infractions principles would lose their force and
society would lose its bonds. Thus crime - understood not as what we call
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crime, but simply as whatever is repressed in a society -- is essential for the
preservation of society. Thus the claim that crime is normal was part of a
functional explanation of crime.
Here we see twO quite distinct ways in which Durkheim understood the
normal. One was functional, one not. In the former a normal phenomenon
'is bound up with the general conditions of collective life of the social
type'." The nonfunctional version regarded a phenomenon as normal for
a society of a given kind ',,·hen it is present in the average societ)' of that
species at the corresponding phase of its evolution'. I. He enjoined us to
apply the functional criterion for normality to a 'social species'that has not
yet reached the full course of its evolution."
Was crime normal? No in 1893, yes in 1894. The 'error', said Durkheim, had resulted from not applying the rules of sociological method."
That was his explanation of a change of mind. But we can hardly
understand Durkheim's switch without recalling one of the greatest
debates of the day. The discourse in which to locate his use of the word
'normal' is that of criminal anthropology. The criminal anthropologists of
the Italian school held that criminals are different in kind from normal
people. Few French writers agreed by the 1890s, but there remained the
question whether crime could be part of a normal society. That was what
vexed Durkheim in the course of his lectures during 1892-1.
Criminal anthropology had many roots, including both phrenology
and the work of Paul Broca, but it was established or reestablished with
vigour in 1876, with the publication of Cesare Lombroso's book on
'criminal man"'1t was a self-proclaimed positive science - which in Italy
mostly meant strict adherence to Charles Darwin and Herbert Spencer. It
was built around the concepts of the normal and the abnormal. Lombroso
began with a vivid conjecture that came to him while doing a post-mortem
on a notorious bandit with an ape-like skull. 'At the sight of the skull, I
seemed to see all of a sudden lighted up as a vast plain under a flaming sky,
the problem of the nature of the criminal - an atavistic being who
reproduces in his person the ferocious instincts of primitive humanity and
the inferior animals. '20
Flushed with Darwin, Lombroso concluded that criminals are born,
not made. They are throwbacks to our caveman or monkey past. This fact
was proven by anthropometry practised in jails. The state gladly provided
the results of beheadings." To these empirical studies Lombroso added
the observation that criminals are often epileptic. He deduced that epilepsy
is also atavistic. This is confirmed by the fact that criminals are epileptoid.
Abnormality had a scientific basis. Criminals were a race apart.
The topic took hold in France. By and large the French authors
favoured sociological over anthropological theories of crime. The first
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Congress of Criminal Anthropology was held in Rome in 1885, the second
in Paris in 1889. A mighty battle was waged. Such was the hostility that
met the Italian school in Paris that it boycotted the third Congress in Brussels in 1892. This had the consequence, as the French summary innocently put it, that 'the success of of the Congress at Brussels exceeded all
expectations', and included among its results 'the complete disappearance
of the criminal type, [viz.) Lombroso's born criminal'.ll Now the criminal
man, the atavistic throwback, had been completely discontinuous with
normal people. To abolish him was to restore Broussais's principle, and to
make crime a mere deviation from normalcy. This 'result' of the congress
parallels Durkheim's change of opinion about the phenomenon of crime.
lt is difficult for us to grasp the wild fluctuations in opinion that were
then possible. It may help to have a map of criminology contemporary
with Durkheim's lectures. In 1896 Enrico Ferri, follower of Lombroso
and later head of the Italian socialist party, drew up a typology of theories
about crime, built around the poles of normality and abnormality.2)
Durkheim had just published the Rules. It will be seen that he is slotted in
at (lb). Using JUSt the surnames in this chart, one can reconstruct a bibliography for a course of lectures on criminal sociology.24
Crime is a:
1 normal phenomenon that is (a) biological (Albrecht)
or (b) social (Durkheim)
2 a biological abnormality due to
(a) atavism, which is (i) organic and psychic (Lombroso)
or (ii) psychic only (Colajanni)
(b) pathology in the form of
(i) Neurosis (Dally, Minzloff, Maudsley, Virgilio, ]elgersma,
Bleuler)
(ii) neurasthenia (Benedikt, Liszt, Vargha)
(iii) epilepsy (Lombroso, Lewis, Roncaroni)
(c) a defect of nutrition in the central nervous system (Marro)
(d) a defect of development of the inhibitory centres (Bonfigli)
(e) moral anomaly (Despine, Garofalo)
3 a social abnormality due 10,
(a) economic influences (Turati, Bataglia, Loria)
(b) juridical unadaptability (Vaccaro)
(c) complex social influences (Lacassagne, Colajanni, Prins, Tarde,
Topinard, Manouvrier, Raux, Baer, Kim, Gumplowicz)
The idea of normality was central to the classification and to the texts; it
was not rare even in titles: an example is an 1893 essay of Lombroso's,
Delinquent, Prostitute and Normal Women. This is the ferment in which
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Durkheim's idea of the normal and the pathological was brewed. Did
Durkheim argue in 1894 that crime had a function in maintaining a
society? Lombroso followed up that lead immediately, with an essay on
the benefits of crime."
This is not to say that Durkheim willingly played any part in criminal
anthropology. He made a few scathing references to Lombroso. He also
noted sardonically that although 'there is no society where the rule does
not exist that the punishment must be proportional to the offence; yet, for
the Italian school, this principle is but an invention of jurists ... the entire
penal system, as it has functioned until the present day among all known
peoples, is a phenomenon contrary to nature'." He here referred to
Raffaele Garofalo (2e), whose book on criminology had been published in
French translation in 1891.
Garofalo's work was entirely structured around the normal/abnormal
poles. Durkheim noted that he 'has tried to distinguish the morbid from
the abnormal', contrary to Durkheim's physiological model, which identified the abnormal with the pathological.27 Garofalo's position (ill-stated in
Durkheim's rebullal) was that there are two types of criminals, comparable to the colour-blind person and the blind person. Truly violent
criminals are blind. The rest, (a trio composed of the murderers and those
who assault persons, the thieves and those who take property, and the
'cynics' whose crimes are sexual in nature) are like the colour blind; they
suffer from 'moral Daltonism'. They can't tell the difference between good
and bad. and hence suffer from moral anomaly. But this anomaly,
Garofalo argued, is not a pathology or type of infirmity or morbidity; it is
an ethical regression through retrogressive selection.
Durkheim's change of mind about the normality of crime was part of
the reaction of French sociologists to Italian criminal anthropology. It was
also a return to Comtian origins. The pathology of crime was only a
modification, which came in degrees, of the normal state of a society. It
thereby became possible to use an index of modification as an index of the
health or morbidity of a society. The original programme of the 1888
'Suicide and the birth rate' was once again made legitimate. Thus Durkheim, in wrestling with crime while lecturing on criminal sociology, was
not only producing 'rules of sociological method': he was also resolving
his doubts about his original research programme, and thus gearing
himself up to write Suicide.
Suicide, like crime, was quickly declared part of the normal state. 'At
any rate, it is certain that suicidogenctic currents of different intensity.
depending on the historical period, have always existed among the peoples
of Europe; statistics had proved this ever since the last century, and
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juridical monuments prove it for earlier periods. Suicide is therefore an
element of their social constitution and even, probably, of any social
constitution."· (There followed an especially feeble functionalist discussion. Would Durkheim really have thought that if, as with crime, people
stopped killing themselves, this would be a sign of some incipient
breakdown in society?)
Suicide is normal, but increases in the suicide rate can indicate morbidity. Now we can proceed to the issue of causation. What produces stable
averages, be they the norm for a society of a given type, or pathologically
deviant averages such as excessive suicide rates? It would be something
collective, something greater than Quetelet's little independent causes
operating at the level of individual psychology. We've noticed Durkheim 's
penchant for mixing metaphors. There was cosmology: the social forces
acting on individuals were comparable to cosmic forces like gravity. There
was medicine: suicide is a disease striking, epidemic-like, at a community,
better resisted by some than by others. There was electricity (or fluid
dynamics?): 'suicidogenetic currents'.
The cause of suicide rates would be collective. I concluded chapter 18
with Durkheim's debt to Boutroux and Renouvier. From them he learned
well that the whole is greater than the part. The laws of sociology muSt be
,ui generi" a tag that I there quoted three times in a paragraph. It is wrong
completely to separate Out the 'functionalist' parts of this opinion, but
Durkheim's idea of autonomous laws that produce statistical regularities
can often be read in a nonfunctional way.
Collective tendencies have a reality of their own; they are forces as real as cosmic
forces, though of another son; they, likewise, affect the individual from without,

though through other channels. The proof that the reality of collective tendencies
is no less than that of cosmic forces is that this realit}, is demonstrated in the same
way, by the uniformity of effects."

Durkheim's collective forces were untainted by indeterminism or even
chance: they were agents that necessarily produced slabIe chance phenomena. They were nevertheless described by a new kind of law of collective
phenomena, a law endowed with its own 'reality'. Quete1et had made the
mean of a population as 'real' as the position of an island or a star. At the
time of Durkheim, the laws of deviation from the normal themselves
became part of reality. But unlike Galton he did not think that the laws
were themselves slatistical. It was Galton who led uS to the autonomy of
statistical laws, in a sense that I shall define precisely in terms of
explanatoty power.
Galton could not accept the view of Quetelet and others that the
Normal curve was the product of myriad independent pelly causes. Nor
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could Durkheim, although he had nothing like Galton's savvy about the
He did criticize Quetelet's idea of the average
failure of that idea.
man." The average man could not be the intervening variable that
somehow accounted for statistical stability. It is commonly said that
Durkheim refuted Quetelet and surpassed him. Not at all- for all his bitter
critique he stayed in the Queteletian mould. (Galton had no need to be
bitter about Quetelet because he did surpass him.) The reason why there
must be cosmic forces acting upon the population and producing the
tendencies to suicide is that there can be no other explanation of the
statistical stabilities. Durkheim was truly a member of the French school
of statistics. What could be closer to what Knapp ridiculed as the
astronomical conception of society than Durkheim saying that social
statistics are the product of forces that can be compared only to the powers
of the cosmos acting on us from without?
Galton and Durkheim each had an idea of the nonnal and the abnonnal
that they intimately connected with the reality of a new kind of law. Of
course Durkheim's emergentist philosophy was alien to Galton, and their
central and obsessive visions of the nonnal were by no means the same.
The Nonnal distribution describing a group, which Galton treated as a
real and autonomous law, is a law of a different kind from that governing
Durkheim's 'cosmic' forces acting upon the collective. Throughout this
book I have capitalized the initial letter when writing of the Nonnal
distribution." That was surely to show that a very special meaning of
nonnality was involved? It may seem a mere play on words, to connect
Galton's use of the word 'nonnal' with that of Durkheim.
Another test confinns this conclusion. What is the opposite of the
nonnal? The abnonnal, certainly. But for Galton the nonnal was characterized by the Nonnal curve; the abnonnal was what strongly deviated
from its mean. For Durkheim, the abnonnal was called the pathological.
In the end the abnormal is sick. For Galton, the abnonnal is exceptional,
and may be the healthiest stock of the race. As a very poor first
approximation, Durkheim identified the moral with the normal. For
Galton the nonnal was not good but mediocre. Some extremes were not
pathological but superb. The right and the good are to be found at the right
hand end of the Nonnal curve of talent or virtue.
These then were tWO visions of the normal. Galton's idea of nonnality is
embedded in our culture, not only in the IQ test but in an unending array

_'0

• Durkhc:im did read Galton's thcory of regression in the 1889 Natural fnhen'tance. He
described what he read with admiration. But he pretty much misundcl"Stood Galton's

point, for. rather in the spirit of Quetclet. he thought tbe theory of regression established
that pathological conditions would gradually revert to the mean: 'the deviations produced
arc neYer more than short~livcd. and succeed in being maintained for a time only in ,,'ery
imperfect fashion',
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of standards of nonnal behaviour. His is a success story; in specific details,
Durkheim's is not. Nevertheless they are both part of that fundamental
transition that links the erosion of determinism, the emergence of a new
kind of indetenninistic law, the taming of chance, and the displacement of
human nature by the idea of normality.

21
The autonomy of statistical law

London, 9 February J877 The typicalla"'s are those which rno"
nearly express what takes place in nature generally; they may never
be exactly correct in anyone case, but at the same time they will
always be approximately true and al""3ys serviceable (or explanation
.. , Thcy show Us that natural selection docs not act by carving out
each ncw generation according to a ddinitc pattern on a
Procrustean bed, irrespective of waste. They also explain how small
a contribution is made 10 future generations by those who deviate
widely from the mean, either in excess or deficiency. and they
enable uS to discover the precise sources whence the deficiencies in
the produce of exceptional types are supplied. and their rdative
contributions. We see by them that the ordinary genealogical course
of a race consists in a constant outgrowth from its centre. a constant
dying a\vay at its margins, and a tendency of the scanty remnants of
all exceptional members to revert to that mediocrity, whence the
majority of their ancestors originally sprang.';"

The silly season in determinism had no bounds. 'Given an hour of a man's
life, and an anthropometric seraph could calculate all that he ever has been,
and all that he "'er will be." Thus, in 1871, did the social sciences emulate
the Laplacian maxim of universal determinism. Laplace spoke of the
lightest atom; in this sentence, the novelist speaks of a man. Laplace spoke
of knowledge at an instant; the novelist speaks of measurements taken
over an hour. Francis Galton set up anthropometric booths in public
places to determine the measurements of passers-by. No seraph he, but he
shared and popularized the idea that physical and mental measurements
were the key to human nature.
It was in this context of optimistic anthropometry that there occurred a
~.

Francis Galton lecturing to the Royal Institution. On this oc,a510n he \vas able to
supplement his modest mathematics with an analogue simulating the Normal distribution.
HecaUed it the 'quincunx' (a quincunx is fi"'e points, (our at the corners ot a square and one
al the centre). Lead shot is dropped through a series of pins ","'ith this arrangement, and
piles up to exhibit the Normal curve. He had a simple one made in 1873. but the ideaot the
1877 model is a two-stage arrangement to illustrate heredity. Coincidentallj', C.S. Peirce
developed his quincuncial projection (or map-making during the same decade.
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fundamental transition in the conception of statistical laws. Galton at the
time of my quotation was well on his way to devising the theory of
correlation and regression. That stOI}' has been well told by others.) We
now say regression towards the mean rather than reversion wwards
mediocrity, but Galton's terminology reveals his fascination with the
exceptional, the very opposite of Quetelet's preoccupation with mediocre
averages.
In this chapter I shall draw attention to the way in which laws of a
statistical sort become 'sen'iceable for explanation', as my epigraph puts it.
I believe this marks an important passage in the taming of chance. One can
explain something by using a statistical law only if it is in some way
autonomous, and not reducible to some set of underlying causes. A
difficulty of exposition arises here, for there is much philosophical debate
about statistical laws, about explanation, and about statistical explanation.
I believe my concerns are quite different from any of those that are
commonly aired, but I shall be misunderstood if I do not state the
problems, if only to distance myself from them.
I shall not be arguing that Galton or any contemporary seriously
thought that statistical laws were irreducible to underlying deterministic
principles. To say that such laws are irreducible is to say that the universe
does not have any set of deeper and nonprobabilistic laws that entail the
statistical behaviour. Only with the advent of quantum mechanics and its
elaboration in the 1930s did the idea of irreducibility become widely
entertained. An important event was John von Neumann's 'no hidden
variables' theorem of 1936, of which in recent years there have been many
careful and sophisticated developments. The phrase 'no hidden variables'
indic:ues a precise way of stating that quantum mechanics as at present
understood cannot be reduced to an underlying deterministic theory.
Despite the widespread acceptance of 'no hidden variables' results,
some authors find the question of reducibility of deep importance, partly
because it is a way of preserving determinist metaphysics. There have been
repeated and often brilliant attempts to produce explanations of how
large-scale statistical homogeneity can be the result of underlying deterministic processes. They began with Poisson's law of large numbers. The
most famous deliberately pro-determinist attempt is Bolt7.mann's Htheorem. More generally, such a programme includes, from a variety of
philosophical perspectives, work by Henri Poincare, and much ergodic
theory.' I shall avoid such matters entirely.
I am concerned with a conception that falls short of irreducibility;
indeed it is less a conception than a practice. I shall speak of autonomy as
opposed to irreducibility. Someone who claims, perhaps in the light of
work by von Neumann, that some statistical laws are not reducible to
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underlying causal and determinist structures, holds that such laws are
irreducible. What then is autonomy? It can be usefully illustrated by one
of the signs of a difference between prediction and explanation. Statistical
laws became autonomous when they could be used not only for the
prediction of phenomena but also for their explanation. Statistical explanation has been much discussed by philosophers in recent years, but they
have focussed on the explanation of individual events. An event may be
very probable, or be of a type that happens very frequently, but does that
explain its occurrence on a particular occasion? How does one explain the
occurrence of events of a type that seldom occur? Is explanation provided
by data that increase the probability of the event?s These are not the issues
that concern us here, but rather what scientists commonly call explanation,
namely the explanation of a phenomenon. Galton wanted to explain what
he believed were curious phenomena of a thoroughly regular and law-like
SOrt, about the distribution of hereditary genius in gifted families.
Galton based his views about inheritance on detailed genealogies, and
on a classification of talent fitting his own scale of values. His anthropometric booths were a tiny fraction of his studies of physical characteristics,
and how they too are distributed and inherited. He established the
anthropometric laboratory at University College, l.ondon, which in due
course became the first modern department of statistics. Karl Pearson,
Galton's profound admirer, who gave us the chi-squared test of goodness
of fit and much else, held the chair in that site, endowed by Galton.
Pearson founded the great statistical journal, Biometrika, as well as Annals
of Eugenics. The second was as much an organ of applied statistics as the
first, and both were conceived in the spirit of Pearson's practical positivism: apply 'value-neutral' science and statistical techniques to the issues
of the day.
Anthropometry was presented benignly as the science of measuring the
human body and the proportions between its parts, but my quotation
about the anthropometric seraph reveals its innermost dreams. It had
strong connections with the control of populations. That remains the
meaning of the old French term anthropomi'trie }udicaire, a method of
identifying criminals by measurement. The system was invented in 1880
by Alphonse Bertillon. Rivalry between Bertillon and Galton spurred the
invention of the theory of correlation, as described below. The most
extreme version of these ideas was being developed in Italy, as the criminal
anthropology briefly mentioned in the preceding chapter.
Like the British physicists of his day, Galton was a genius at transforming abstract representations into physical modelling. His quincunx for
making the random fall of shot pile up as a Normal cur...e is well known in
science museums today. He devised a way of literally photographing the
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average man. By a rather original technique a sequence of individuals was
successively exposed on a photographic plate.· Then you could actually
see the slightly blurred 'type' before your very eyes. Thus fundamentally
different types could be displayed: army officers. private soldiers. criminals convicted of murder or crimes of violence. nonviolent felons, and
Jews. He was an authoritarian person: only one such could invent the
silent dog whistle for guard dogs. and be central in the introduction of
finger-printing as the world's standard of identifying criminals.
His advocacy of eugenics. its antecedents in criminal anthropology. and
its consequences for measuring intelligence have been well described by,
for example, Donald MacKenzie, Daniel Kevles and Stephen Jay Gould. 8
Galton's fascination with natural inheritance has become better known. in
our days. for its vices than for its virtues. His work on regression was an
immediate outcome of a problem about inheritance. His invention of the
theory of correlation arose from his problems about identifying criminals.
There is a pretty obvious puzzle about inheritance. Exceptionally tall
people do have tall children. Brilliant men and women have gifted
children. But except during decades of sharp dietary improvement. by and
large tallness does not go on regenerating itself in yet greater tallness.
Certainly the children born to parents of true genius are seldom as gifted.
Galton had a problem. He thought that unusual qualities, be they moral,
mental or physical, do breed true, to a large extent. while at the same time
there is an inevitable reversion to\\'ards mediocrity. ordinariness and the
commonplace.
If you really believed that exceptional and desirable qualities would
consistently be repeated and improved on in the progeny. you would be
hard pressed not to ascribe some merit to some simplistic version of
eugenics. And the existence of sperm banks established by a few conceited
men of talent shows that some do succumb to such ideas. But Galton was
no fool. His intellectual problem arose from the following fact: he
instinctively believed in the idea that the best breed the best and the worst
breed the worst. and at the same time took so much data on the question.
by following the genealogy of extraordinary families. that he saw that this
is not exactly true. Moreover the phenomenon of reversion to mediocrity
applies to people who are exceptional by any criterion: the fat and the
skinny, the couch potatoes and the scalers of Everest, the sensitive and the
brutal. the flashdancers and the clumsy.
Galton's difficulties did not end there. He subscribed to Quetelet's

*'
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Wh:tt did the subjects of these photographs think of Galton? 'The indi\Oidual photographs
were taken with hardly any selection from among the boys in the Jews' Free School, Bell
lane. They were the children of poor parents. As I drove to the school through the
adjacent Jewish quancr. the expression of Ihe people that most struck me was their cold
scanning gaze. and this w.u equally chuactcristic of the schoolboys.'
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doctrine that most of the interesting traits of people and living species have
a Normal distribution - they follow what Galton himself was soon to
describe in JUSt those words: 'the Normal curve'.'" I do not claim any
direct connection with the Comte-Broussais use of the word 'normal' - by
the time that Galton attached the word to the curve, the word just meant
typical, and carried all the Comtian baggage with it. The match between
the word and the curve was waiting to be consummated.
Although Galton became acquainted with the Gaussian law of error
from a geologist, his chief introduction to the idea was John Herschel's
detailed review of Quetelet's exposition of the theory of probability.lO
Galton made the Gaussian law the basis of his studies in Hereditary
Genius in 1869." He too was much taken by the famous 5,738 Scottish
chests, and with Quetelet's marking off the Curve into bar graphs
indicating where the various percentages of girths were to be found.
Galton, unlike Quetelet, was not impressed by averages. It was
distributions and deviations from the mean that interested him. From
Quetelet he had learned a way to think about deviation from the mean, by
using the curve of error. That focussed his perplexity about inheritance. If
we look at a species over time, we will see slight drifts in the mean and
dispersion of a trait under study. But basically (in his opinion, long before
the theoty of genetic drift had occurred to anyone) the curve is constant.
New exceptional beings are thrust up from less outstanding families, and
more ordinary people are the progeny of exceptional parents. That's what
keeps the curve of the population pretty constant, but with a curious slow
interchange among the families on the tails of the curve, furthest away, for
better or worse, from the mean.
So here we have a phenomenon to explain (reversion towards mediocrity in the course of generations) and a fundamental statistical assumption,
that traits of interest commonly conformed, pretty well, to the Normal
curve. The phenomenon is very hard to understand, but it becomes
unintelligible when added to the account of the Normal distribution from
the time of Quetelet: that it was the product of a lot of little independent
causes, as in the limiting case of the binomial distribution. This muck
Galton very firmly:
First let me: point oUt 01 fact vthich Quetelet and all writers "'ho have followed in his
path have unaccountably overlooked, and which has an intimate bearing on our
work tonight. It is that. although characteristics of plants and animals confonn to
~

He was using the expression 'Normal Cur"e', with capital letters. regularly by 1888,
Galton was less wedded to the Normal curve, or law of error, or Gaussian distribution,

however it be named. than one might expect. In t8n he advised H,P. Bowditch to force his
amhropometricaJ I"e-su)ts 'to the Procrustean bed of the "law of error" '. But he did think
that the law was roughly right most of the time. He was curiousl)" attracted to Procrustean
beds :It this time; he spoke of another in my epigraph, also of 1877.
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the law, the reason for their doing so is totally unexplained. The essence of the

law is that differences should be wholly due

to

the collective actions of a host of

petty influences in various combinations.

Now the processc:s of heredit), arc not pc:tty influencc:s, but very important
ones ... The conclusion is that the processes of heredity must work harmoniously with the law of deviation, and be themselves in some sense conformable to

it. ll

If one asks the question, why did Galton and not Quetelet invent the
theory of regression and correlation, it is important, as Victor Hilts has
remarked, that in such discussions Galton spoke of the Normal curve as a
'law of deviation'. Thus where Quetelet was thinking of a central tendency, and hence of the mean, Galton, always preoccupied by the exception, was thinking of the tails of the distribution, and of the dispersion.
Mathematically speaking, the mean and the dispersion are necessary and
sufficient for describing the curve - co-equals as defining properties, we
might say. But Quetelet and Galton attended to them very differently.
The concentration on dispersion led to correlation coefficients, or so
Hilts argues."
To refer to the two men's differing attitudes to the parameters of the
Normal curve is to make a useful conjecture about the working of their
minds. But something more obvious was also in play. Galton was interested in heredity. Without having any idea about the precise mechanism,
he was sure that it had to work by the transmission of bearers of hereditary traits, which he named germs or 'gemmules'. He thought that the
blood might be the carrier of genetic material. In 1870 he was trying out
experiments on blood transfusion between black and white rabbits. Silver
grey does, into which some white rabbit blood had been transfused, were
crossed with silver grey bucks into which an almost complete transfusion
of blood from white rabbits had been made. (Galton thought the transfusions were successful. One hardly credits this, but then where did the
blood go?) The rabbits supposedly bearing white blood did indeed give
birth to some offspring with whitish toes. Galton was briefly elated, until
it was pointed out that what breeders called 'orphan feet' was quite common." Galton's fascinating experiments and conjectures did not pan out,
but they show how fixed in his mind was the thought that traits were
transmitted by lumps of hereditary material, and not by 'a host of petty
independent influences'.
I have said much about the 'petty independent influence' understanding of the binomial law (to use Quetelet's phrase) or the Normal curve
(to use Galton's). I have called it comfortable but conceptually incoherent. Galton was the first to find it distinctly uncomfortable, and hence
to rethink the meaning of the curve. I do not say he gave up his belief in
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some underlying determinism, nor even that he gave up the model of peuy
independent influences. He did something quite different.
He saw that reversion towards mediocrity was a mathematical consequence of the Normal curve. That is, if a population is Normally
distributed, it can be deduced that in a second generation there will be a
Normal distribution of about the same mean and dispersion, but one in
which the exceptional members will typically not be descended from
exceptional members of the previous generation. I say that this can be
deduced. Galton did not strictly deduce it, but rather demonstrated it by
the device of his shot-dropping machine, the quincunx, in which an
analogy of this effect could be observed. That led him to the remarkable
thought: the phenomenon that puzzled him could be deduced from the
fact (or assumption) that traits were distributed according to the standard
stacisticallaw, the law of errors.
Galton was quite self-conscious about his explanations. My epigraph
speaks of being 'serviceable for explanation' and uses the verb 'to explain'
for precisely the phenomenon I have been discussing. I do not suppose
that this is the first time that anyone explained a fascinating but puzzling
phenomenon by showing that it followed deductively from the statistical
propenies of a distribution. I do suppose that Galton saw very dearly
what he was doing. In one stroke he was (a) explaining and (b) leaving out
the 'host of peny independent causes' story. He was regarding the Normal
distribution of many traits as an autonomous statistical law. Statistical law
had come into the world fully-fledged. Galton saw that chance had been
tamed.
Is this toO strong a statement? Have I merely taken an impressivesounding phrase, 'the taming of chance', and pinned it on a protesting
Galton? Galton, when he let himself go, was nO slouch at turning a pretry
phrase. Here he is, on 26 January 1886, giving a Presidential Address to the
Anthropological Institute:
I know of scarcely anything so apt to impress the imagination u the wonderful
form of cosmic order expressed by 'the law of error', A savage, if he could
understand it, would worship it as a god. It reigns with severity in complete

self-effacement amidst the wildest confusion. The huger the mob and the greater
the anarchy the more perfect is its sway_ Let a large sample of chaotic elements be

taken and llW"shalled in order of their magnitudes, and then, however wildly
irregular they appeared, an unexpected and most beautiful form of regularity
proves to have been present all along. IS

A couple of years later the savages of this paragraph were upgraded: 'The
law would have been personified by the Greeks and deified, if they had
known of it.'l.
Did anyone but Galton see how chance was being tamed? To answer it
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is convenient to pass on a stage, from regression to correlation. I said both
were invented by Galton - barely. Galton's contribution to correlation
was merely to strike the spark, almost inadvertently. If the man of so many
and various labours had a leading concern, it was anthropometry. He
thought this had many applications, including the identification of
criminals.
His great competitor in the matter of identification was Alphonse
Bertillon." Now Bertillon proposed that a set of mug-shots of every
criminal should be made, both facing and sideways showing the ear. The
system has been widely adopted. Newcomers to the United States may
wonder, when they are photographed for their 'green cards' which make
them resident aliens, why the photographer for the immigration service
insists that the right ear be clearly visible. The answer is, in a word:
Bertillon. He had the theory that a person could be identified by the ear,
and produced an extraordinary Bulletin signa/titique of ear rypes, showing
the whorls of every possible ear for purposes of identification. As Carlo
Ginzburg has shown in a marvellous essay, the fact was not lost on art
historians, or on Sherlock Holmes.'·
In addition to ears, Bertillon constructed a list of body measurements to
be recorded along with the mug-shots. This was important when numbers
could be transmitted telegraphically to any police force in the world, but
photographs could not, and the ear system called for much mastery before
it could be used. Bertillon proposed that height, and lengths of foot, arm
and finger should be recorded. He seems to have thought that these four
measures were, in some undefined way, independent. Galton saw at once
that there was much redundancy in this system, for tall people tend to have
big feet, long arms and long fingers. They were, in short, correlated. To
prove this he began working graphically from a Normal distribution of
people from whom he had collected hundreds of such anthropometric
measurements. He very quickly began to see that a measure of correlation
could be derived empirically, and was closely connected to his lines of
regression. He then moved to the mathematical problem of characterizing
correlation and, with some assistance, solved it. Once again he thought
that he had suddenly explained something: that from certain statistical
laws about the distribution of traits one would deduce general phenomena
about how traits are correlated.
This story is interesting for those interested in the mathematical angle of
the story, but Galton himself, after his initial idea about correlation, was
quickly overtaken by mathematicians such as Karl Pearson or F.Y.
Edgeworth. Pearson later noted that the formulae used in the theory of
correlation had been used much earlier in the Gaussian tradition, for
determining the error curves when two coordinates were determined by a
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single method (so that their errors would be 'correlated')." And there was
at least one other predecessor, later and c1earer. 2o About these there are
tWO things to say. First, as MacKenzie writes, 'the point is that for neither
of [those earlier workers] was statistical dependence in itself the focus of
attention, as it was for Galton'." Secondly, the predecessors were working
in the Gaussian tradition of estimating 'real' positions given independently
of any method of estimating. I have emphasized that Quetelet made the
average height into something 'real'; Galton now added another tier of
reality. It made correlations as real as causes. In fact, in Karl Pearson's
opinion, it destroyed causes.
Pearson was the positivist author of The Grammar of Science, and not
unprejudiced about causes. Cause, in the canons of positivism, was a
metaphysical notion. A good way to surpass metaphysics was to annul
causation. The passage I am about to quote was written long after Galton's
death, after a career in which Pearson had advanced the theory of
correlation as much as anyone. He doubtless paid more attention to the
discovery of correlation theory than it deserves. Nevertheless he is a
splendid witness to the consequences of the taming of chance, and to the
effect of the autonomy of statistical law on the very notion of causality.
Or, as he would have preferred to pUt it, he testified to the correlation
between the raming of chance and the elimination of ordinary causality.
He remarked that everyone before Galton had missed the analysis of
correlation. Most of the attempts to apply quantitative analysis to psychological, medical and sociological research - be it by Condorcet or
Quetelet, or even Laplace - had been 'sterile' for lack of grasp of the
concept.
Galton turning over two different problems in his mind reached the conception of
correlation: A is not the sole cause of B, but it contributes to the production of B;
there may be other. many or few, causes at work. some of which ""C do not know
and may never know ... This measure of partial causation was the germ of the

broad category - that of correlation, which was to replace not only in the minds of
many of us the old category of causation, but deeply to influence our outlook on

the universe. The conception of causation -;- unlimitedly profitable to the physicist

- began to crumble to piec... In no case was B simply and wholly caused by A, nor
indeed by C, D, E, and F as well! It was really possible to go on increasing the
number of contributory causes until they might involve all the factors of the
universe ... Henceforward the philosophical view of the universe was to be that of
a correlated system of variates, approaching but by no means reaching perfect
correlation. i.e. absolute causaJity.u
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A chapter from Prussian statistics

Berlin, 22July 1880 The incompetent statistics th.t are the
product of this agitation force us once again to recall the first
commandment for a statistician: thou shalt not bear false witness

against thy neighbour.."t

My chapters have become successively more removed from daily affairs,
The early numbers printed by enthusiasts and bureaux generated the idea
of statistical laws, Ideas about causation were revised. New content was
given to the notion of normalcy, I have increasingly moved from practical
matters to abstract ones. I shall conclu~e with the statistical epistemology
and metaphysics of C.S, Peirce, a high-powered speculative philosopher if
ever there was one. But the numbers that set these steps in motion were
intended to be administrative tools. Lest we forget that, let us return to an
example. I began this book with two anodyne moments in Prussian
statistics: here is a third and more problematic one.
The 'agitation' of the epigraph was the wave of antisemitism that peaked
in the new Gennan Empire during 1879-81. We are here concerned with
only one tiny aspect of it: the use or abuse of statistical data. As Salomon
Neumann went on to complain' "the mass immigration ofJews across the
Eastern frontier of the German Empire" has been quite simply erected
into a statistical axiom. For the masses it summons up a nightmare, but it is
no less effective in higher society, even in the learned world, where it is
dressed up in economic or ethnological clothing, or some similar garb.'
Neumann subtitled his pamphlet 'a chapter from Prussian statistics',
Prussian statistics between 1860 and 1882 meant, above all, Ernst Engel,
the gifted administrator who appears in the background of several
previous chapters. Neumann and Engel parted company pretty radically
by 1881: Engel's bureau commented magisterially on Neumann's first
edition of the 'fable' and Neumann angrily replied in the third.' But their
conception of the role of statistics was very much the same: it was what I
,;. Salomon Neumann, \\-'riting 2t the height of the Berlin ""'ave of antisemitism. 1819-8t. in a
pamphlet, 'the fable of massive Jewish immigration: a ch3pter from Prussi:an $utistics',
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have, in caricature, been calling the eastern view of numbers and of laws.
Aside from the old time Manchester school Liberals, who advocated the
invisible hand across the board (a group including a majority of Berlin
Jewish business, intellectual and political leaders in mid-century, but not
Neumann) this attitude to numbers ran across conventional party lines. J
Neumann learned medicine on the student tour: Halle, Berlin, Vienna,
Venice, Paris. Hewas admitted as a doctor in Berlin in 1845." Much of his
daily work was administrative, but his publications were chiefly aimed at
analysing health statistics. An essay of his on Berlin mortality rates
appeared in an issue of Der Arbeiterfreund almost immediately before a
paper of Engel's on 'industrial partnerships'.s Their concerns overlapped:
The Working Man', Friend was the organ of the Central Verein fur da,
Wohl der Arbeitenden Klassen. Society for the welfare of the working
classes: the name of the organization and of its publication make plain its
reform-from-above nature. Neumann was a founding member of the
society and its delegate to the second, third and fourth International
Statistical Congresses, 1855, 1856, and 1860. Engel attended in his official
capacities. He was conspicuous in 1860, in London, ensuring that the
next Congress would be held in Berlin.
Neumann can usefully be put beside his famous contemporary and
fellow Pomeranian, Rudolf Virchow (1821-1902). Scientifically, Virchow
transformed pathological anatomy - but let it not be forgotten that he also
was a founder of the German anthropological society, and did detailed,
almost Galtonian, studies on physical anthropometry. Curious as to racial
characteristics, he organized a census to determine the distribution of
blonde and dark-haired Germans (most aren't blonde). And he went with
Schliemann to Troy in 1879. A strong Liberal in the Prussian House of
Representatives, after 1880 he was elected to the Reichstag and became
leader of the opposition. But he was if anything more active in Berlin
politics, largely concerning himself with health and social welfare. His
very theory of the cell was individualistic, as his theory of the state wanted
to be republican. His philosophy was the very opposite of that conservative holism that! have called 'eastern', but even he was so part of his milieu
that he could write in 1859 that 'as in the lives of nations, so in the lives of
individuals the state of health of the whole is determined by the well-being
and close interrelation of the individual parts; disease appears when
~

The cum'eull4m vitae of his dissertation arC' signed ~go Salomon NCNmann ]udaeus. It had
been obligatory for aJewish physician to take an oath of office in the synagogue. Doctors
of other faiths had long been allowed a civil oath. Neumann was the 6rst Jewish doctor in
Berlin successfully to petition for the parallel right. Thereafter ~IJewish doctors opted for
the civil oath. From the year of the founding of the Alliance IsraCiite Universclle (t869). he
was an aeti\"c member, presiding over various local committees. At the time that he

published his 'fablc', he had just become prcsidenl of lhe Hoch.schule fur dic Wisscnschaft
des Judenthums in Berlin. of which hc was a founding member.
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individual members begin to sink into a state of inactivity disadvantageous
to the common wealth, or to lead parasitic existences at the expense of the
whole'.·
Neumann was already a holist and never had to make these moves.
Differences between the two men in point of philosophy were no
hindrance to their collaboration. Neumann became a Berlin city councillor
in 1859 and remained so until 1905. Such men pioneered many of the
sanitary reforms that turned Berlin from one the most disease-ridden
capitals of Europe to its healthiest. Virchow also considered Neumann to
have settled many issues about Jewish immigration, citing the 'fable' in the
Abgeordnetshaus directly after its publication. But that is to anticipate.
In 1851 Neumann published a characteristic study in Virchow's medical
journal. It had a ponderous enough title, 'On medical statistics of the
Prussian state according to the report of the statistical bureau for 1846'.'
The opening proposition was striking. In bold letters it stated: 'Public
health care is the duty of the state.' In our day we base ourselves upon the
rights of man and of equal membership in the human race. The only
purpose of a state is the welfare of its members, for it is founded upon the
organic union of equally entitled human beings. The true Content and aim
of political science is prosperity of the people, grounded upon the normal
development of mankind according to the laws of its physical and mental
nature. This understanding produces a 'new ethical world view'.
Good health, Neumann continued, is essential to the full development
of each person. It follows from this and the above premises that the state is
obliged to provide medical care for its citizens. 'Medical science is a social
science.' Society has contented itself with a lot of talk about new learning,
but it ignores the real fruits of medical knowledge. It can use these only
when medicine is viewed as a social science.
There was a corollary about madness. There are different kinds of
insanity, and statistics show that their prevalence varies both in history
and in different parts of Europe. That is because insanity is essentially
connected with the culture and social conditions in which it occurs.
Madness is doubly a social construct. Not only do different kinds of
society induce different forms of madness, but also, what counts as insane
varies from one social group to another. In chapter 8 we noted Esquirol
and others of the 1820s declaring that madness is the province of the
physician; now in the 1850s the German medical reformers were amending
that. Yes, madness is the province of the medical man, but only because the
medical man is a social scientist.
So much for Neumann's philosophical stance. His immediate worry in
his paper of 1851 was the uneven distribution of health care across the
kingdom. He had a very practical objection to Quetelet's notion of taking
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averages. The theoreticians may have protested against Quetelet that the
deviation from the mean on the curve of errors is just as important as the
mean. Did that matterto ordinary people? Yes! 'A picture is illusory when
it tries to create an abstraction from real life ... the datum that there is one
doctor per square mile throughout the state gives absolutely no indication
of the real possibilities of medical assistance.' He ranked the 26 provincial
jurisdictions in Prussia by the number of medical personnel per inhabitant
per square mile. The western provinces were rich in doctors, while the
eastern ones had appalling doctor/patient ratios. Neumann confirmed that
mortality and disease are inversely proportional to the availability of
medical care. Wasn't this a spurious correlation? Money draws doctors
then as now, and money keeps people healthier because they are cleaner
and betterfed. But Neumann's picture olthe doctor was not the physician
at the bedside; it was the sanitary reformer who could change whole districts.
Neumann's data were taken from the Prussian statistical bureau whose
former director, Hoffmann, had asserted that 'prosperiry and culture
express themselves numerically in the laws of mortality'. On that doctrine
England is more cultured than France, and France than Germany: in 1850
the ratios were 45:40:27. Well, said Neumann, there are better measures of
culture and prosperiry, namely the availability of medical care. We can do
something about that now. And as forthe usual stuff about la,,'s of mortality: that, Neumann angrily asserted, is nonsense. It is not a law that
Germans die sooner than the English, and by a great margin. The phenomena are a product of socicty that can be altered.
For example: the 20 per cent death rate for newborn infants is not a fact
of nature but a consequence of the power (Macht) of civilization. Virchow
had returned from Upper Silesia reporting the statistics of the terrible
typhus epidemic:
No one would have thought such a state of affairs possible in Prussia, which took
so much pride in the excellence of its institutions . .. we now see the endless rows of
figures, every single one of which denotes untold wretched misery . .. we must not
hesitate to draw alJ those conclusions that can be drawn from such a horrible
experience. I myself had drawn the consequences when I returned from Upper

Silcsia, and was determined, in view of the new French Republic, to help in the
demolition of the old edifice of our state. 8

Thus the radical of 1848. Young Neumann agreed. We should, he wrote,
see the horror not as rampant disease but as a 'social epidemic'." The miserable workers of the region have nothing left for them but sex and brandy.
Thus 'the population increases as rapidly as it loses its physical strength
and moral fibre'. (Contrast German biopolitics with that of the French.
Degeneracy, which made the French infertile, made Silesians fecund).
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Neumann quoted an ironic remark of Dieterici, Current director of the
Prussian statistical bureau. The inhabitants of Silesia have transcended the
conditions of human life - just like the Christian ascetics of the first
century, except in the opposite direction. Dieterici had urged that the birth
rate is not directly affected by population density, but only indirectly, by
the availability of food. That is still an Enlightenment doctrine, reminiscent of Malthus and the physiocrats before him. Neumann brushed it
aside. The highest birth rates were in the east, in Posen, Danzig and so on,
where the people starved. The lowest ones were in the west, in cities such
as Munster and Dusseldorf.
Neumann's own paper of 1851 had the fervour of youth and the spirit
of '48. He was 24. There is every evidence that he remained true to his
statistical and medical principles. What would such a man do when, as a
mature and influential citizen of Berlin, a city councillor and at the same
time newly elected president of the Hochschule fijr die Wissenschaft des
Judenthums, he saw statistics turned into fuel for antisemitism? There was
a moment of incredulity in his entire community. The second edition of
Neumann's 'fable' appeared in 1880. An additional preface ended not by
recalling the prohibition against bearing false witness but by quoting a
sentence from a speech of Theodor Mommsen's, on 18 March of that year.
'Is the empire of Kaiser Wilhelm really the country of Frederick the Great,
the country of enlightenment and tolerance, the country in which one
asked about character and qualiry of mind, rather than religious confession
and nationality?',·lo
There had been a great Jew-hate - judenhetze - in Berlin in 1819 but
nothing further of comparable proportions until 1879. It built up during
the 1870s. 1 restrain comment to a few well-known facts. On the
pamphleteering side, Wilhelm Marr (already author of an ignored piece of
hate literature, his judenspiegel of 1862) led the way with his tract
declaring and denouncing the victory ofJudaism over Germanism. On the
financial side a stock-market crash in May 1874 was blamed on Jewish
financial manipulations, with facts based upon a celebrated stop-thedisaster-before-it-happens speech to the Reichstag, on 7 February 1873,
by Eduard Lasker, himself a prominent member of the Jewish community. Jewish businessmen had been prominent Liberals and advocates of
Manchesternmus. People with an opposite view of economics and of
society were glad to call that both a Jewish and an antiGerman doctrine.
Bismarck's anticlerical Kulturkampfhad been supported by Jewish writers
and businessmen. Pries IS and pastors were glad to counter-attack.
II-

Hennann Cohen's eulogy ailed Neumann <a good Gennan Bllrgtr ... whose Sl)'le had the
direet sturdiness, the high seriousness and the fundamental matter of (actRess which used
to be taken as characteristic of the Geronn type of mind'.
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These antagonisms were fuelled by the spectre of massive Jewish
immigration from the east. Inflammatory pamphlets urged that there was a
terrifying influx from northern parts of the Austro-Hungarian empire,
such as Galicia, and from Russia. They entered the eastern provinces,
Silesia, Posen and East Prussia. Then there was a corresponding flow to the
rest of Germany. The character of the German people was being altered.
Most of the pamphlets were written by vicious nobodies, but one sequence
came from Berlin's most eminent historian, the vitriolic scholar-politician
Heinrich von Treitschke." Neumann addressed himself to the minimal
'fact' common to all these rantings, the 'statistical axiom' about the
massive immigration of Jews into Germany.
Was this immigration a fact? One might have expected the excellent
statistics of Prussia to provide an immediate and unreflective answer. I
noted in chapter 3 that complete tables, known as General-judemabe//en
or Provinzial-judenfamilie-Listen became a routine part of the Prussian
system of counting people by 1769."" These tables became merged with
standard enumerations of people by religious conviction. Israeliten
replaced juden as the head of one column alongside thirteen kinds of
Christians. The desire to know statistical facts about Jews did not thereby
disappear. In chapter 7 we noted in passing that Charles Babbage, during
his 1828 visit to Berlin, had obtained from Hoffmann, director of the
Prussian statistical bureau, numerous Prussian numbers. Babbage passed
on two items of information that had been drawn to his attention. The
excess of male over female births among Jews was larger than in the total
population, and the Jewish birth rate itself was greater than the average.
The number and distribution of Jews was a regular topic, for example in
the 1840s paper On the jewish Question: A Statistical Discussion: a
'statistical overview and comparison of the increase of the Jewish and
Christian population in the periods 1816-1825, 1825-1834, 1835-1843 and
1843-46 in the individual administrative districts of the Prossian state'."
Christian and Jewish 'biostatistics' were regularly compared. 14
Yet Jewish immigration had not been so systematically studied. Why?
Partly inertia. The statistical bureau had for decades concerned itself less
with immigration than emigration. Were young men leaving the country
~ In 1823 Leopold Zunz proposed a systematic study of Jewish statistics by the Je\\'ish

community. His 'Basis of a future Jewish statistics' called for 39 different types of
information. In some ways reminiscent of Achenwallian or academic reponing on the

state, it was written at the beginning of the avalanche of printed numbers. and so includes
many newer ideas. In 1862 Neumann was a founder of the Zunz foundation in Berlin, and
later he was its president. His 1884 essay on the statistics of Jews in Prunia from 1816 to
1880 was d~icated to Zunz on the occasion of th~ latter's 90th birthday. It quoted Zun:t
who. in 1823. urged that false statisti.cs and no statistics are equally bad ba~s for action.
English readers' most di.rect knowledge of Zunz will com~ from Gcorte Eliot's D41Jiti
D~ronda.
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to avoid military service? The bureau was required to study emigration to
keep track of draft-dodging. Then there was the post-1848 emigration to
America of small artisans and tradesmen. They had favoured the liberal or
republican cauSeS of the failed revolution of 1848 and were disgusted with
the upshot. Missouri's gain, Germany's loss. By chance there were data for
a 'controlled experiment': an immigration/emigration study published in
1847, just before the insurrections. It found that there were only half as
many immigrants as emigrants, but that on average each immigrant
brought 409 thalers into the country, while each emigrant took out only
182, leaving a positive cash balance for the nation." For some time after
1848 the balance was in the opposite direction.
The confessional or racial make-up of immigrants and emigrants was
thus of little interest: one wanted sex and age, to detect draft dodgers, and
secondly net worth, to see what was happening to the funds of the nation.
Thus in the census of 1864-5, we find immigrants classified by sex, social
class, profession before immigration, and place of former residence. Race
and religion were not noted.'· But there remained lots of indicators. For
example: was there a vast increase in the population of the eastern
provinces, explicable by the influx of those bearded oriental hordes?
Neumann noted that in one table of population published by the Bureau in
1867, showing population increases by administrative district, Posen had
the second lowest rate of increase and Gumbinnen, a few miles from the
Russian border, the fifth. He had to reason like this because the 'confessional' information in public documents diminished year by year. The
Central Statistical Commission, with Engel in the chair, decided not to do
a systematic confessional question for the census of 1875. Engel was out of
step with the times: that was the very year in which the marriages of Jews
with gentiles had to be separately registered. 17 So just at the time of the
antisemitic agitation, there were fewer data about the Jewish population.
Thus it became increasingly easy to invent 'statistical axioms' about the
mass-immigration of Jews.
Just before 1880 an unsigned essay in the bureau's statistical yearbook
spoke of 'the striking increase in the number of Jews', which it attributed
to a lower mortality rate and to immigration. The essay was not too consistent, saying both that the main cause was immigration from the AustroHungarian Empire (Galicia, just south of what we now think of as
Poland, is intended), and that the main cause was Jewish longevity.'·
Neumann was well placed to comment because the 'balance' among
segments of the population had been something of a hobby of his." Two
apparent facts had been noticed throughout the century. Jews in Germany
lived longer, and had proportionally more children surviving beyond the
age of five, than their neighbours. Neumann argued that the change in the
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proportion of Jews in Prussia or in Ihe new German Empire was due onl}'
10 Ihe higher birth rale and lower mortalilY of Jews. In facI Ihe proporlional increase of Jews was lower Ihan one would predicI from Ihese
'natural' sources of growth, because more Jews emigrated than immigraled.
The lone of Neumann's refulacion was measured, allhough Ihe appendices in successive edilions became more healed. For example, allhe end of
Ihe firsl cdilion, Neumann crilicized Adolph Wagner's book on polilical
economy - the same Wagner whose 1864 tracI on slacislical fatalism was
discussed in chapler 15 above. Wagner Ihen denounced Neumann from
Ihe Abgeordnelshaus and in a review. The sum 10lal of his irrilaled
judgement: Ihere is some Jewish immigralion, so how on earth could Ihe
proportion of Jews in Germany remain Ihe same? Neumann could
scarcely contain himself. Jews don'l jusl immigrale, Ihe}' emigrale. Even if
only Ihe same proportion of Jews emigrale, as Ihe proportion of Germans
as a whole, thaI would suffice 10 keep the proportion of Jews. And
American Jewish sources report a quarter of a million German Jewish
immigrants in Ihe Uniled Slales, which indicales Ihal Ihe proportion of
Jews who emigrale is grealer Ihan Ihal of olher Germans.
The bureau prinled a disdainful dismissal of Neumann's book as an
unsigned essay on 'Foreign-born inhabilants of Ihe Prussian stale'.le We
are deluged by questions aboul Jews, il began, bUI we will do our beslto
provide some informalion. Then follow a number of paragraphs extracled
from Ihe reports from eastern administralive districls. Thus a loyal
Prussian reporting from Olelzko despaired: his village simply 'looks'
Polish, because alllhe evangelical parenls have Iheir children confirmed by
Polish Calholic priesls, so thaI the children can go to Ihe besl schools in
lown. From Slargard we learn of migrant labourers from Bohemia,
'ilinerant roofers and vagabonds' known as vang/unel who fleece Ihe
locals al blackjack (vingl-el-un). After many more such relevanl delails, a
line was drawn across Ihe page.
The aUlhor Ihen reported Ihal he had read Neumann's 'fable'. He
ignored Neumann's careful deduclions. He drew allenlion only 10 Neumann's animadversions on the yearbook article. Had nOI Neumann
nOliced Ihallhis piece was nOI stricdy an official stalemenl of Ihe bureau,
bUI a contribulion from oUlside? And had not Neumann nOliced Ihal Dr
Engel praised von Fircks, Ihe aUlhor of the essay? Thus did Ihe Prussian
slalislical bureau respond to the 'fable'. Liltle wonder Ihal in an appendix
10 his Ihird edilion, Neumann said in disgusl Ihal none of his substanlive
points had been debaled.
NOl every official scorned Neumann. The stalistical office of Ihe cilY of
Berlin was independent of Ihe Prussian Bureau, and by 1880 il was
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increasingly more up-to-date than the Prussian one. Engel had a curious
disregard for the age structure of the population, which is essential for
computing long-term trends." In contrast the Berlin office handled age
structure at least as well as any of its peers in Europe or America. Its
director was Richard Boeckh, nephew of a great humanist and philologist,
and thus nunured in the Hamann-Herder-Humboldt tradition that a
people is determined by its culture, and its culture is determined by its
language. As a young man he had thought much about questions of
ethnicity and language. An 1866 essay urged the statistical significance of
everyday language as a distinguishing mark of nationaliry, as did a later
book on German population and language regionsY
In these works Boeckh repeatedly assened that nationality has nothing
to do with how you look, your religion or your ancestry. What matters is
the tongue in which you express yourself. Boeckh did have numerous
political conclusions. He denounced the French for not allowing the
people of Strasbourg their German university. According to Boeckh,
writing the year before the Franco-Prussian war, the French were practising cultural genocide. He thought that every confession should conduct its
religious services in the vernacular. His target, on both Herderian and
Lutheran principles, was plainly Latin, not Hebrew. On Boeckh's criterion most East Prussian Jews were German (Yiddish being counted a
German dialect in the statistical reports) even if they shared with Catholics
the vice of religious instruction in a foreign tongue."
The reaction of Boeckh's office to the antisemitic furore was completely
different from that of Engel's. Boeckh's own 1880 yearbook was full of
gibes at the ignoramuses babbling in the newspapers about Jewish
immigration. It wrote of 'the abuse and demoralisation of statistics
through the antisemitic agitation'.2+ Neumann expressed thanks for this
'good sense' in his third edition.
Engel was furious. An unsigned review in his Zeitschrift discussed
Boeckh's Berlin yearbook and a new yearbook coming out of the new
imperial statistical office (i.e. for the entire Reich, as opposed to Engel's
province, Prussia). The objectiviry of the imperial yearbook was described
as a model for all. Boeckh gOt a dressing-down for deigning to address the
daily press. Journalists deal with current events; a statistical office must
record information for administrators, legislators and commercial men, as
well as for posterity. Let all statisticians in the future stay away from
politics, and be Olympian. (As if Engel stayed away from politics; he was
retired in 1882, probably for outspoken disagreement with Bismarck's
grain policies. 2')
In consequence statistical practice tried to come full circle. In chapter 3
we saw the establishment of public bureaux that made the number-
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collecting ama,eurs redundant. Now one needed a fund of ama'eur
informa,ion prevent abuse of numbers by ,he es,ablishment. The Berlin
Jewish communi,y formed a sta,is,ical socie,y. A, firs, i, opera,ed in
conjunc,ion wi,h organiza,ions for ,he promo,ion of knowledge ofJewish
cul,ure, such as ,he Zunz Founda,ion or ,he lehrans,al, fur die Wissenschaft des Juden,hums. One of ,he mOs, ac,ive members in ,he Jewish
slalis,ical movemen' was Alfred Nossig, who in 1887 had published on
',he sta,istics of ,he Jewish race'.26 An au'onomous Verein fur ;udische
S,a,is,ik was established in Berlin. In 1904 i, became a fully-fledged Buros
fUr Sla,is,ik der Juden under ,he direc,ion of Nossig. 27 Its fa,e needs lillie

'0

commentary. ".18

'0

'0

An,isemitism was hardly peculiar Berlin. Paris was be ripped aparl
by ,he Dreyfuss affair, which staned in 1894. Thou shal, no' bear false
wi'ness against ,hy neighbour: Neumann had said ,ha' was ,he firs,
s,atistical commandment. False testimony, i, seemed, had '0 be me' by
fac,s. There was a wave of collec,ion of Jewish sta,istics in Europe and in
,he Uni,ed S,a,es. The presen, chap,er has been grim enough, and ,eaches
more abou, ,he reali,y of sta,istics ,han ,he ,aming of chance. So I shall
conclude on ano,her no'e, a curious instance of Jewish sla,is,ics ,ha,
re'urns us '0 Gal,on and ,he Anthropome,ric Insti,u'e.
Australian-born Joseph Jacobs, scholar of my,h and folk lales, transla,or of Aesop, addressed ',he puri,y of ,he Jewish race', and concluded in
,he affirma,ive. 29 Gal,on's approach was mimicked. Corresponding '0
'Mr. Gal,on's classical experiments a"he In'erna,ional Heal,h Exhibi,ion,
1885', a, which Gal,on lOok an,hropometric measuremen's of passers by,
Jacobs and a colleague lOok measuremen's 'in ,he first instance a' ,he
Jewish Working Men's Club, Grea, Alie Stree, E.'.'o Following 'Mr.
Gal,on's hypo,hesis, ,ha"alen, is distribu,ed round an average mediocri,y
like sho,s are distribu'ed around ,he bull's eye of a targe,', he es,ima,ed
',he compara,ive abili,y of Englishmen, Sco,chmen and Jews'." Normal
curves were construc,ed according 10 GallOn's me,hod, relying on biographical dic,ionaries and some judgement calls pick ou' able men. Jews
have a grea,er proporlion of able men ,han English, wi,h Sco,s in between.
The Normal curve is symme,ric, so we expec, ,he same resul, on ,he
opposi,e side: luna,ics are, according 10 Jacobs, more common among
Jews ,han among ,he English: onCe again, ,he SCOlS are in be'ween. The

'0

>:-

Nossig was a man of many pal'ts - sculptor. musician. historian. statisticiMl and 'practical
Zionist', i.e. onc who favoured finding aJewish national home not necess.arily in Palestine.
In 1917 he led negotiations with Germany, Austro-Hunguy and Turkey to escablish a
home in Turkey. In 1943. when hew3,S 79, he was in Warsnl nc:gotiating(hethought) with
the occupying forces for nfccmigration from the ghetto. The Jewish resistance believed he
was collaborating with the Nazis, and shot him. A happier Story is that of a co-founder of
the Jewish statistical bureau, his exact contemporary Anhur Ruppin. who also died in
1943, feted in Jerusalem as a great scholar.
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rule of the Normal law is not quite a priori. For a moment Jacobs
considered a counter-example which 'deterred' him; he found 'that the
United States has the smallest proportion of lunatics among civilized
states. But instead of disproving our position, we have here a remarkable
confirmation of it. For the United States has not produced a single man of
the first class, except Washington and perhaps Emerson, in the last
century.' Nor does the sway of this mighty law stop at generalities, such as
genius and madness. Its writ runs everywhere:
The curve serve:\. to distribute musical or linguistic ability as well as general ability.
If Jews have. as we shall sec they have, more musicians and philologists at the top of
the scale. they should have more deaf mutes at the lower end of it: we know they
have.)2

23
A universe of chance

Chance itself pours in at C'very avenue of sense: it is of aU things the
most obtrusi\·c. That it is absolute is the most manifest of all
intellectual perceptions. That it is a being. living and conscious. is
what all the dullness that belongs to ratiocination's sdf can sI;arcc
muster the hardihood to dcny/:-'

The Age of Reason, of ratiocination, had seen things differently. Peirce
reversed Hume's dictum, 'that chance, when strictly examined, is a mere
negative word, and means not any real power which has anywhere a being
in nature,.2 It wasn't easy. Peirce had tried to settle on half meaSUres.
Fur a long time I myself strove to make chance that diversity in the universe which
laws leave room fOf, instead of a violation of law, or lawlessness. That '\\'as truly
believing in chance that was not absolute ch",nce. h was recognizing that c:hanc:c
does playa part in the real world, apart from what we: may know or be ignorant of.
But it was a transitional belief which I have passed through.)

Peirce denied determinism. He also doubted that the world is a determinate given. He laboured in a community seeking to establish the true
values of Babbage's constants of nature; he said there aren't any, over and
above those numbers upon which we increasingly settle. He explained
inductive learning and reasoning in terms of merely statistical stability. At
the le\'el of technique, he made the first self-conscious use of randomization in the design of experiments: that is, he used the law-like character
of artificial chances in order to pose sharper questions and to elicit more
informative answers. He provided one of the standard rationalia for
statistical inference - one that, named after other and later workers, is still
with us. He had an objective, frequentist approach to probability, but also
~,

C.S. Peirce, wming in early 1893 a 'Repl}' to the Necessitui.ans'. Peirce had 'aua.ckcd the
doctrinc that every C\'Cnt is detcrmined by law , , . At the end of my second p.aper. the
p3.ftisans of the doctrine of necessity were couneously challenged .and besought to answer
my arguments, This, 50 fu as I can leun, Dr. Carus alone. in The MQnut of July and
Ocwber 1892. has publicly vouchsafed to do.' Peirce's papers did provoke one other
immediate response: in the April 1893 issue we read John Dewey on 'The Superstition of
Necessity',
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pioneered a measure of the subjective weight of evidence (the log odds). In
epistemology and metaphysics, his pragmatic conception of reality made
truth a ma"er of what we find OUt in the long run. But above all, he
conceived of a universe that is irreducibly stochastic.
I end with Peirce because he believed in absolute chance, but that is not
my focus. His denial of the doctrine of necessity was incidental to a life
permeated by statistics and probabilities. Somebody had to make a first
leap to indeterminism. Maybe it was Peirce, perhaps a predecessor. It does
not ma"er. He 'rejoiced to find' himself in the company of others,
including Renouvier" He did argue against the doctrine of necessity, but it
was not an argument that convinced him that chance is an irreducible
element of reality. He opened his eyes, and chance poured in - from a world
which, in all its small details, he was seeing in a probabilistic way. In this
respect, although he was very much a nineteenth-century man, he was
already living in a twentieth-century environment. His working days of
experimental routine, and his voyages of the mind, took place in a new
kind of world that his century had been manufacturing: a world made of
probabilities.
Peirce is the strongest possible indicator that certain things which could
not be expressed at the end of the eighteenth century were said at the end
of the nineteenth. I do not use him here because he is the happy upshot of
preceding chapters, the point at which groping events finally led to the
truth as we now see it. Not at all: some of what he wrote strikes me as false
and much of it is obscure. I use him instead to exemplify a new field of
possibilities, the one that we still inhabit. Chance poured in at every
avenue of sense because he was living in a new probabilistic world. One
can't grasp that just by reading him on the romantic subject of absolute
chance. You have to glimpse the almost innumerable ways in which his
world had become constructed oUt of probabilities, just like ours.
This chapter is twice as long as preceding ones, and differs in other ways
as well. It breaks down into sections:
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A measUrer at the Coast Survey (biographical)
Necessity examined
Errors of observation
Psychophysics and randomization
Induction and hypothesis
Disposition and relative frequency
The truth-preserving virtue
Probable error
Induction and the weight of evidence
Community
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II Truth and self-correction
12 Evolutionary love
13 Chance is lirst
1

A MEASURER AT THE COAST SURVEY

Philosophers know some rough and ready facts about Peirce's career,
often presented as an endless sequence of hackwork. It is noted that he
applied for but failed to gain or retain regular university work, that late in
life he eked OUt a living writing 182 longish entries in Baldwin's philosophical Dictionary, doing translations for the Smithsonian, or producing
348 more or less weekly reviews for The Nation. Hence it has been less
emphasized that for the 30 most vigorous years of his life he was employed
by the US Government in the Coast Survey. This is not a mere biographical detail. His job was measurement and the improvement of
measuring devices and it was there that he formed his philosophy of
chanceS Peirce was a transitional ligure, a public employee who for most
of his years in oflice was able to do pretty much what he wanted. When the
Coast Survey fen under the liscal scrutiny of Congress, he was on his way
out. *6-

Peirce grew up in Cambridge, of solid New England stock. His father
Benjamin Peirce ('universally acknowledged to be by far the strongest
mathematician in the country") worked the boy mercilessly but could
provide patronage because in addition to being a professor at Harvard he
was a dominant ligure in the Observatory and a power in the Coast
Survey. C.S. Peirce was taken on by the Survey in mid-1861, when he was
21, and promoted to the rank of assistant in 1867, when his father became
Superintendent. His father died in 1880. After the survey was reorganized
on the lines of a more modern bureaucracy, Peirce was obliged to resign.
He had not been very constrained by his job but he performed his
duties with passion." He was a measurer, an observer and a designer of
instruments. He was much occupied with measuring gravity, using
II-

It was found 'that for sevenJ years beginning in 1873 C.S. Peirce, assistant, has been

making experimental researches with pendulums without restriction as to times or places;
that since 1879 expenditures on account of those expcrimcnu. aside from salaries of chiefs
and assistants, amount to aboul $31,000; that the meager value of those experiments to the
bureau has been substantially deJtroyed'. That is the Washington Post of 7 August 1885
reponing on the findings of a Joint Commission of Congress looking into the Coast
Sun·cr. Peirce got off lightly, as mar be seen from the headline: 'Intoxicated and
Dcmoralizcd/A Terrible Arraignment of the Coast Surv~}' Officials/Prof. Hilgard and
Others Charged with Being Drunk in Office Hours/Full Tcxt of the Investigating
Committee's Report'. Peirce was accused only of overdedication to worthless science. He
retorted that Ihe costs were one third of those alleged, that his instructions were all on file,
Ihat no records had been destroyed, and 'I maint.tin the v.due of determinations of gravity
in general, and the excellence of mine in particular.'
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pendulums of his own design. His researches in photometry were intense.
He managed to match wavelengths of light to the length of a rod, an
achievement that would make the standard metre obsolete. His father
thought that his greatest achievement.
2

NECESSITY EXAMINED

'The Doctrine of Necessity Examined' might seem a fine conclusion to a
study of the erosion of determinism. But now that we have arrived it is
perfunctory. Peirce could nOt take seriously any determinist antagonist.
Could such a one not open his eyes or any other sense and see? In brief,
Peirce noted that necessity is a nOt a universal doctrine~ not even in the

European tradition: we've had Epicurus (and Lucretius) On 'spontaneous
chance'.9 Observation can't establish 'mechanical causation'. We observe
only 'that there is an element of regularity in nature'. That has 'no bearing
whatever upon the question of whether such regularity is exact and
uniform'.'D Arguments a priori or based on inconceivability can (thanks to
J.S. Mill) be given no credence. But most important, the diversity and
specificity of the universe is evolving, together with laws of the universe.
There is spontaneity in the world, of which our sense of free choice is a
minor element.

Such was Peirce's sequence of commonplaces; he himself concluded by
nOt explaining 'the chief of my reasons'. He asserted that the 'hypothesis
of chance-spontaneity is one whose inevitable consequences are capable of
being traced out with mathematical precision into considerable detail'. He
doubted that other mathematicians would follow him, 'so that the
strongest reason for my belief must for the present remain a private reason
of my own', although one that will for future mathematicians prove to be a
'veritable gold mine'."
3

ERRORS OF OBSERVATION

Peirce spoke of 'th.t law of the distribution of errors which Quetelet,
Galton, and others, have applied with so much success to the study of
biological and soci.1 mallers'." He respected their work, but because he
was an observer, the error law was first of all .bout error and about
judgements, not biometrics.
His 1870 study 'On the Theory of Errors of Observations' began with
casual remarks on the logic of rel.tions .nd the n.ture of induction, which
mUSt have puzzled virtually all of its few readers with the exception of
Peirce's own f.ther - but then it .ppe.red 's an .ppendix to the Report of
the newly-appointed Superintendent of the Coast Survey, namely his
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fatner. D

Tne paper nad a plain derivation of the tneory of observations.
Care must be taken in application. The rignt sorts of approximations must
be used. Peirce was scrupulous in commending procedures set out by
Encke in Berlin 30 years earlier, but tne point of tne paper came at tne
end. 14 He wanted to see now training could improve tne 'personal
equation' of an observer.
Observatories routinely determined tne instant at wnicn a planet or a
star crossed tne meridian. Observers differ systematically in tneir
measurements. Bessel represented tnis by tne 'personal equation', a
correction factor to be added to tne measurement taken by an individual. IS
Peirce asked: could one improve an observer's personal equation? For
someone versed in the error curve, tnis docs not mean: could one be
trained to make less error? It means: could tne variation in one's errOrS be
diminisned by practice?
Peirce reported on an untrained boy, wno for a montn made 500
judgements of time every weekday. He nad to press a key eacn time ne
neard a snarp rap. His errorS (delays) made on eacn day were plotted and
tne curve smootned. On tne first day 'tne observations were scattered to
sucn an extent' tnat no serious curve-smootning was possible, but Soon tne
familiar bell-snaped curve emerged. Tne 'personal equation' cnanged, first
reducing to tne point at wnicn tne lad was only a seventn of a second late,
tnen increasing a little. But tne 'probable error or range of errors was
constantly decreasing after tne twelftn day', By tne end of tne montn tnis
measure of variation was only about Jatn of a second. This meant tnat one
or two of nis observations were as good as a great many by someone less
on nis toes, Draconian Peirce 'would tnerefore recommend tnat transitobservers be kept in constant training by means of some observations of an
artificial event wnicn can be repeated witn great rapidity, so tnat several
nundred can be taken daily witnout great labor'. One could train a person
to make judgements tnat fit tne Normal curve, We nave seen tne curve
become a biological and social reality, For Peirce it became a psycnological
reality .

4 PSYCHOPHYSICS AND RANDOMIZATION
The personal equation arose in astronomy, but is a matter for psycnology.
Psycnophysics was founded in the 1850s by tne brilliant but strange
Gustav Fechner, He asked, how well can people distinguish objects of
slightly different weignts? He used 'a method of rignt and wrong cases', A
subject, typically the experimenter Fecnner himself, was given two boxes,
one heavier tnan tne otner, and asked on a series of trials to pick tne
heavier, The difference in weight, and tne proportion of right judgements,
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indicated sensitivity to that difference in weight. But was there a general
law for a person's ability to discriminate?
Yes: the Gaussian curve once again. The variance measured the
sensitivity of an individual.'6 Here was more autonomy for statistical
laws: they presented a psychological reality of which we are not even
conscious, but which is nonetheless part of our system of sensation and
judgement. Fechner, like Galton, found the probability curve wonderful.
He compared it to Proteus who 'seems to avoid evety answer through the
charming forms he assumes, but one thing suffices: remain undeterred,
hold him consrantly to the same point - and a reliable answer will be
forced out of him'." Michael Heidelberger argues that Fechner was quite
literally the first thoroughgoing indeterminist of modem times.'" It is
unclear how closely he connected indeterminism and stochastic variation.
If one judges that he assimilated the two, then he must have conceived of
the Gaussian distribution as autonomous well before Galton came on the
scene.

Fechner had held that there is a threshold below which one cannot
discern small differences. The Normal distribution of sensitivity becomes
invalid for a small enough difference in weight. Peirce made the next step
by insisting on the 'reality' of the curve even below the threshold of
conscious perception: if forced to judge which of two weights is the
heaviest, the observer will make subliminal distinctions, whose accuracy
will continue to fall ofhccording to the curve of error. How to investigate
this hypothesis? The experiment conducted in 1884 by Peirce and a
student, loseph lastrow, later a distinguished professor of psychology,
embodied a number of innovations that we now take for granted in work
of this sort.'9 For example the subject was 'blind' - elaborate devices
ensured that he did not know whether he was presented first with a heavier
or a lighter weight. More important, this was the first experiment in which
the sequence of trials was chosen by an artificial randomizer, and in which
the use of the randomizer was built into the analysis of the data. 20
Here we witness twO small steps in the taming of chance. First, one's
psychological curve of error became an inferred, theoretical curve, which
one cannot judge by introspection. It became a reality underneath the
phenomena of consciousness. Secondly, Peirce deliberately used the
properties of chance devices to introduce a new level of control into his
experimentation. Control not by gelling rid of chance fluctuations, but by
adding some more!21 Peirce thought that his discovety, that there is no
minimum threshold,
has highly important practical bearings. since it gives ne'" reason for believing that
we gather what is- passing in one anomer's minds in large measure from sensations
so faint that we are not fully aware of them, and can give no account of how we
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reach our conclusions from such matters. The insight of females as well as certain
ltelepathic' phenomena may be explained in this l\'ay. Such faint sensations ought

to be fully studied by the psychologist and assiduously cultivated by every man. 22
Some will read the 'insight of females' and 'every man' in the light of the
fact that Peirce had just endured a painful divorce and successful remarriage. The remark about telepathy is relevant. The word 'telepathy' was
tWO years old. The Society for Psychical Research had been founded in
London in 1882. Its members wanted to replace vulgar and popular
enthusiasm for mediums by a scientific study; instead of communication
from the dead at seances, they supposed that there was a phenomenon of
thought transference between living people. The first project of the society
was to conduct a census of examples of telepathy, and then to engage in
experiments. An American Sociery for Psychical Research was founded in
Boston in 1884, with the same ends. (The aura of those psychic times can
be gleaned from Henry James's novel The Bostonians). The 1884 American
society was short-lived, folding in 1889 OUt of scepticism. The English
society continues to this day. Experiments on telepathy not surprisingly
led to a long tradition of randomized experimental design, although the
full rationale was poorly understood until the work of R.A. Fisher in the
1920s. But that is another Story."
5

INDUCTION AND HYPOTHESIS

Randomization in the design of experiments is a technique for drawing
statistical inferences. It has become part of the logic of induction,
reminding us that induction is not JUSt a matter of thinking but of doing.
Peirce's own theory of probable inference is closest to that of Jerzy
Neyman and E.S. Pearson. That is, it is a theory of inductive behaviour, of
doing. But Peirce did not dismiss the philosophers' problem of induction.
He took it with high seriousness.
How is it that a man can observe one fact md straightway pronounce judgment
concerning another different fact not involved in the first? Such reasoning. as we
have seen, has, at least in the usual sense of the phrase, no definite probability; how

lhen can it add to our knowledge? This is a strange paradox; the Abbe Gratry says
it is a miracle, and that every true induction is an immediate inspiration from on
high. I respect this explanation far more than many a pedantic attempt to solve the

question by some juggle with probabilities, with the forms of syllogism, or
whatnot. I respect it because it shows 2n adequ2te C2use. 2nd bec2use it is
intimately connected - as the true account should be - with 2 general philosophy of
the universe,*2<4
It

When the Vatican Council of 1870 sanctioned the doctrine of papal infallibility, Gratry
became its best known critic. Peirce's 'four methods or Settling Opinion' was penned in
1872, directly after the Council. It was an early version of Peirce's most widd}' read essay.
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Peirce connected induction and probability in a novel way, connected with
his own general philosophy of the universe. But before we get to th..,
some preparalOry explanation is in order. From the time of his Harvard
lectures of 1865 Peirce consistendy distinguished 'three kinds of inference': deduction, induction and hypOlhesis. 25 Whal's hypothesis?
I once l3.nded at a seaport in a Turkish province [while scouting for the 1870 solar
eclipse expedition]; 3.nd. as I waS walking up to the house which I was to visit. I met
3. man upon horseback, surrounded by four horsemen holding a canopy over his

h..d. As the governor of me province was the only personage I could think of who
would be so grcady honored, I inferred thal this was he. This was an hypothesis."
The method of hypothesis proposes a conjecture th.. explains a puzzling
or interesling phenomenon. For a while he renamed this method 'abduction', (He also used 'relroduction' in a related sense U ) He said he wanled
this 'peculiar name' to make clear th.. the conjecturing of a preferred
hypothesis was nOt induction at all." A few philosophers have adopted
Peirce's peculiar word, and others follow Gilbert Harman's allractive
phrase 'inference 10 the best explanation', I shall continue with the
standard nineteenth-century word of Peirce and his predecessors such as
Whewell: hypothesis.I '
Peirce only brieRy lOyed with the thought that some kind of probabiliry attaches to an inference made by the method of hypothesis. He gave
that up, One difference between the foundations of induction and of
hypothesis is this: probability has nothing to do with hypothesis. Probability has something to do with induction. Peirce's innovation lay in
saying what that something is.

(,

DISPOSITION AND RELATIVE FREQUENCY

Told that probability has something to do with induction, most people
suppose that if the proposition A is the conclusion of an inductive
inference, then we infer something of the form, 'The probability of A is p.'
No!
It may be com::eived. and often is conceived. that induction lends a probability to
its conclusion. Now that is not the way in which induction leads to the truth, It
lends no definite probability to its conciusion.)C

To see why, we need 10 examine both Peirce's conception of probability
and his conception of inference.
'The Fixation of Beuef', Whiltthe final version calls "the mcthod of authority' Peirce called.
in 1872, 'the method of despotism', The references are undoubtedly to che Vatican Council
Ilnd Gratry's onslaught, Peirce often spoke of Gratry with respect: 'the modern theories of
Boolc. Apelt, HCTSchd, Gntry, Whew ell, Mill'..Much latcr hc said that Gratl')' was like the
mOrC famous Babbagc and Boolc. 'off thc main lincs of intcllectualtrafflc' but 'still rClJd',
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Peirce's central ideas about probability were commonplace. He regularly and rightly honoured Boole's 1854 Laws ofThought. )1 From Boole
he learned the idea of a logical algebra. More important, he realized thar his
youthful unreflective degree-of-belief approach to probabilities and combining evidence was badly wrong. ".32
He was soon convinced that probability applies not to an individual
event, but to a series. He first thought that a probability is a relative
frequency in an actual series. That was Venn's idea. When he reviewed
Venn's book in 1867, the year after it appeared, he wrote: 'Here is a book
which should be read by every thinking man,n (Years later he was less
enthusiastic: a 'blundering little book d4 ) Originality is not at issue. As [
said in chapter IS, most writers younger than De Morgan had a frequentist
theory, which was almost inevitable in an era of enthusiasm for statistical
laws.
Peirce came to call this approach nominalist. He said his own thought
evolved towards the realism of Duns SCOtus. He remarked that every
young man should be a nominalist, but every mature one a realist. His own
ideas about probability followed this pattern. By the 1890s he was
proposing a dispositional or propensity theory of probability: the probability of throwing a six with a die is the relative frequency with which the
die would fall six in tosses of a certain sort, were they possible. He spoke of
the 'would be' of a die. Arthur Burks has documented this evolution from
frequency to propensit)' and suggested reasons for Peirce's development. JS
The dispositional 'would-be' idea is new only in explicitness. What did
Laplace mean b)' the fad/itt! of obtaining heads with a coin - the ease of
throwing heads- if he did not mean Peirce's 'would be'?)· At most ,,'e may
say of Peirce what he said of Venn in 1878:
Thc conception of probability here set forth is substantially that first de-'e1oped by
Mr Venn. in his Logic of Challu. Of course, il vague apprehension of the idea had
always existed, but the problem was to make it perfectly clear. and to him belongs

the credit of first doing this.)l

7 THE TRUTH-PRESERVING VIRTUE
What is remarkable is not Peirce's conception of probability but the way
that he connected it with the soundness of arguments. The idea was
already present in a Boston lecture delivered on 31 October 1866: 'A piece
;;. Bdore reading Boole: he wrote rubbish .lbout probability. In 1861: 'If a premiss rests on a

thousand dau each of "'hich has one chance in ten of being worthless, the chance of the
premiss Itself being false is one out of twemy octillion nonillion vigintillion vigintillion

\·jgintillion \'igintillion vigintillion vigintillion vigintillion vigintillion vigintillion vigintillion vigintillion vigintillion vigintillion vigintillion vigintillion.' Compare an old~r Peirce
tlShin~ oUt ;1f the probabilities derived by the hapless leaders of the Society for Ps)"chicJ.l
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of evidence which yields a likelihood always yields that likelihood by a
process which would more often yield truth than the reverse; and every
process which is known to yield truth more often than the reverse gives
likelihood',)8
'More often yielding truth than the reverse': that is the core of Peirce's
understanding of deductive and inductive logic, 'Logic is the science
needed in order to test argument,' It does so not by examining individual
arguments but by considering the 'genus' of an argument. If the genus is
such that the conclusion of the argument is true whenever the premises
arc true, the argument is demonstrative. If it is such that the conclusion is
usually true when the premises are true, it is merely probable,)' In either
case, a valid argument has 'the truth-producing virtue','O
When the premises are quantitative, we may be able to replace the
'usually' by a numerical probability, That docs nOt mean thaI conclusion
has a probability of such and such, Rather: the conclusion is reached by
an argument that, with such and such a probability, gives true conclusions
from true premises,
8

PROBABLE ERROR

Peirce had a model for this kind of argument, based on the standard practice of astronomers, the 'probable error', The probable error divides
measurements into twO equal classes, If the errors are Normally distributed, then in the long run half the measurements will err in excess of the
probable error, and half will be more exacI, But what does this amount
to?

Then, as now, most consumers of statistics used 'cookbooks' to make
calculations without caring much what they meant, Most seem to have
thought: 'I am measuring a position x. I average my measurements to
obtain the mean m, I compute the probable error e. The probability, that
m is within e of x, is a half.' That is a mistake - but not farfrom the truth.
Think of estimation on the basis of measurements as a kind of inference. Inductive inference pertains to a genus of arguments. Arguments
have premises. In this case, arguments of the genus will have twO premises
(a) the actual set of measurement> of which the mean is m and the probable error is e, and (b) the proposition that errors are Normally distributed. The inference to be drawn is 'x is within e of m', The inference is not
'the probability is! that x is within e of m'. If we wish to use a probability-related concept, we ought to say, 'this conclusion is reached by a
Research: 'these numbers. ",hich captivate the ignorant. but which repel thinking men,
who know that no human t:ertitude reaches such 6gures of trillions. or e\'en billions, to
one',
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genus of arguments which lead from true premises to true conclusions as
often as not'.
Peirce is original in understanding the logic of the situation. Readers
familiar with the logic of statistical inference will have noticed that Peirce
was providing the core of the rationale of the theory of confidence
intervals and of hypothesis-testing advanced by Jerzy Neyman and E.S.
Pearson in the 1930s, which is still, for many, the preferred route in
statistics!' As usual, I am unconcerned with Peirce the precursor.
Neyman did not learn anything from Peirce. Still, there is a certain line of
filiation. The first modem statement of the rationale of confidence
intervals was given not by Neyman but by the Harvard statistician E.B.
Wilson. Wilson had been a pupil of Peirce's cousin B.a. Peirce, and was a
lifelong admirer of the family. He was one of the few readers of C.S. Peirce
on errors of observation, and wrote a paper about it.42 He had the right
perspective as regards predecessors. What he had done, he wrote very late
in life, was merely to correct the 'logic' of reasoning that employs standard
deviationsY E.L. Lehmann has pointed OUt that as far as computation (as
opposed to logic) is concerned there is a long tradition of constructing
confidence intervals involving Laplace and Poisson, followed by Lexis and
one may add Coumot." But it appears that only Peirce, Wilson and then
Neyman got dear about the logical principles of this type of reasoning.
9

INDUCTION AND THE WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE

Have we lost the problem of induction in the niceties of statistical
inference? Peirce thought that the matters just examined are at the heart of
induction:
the general nature of induction is everywhere the same. and is completely typified

by the following example. From a bag of mixed black and white beans I take OUt a
handful, and count the number of black and the number of white beans, and I
assume that the black and white are nearly in the same ratio throughout the bag."
Sampling, then, was Peirce's model for induction. The rationale can always
be cast into the same logical form as the beanbag. 'Now the scientific
conduct of this kind of reasoning is highly complex', he wrote, but the
logical principle is always the same.
Peiree became dear about the relation between induction and hypothesis. We frame hypotheses, and test them by induction. Thus we reject
hypotheses by a method that errs only a small proportion of the time. My
emphasis on rejection is faithful to Peirce: a scientific person 'ardently
desires to have his present provisional beliefs (and all his beliefs are merely
provisional) swept away, and will work hard to accomplish that object'!·
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Peirce's theory of probable inference applies only when the premises
are quantitative enough to validate probability calculation. He did distinguish - rather toO late in his life to satisfy some critics - what he called
crude, qualitative and quantitative induction'" His account of qualitative
induction was poor. He thought that in science one should strive for
hypotheses that can be tested quantitatively. He was a man of his time,
assenting to Kelvin's dictum that One does not understand a thing until one
is able to measure it. That was to be expected of a professional measurer, a
student of geodesy.
Peirce was well aware that there are personal judgements of probability
and that a psychologist might measure them. Stigler has conjectured that in
the psychophysics experiments described above, Peirce was the first
experimenter 'to elicit subjective or personal probabilities, determining
that these probabilities varied approximately linearly with the log odds'.<.
If the probability of an event is p, the odds are the ratio p/(1-p). The log
odds arc the logarithm of that ratio. Peirce also had the idea that a
logarithm of odds helps explain an intuitive idea of the weight of evidence,
a theme which has been extensively developed by I.J. Good.<9

10 COMMUNITY
'But there remains', wrote Peirce after urging his ideas about induction,
'an important point to be cleared up."· I want to know how reliable my
next inference is, not that my method of inferring leads to the truth more
often than not.
An individual inference must be either true or false, and can show no effect of
probability; and, therefore, in reference to a single case considered in itself,
probability can have no meaning. Yet if a man had to choose between drawing a

card from a pack containing twenty-five red cards and a black one, or from a pack
containing twenty-five black cards and a red one, and if the drawing of a red card
were destined to transport him to eternal feliciry, and that of a black one to consign

him to everlasting woe, it would be folly to deny that he ought to prefer the pack
containing the larger proportion of red cards, although from the nature of the risk
it could not be repeated. It is not easy to reconcile this with our analysis of the
conception of chance. sl

Peirce's response was remarkable.
It seemS to me that we are driven to this, that logicality inexorably requires that our
interests shall not be limited. They mwt not Stop at our own fate, but mUst embrace
the whole community. This community, again, must not be limited~ but mUSt
extend to all races of beings with whom we can come into immediate or mediate
intellectual relation ... There is nothing in the facts to forbid our having a bope, or
calm and cheerful wish, that the communjty may last beyond any assignable date.
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That leads to 'that famous trio of Charity, Faith and Hope,.s2 Cantankerous solitary Peirce held that 'social sentiment [is] presupposed in reasoning'.ln Peirce's first major series of papers we read that 'the very origin of
the conception of reality shows that this conception essentially involves
the notion of COMMUNITY, without definite limits, and capable of an
indefinite increase in knowledge'.53 This is the exact opposite of the
Cartesian foundation of reality on the introspective individual ego. 'Most
modern philosophers'. Peirce wrote in the same essay. 'have been in effect
Cartesians. Now without wishing to return to scholasticism) it seems to
me that modern science and modern logic require uS to stand upon a very
different platform from this:" The frequent references to community
were written at the Coast Survey, where it had real emotional content. His
community of inquirers was the community of geodesists, the people in
Boston. Berlin. London. Paris, Brussels and even some in Washington.
11

TRUTH AND SELF-CORRECTION

Peirce seldom discussed truth. He did teach that truth is the opinion that
people would settle down on if they settle down on anything. Early and
nominalistically he wrote that truth is what we are fated to believe. Later.
'if truth consists in satisfaction, it cannot be any actual satisfaction but
must be the satisfaction that would ultimately be found if the inquiry were
pushed to its ultimate and indefeasible issue'.55 This is the general form of
the transition from nominalism to realism. already noted in connection
with chance: it corresponds to the switch from probability relative
frequency in an actual series to a 'would-be'. Note the 'ifs' in his
minimalist account of truth. Peirce was well aware that
we cannot be quite sure that the community ever will settle down. to an unalterable
conclusion upon any given question. Even if they do so for the mOst part, we have
no reason to think the unanimity will be quite complete. nor can we rationally
presume any overwhelming comensus of opinion will be reached upon every
question. AlJ that we arc entitled to assume is in the Conn of a hope that such
conclusion may be substantially reached conceming the particular questions with

which our inquiries are busied'.56

This hope is identical to the hope already voiced when he wrote that
probability logic is founded on faith. hope and charity.
Peirce is thought to have had a justification of induction, namely, that it
is a self-correcting method that leads to the truth. He has even been praised
for inventing the idea. Larry Laudan has observed that the praise is
misplaced. for this was no innovation in the nineteenth century. It was
commonplace and if anything Peirce 'trivialized' it. 57 But an even stronger
statement is to be made. It is a simple tautology to say that induction is a
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self-correcting method that necessarily leads to the truth. Peirce did not
think that first of all there is the truth, and then there is a method for
reaching it. The truth is what induction gives, His theory of probable
inference is a way of producing stable estimates of relative frequencies. But
on the other hand the real world just is a set of stabilized relative
frequencies whose formal properties are precisely those of Peirce's estimators. Method and reality do not fit by good fortUne or preestablished
harmony. Each defines the other.
This is not an 'interpretation' of Peirce, He said as much himself, even
as early as 1869. An inductive form of argument should lead to conclusions
that 'would be more apt to be true in the long run ... than a random
assertion would be', In a footnote:
This sufficiently sets forth the essential elements of an argument: but does not
define it, since in introducing the conception of truth it commits a diallele. 58
'Diallele'? The right word (if such there be) was 'diallelon', invented by Sir
William Hamilton in 1860, In the Century dictionary, Peirce defined it
thus:
diallelon: In logic, a Tautological definition.:1 definition which contains the word
defined, the definition of a term by means of another which is itself defined by
means of the first; definition in a circle.

12

EVOLUTIONARY LOVE

It seems empty hocus-pocus to think of truth and scientific method as
linked by circular definition. Truth is a matter of how the world is, we
protest, and method is what we do, Hence there is a fundamental question
about a method: is it any good? That means, does it effectively lead us to
find out the way the world is?
Peirce's answer is extraordinary to us, but not to his contemporaries.
Many took for granted a striking and necessary parallel between the
evolution of mind and of matter. Idealism, of a sort that we have long
forgotten, was rampant. (Matter is effete mind' is a far more striking saying

in 1989 than in 1898. Peirce's father Benjamin, in a textbook of
mechanics: 'Every portion of the material universe is pervaded by the same
laws of mechanical action, which are incorporated into the very constitution of the human mind: s, Pragmaticism is a hyperbolic version of this:

the universe reaches its successive states by processes formally and materially analogous to those by which sound method reaches its conclusions. The
connection between 'the way the world is' and 'how we find out about it'
is One of identity of organic structure.
At the end of chapter 18 I mentioned Emile Boutroux's doctrine of
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contingently evolving natural law. William James and to some extent
Peirce were close to the Boutroux circle and to Renouvier. Laws of narure,
they held, were not given from the beginning of the universe, as most
modem cosmology has it. Laws of complex forms were not determined by
laws of simpler forms, but came into being as those complex forms
emerged in the history of the universe. That's Boutroux in 1875.
Peirce wrote that a philosophy of induction should be embedded in
metaphysics. For him, that meant evolutionary metaphysics. It was a
metaphysics rich in corollaries for a professional measurer like Peirce.
Laws of nature are commonly presented as equations with some fixed
parameters, none other than Babbage's constants of nature. But if laws are
evolving from chance, we need not imagine that the COnstants are anything
more than limiting values that will be reached in some indefinite future.
The ultimate 'realiry' of our measurements and what they measure has the
form of the Gaussian law of error. It is bank balances and credit ledgers
that are exact, said Peirce, nOt the Constants of nature. StOP trying to model
the world, as we have done since the time of Descartes, on the transactions
of shopkeepers. The 'constants' are only chance variables that have settled
down in the course of the evolution of laws.
Peirce combined evolving laws with an evolutionary epistemology.
Why are our instinctive ways of classifying things so well suited to simple
induction? It is often suggested that natural selection adapts species so that
they make discriminations that match the functionally relevant aspects of
their environment. If we distinguish colours early, it is because telling
things apart by their colour helps us survive. Even if this were true, it
would not explain why people are able to explore the cosmos and the
microcosmos. There is no discernible evolutionary advantage in our
abiliry to formulate the concept of gravitational force, to go through the
steps from Kepler to Newton, and finally to be a 'pendulum-swinger' like
Peirce determining the gravitational constant. Peirce morosely remarked
that the talent for such thoughts and activities makes one poor company
and impedes survival.
Our abiliry for inquiry of an abstract sort is a product of evolution, but
it is at best of indifferent value for our survival. We should think instead of
mental abilities as evolving parallel to the evolution of the laws of the
universe. We can discover the latter because they and our minds have
evolved in the same way. Peirce called this 'evolutionary love'.w

13

CHANCE IS FIRST

I have not been presenting an interpretation of Peirce, an attempt to
explain or to highlight what he really meant. I have aimed only at
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describing a man whose professional life as a measurer was immersed in
the technologies of chance and probability, and who, in consequence of
that daily experience, finally surrendered to the idea that there is absolute
chance in the universe. He poured this experience of chance into most
aspects of his philosophy, including those that we now find esoteric.
Peirce was the first philosopher completely to internalize the way in which
chance had been tamed in the course of the nineteenth century. It is fitting
that the further reaches of his metaphysics could also be summed up in my
title, 'the taming of chance'. But where my title was metaphorical, in a
Peircian summation it would be literal. For Peirce's history of the
universe, in which blind Chance stabilizes into approximate Law, is
nothing other than the taming of chance.
Is Reason comforted then, does that giantess, metaphysical chance, no
longer threaten or offer untold delights? Do we live in a world made safe
by statistical laws, the laws of averages writ small upon the tiniest particles
of matter? Of course not. Peirce was fond of trios, which he called Firsts,
Seconds and Thirds. 'Chance is First, Law is Second, the tendency to take
habits is Third.'·' That did not mean that chance is annulled by statistical
law, orthat the successive throws of the dice engender a world in which we
can resume or reassume Hume's comfortable habits. What was First is
always so. Even when the dice are caSt in circumstances of eternity, as
when we contemplate the constellations of the cosmos, or cast in circumstances of complete and personal particularity, as when we seal our own
fate, chance pours in at every avenue of sense. We cannot suppose that
Peirce saw the 1897 copy of Cosmopolis containing the poem by Mallarme,
three years his junior.·t But he was at one with the thought, 'A throw of
the dice never will annul chance.'
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und liber den Wohlstand seiner Bewohner (2 vols.• Berlin, 180S).
10 'Zur Geschichte' (note 1 above),3.
11 A letter from Stein of 7 May - three weeks before the royal decree - initially
proposing a statistical office is mentioned in Hermann Loening, Johann
Gottfried Hoffmann und sein Anteilen der staatswirlschaftlichen Gesetzgebung
Preussen•. Erster TejJ: 1765-1813 (Halle. 1914): 47. I am grateful to Ernst P.
Hamm for help in studying the Prussian bureau, and especially the work of
Hoffmann.
12 Richard Boeckh, Die geschichtliche En'wicklung der amtlichen S'a,iSlik de.
preussischen Staates (Berlin, 1863): 28.
13 The chair of 'cameralism'; his predecessor, Kant's colleague Kraus. was the
man who brought the ideas of Adam Smith to the German public; see Loening,

Hoffmann, 26.
14 'Zur Geschichte'(note 1 above), 4.
15 Ibid., 6.
16 On this and other aspects of Engel, sce Ian Hacking, 'Prussian Numbers
1860-1882', in Kruger eI al., The Probabilistic Revolution, 1. 377-94.
17 Mittheilung de. preussisches statistisches Bureau•• 1851-60.
18 'Verzeichnis der von der koniglich Regierung auf dem laufenden erhahen
sta.tistischen Nachrichten', Zeitschrift des koniglich preussischen statistischen
Bureau 3 (1863): 287-308.
19 Ernst Engel, 'Die Volkzohlung. ihrer Stellung zur Wissenschaft und ihre
Aufgabe in der Geschichte'. ibid. 2 (1862): 31.
5 The sweet de.potism of reason

Gazette nationale au Le Moniteur unwerseUe no. 203 (23 germ. I'an IV: 12
April 1796). The report of the meeting is continued in the next two issues.
2 Norton Wise, tHow do Sums Count? On the Cultural Origins of Statistical
Causality' in Kruger et al., Probabilistic Revolution I, 395-426.
3 'Eloge de M. Buquel'. in (Euvres de Condoreet. ed. A. Condorcel·O'Connor
and F. Arago, (Paris. 1847): 2,410.

4 Discou" prononc" dans /'academie franfoise Ie jeudi fevrier MDCLXXXI I a
Ja reception de M. Ie Marqui. de Condorcet (Paris, 1782). Many key writings are
translated in Condorcet: SeJeded Writings. ed. K.M. Baker (indianapolis,
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J976). The reception speech. with Condorcet's subsequent unpublished
revisions is on pp. 3-32. The definitive study of Condorcet's moral science is K.
M. Baker. Condorcet: From Natural Philosophy to Social Mathematics
(Chicago. 1975).
Seleaed Writings. 18f.
Ibid.• 184. K.M. Baker. 'The Early History of the Term. "Social Science.. ••
Annals ofScience 20 (1964): 21 J-26. revised in his Condorcet, 391-5.
For an account of the name-battles, sec J. Lottin, Queeelet: statutiden et
sociologue (Lou vain. 1912): 331-66.
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Changing Background o[ Intelleetual Scientific and Religious Thought.
Leetures GifJen by Karl Pearson at UnifJersiry College London during the
Academic Years 192/-1933 (London, J975): 448, 495. Pearson's description of

Cr.
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Ian Hacking. 'Karl
Pemon's History of Statistics', British Journal for the Philosophy ofScience 32
(1981): 177-82.

9 For a graphic overview of socio~statistical materials and their availability, sec
Bertrand Gille. Les Sources statistiques de I'histoire de France. Des enquetes du
XVlle siede a 1870 (Paris. 1964).
10 L. Daston, Classical Probability ill the Enlightenment (Princeton, 1988),
chapter 3.
11 J.H. Lambert. 'Anmerkung uber die Sterblichkeit. Todtenlisten. Geburten und
Ehen'. Part IX of Beytrage zum Gebrauche der Mathematique und deren
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y = N((t-x)ltj' - k(e-xlm - e-xl,,)
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t

= 96

k = 6176
m = 31.651
n = 2.43J 14.
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13 E.-E. Duvillard de Durand. Recherches sur les rentes, les emprunts et les
remboursemells (Geneva, 1787).
14 A comment by F. Gamier in Correspanda"ce mathematiqll<' et physique 1
(1825): 18.
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Paris 1976-80): 3, 391. References in the footnote arc to La Comedie du diable,
ibid" 8, 60. Le Peau de chagri", ibid. 10, 257-60. Physiologie dH mariage
(1829), ibid., 11, 1026; also in the 1826 version, La Physiologie du manage
preoriginale, ed. M. Bardoche (Paris, 1940): 124.
8 Deputy Puymaurin, quoted in J. Leonard, Les Medecins de /'OHest au XIXe
siecle (Paris, 1978): 2, 693.

9 A. Miquc1. LtUTtI aun medecin de province: exposition critique de La doarine
medicale tk M. Broussais (Paris, 1825), a critique of the works cited in notes 4
and 5.
10 L.-C. Roche, Dela nou"elle doctrine medicale consideree ""ns ies rapports des
theories de la mortaI;te: Discussion entre MM. Miquei, Bousquet et Roche
(paris, 1827). Roche defended Broussais against the other two.
11 P.C.A. Louis, Recherches sur les e!fets de Lt saignee (Paris, [835).
12 F.~J.- v. Broussais, Le Cholera-morbus vaincu, / moTt sur 40 malades, nOuveau
traitement par Ie dorteHr Brou,sais (Paris, n.d).
13 See Jean~Fran'iois Braunstein, Broussais et Ie mattrialisme: mededne et philo~
sophie au XIXe s;icle (Paris, 1986): 81f, to whom [ also owe the preceding
reference and the following one.
14 F. Magendie, LefOllS sur ie choiera morbus (Paris, 1832): 2041.
15 The official report of the Academy debate is given, in part, inJ.-E. Belhomme's
iloge of Brou"ais, 'Compte rendu des rravaux de Ia Socie,,; phrenologique
pendant Ie cours de I'annee 1839', Escalupe 1 (1839): 78.
16 W. Coleman, 'Experimental Physiology and Statistical [nference: The Therapeutic Trial in Nineteenth-Century Germany', in Kruger et ai., Probabilistic
Revolutio1J, 2, 20t.
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Civiale, Paralltle tks divers moyens tk traiter les calculeltx (Paris. 1836).
Traitt de l'afJf!ction cakultusf!. survi d'un f!ssai statistiquf! SUT cettf! maladi'!

(Paris, 1838), of which the latter part is a slightly revised version of the earlier
book.
18 In the essay judged by Poisson in 1835 for the Montyon prize, the data were not
quite so extensive: Iitholomit had killed 1,141 out of 5,715 patients, while
lithottitne had killed only six in 257.
19 H. Navier. 'Remarques a )'occasion du rapport fait a l'Academic dans la seance
du 5 oelobre 1835', Campus rtndus htbdomadairf!s dts stancts dt /' Acadimit
des Scknces 1 (1835): 247-51.
11

By what majority?

Archives parkmentaires, 2e serie 1800 a 1860,98 (1898): 353f. The debate starts
on p. 271, and continues. with an admixture of other matter, to p. 432. For
Arago's complaint about interruptions p. 347. The sentences quoted arc not
consecutive, but arc taken. in order, from Arago's long and passionate speech.
The comments are those of the official reporter. I have, however, altered the
record. The archivts have Arago saying in the second statement that the odds
are one in eight that a simple majority voting seven to five is mistaken. I believe
he said eight to four. for three reasons. (I) On four different occasions on three
different days he said that the odds of error in a 7:5 vote are about t. (2) He said
that he was referring to Laplace, who gave the odds for 3. mistaken 7:5 vote as
better than ?; Laplace's odds for an 8:4 vote were t. (3) His supporters on the
left laughed jovially when he made his statement about the 7:5 vote but the
entire centre was in an uproar when he made his statement about the 8:4 vote. I
take (3) as evidence that the court reporter rather than Arago made a mistake; if
Arago had mis.spoken, there would not have been the uproar.
2 Condorcet, Essai sur I'application de I'analyse fa probabilitti des dtidsions
rendues fa plltralitti des voix (Paris, 1785): cxl and 267-304.
3 P.S. de Laplace, Thtione analytique des probabilittis (Paris, 1815): 520-30.
This is one of the supplements to the 1814 edition; see the (EutJrts romp/ttts
(Paris, 1878-1912): 7. 520-9.
4 L. Daston, Classical Probabilil.)· in the Enlightenment (Princeton, 1988).
5 Glenn Shafer has sho""n how this sort of combination of evidence was integral
to Jacques Bernoulli's Art conjtetandi. Part IV: "Non·additive Probabilities in
the Work of Bernoulli and Lambert', Archive for the History of Exact Sciences
19 (1978): 309-70. See also 'Bayes' Two Arguments for tbe Kule of Conditioning', Annals of Statistics 10 (1982): 1075-89. For his own solutions, sec
Probability and Evidence (Princeton, 1976). Cf. Ian Hacking, 'Combining
Evidence', in S. Stenlund, (cd.), LogiC41 and Semantic Analysis: Essays Dedicared to Stig Kanger on his Fiftieth Birthday (Dordrecht, 1974): 113-24.
6 Condorcet, £ssai, cxxvi and 24 L
7 Observations des cours d'appel sur Ie projet de Code Criminel (Paris, I'an XlII):
7.
8 In Pan X the Institut set a prize essay, 'What are the means of perfecting the jury
in France?' to which this is a response. Quoted in A. Esmein. A Huwry of
Conti1ltnta/ Cn'minal Proctdu~ with SptcUzl Refertnct to Frana, trans.
J. Simpson (London. 1910): 471.
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9 The simple majority stayed until the law of 6 March 1848 set the majority at
ninc out of twelve. On 18 October this was changed back to eight. On 10 June
1853 amere majority sufficed once again. At the time of writing the current but
controversial French model is ninc jurors who \'ote with three magistrates and
decide by simple majority in a secret balloL
10 E"ai philosophique sur Its probabilites (2nd edn, Paris, 1814): 85. By the first
edition I mean that which was published as the introduction to the 1814 edition
of the E"ai. E"ai (3rd edn, Paris, 1816): 159. Laplace, 'Sur une disposition du
code d'instruction criminelle' (Paris, 1816), issued as a separate pamphlet 15
November. $ce Bibliotheque Nationale Fp.1187 and the notice on pp.529-30 of
the auvres. 7. 529f. Silvestre l.anoix, TraUt elemen:aire du calcul des
probabiJites (Paris, 1816): 241-5; the remarks on Article 351 are discussed in a
footnote to the 2nd edn (Paris, 1822).
11 Details arc given in Ian Hacking, 'Historical Models for Justice: What is
Probably the Best Jury System?' Episternologia 6 (1984): 191-212. The
procedure is as follows. First obtain the conditional probability that a jury that
splits i:n-i is correct given that the unknown average reliability of a juror is r.
Secondly, find the probability densiry for r conditional on a jury splitting i:n-i.
ThirdlYt multiply the quantities resulting from these two steps to obtain the
probability density for a correct decision, conditional on i:n-i, and integrate
assuming that r is uniformly distributed between (t. 1). As is common in
Laplace. what entered as a plausible but inconsequential assumption, that ris in
(t, 1) turns out to be what underpins the entire easy integration at this juncture.
We obtain:
Probability (Correc,li:n - i) =

1 ,-",

(-1)'

')
n.
2"-' ;;; (n-I)! (n+l-j)!

12 Quantitatively, Laplacc's method shows tha, when a jury splits 7:5 for
conviction, there is a 0.28 chance of error. But when first a jury votes 7:5 for
guilt, and then a group of five judges votes three for acquittal and two for
conviction, the upshot (conviction by an overall vote of 9:8) is reliable only
about 63 per ccnt of the time. By the above fortnula, the probability that a 3:2
tribunal decides correctly is 0.59, and ,he probability that a 7:5 jury decides
correctly is 0.71. The two bodies are supposed to be independent. A conviction
occurs if the accused is guilty (probabili,y 0.71 by jury decision) and the
minority of two in the tribunal is right (0.41 probability) or the accused is
innocent and the majority of three is right (0.29, 0.59 probabilities). Hence the
proportion of innocents among convictions is
(0.29)(0.59)1 {(0.29)(0.59)+(0.71 )(0.41)) = 0.37, even worse than 0.28.
13 G. Gergonne. 'Examen critique de quelques dispositions de notre code
d'instruction criminelle'. Anna/ts dt matbemaliqUtS puYrs tt app/iquets 9
(1816): 306-319.
14 For one survey of the school and its contributions to the mathematical theory
of probabiliry see L.E. Maisrrov, Probability Theor)': A Historical Sketch,
trans. S. Kotz (New York, 1974).
15 Mikhail Vasilievich Ostrogradsky, 'Extrait d'un memoire sur la probabilite des
erreurs des tribunaux'. Memoirts dt l'Academit dt Saint-Ptttrsbourg. 6e sene.
3 (1838): xix-xxv.
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16 I mean that he txplicitly represented probabilities in this way using just such a
symbolism. As Shafer has shown, this representation is implicit in Jacques
Bernoulli's treatment of testimony.
17 For details see Hacking, 'Models for Justice'. Ostrogradsky in brief: Laplace

should assume neither that all jurors have the same reliability, nor tbat their
reliability exceeds t. Make the minimum assumption. Assume that the reliability of juror j is in the interval (r;., r,'), contained in (0,1). Assume only that the
upper and lower bounds are the same for each juror. and that the reliabilities for
each juror, ri' are independently distributed for different j. Then essentially
following Laplace's method one gets a very tidy integration. Let z be the
difference between the upper and lower reliability; then the probability of a
mistaken conviction is:
(2 - Z)d
(2-Z)d+ Zd

12 Tlte law of large numbers

5.-0. Poisson, 'Recberches sur la probabilite des jugements principalement en
matiere criminelle', Compus rtndus htbdomadairts dt! seanets dt I'Academie
dts Scienc<s 1 (1835): 478. I.J. Bienayme, 'Sur un principe que M. Poisson avait
eru decouvrir et qu'iJ avait appele Loi des grands nombres', Comptts rtndus
dts sea netS tt travaux dt rAcad~mit dts Sciencts Mora/ts tt PoUtiquts 11
(1855): 386. He referred to a talk given on 16 April and reported in Proce.
'Otrbaux de Ia Sociite PhiJomathique. His doubts were first .. pressed in
I.J. Bienayme, 'Theoreme sur la probabilite des resultats moyens des
observations. Sur la probabilite des resultats moyens lorsque les causes sont
variables durant les obsen'ations') Societe Phi/omathique dt Panos. Extraics S
(1839): 42-9.
2 S.~D. Poisson, Rtcherchts sur la probabi/ite des jugemtnts tn matiirt Cf'J'minelle
" en mati." civile, precede.. d.. regie. general.. du calcul d.. probabiJite.
(Paris, 1837).
3 S. Stigler, The History of Stati.tics (Cambridge, Mass.. 1986): 188-91.
4 See O.B. Sheynin, '5.-0. Poisson's work in Probability', Archivefor History of
Exact Sciente 18 (1978): 245-300. See also his 'On the Early History of the Law
of Large Numbers', Biometrika 55 (1968): 459-{,7.
5 A.E. Gelfand and H. Solomon, 'A Study of Poisson's Models for J ury Verdicts
in Criminal and Civil T rials',Journal ofthe American Statistical Association 68
(1973): 271-8. Sec also tbeir 'Modeling Juty Verdicts in the American Jury
System', ibid. 69 (1974): 32-7.
6 L. Daston, Classical Probability in the Enlightenment (Princeton, 1988) stems
from a doctoral dissenation for Princeton University with the more informative tide, 'The Reasonable Calculus: Classical Probability Tbeory 1650-1840'.
It was in 1840 - maybe 1843, witb tbe publication of Coumot's book, note 8
below - tbat the c1assicaltheoty expired, long after the 'Enligbtenment' had
been replaced by 'Romanticism', And the classical theory was not just a
'probability calculus'; it was a calculus of reason itself.
7 The mis-spelling of 'Blayes' for 'Bayes' is found in Poisson's papers throughout
the 1830s, and is corrected in tbe Recherches only in proof, on page i. Tbis
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confirms the suggestion that Thomas Bayes's original work was not known at

first hand in Poisson's circle.
S A.A. Cournot, Exposition de Ia rheorit des chances el des probabililes (Paris,
1843). Coumot held that he made the distinction between chance and probabi.
/ite independently of Poisson, at about the same time, and corresponded on the
point in 1837. He quoted correspondence with Poisson to establish this, p. vii.
9 Pois,on, Recherches. 30, 31. Poisson did define probability in the old·fashioned
way, as a ratio of favourable cases to equally possible cases. But he noted that fit
seems to result from this definition that a probability is alw3)'$ a rational
number'. He at once gave a geometrical example and said that probabilities
don"t have to be rational fractions; ibid., 33.
10 Laplace. Trail., 3rd edn of 1820, pagination a, in (lullres completes de Laplace
7 (Pari" 1886). What appears to be Laplace's equivocation between the two
methods of reasoning is best iIIusuatcd by his derivation of interval estimates
which are formally akin to confidence intervals. For a Bernoullian derivation,
sec p. 287. For a Bayesian derivation of 'essentially' the same formula. sec p.
377.
11 I. Grattan·Guinness,]o,eph Fourier I768-I8JO{Cambridge. Mass., 1972): 486.

I find Poisson's objectivism more ambivalent than docs Grattan-Guinness.
12 Stigler, History of Stati,ti<:>, 190. Poisson repeated Laplace', 'Bemoullian'
derivation on p. 211 of the Recherches, where he derived a fiducial distribution
for an estimate of objective probability (or chance). The word 'fiducial' is R.A.
Fisher's. His 'fiducial argumcne is one way to go with Bemoullian reasoning.
My version of it i, given in Logic of Stati,tical Inference (Cambridge, 1965),
chapter 11. Another way is that of Peirce, Neyman and Pearson. discussed in
chapter 23 below.
13 A.A. Coumot, Recherche, sur les pn'ncipe, mathematique' de Ia theorie de'
riche,se, (Paris, 1838).
14 A follower of R.A. Fisher would say that Poisson was computing a fiducial
probability of the reliability of the juror. A follower of J. Neyman and E.5.
Pearson would say that Poisson was computing a confidence interval. Bom
anachronistic assertions arc correct. because Poisson's intervals are among
those that can be interpreted in either way. These twentieth century authors
would insist that the probabilities in question were objective and indeed
frequencies or based on frequencies. But for Poisson fiducial limits were
probabilites, i.e. subjective, Oft bettcrt epistemic.
15 Poisson's study of the jury came only in the second half of his book, but it is
dear from lectures given at the Academy between 1835 and 1837 that it was his
chief research project in his latef years. His teaching continued to be on
traditional probability theory, augmented by hi, own theorem" and did not
address jurisprudence. See Sheynin, tPoisson', 269f, for Poisson's annual
programme at the Polytcchnique.
16 cr.' =

~ (kr'(I- r)"""

17 Recherche" 1.
18 Ibid., 27.

(1 - r)')
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19 S.D. Poisson 'Note sur la loi des grands nombres', Campus rend"s bebdomaJaim des seances de I'Academre des Saences 2 (1836): 377
20 i.e. the variance in the Poisson case is less than in the Bernoulli case. See C.C.
Heyde and E. Seneta, I.J. Bienayme: Statistical Theory Anticipated (New York,
1977); 41. This book is an excellent hiswrical survey with explanation of the
mathematics.
21 Poisson, Recherches. 144.
22 Poisson, 'Note' (11 April 1836), 382. Dcbatccontinued on 18 April, followed
by 'Formules relatives aux probabilites qui dependent de tres grands nombres'.
23 Heyde and Seneta, Bienayme, 46-9.
24 See note 3.
25 Bienayme. 'Sur un principe" 383.
26 Ib,d., 389.
27 Stigler discusses Cournot's criticism in History of Statistics. A.A. Cournot,
'Memoirc sur les applications du calcul des chances a la statistique judi caire' •
Journal de Mathematiques Pum et Appltquees 3 (1838): 257-334.
28 A. Guibert, 'Solution d'une question relative a la probabilite des iugements
rcndus a une majoritc quelconque'. ibid., 25-30. 'Memoin~'s sUr les probabilites
des arrets de deux sortes de cours d'appel', Compus rendus hebdomadaires des
seances de I'Academie des Sciences 7 (1838): 650-2.
29 James Jcrwood, 'On the Application of the Calculus of Probabilities to Legal
and Judicial Subjects', Transactions of the De"'vonsbire Association for the
Advancement o/Science. Literature and Art 2 (1867-8): 578-98. This is a fairly
thorough survey, citing Turgot, Condorcet, Laplace, Lacroix, Poisson,
Coumot, De Morgan (from the Encyclopaedia Metropolitanica). Gallo~'ay
(from the Encyclopaedia Britanntca). Tozer (from thc Cambridgc Philosophical Socicty), etc.
3C P.L. Chebyshev, 'Demonstration clementaire d'une proposition generale de la
thcorie des probabilitcs' ,Journalfur die reine und angewandu Mathematik, 33
(1859): 259--67.
31 Shcynin, 'Poisson'.
13

2
3

4
5

Regimental chests

Adolphe Quetdet, 'Sur I'appreciation des documents statistiques, et en parti·
culier sur I'application des moyens·. Bulletin de la Commission Centrale de la
Statistique (of Belgium) 2 (1845): 258, ptesented in February 1844, and also
issued sepatately as Recherches stati"iques (Brussels, 1844): 54.
'Recherches statistiques sur Ie royaume des Pays-Bas" Nouveaux memoires de
I'Academie Royale des Sciences et Belles-Lettm de Bruxelles 5 (1829): 28.
Ibid., 35. Quetelet said this over and over again, for example in his own journal,
rhc Correspondances mathematiqu" rt physiques 5 (1829): 117-87, Or ibid. 6
(1830): 273.
'Recherches sur Ie penchant au crime aux differents ages'. Nouveaux memoires
de I'Academie Royale des Scienc" et Be/les-Lmm de Bruxe/les 7 (1832): 20.
I should not leave the impression that Quetelet thought that conviction rates
were absolutely constant. 63.5 per cent is his figure for French convictions in
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1825; he thought that the rate was declining very slightJ,v, showing some
amelioration in society. Poisson did think that the rates were constant. For the
difference between the two on this point, sec S.M. Stigler, Tht History of
Sratisties (Cambridge, Mass., 1986): 190f.
6 Stigler, History of Sratistio, 158.
7 As a valuable supplement to Stigler on the law of error, see O.B. Sheynin, 'On
the Mathematical Treatment of Astronomical Observations', Archive for the
History of Exact Scienw 11 (97-126); 'Laplace's Theory of Error', ibid., 17
(1977): 1-61; 'C.F. Gauss and the Theory of Errors', ibid., 20 (1979): 21-69.
8 The st:mdard deviation of a set of observations is the square root of the
arithmetic mean of the squares of the difference from the mean. The standard
deviation of a theoretical error distribution is the continuous version of this.

The probable error is 0.6745 times the standard deviation.
9 The dating is due to Mansfield Merriman, 'A List of Writings Related to the
Method of Least Squares, with Historical and Critical Notes' Transactions of
the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences 4 (1877-82): 141-232. For
further information, see H.M. Walker, Studies in the History of Statistical
Method (Baltimore, 1931): 24f, 49-55. Walker describes a great many other
measures of dispersion that have been used, together with theif bizarre
terminology. The name 'standard deviation' was introduced by Karl Pearson in

1894; see Walker, p. 54n.
10 A. Quetelet, Sur I'homme " Ie dkJeloppement de ses facultes ou essai de
phy,ique ,odale (2 vols., Paris, 1835), translated as A Treati.. on Man and the
Development of his Faculties (London, 1842). An expanded version reversed
the title: Physique sodale ou mai sur Ie dkJeloppement des facultes de l'homme
(2 vols., Brussels, 1869).
11 Athenaeum 29 August 1835, p. 661. The review appeared in three pans during
August: pp. 593-5,611-13,658-61.
12 S.S. Schweber, 'The Origin of the Origin revisited', Journal of the History of
Biology 10 (1977): 232. Compare the effect on James Clerk Maxwell of John
Herschel's review of Lettres aS.A.R. k due regnant de Saxe-Cobourg et Gotha,
sur 14 theom des probabilites, appliquee aux sciences morales et politiques
(Brussels, 1846): John Herschel (unsigned), 'Quetelet on Probabilities', Edinburgh Review 92 (1850): 1-57. For discussion of Maxwell, Herschel and
Quetelet, and citation of earlier historical remarks, see T.M. Porter, Th~ Ris~ of
Statistical Thinking (Princeton, 1986): 118 and' A Statistical Survey of Gases:
Maxwell's Social Physics', Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences 12 (1981):
77-116.
13 Stigler thinks this stage of central importance to Quetelet, History ofStalistics,
chapter 5. He proposes that throughout this period Quetelet was deeply
concerned with the problem of recognizing homogeneous groups, a problem
forcefully put to him in 1827 by the Baron de Keverberg in 'Notes', Nouwaux
memoires de l'AeaJemie Royale des Sciences et Belles-Letlres de Bruxelles 4
(1827): 17S-92, appended to a paper of Quetelet's on Belgian population
statistics.
14 Viz. just before the quotation used as my epigraph; the space between the
second and third paragraphs of p. 54 of the monograph is exactly where the
jump OCCurs.
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15 Appreci4tion, 54. A rare source of heights available to Quetelet was F. Lelut,
Annales d'hygiene publique et de medccine ltigale 31 (1844): 297-316.
16 The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical journal 13 (1817): 26H.
17 Stigler reproduces the 1846 version of this table (slightly less perspicuous than
the 1844 version) and gives the correct figures as derived from the 1817 joumal
(which, as I suggest in the footnote to p. 109, Quetelet may never have seen).

Stigler, Hi"ory of Statistics, 206-9.
18 Leures, if. note 12 above, trans. O.G. Downes, Leuers ... on the Theory of
Probabilities (London, 1859): 92.
19 A. Quetelet, 'De I'homme considere dans Ie systeme social, ou comme unite,
ou comme fragment de I'espece humaine', ibid., 2nd ser. 35 (1873): 201. The
data had been presented at the International Statistical Congress in Berlin, 1863,
but the moral had not then been drawn.
20 F. Gahon, 'Typical Laws of Heredity', Nature 15 (1877): 512.
21 F. Gahon, Naturallnheritanee (London, 1889): 58.
22 Starting in 1875: W. Lexis, Einleitung in die Theorie der Bev6lkerungsstati"ik
(Strasbourg, 1875).
23 T.M. Porter, 'The Mathematics of Society: Vanation and Error in Quetelet's
Statistics', British journal forthe Hutory of Scienee 18 (1985): 51-69, and The
Rise of Statistical Thinking 1820-1900 (Princeton, 1986): 240-55.
24 On revolution and civilization. see

A. Quctclct, 'Sur la possibilite de mesurer

)'influence de~ causes qui modiflent les elements sociaux, Lettre aM. Villerrne",
Correspondanees mathematiques et physiques 7 (1832): 326. The letterlo Albert
is quoted in H.H. Schoen, 'Pnnce Albett and the Application of Statistics to
Problems of Government', Osiris 5 (1938): 286£.
25 Quetelet, 'Sur la possibilite', 346.
14 Society prepares the crimes
These sentences are excerpts, in the order in which they were read,
from William Farr's address, Fourth Session of the IntematUmal Sl4tistical
Congress (London, 1860): 4f. For Farr's biography, see J.M. Eyler,
Vietor;"n Soci41 Medidne: The Ideas and Methods of WilI;"m Farr (Baltimore.
1979).
2 A. 0'Angeville. 'Influence de I'agesur I'alienation mentale et sur Ie penchant au
cnme,' Bulletins de l'Academie Royale des Sdenees et Belles-Lettres de Bruxelles 3 (1836): 184f. The same worry is stated in his Essai de Ia sl4tutique de Ia

population franraise, consideree sous quelques uns de ses rapports physiques et
moraux (Bourg, 1836). The latter expresses positivist sentiments: 'Statistics is
the best torch of reason, when it is employed in good faith. without commit~
ment to any particular system of opinion and with bases sufficiently large in
number and in time.' It addresses many of the problems I have mentioned in
various chapters, for example the correlation between education and crime.
Guerry and Balbi had used information from the ministry of war about
recruitment in the various departments, to judge the level of education by
department. 0'Angeville urged the ministries of justice, education and war to
use the same measures of education level so that meaningful comparisons could
be derived from their different experiences.
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3 1', Young. 'Remarks on the probabilities ot error in physical observations, and
on the density of the earth. considered especially with regard to the reduction
of experiments on the pendulums', Philosophical Transactiom 0/ the Royal
Sonety of London 109 (1819): 71.
4 Hard Times (London. 1854): Book III, chapter 7.
5 'Observations on puerperal fcver; containing a series of evidence respecting its
Origin, Causes and Mode of Propagation', by Robert Storrs in Farris Letter.
Annual Report uf the Registrar-General of England and Wales 4 (1842):
384-93, quoting from The ProvinCIal Journal no. 166.
6 Farr', Letter. Anmlal Report 1 (1839): 89.
7 Farr', Letter. Annual Report 3 (1841): 84.
8 C01'lgres international de statistique: programme de La sixleme session (Florence.
1867): 89.
9 Ibid., 93. The mo\'cment in question was from country to town. or from
district to district. The data to be collected about les miserables \\'as of a Sort that
by 1867 had become standardized as relevant: sex, ch'il state, legitimate
paternity? Education, place of origin, fixed address? Primary causes of misere?
Imperfections (blind, deaf, dumb, maimed, insane, idiot)? Then one moved to
the state of the family, the moral condition of the paternal famil)', etc,
10 Daniel Kevle', In the Name of Eugenics; Genetics and the Use, of Human
Heredity (New York. 1985).
11 T.M. Porter, Ri" of Statistical Thinki"g, 151-92; LOllin, QUe/elet. chapter 5.
12 M. Moreau, 'Idee generale du systeme du docteur Gall' in L'Art de ronnaitre
les hommes par la physiognomie de M. Lavater, augmentee des recherches ou
del opinionl de Ia Chambre. de Porta. de Campa, de Gall ,ur la phy'iognomie
(10 vol,.• Pari" 1806): 2, 47.
13 See e.g. George Cruik,hank, Phrenologicallilullrallom, or the Artist', Vi......· of
the Craniological SYllem of D .. Gall and Spurzheim (London. 1826).
14 Thoma' Forster. Sketch of the New Anatomy and Phyllolog)' of the Brain and
Nervou, Syllem of Dr$. Gail and Spurzheim COnlidC1'ed a' Comprehending a
Complete SYllem uf Zoonomy, with Ob"rvationl on ill Tendency to the
Improvement of Education, of Punishment and of the Treatment of Insanity
(London, 1815), E.-J. Georget. De Ia phy,iologie du ,>,steme "erveH.< et
specialement du cerveau (Paris, 1821): 1, 104-11; for the recantation in 1828. see
Jan Goldstein. COnlole and Clauify (Cambridge. 1987): 256. n. 60.
15 R. Young, Mind. Brain and Adaptatiun in the Nineteenth Century; Cerebral
Localization and ill Biological Context from Gall to Fem'er (Oxford. 1970).
Roger Cooter. The Cultural Meaning of Popular Science; Phrenology and
the Organization of Consent in Nineteenth Century Britain (Cambridge.
1984).
16 P.M. Roget, Euay, un Phrenology. oran Inquiry into the Principlel and Utility
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M. Serres et al. {Paris, t 975): 695. The editors notc that Broussais's principle f to
which Comte grants a disproportionate importance . .. goes hack to Brown,

Bichat and Pinel'.
22 Comte, Poli'ique positwe, 2, 443.
23 For Blainville's own exposition of Broussais, sce H.-M.D. de Blainville,
Hinoire des sciences de /'organisation et de leur progres comme bas de la
philosophie(Paris, 1845): 3; for his physiology, Cou" de physiologk generale et
comparee (Paris, 1833).
24 His comment on the asylum is at the end of his review of Broussais, Politique
positive, 4, 472.
25 See e.g. Henri Gouhier, La Philosophie de A. Comle (Paris, 1987): 164.
26 InJournal de France, August 1828. Cf Comte, Politique positive, 4: 468-73.
27 Ibid., 465. He also said that his review 'will ever possess an historical interest

28

29

30
31

since it roused the great biologist [Broussais1 to the noble effort which
produced, at the dose of his admirable career, his juSt appreciation of the
masterly conception of Gall, till then disregarded by him'. In fact Broussais
gave the elegy at the grave of Gall in August 1828, the month that Comte's
review appeared, and the later admiration of phrenology was well expressed on
that occasion. F.-J.-V. Broussais, 'Discours prononce par M. Broussais sur la
Tombe du docteur Gall', Revue encyelopedique 39 (1828): 526-31.
P.-C·F. Daunou, Cou" d'erudes hisroriques (Paris, 1849): 20, 413.
Jean-Fran~ois Braunstein, Broussais et Ie materialisme: medecine et philosophie
au x/x es;eele (Paris. 1986): 111-15. This book also developsthe ramifications
of the conflict long after Broussais's death in 1838.
Comte, Poli,ique positive, 2, 569.
A, Comte, Discours sur /'esprit positif(Paris, 1844): 55f.
20

2
3

4
5

As real as cosmic forces

Emile Durkheim, 'Suicide et natalite: Etude de statistique morale'. Revue
Philosophique 26 (1886): 447. For his lecture topics, see Steven Lukes, Emile
Durkheim, His Life and Work (London, 1973): 617.
Emile Durkheim, De 14 division du travail socMI: etude sHrl'organisatwn des
societes superieures (Paris. 1893): i.
At greater length: we find a practice or a phenomenon P in a society. Members
of the society may have practical reasons for continuing P. However they are
unaware that P actuaHy IS a necessary condition for the preservation of the
society. Moreover there is a sort of feedback erfect, that is, when the strength of
Pdiminishes. the society tends to fall apart. but in such a way as to reinforce P,
so that the society does persist as an organic unity, and P is kept in place. See
Jon Elster, Explaining Technological Change: A Case Study in the Philosophy
of Science (Cambridge, 1983). He argues that functional explanations work in
biology but not in sociology. The most lively advocate of functional explanations in sociology defends Durkheim: Mary Douglas. How Institutions
Think (Syracuse, N.Y., 1986).
Division. 4;0. The French is stronger: 'elle devient du meme coup la base de
l'ordre moral'.
Division du travail. 33.
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6 'Suicide et natalitc', 462.
7 Ibid., 463.
8 Emile Durkheim, 'Les Regie, de Ia methode soeiologique', R«'ue philosoph/·
que 37 (1894): 465-98, 577-607; 38 (1895): 14-59, 168-82. Reprinted with a
preface under the same title (Paris. 1895). Page references afe to the Rrout
series. in this case p. 579.
9 Luke" Durkheim, 617.
10 Division, 395.
11 Ibid., 396.
12 Ibid., 590.
13 Ibid.
14 Emile Durkheim, 'Criminalite et sante sociale', Rev"e phil050pl}ique 39 (1895):
518, replying to Gabriel Tarde's criticism under the same title, ibid. I 148. For a
full account of the Tarde/Durkheim polemics, see Lukes, Durkheim, 302-14.
Tarde was a magistrate, then director of the statistics department of the

15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22

23

24

ministry of justice, and professor at the College de France. His chief work at
this time v.'as Lrs Lois dt l'imitation (Paris. 1890).
Regles, 589. This i, Durkheim's second rule 'for distinguishing between the
normal and the pathological', It does not occur in the first formulation of the
criteria in Di'lJl$ion.
Ibid., the first rule.
Ibid., the third rule.
Ibid., 72,
C. Lombroso, Vomo de/inquente (Milan, 1876),
C. Lombroso, 'Introduction'. in G. Lombroso-Fcrrero. Criminal Man
According to Ih. Classification of C"a" Lombroso (New York. 1911): xxv.
E.g. M, Benedikt, 'Les Grands criminel, de Vi.nne. II Raimond Hackler',
Archives d'anthropologie criminelle, d. midecine legal. et de p,ychologie
normale et pathologique 7 (1892): 237-63. One of a series ofstudi.s of 'brains in
the Hoffmann collection' in Vienna.
'Troisieme Congres International d'Anthropologie Crimindlc· ibid., 472. On
the congresses and related debates. see for example Robert A. Nye, CTim~,
Madness and Politics in Mod.rn Franu: The Medical Conupt of National
D.cline (Princeton, 1984): chapter 4.
Ennco Ferri, 'Le Crime comme phenomcne sociale\ Annalts dt i'lnse;tut
International de Sooo/"gie 2 (1896): 411. He incorporated this chart into his
Sooologia criminale (4th edn, Turin, 1900). The third edition of this book
appeared in French in 1894. His doctor31 thesis was a refutation of the
possibility of free will. and a corresponding demand for radical revision of the
system of criminal jurisprudence. T~oria dell~imputabilita t la n~gaziont del
libro arbitrio (Florence, 1878).
A bibliography for a count ofcriminalanthropology, or criminal sociology, circa
1893-4. For a complete bibliographical essay of 1893, consult Hans Kurella,
Naturgeschichte des Verb"chers (Stuttgart, 1893). The following is based only
upon Ferri·s altogether typic31list:
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Journals: Lombroso's Archivio di psichwtTia, scienxa penale ed'antTopologia
CTiminale (Turin, 188e- ), and Lacassagne's Archives, note 21 above
(Lyon,188('- )
'La Fosseua oceipitale nei mammiferi'. Lombroso's Archivio.

Albrecht, Hans

5 (1885): 105
Baer, Abraham Adolf Der Verbrecher in anthropologischer Bniehung
(Leipzig, 1893)
Benedikt. M,
1888)

note 21 above and KraniometTie und Kephalometrie (Vienna,

Bleuler, Eugen Der geboren Verbrecher: eine kritische Studie (Munich, 1896).
It will be seen that Bleuler was on Ferri's table, although this book would
be too late for an 1894 bibliography, I include it here as a reminder that this

celebrated psychiatrist began his career with criminal anthropology.

La Sto";" naturale del delitto (Milan, 1893)
Socialismo e sodologia criminale (Catania, 1884); La
delinquenza della Sirili4 e Ie sue cause (Palermo, 1885); La Soriologi4
criminale (Catania, 1889)
Dally. Eugene Remarques sur les a/ienes et les criminels au point de vue de Ja
responsibilite morale er legale (Paris, 1864)
Despine. Prosper Du Tole de fa science dans 14 question penitentiaire

Bonfigli, Clodomiro

Colajanni. Napoleone

(Stockholm, 1878)
Ferri, Enrico Soci4lism" e CTiminalita (Turin, 1883, Rome 1884)

Garofalo, Raffaele Crirninalogia. studi sui delitto sulle sue cause e sui mezzi d;
repressione (furin, 1885); 2nd edn Turin, 1889, The translation used by
Durkheim was La Crimin%gie: etude sur la nature du crime et /a tbeorie
de la penalite (Paris 1890)
Gumplowicz, Ludwig Der Rassenkamp!, sooolog'sche Untersuchungen
(Innsbruck, 1875). Durkheim reviewed his Grundriss der Sociologie in the
Revue philosophique 20 (1885): 629
Jelgersma, Gerbrandus De Befoening der Crimineele Anthropologie en Gerechtelijke Psychi4tri. (Utrecht, 1894)
KilO, Ludwig 'Kriminalpsychologie', in F. von Holzendorff (ed.), Handbuch
des Gefangmswesens (Hamburg, 1888)
Laeassagne. Alexandre De La CTiminalite chez les animau:c (Lyon, 1882);
L'Homme m'minel compare a I'homme primitif (Lyon, (882)
Lewis, W, Bevan 'The Genesis of Crime', Fortnightly Review 54 (1893):
329-44

Lim, Franz von

Der Zweckgedanke im Strafrecht (Marburg, 1883); 'Krim;nalpolitiseheaufgaben', a series in his journal Zeitschrift fur die gesamte
Strafrechtswissenschaft (Berlin), between 1889 and 1891

Lombroso. Cesare

see note 19 above

Problemi soci4li tomemporanei (Milan, 1894)
Marro. Antonio Cartter; dei delinqHenti (Turin. 1887)
Maudsley, Henry Responsibility in Mental Disease (London, 1874), translated as La Crime et la folie (Paris, 1874)

Loria, Achille
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Prins, Adolphe Criminalite et repression; essai de science penale (Brussels,
1886), Bullerin de l'Union Intemarionale de Droir Penal 30 (1891): 121
Raux, Paul Nos }tunes coupables: itude sur l'enfana coupable avant, pendant
d apTtS ron SijOJ'T au quartier cOrTutionnel (Lyon, 1886)

Roncaroni, P., and Ardu, P. 'Esamc di 43 cranii di criminali" Lombroso's
Archi"io 12 (1891): 148
Tarde, Gabriel see note 14 above
Turati, Filippo II delito e fa questione sociale (Milan, 1883)
Topinard, P. L'Homme dans fa nature (Paris 1891)
Vargha, Julius Das Strafprocessrecht f)'stematisch dargestellt (Berlin, 1885).
(This was to be followed by Die Abschaffung der Strafrechtschaft: Studim
.ur Strafrechrsreform (Grat, 1896»
Virgilio, Gasparc La Filosofia e fa patologia de la mente (Caserta, 1883):
Passanante e fa natura morboso del delilto (Rome, 1888)
25 C. Lombroso, 'Les Bienfaits du crime', Nouvelle R"",ue 95 (1895): 86-92.
26 Ri:gks, 596.

27 Durkhdm referred to Garofalo on pp. 77 and 87 of Di"ision, but my discussion
concerns the long note on p. 589 of Ri:gles.
28 Emile Durkheim, Le Suicide: etude de sooologie (Paris, 1897); Suicide, trans.
J.A. Spaulding and G. Simpson (Glencoe, 111.,1951): 363.
29 Ibid.. 309.
30 Durkheim, Divisio". 324-6. See Alain Desrosieres. tHistoires des formes:
statistiques

Ct

sciences sociales avant 1940', RetJIlt Fran(aiu de faci%git 26

(1985): 293.
31 Durkheim, Suicide, 300f.
32 I have in fact been doing that since my Logic of Statistical Inference (Cambridge, 1965).
21

The autonomy of slatisticallaw

Francis Galton, Typical Laws of Heredity (London, 1877): 17. Also printed in
Proceedings ofthe Royal Institution of Great Britain 8 (1877): 282-301 and in a
sequence of three segments in Nature the same year. For illustrations of the

quincunx see S. Stigler, The History of Statistia (Cambridge, Mass., 1986):
277-80. For Peirce's quincundaJ projection. see C.S. Peirce. 'A Quincundal

Projection of the Sphere', American Journal of Mathematics 2 (1879): 394-6
plus map plate.
2 Mortimer Collins, Marqllis and Merchant (London, 1871): 3, 141. This is an
isolated observation in a chapter that touches on fundamental issues. Two pages

later the marquis says to the merchant, 'You English deem younelves great by
reason of your sordid utilitarian notions; whereas your greatness comes from

the poetical side of the national character. Shakespeare has done more for the
English than any other man, yet you believe in Adam Smith and John Stuan
Mill.'
3 Stigler, History of Statistics, 26>-99. T.M. Porter, The Rise of Statistical
Thinking Q'rinceton, 1986): 128-48. Karl Pearson, The Life, Letters and
Labou" ofFrancis Galton (4 vols., Cambridge, 1914-30), esp. vol. 3A, and also
F. Galton, Memories of My Life (London, 1908). For a modern biography not

Note, to page' 181-8
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attending much to statistics. see D.W. Forrest, Francis Galton: Tht Lift and

Work ofa Victorian Cmiu, (New York, 1974).
4 See for example Jan von Plato, 'Probabilistic Physics the Classical Way', in
Probabilistic Revolution 2, 379--408.
5 The classic studies of explanation are by e.G. Hempel, in A,pect' of Sdentific
Explanation and Oth" Essay, in the Phii<>,ophy of Sdenee (New York, 1965).
For more recent discussion, scc W.C. Salmon, Scitntific Explanation and tht
Causal Struaurt oftbt World (Princeton, 1984). On explaining rare events, see
R.C. Jeffrey, 'Statistical Explanation and Statistical Inference', in N. Rescher
(ed.), Essay' in Honour ofC.C. Hempel (Dordrecht, 1969).
6 For a description plus modifications, see Photographic New' 27 (1885): 244.
7 The photographs from The Journal of the Anthropological Institute 15 are
reproduced in Pearson, Life 2, Plates XXVIll-XXXV. On the opinion of the
neighbours, 'Note by Mr. F. Galton, appended to Joseph Jacobs, "On the
Racial Characteristics of Modem Jews"'. in ]. Jacobs, ]twish Statistics
(London, 1891): xl.
8 Donald MacKenzie, Statistics in Britain, 1865-1930: Tbt Social Construction of
Scientific Knowledge (Edinburgh, 1981). Daniel Kevles, In the Name of
Eugmics (Chicago, 1984). Stephen Jay Gould, The Mi,mea,ure of Man <New
York,1981).
9 One finds 'Normal curve' in e.g. Naturallnh"itanee (London, 1888): 56; also
'Normal Values' on p. 54. For signs of Galton's caution about the normal
distribution, see Porter, Statistical Thinking, 299f.
10 The geologist was William Spottiswoode; see F. Galton, Memories of My Life
(London, 1908): 304. John Herschel (unsigned), 'Quelelet on Probabilities,'
The Edinburgh Review 92 (1850): I-57.
11 F. Galton, Htrtditary Gtnius: An Inquiry into its Laws and Constqlttnus
(London, 1869): passim.
12 Galton,'Typicallaws', 512.
13 Victor Hilts, 'Statistic' and Social Science', in R. Giere and R. Westfall (eds.),
Foundatwns ofScientific Method, The Nineteenth Century (Bloomington, Ind.,
1973): 206-33.
14 Of numerous accounts, the one most sympathetic to Darwin. and quoting
many letters about the experiments. is to my mind the most interesting:

Pearson, Life, 156-69, 174-7.
15 F. Galton, 'Presidential Address' Journal of the Anthropologkallnstitute 15
(1886): 494.
16 Naturallnbtritanu, 86.
17 About the several generations of BertiUons who were statisticians, see B.~P.

Lecuyer, 'Probability in Vital and Social Statistics: Quetelet, Farr and the
Bertillons', in Probabilistic Revolution, 317-36.
18 Carlo Ginzburg, 'Morelli, Freud and Sherlock Holmes: Clues and the
Scientific Method', History Work'hop 9 (1980): 7-36; in U. Eco and T.A.
Seboek (eds.). The Sign of the Three: Dupm, Holmes, Petree (Bloomington,
Ind .. 1988): 81-118.
19 A. Bravais. 'Analyse mathematique sur les probabiliu:s des erreurs de situation
d'un point', Mimoirts prisentis par divers savants a I'Acadimit Royalt dts

Sciences del'lnstitut de hane< 9 (1845): 255-332.
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20 eM. Schols, whose work is described in H. L. Seal. 'The Historical Development of the Gauss linear Model', E. 5. Pearson and M. G. Kendall (cds.),
Studies in the History of Statistics and Probability (London, 1970): 207-30.
21 MacKenzie, Statistics in Britain, 71.
22 Pearson, Ufe and Letters lA, If.
22
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A chapter from Prussian statistics

Salomon Neumann, Die Fabel von der Juduchen MasseneitJwanderung: fin
Kapitel aus der preussischen Statistik (Berlin, 1880): 2 (2nd edn, 22 November
1880).
Neumann, Fabel (3rd edn, Berlin, 20 May 1881); with supplements listed on
the title page as I. Antwort an Herro Adolf Wagner. 11. Herr Heinrich v.
Treirschke und seine jiidische Massene,-nwanderung. Ill. Die Antwort des
konigl. preussischen statistischen Bureaus.
Engel was a National-Liberal deputy in the Abgeordncuhaus, 1867-70. His
predecessor at the Prussian statistical bUTeau, Dieterici. had been a Centre~
liberal representative in the 1848 Parliament of Frankfurt-am-Main. Neumann
was a Berlin city councillor from 1859 to 1905, devoting his political energies
chiefly to health measures.
Biographical data are taken from the eulogy by Hermann Cohen, 'Salomon
Neumann, Gediichtnisrede', Lehranstalt fiir die Wissenschaft des Iudenthum,
27 (1908): 39-54.
S. Neumann. 'Das Sterblichkeits-Verhaltniss in cler Berliner ArbciterBevolkerung nach in den Genossenschaften des Gcwerbskrankverein 1861-63
vorgekommcnden Todesfallcn', Der Arbeiter/reund 4 (1866): 46-67. E. Engel,
'Oer Arbeitsvcrtrag und die Arbcitsgcsellschaft: Industrial Partn(,fships,'
ibid., 5 (1867): 371-94.
R. Virchow, 'Atoms and Individuals'(1859), in l.J. Rather (cd.), Disease, LIfe
and Man. Selected Essays try Rudolf Virchow (Stanford, 1958). lowe these
references to Virchow to Gordon MacOuat.
'Zur mcdicinischcn Statistik des preussischen Staau:s oach den Akten des
statistischen Bureaus fur das jahre 1846'. Arcbiv fur patbologischen Anatomie
und Plry,iol<>gie und fiir klinische MedlCln 3 (1851): 13-14\. Cf. his Die
offentliche Gesundheitspflege und das Elgenthum (Berlin, 1847).
R. Virchow, 'Report on the Typhus Epidemic in Upper Silesia'(1848), trans'
lated in R. Virchow, Collected Essay, on Public Health and Epidemiology (New
Delhi, 1985): 307.
Ibid., 85.
Cohen, 'Gcdachtnisrede', 44. Little has been written about Neumann; one can
glimpse his role as a solid comminee man 1n lobbying the representatives of the
great powers at the Berlin Congress of t 878. See fThe Inten'ention of German
Jews at the Berlin Congress of 1878', Publications of the Leo Baeck Institute 5
(1960): 221-48.
These materials and some of the replies to them are collected in W. Boehlich
(ed.), Der Berliner Antisemitismusstreit (Fl'3nkfurt~ampMain, 1965). These
include an attack on Neumann's Fabel, to which the latter replied in the third
edition.
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12 L. Zunz:Grundlinien zu einer kunftigen Statistik der Juden'. Zeitschri/tfurdie
Wissenschaft des Judenthums 1 (1823): 523-32; in Zunz, Gesammelte Schriften
(Berlin. 1875): 134-41. Neumann's dedication to Zun7. opens his Zur Stat;,tik

der Juden in Preussen von 1816 bis 1880 aus den amtlichen Veroffentlichungen
(Berlin. 1884). The opening sentences of chapter 42 of Daniel Deronda arc
translated from L. Zunz, Synagogale Poesie des Mittelaltm (Berlin. 1855).
13 ZurJudenfrage. Statisti"he Erorterung. Anzah/ und Vertheilung der Juden im
preuHi"hen Staat, nach einer Vergleichung der Zahlungen zu Ende der Jahre
1840 und 1842. (Berlin, 1842). 'Statistische Uebersicht und Vergleichung der

14

15
16
17

Zunahmc der critischen iudischen BcvolkC'fung in den Zcitperiodcn 1816 bis
1825, 1825 bis 1834, 1835 bis 1843 und 1843 bis 1846 in den einzelnen
Regierungsbezirken des Preussischen Staats', M,'uheilungen des statistichen
Bureaus in Berlin 2 (1849): 356-83.
E. Glatter, Vber die Lebenschancen der Israeliten gegenuber den christlichen
Konfessionen: Biostatistischen Studiel1 (Wctzler, 1856).
Uber Auswanderung utld Einwanderung. lelzitre in besondere Beziehung auf
dem preussischen Staat, vom scatisl/chen Standpunkt (Berlin, 1847).
Vber die Zunahme der Bevolkerung im pmmi"hen Staat in Bezug auf
Verthedung dmelben nach Stadt lind Land, (Berlin, 1867).
The results are given in the Zeitscbrift des koniglich preussischen statistischen

Bureau, 22 (1882): 239.
18 In a warm preface, Engel attributes ,he work to G. von Fircks. 'Ruckblick auf
die Bewegung der Bevolkerung im preussischen Staat 1816-1874,' Jahrbuch des
koniglich preuHischm scati"i,c1>en Bureaus 48A (1877): 22, 27.
19 S. Neumann (unsigned), 'Die Bilanz der prcussische Bevolkerung von 18461867', Vierteljahrsd>rift fur Volkwirtschaft lind Kulturgeschichte, 29 (1870):
193-203.
20 'Die Fremdgeburten im preusslschen Staat,' Zeitschrift des konig/ich preussis-

chen "ati,,;,chen Bureau, 20 (1880): 387-98.
21 He makes substantive errors because of this in his 'Die Sterblichkeit und die
Lcbenserwartung im prcussischen Staat angewandten', ibid. t (1861 ): 321-53; 2
(1862): 50-69.

22 R. Boeckh, <Die statistische Bedeutung der Volksprache als Kennzclchnis der
Nationalit"" Zeitschri{t fur Volkerp,ychQlogie lind Sprachwissenschaft 4
(1866): 259-402. Die deutsche Volkzahl und Sprachgebie< in den europaischen Staaten (Berlin, 1869).

23 Late in life Boeckh applied his Interest in the German language to computing
the number of real-in hi~ cultural and linguistic sense- Germans in the United
Sta,es. The US began 10 classify immigrants by country of origin only in 1898.
In response to a publication showing 151.118 immigrantS from the German
empire between 1898 and 1904, Boeckh computed that in fact the US had
admitted .l funhcr 289,438 Germans from other European countries. Sec B.
Faust, The German elements in the United StalE's, with Special Reference to
their Political, Moral, SOCIal and Educallonallnfluence (New York, 1927): 2,
chapter 1.
24 Stati"i'ch" Jahrbuch drr Stadt Berli" 6 (1880) reporting data for 1878.
25 How should one be Olympian? In its overview of the the results of the census
of I December 1880, Engel's bureau displayed data in this order: (1) The state;
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Nole, 10 page, 198-202

(2) Berlin: (3) place of birth of citizens: (4) place of birth of the Christian and
Jewish population in the four easternmost provinces and in the major cities of
Berlin, Frankfurt-am-Main and Stolp in Pomerania; (5) breakdown of the
population for each Kr~is showing the confessional statistics - a breakdown

26
27

28
29

30
31

into four groups. namely Evangelicals, Roman Catholics, Jews and Sects. Dit
definitilltn Ergebnisse der Volkzablung von I Dezember 1880 im preussucben
Staate (Berlin, 1883).
A. Nossig. Mauritlitn ZHr Stallstlk dts }iidlSchtn Stammts (Vienna, 1887).
Sec A. Nossig (ed.), ]udiscbe Sialistik (Berlin, 1903) for the type of work
conducted by the Vtrtin. and an account of its activities and branches all over
Europe.
Alex Benn, 'Arthur Ruppin',]ewi,b Social S"'dies 17 (1972): 117-41.
J.Jacobs, 'The Racial Characteristics of Modern Jews' (Read to the Anthropological Institute, 24 February 1885) in J. Jacobs, Jewisb Statistics (London,
1891): iii.
J. Jacobs and Isidore Spielman, 'On the Comparative Anthropometry of
English Jews', ibid., 77.
J. Jacobs, 'The Comparative DiStribution of Jewish Ability' (read to the
Anthropological Institute, 10 November 1886), ibid., xliii.

32 Ibid.,!.
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A universe of chance

'Reply to the Necessitarians', Tbe Monist 3 (1893): 526-70: Papers 6, 425.
ReferenceS are to Writings of Charles Sandt,.s Ptirct: A Chronological Edition
(Bloomington, Ind., 1982- ) so far as the "olumes have been printed: for
material not yet published in that edition, to Collected Papers of Cbarl..
Sanders Peirce (8 vols., Cambridge, Mass" 1931-58). References to Papers is by
volume and page. not by the decimal system indicating volume and paragraph.
P. Carus, 'Mr. Charles S. Peirce on Neeessit!", Tbe Monist 2 (1892): 442. 'Mr
Charles 5. Peirce's Onslaught on the Doctrine of Necessity', ibid., 560-82. 'The
Idea of Necessity, its Basis and its Scope', ibid. 3 (1893): 68-96. 'The Founder
of Tychism, His Methods, Philosoph)' and Criticisms: In reply to ~Ir. Charles
Sanders Peirce', ibid" 571-622. J. Dewey, 'The Superstition of Necessity',
ibid., 362-79.
David Hume, Inquiry (1748), p. 95 of the Sclb)'-Bigge edition.
Peirce, 'Reply', Tbe Monist 3 (1893): 535; Papers 6, 409.
'Man's Glassy Essence,' Tbe Monist 2 (1892): I: Papers 6, ISS.
C. Eisele, 'Charles Sanders Peirce', in the Dictionary 0/ Satmific Biography;
Studies in tbe Scientific and Matbematical PbI1osopby of Cbarl.. Sanders Peirce
(The Hague, 1979); 'Peirce the Scientist', in C. Eisele (ed.), Historical Perspectives on Peirce', Logic of Science (2 vols., Berlin, 1985): 17-38. See also her
edi'orial remarks in C. Eisele (ed.), Tbe New Elements of Matbematics by
Cbarles Sanders Peirce (Amsterdam, 1976). One philosopher who attends to
Peirce's career in the Coast Survey, and to his work on measurement, is H.S.

Thayer, Mtamng and Action: A Critical Exposition 0/ Amtricatl Pragmatism
(Indianapolis, 1973): 70, 349.
6 The story was on p. 1 of the Washmgton POSl, and is copied in the Peirce fiche,
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item 00322; see K. L. Ketner, A Comprl!hensive Bibliography of the Published
Work, of Charles Sanders Peirce with a Bibliography ofSecondary Sources (2nd
cdo, Bowling Green. Ohio. 1986). Peirce replied in a letter to the New York

Po,t, dated 10 August, reported in Science 6 (1895): 158.
7 To Lady Victoria Welby, 14 March 1909, in C.S. Hardwick, (ed.), Semiotics
and Signifies: The Correspondence between Charles S. Peirce and Victoria,
Lady Welby (Bloomington, Ind., 1977): 113.
8 While employed at the Survey, Peirce worked concurrently at the Harvard
Observatory. 1869-72. held various sortS of lectureship at Johns Hopkins
University. t 880-4. gave occasional sequences of lectures in Cambridge and
Boston, defined 7,069 masd)' technical words for the Century Dictionary,

wrote his most widely read and anthologized series of philosophical papers. the
'Illustrations of the Logic of Science' in The Popular Science Monthly,

published, in the first English-language philosophy periodical, his three most
innovative early philosophical essays. and commenced the sequence of essays in
The Monist that includes his antidcterminist 'Doctrine of Necessity Examined'.
9 Paper' 6, 28.

10 Ibid., 36.
Ibid., 43.
12 'The Doctrine of Chances' (1878), Writings 3, 278.
13 'On the Theory of Errors of Observations', Report ofthe Superintendent ofthe
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